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INTRODUaiON

Network design consists of two parts. The first part concerns all you need to know
about cabling, hubs, switches, and routers. It encompasses RFPs, contracts, and
putting network pieces together. All of that was covered in the companion book
to this one, Designing Apple Talk Network Architectures. It's all important stuff. But
what you need to know in addition to that is what you want to run on your network. That's why networks are built in the first place, isn't it?
Networks are built so that users can print, so that users can share files with each
other, and so that users can send each other mail. All the hubs and switches in the
world aren't going to do you any good unless you have a service to offer. That's the
second part of network design: knowing how to offer services with which the users
want to work, services that make the users feel that having a network is worth
something to them. So guess what this book is about? Yup, just like the tide says,
it's about services design and how to get those services running.
This book doesn't ftow like some of our other books. This book is really broken
down into five different "service types." They are as follows:

E·Mad

It used to be that networks were built so that users could share incredibly expensive printers. Now most networks are built so that users can share e-mail. It's kind
of funny, but a CEO recently called me up in the middle of the night and he
seemed to be in a cold sweat. "Do you know that our e-mail system is the backbone and lifeblood of communications in our company?" he asked. Sure, I did. I
was the one who designed the system years ago. He was just figuring that out.
Well, it is important to a lot of people. To that end ·we cover three different types
of e-mail systems that you might want to employ. We cover the easiest system out
there, PowerTalk, which ships with each Macintosh. We then show two more
types, the Internet-friendly (but not very robust) Apple Internet Mail Server and
the corporate e-mail application QuickMail. We also cover some e-mail options
that you definitely will want to use, such as StarNine's ListSTAR and Mail*Link.

Datallases The second most popular network service these days is the database. FileMaker
from Claris is the "everyman's" database and is probably the most widely used system in the universe. Well, we not only cover it, but we also cover how to tie it into
the World Wide Web using CGis. To that end, we also cover Butler and Cumulus
as well. Butler is a very strong SGML queriable database and Cumulus is by &r

xi
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the best an database that we've ever seen. We also cover one of my personal favorites, Informed Designer from Shana. Informed is a package that lets you build custom forms and then route those forms to other users through e-mail (see a tie-in
here?). Many of our books ship with some of the forms that we've designed. Great
package and a great way to capture information!

Internet
Related

The next suite of applications we discuss falls within the rubric of Internet-related
applications, like DNS servers and WebSTAR. To us, these are the key Internetrelated services your network should employ. If you are creating a network that
has links to the Internet, these will definitely be the applications you'll use, and
probably plenty of others as well. Check out AppleSearch as a part of this. If you
have information that you need to get out to a lot of people, then tying in
AppleSearch with the Web is a fantastic, and often overlooked, tool.

Printing

There are only two chapters about printing. One of them is about how to choose
a printer, and the other is about that great paperless printer, Adobe Acrobat. If you
deal with documents in any way (that means all of you), this should be on your
must reading list.

Da Rest of da
Services

File Server choices, more information about backup planning, and two can't-dowithout-them applications-Now Up-to-Date and Contact-are lumped
together here. Check out Now Up-to-Date. In the Managing Apple Talk Networks
book there's a calendar I've created called the network manager's calendar. I swear
by it. I swear by this product as well.

Network TraUic
At the end of this book is a chapter about network services and the network traffic
that they cause. We put it at the end of the book because it was the last chapter
we wrote. It's a chapter that you need to read because it tells you about how much
traffic each of these types of applications causes when you run it on the network.
A part of network services is knowing the types of traffic that the services cause
and how the services will affect network performance. Don't believe what you read
in the magazines about how much traffic something causes. Follow what we tell
you here, and do some of your own investigation as well. Before you put any of the
services that we mention in this book on your network, you need to know how it
will affect the ability of the network to deliver already existing services to your
users. If you know that, then you are in good stead. If you don't, then you are taking your chances.

xii
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What Didn't Make It
What didn't make it into the book is anything about video conferencing and
Webcasting. This stuff is too new to write about. You'll see a new book come out
from us that covers adding multimedia to your network. That development will
be something pretty significant and will definitely change at least some of the
ways you provide services and plan designs. And by the way, if you are one of
those folks who are saying that you won't be adding video conferencing to your
network, get ready to change your tune. Look at the Nokia monitors! They are
shipping with video cameras in them. I'm sure that by the time this book is a year
old there will be more and more people who are doing direct video conferencing.

As Always
If you read something in here that doesn't seem right, or you need to know more,
want to take a class, or you don't agree with us, feel free to call, e-mail, or fax us,
and we'll try to help or put you in touch with the folks who can.
From the team at Network Frontiers, who include
Cassandra Kovel, Editor in Residence
Tom Dell, ChiefWriter for the Book
Lynn Heiberger, Writer
Tom Hessel, Writer
and yours truly, Dorian Cougias, Chief Prognosticator
thank you for purchasing and reading this book. Here's how to get a hold of us:
Phone (415) 896-2939
Fax (415) 896-1573
All of the following e-mail addresses are at @netfrontiers.com
dorian_cougias
tom_dell
lynn_heiberger
cass_kovel
tom_hessel
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lntrodudfon
Our Web page is at www.neifrontiers.com.
One last thing: Be sure to check out the digital audio tracks from the Love Zombies on the CD-ROM that comes with this book.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCING E-MAIL MESSAGING
WITH QUICKMAIL

There are currently more than 19 million electronic mail-or e-mail--users, who
send well over 15 billion messages per year in the United States alone. It is by far
the cheapest form of communication, averaging around 16 cents per page to send
cross-country. Compare this with facsimile messages costing $1.86 per page and
$13 for overnight express mail carriers. In the computing world, electronic messaging is big business.
There are many definitions of e-mail. There are the technical definitions, there are
the product-specific definitions, and there are the corporate communication definitions that have been appearing lately in the "reinvent your business" books.
What we will try to do first is meld most of these definitions together into a single
definition that, hopefully, expresses the correct concepts. After that, we will go
into great detail about how it all works so that you will have a good base of knowledge for our discussions ofQuickMail, Mail*Link, PowerTalk, ListSTAR, and the
Apple Internet Mail Server.
E-mail is the term used for the exchange of text-based communication-perhaps
including enclosures of data and voice messages-between a sender and designated recipients. It is delivered through computer networks and telecommunication links. In other words, it is a method of communication using computers and
associated networking technology. It is asynchronous and usually fairly fast. It can
be as simple as sending a text-based message-like "Hi. How are you doing?"-

AppleTulk Network Services
from one computer to another within an office, or as complicated as sending data
and voice enclosures to other users across the world on different systems.
E-mail can be sent between computers using a variety of different methodologies
and technologies. Some companies employ only one of those methods or techniques, others employ more than one, and some employ all of them. For your benefit, we will go over each of them and then show you how Network Frontiers' email system fits into the categories we have explained.
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MAINFRAME MESSAGE (ENTERS
The mainframe messaging center was the first design in which e-mail was
employed. Systems like IBM's PROFs and the commercial bulletin board e-mail
systems of today (such as America Online and CompuServe) act as hosts to e-mail
user clients. These clients link up to the host via internal cabling schemes or
through public access lines. Once connected to the system, the client can access
waiting mail and send mail via a password-protected user account.
Mail notification is only performed when the user has connected to the system.
The system has no notification method when the user is not connected. Because
of this, most systems use the inbox/outbox metaphors for e-mail storage.

Mainframe Messaging Center

Characteristics of Mainframe Message Centers
Network Design
If you want to connect to a mainframe mail system, whether that mail system is
internal to your organization or one such as America Online or CompuServe, you
need to create a mail gateway from your LAN-based e-mail system to the mainframe mail system. All messages flowing from your organization to members of
the mainframe system will pass through this single gateway. This means that the
amount of mail in megabytes will affect your e-mail system's network performance
and storage space requirements.
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Costs
If you are connecting to a mainframe messaging system that is external to your
organization, you must first purchase an account. These accounts can sometimes
cost quite a bit of money over a year of regular usage. Some accounts have a fixed
fee, but most of them are based upon the number of kilocharacters you transfer
between your system and theirs. Up to $0.05 per kilocharacter is common. It
might not sound like much now, but add it up over the year and it could run into
thousands of dollars!

Legal Issues
In this system, the host acts as a repository for mail awaiting transfer from the
sender to the receiver. With many commercial systems, even after the mail has
been downloaded to the local computer by the recipient, the message remains in
the host's storage system for a certain amount of time before it is discarded. Users
have options for removing the mail manually in most commercial systems.
Public electronic mail systems, such as America Online, CompuServe, AppleLink,
and Source, all provide records of electronic mail transactions that could be used
to disclose activity. These records and files are subject to United States laws and
can be retrieved for litigation purposes, if necessary.
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ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS

Electronic bulletin board systems are the most basic of all electronic messaging
environments. In a bulletin board system, users post messages in the various areas
of concern on the bulletin board. Once the message is posted, any other reader
who enters that area of concern on the bulletin board can read and reply to the
posted message.

Bedronic Bulletin Board System
There is usually a person in charge of the bulletin board called a System Operator,
or a Sysop. Larger commercial bulletin boards break down the responsibilities for
different areas of concern and place individual Sysops in charge of each area. It is
this person's duty to maintain all the bulletin board chat areas and direct posted
messages to the correct areas of the bulletin board. Thus, this person has access to
aD the messages posted on the bulletin board and can eliminate any messages that
he or she deems inappropriate. This gives the Sysop a lot of control over the management of messages. It also means that the Sysop is almost guaranteed to read
most of the posted messages.
Bulletin boards are a great place to gather information. If a topic is hot, many
replies are posted. In many cases, the replies themselves branch off into other discussions. These secondary discussions are called threads.

s
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Charaderistics of Eledronic Bulletin Board Systems

Network Design
Much like the mainframe message systems, you can create a gateway to electronic
bulletin boards, and they can act as e-mail repositories.
Some of the bulletin boards have "auto-download" features that can monitor conversations and threads in messages, and then forward those conversations and
threads to a user's mail account. From there, your LAN-based e-mail system can
download the information through a gateway into an individual's mail account.

Costs
Commercial bulletin boards cost money. Each connection costs something. You
might want to ensure that the connections you establish will be worth what you
will be paying for them.

Security
All messages posted to bulletin boards, whether they pertain to a topic in general
or are strictly between two people, are open for public viewing and response.
Messages that are sent directly to users are generally private. However, any message
sent to a user can be forwarded by that user to anyone else who is a member of the
bulletin board system, or to whole groups of individuals.
Sysops are under certain legal obligations concerning data privacy and privileges.
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LAN CLIENT/SERVER ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEMS
This is what you will have if you purchase the Macintosh platform's market leader
in LAN client/server e-mail systems, CE Software's QuickMail. LAN client/server
e-mail systems use the concept of an e-mail server that acts as the routing entity
for e-mail being passed between sender and receiver. Users, or clients, receive
accounts on the mail server. They can connect, either automatically or manually,
to the mail server during the course of the work day. Once connected through the
network, users can send e-mail to other users on the network via the mail server.
In this case, mail is sent from the sender to the mail server only. The mail server
then notifies the recipient that mail is waiting at the server to be picked up. The
recipient may then request that the e-mail be forwarded to his or her computer by
the server machine.

LAN Oient/Server Bedronic Mail Systems
LAN -based client/server systems require that there be a dedicated mail server running on the LAN. In the case of QuickMail, this service resides on a Macintosh.
The e-mail server software can run concurrently with some other dedicated services, such as file services, but not other systems, like Dantz' Retrospect. User
accounts and passwords are set up at the server or through remote server management applications.
All mail in this store and forward stasis is located at the server until it can be distributed. There are two main methods for distribution in a client/server model.
One method is through file-based transactions. Here the server does not act as a
transportation engine. It merely files mail in the appropriate "in" and "out" boxes
and then uses the LAN's native file transport mechanisms to move the mail

7
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between sender, server, and recipient(s). The other method is through a standard
mail transport format, such as MHS or X.400, or through a proprietary engine
similar to the one implemented by QuickMail.

Characteristics of LAN Client/Server E-Mail Systems

Network Design
QuickMail needs to run on a Macintosh. The machine on which the QuickMail
server is running cannot be the network's backup machine because of network
traffic interference during the backup process. It should not be a workstation. It
can be both an e-mail and a file server.

Costs
There is a cost associated with the server machine. FortUnately, QuickMail runs
well on low-end machines. An old SE/30 works just fine in most cases, but a base
model PowerMac is preferable. Additional costs depend on how many users you
will support and how many bridges and gateways you will have. The number of
users will determine how large the hard drive needs to be, and the bridges and
gateways will determine the RAM requirements.
You need a modem if you want to dial out to other services or networks, or if you
wish users to be able to dial in to your network from remote locations. This is
highly recommended. You may also need an Internet feed.
You need the initial QuickMail software, plus enough user accounts to support
each of your users. You should also budget for training for yourself and your users.

Administration
All n:essages are stored on the server until they are requested by the recipients.
Most systems maintain a copy of files for a certain amount of time after they have
been forwarded to the recipients.
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Security
Most systems file the messages in their own proprietary format, but most of those
formats can still be decoded using a standard word processor or text editor, unless
an encryption option is available.

9
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PEER-TO-PEER ELEORONIC MAIL SYSTEMS

The Apple Open Collaborative Environment (AOCE) offers peer-to-peer electronic mail under the PowerTalk system. Instead of sending mail to a recipient
through a mail server, the mail is sent directly from one computer to another. Outgoing mail is kept in the user's Outbox until it can be forwarded to the intended
recipients. Mail in the lnBox is actually located on the user's computer instead of
on the mail server.

Peer-to-Peer fledronic Mail Systems
To the administrator, this means that mail that has been addressed but not sent is
not located on a central server. Instead, it is distributed throughout the network
on the senders' computers.
PowerTalk, which we discuss later in the chapter called "Exchanging Documents
on the Small LAN with PowerTalk," can also use the client/server methodology
through its personal gateways, but these do not make the computers true clients.

Characteristics of Peer-to-Peer E-Mail Systems
Network Design
Apple created the PowerShare server to act like the QuickMail server in implementing store-and-forward, but they have since stopped supporting it. When
planning for PowerTalk, plan for a peer-to-peer system. That is its strength.
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PowerTalk can be used with QuickMail through the QuickMail Personal Gateway
from Apple.

Administration
Mail is decentralized throughout the corporate network, meaning that it is much
harder to back up and protect than a centralized client/server system.
Tracking the trends of electronic mail usage is nearly impossible with today's tools.

Security
Sensitive data in store-and-forward mode on a mobile computer goes mobile
when that computer leaves the office.

11
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ENTERPRISE LAN/WAN ELEaRONIC MAIL SYSTEMS

In the real world (where most of us live), none of these systems stand alone.
Instead, we usually have a mixture of all or part of these systems in the same corporate e-mail environment. Mail messages not only move from the sender to the
receiver, they also traverse various systems that can be similar or as different as
night and day. What we will do here is put together some of the more common
arrangements, including a final arrangement that shows everything tied together.

LAN·to·Host Electronic Mail Systems
Many of the well-established companies with which we work have moved some
of their e-mail users to LAN-based systems, but still have a great many electronic
mailboxes on their legacy mainframe mail packages. For one reason or another,
they will not move completely to a LAN environment. Because of that, a gateway
from the LAN system to the mainframe system must be used to translate messages
from one format to the other.

iAN-to-Host Electronic Mail Systems

LAN·to·LAN Electronic Mail Systems
It has long been said that "no Mac is an island." Who said it? I don't know, but it
has been used to refer to the fact that Macintoshes work well on LA.Ns. Sometimes
it is used to refer to the fact that the Macintoshes need to communicate with the
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PCs of the world. With respect to electronic mail it means that a great many of us
end up sending mail across multiple LAN systems, whether they are local system
to local system or local system to another local system over a dial-up connection.

LAN-to-lAN Electronic Moil Systems

Conned to Everything and Anything
The next illustration shows the way Network Frontiers communicates through email. Starting from bottom right and working clockwise, we will explain with
whom we connect and how.

Boffom Right
Our LAN-based electronic mail system consists of both a client/server system
(QuickMail) and a peer-to-peer system (PowerTalk). They communicate with
each other through the Apple Personal PowerTalk Gateway for QuickMail, formerly from StarNine Technologies.

Boffom Leh
Through the use of QM-Script Gateway, we also connect to CompuServe's commercial bulletin board and electronic mail service. Not only do we download and
upload electronic mail messages, we use QuickMairs scripting technology to
gather information on topics of interest.
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Top Leh
Through the use of QM-Link Gateway provided with QuickMail, we connect to
the AppleLink commercial bulletin board and electronic mail service. Since there
is no scripting language associated with AppleLink, we use it only as a connection
method to other AppleLink users.

Top Right
In addition to commercial services, we also connect to other mail systems through
regular telephone lines. On an average, we send approximately 100 electronic
messages per week to other organizations across the country.

Network Frontiers' E-Mail System
Not shown, because we cover it in so much detail elsewhere, is our Frame Relay
LAN-to-Internet feed. This is serviced by two systems: QuickMail with the
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Mail*Link SMTP gateway (netfrontiers.com) and the Apple Internet Mail Server
(pop. netfrontiers. com).
So what? Well, we didn't show you this to prove how well we connect with the
outside world. We showed you our electronic mail environment so that you can
quickly understand what we came to realize after some time: Security in e-mail
messages that flow through multiple formats defaults to the lowest common
denominator. Even though AOCE allows the use of key signatures and QuickMail
WAN is very secure, other paths are not.

Charaderistics of LAN/WAN E-Mail Systems

Network Design
Consider throughput and capacity between users on a single mail server, across
multiple mail servers on a single network, across multiple mail servers on separate
dial-up networks, and between users on the LAN and users on the Internet.

Administration
Administration must be accomplished at several levels, including the LAN, any
gateways to outside systems, and gateways to other, different internal systems.

Security
Plan for security at the level of the lowest common denominator.

Legal issues
Mail using outside services must follow state, interstate, and international law.
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ABEnER DEFINITION OF E-MAIL
Electronic mail is a relatively new form of communications that will change the
way your organization operates. As the telephone changed the way we communicate, so too has e-mail. For some reason, a lot of people do not realize this. There
is an interesting book on the market by Cheryl Currid called Electronic Invasion:
Brave New World ofBusiness Communications (Brady Publishing, 1993). Her book
covers many aspects of business communications, one of which is e-mail. Her definition is about the same as ours, and she, too, sees e-mail as a culture-changing
mode of communication.
Currid notes that as users become more comfortable with e-mail as a communication method, the communication culture changes within an organization. The
way they use e-mail begins to change, as well as the way they communicate with
each other. Currid speaks of three phases in this path of change: the adjective
stage, the noun stage, and the verb stage. You can tell how comfortable people are
with the technology by the way they talk about their communication system.

Adiective Stage
This is the beginning stage of using e-mail as a method of communication. Fred
says to Joe, ''I'll send you an e-mail message., At this point users are differentiating
e-mail from other forms of communication. Currid points out that messages are
somewhat formal in nature, with the following characteristics:
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•

They are long, with multiple topics per message.

•

They are structured like formal letters.

•

Users follow the rules of organizational behavior.

•

Users do not copy other users without prior approval.

•

Users print out their messages continually.

•

Users do not trust the system very much.
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Noun Stage
During this next stage, users are more familiar with the e-mail system. They no
longer distinguish between this method of communication and other methods,
such as voice mail and handwritten memos. Users make statements like, "I'll send
you an e-mail on that." Here e-mail is becoming the preferred method of communication. Some of the behaviors you will notice are:
•

Messages are not as formal.

•

Messages are more direct and cover single topics.

•

The paragraphs are shorter.

•

The content is much more focused.

•

Message sending is more frequent.

Verb Stage
Among the advanced users, e-mail is now a verb. You will hear your users saying,
'Til e-mail you about that." People make action-oriented statements referencing
their e-mail system. Once e-mail is a verb, you will notice these e-mail behaviors:
•

Message formality has gone out the window.

•

Messages are short and to the point.

•

The paragraphs have become one or two sentences in length.

•

Action items are requested clearly, as are responses to questions.

•

Flaming, or sending emotional statements, sometimes occurs.
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SETTING UP THE BASIC QUICKMAIL SERVER

CE Software has made the process of installing the QuickMail system on the LAN
a breeze. Run the installer on a dedicated Macintosh, restart the machine, and
welcome to the wonderful world of e-mail (adjective stage)!

QuickMail Server Parts
What has been installed are QuickMail's essential, but as yet unconfigured, components, which are as follows:

QM Server
This control panel notifies network users when they have e-mail and distributes
that e-mail to them. This is also where the number of allowable simultaneous sessions is set, each session being a single transaction between server and workstation.
siB~ QM
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QM Server Control Panel
QM Server runs in the background using memory set aside in the system heap. It
should be in the Control Panels folder of the System Folder. If it is not running,
mail will not be distributed. Each QM-Server--equipped computer can handle up
to 32 MailCenters.
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NameServer
The NameServer control panel usually resides on the mail server, where it runs in
the background using memory from the system heap. This control panel gathers
information from various MailCenters on the network, with which it creates a
database of names and e-mail addresses. NameServer acts as a directory for users
searching for others' addresses on the network and for routing messages that have
come in through a bridge or gateway.
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QM Administrator Application
QM Administrator is used to create and maintain MailCenters and the user
accounts in these MailCenters. If bridge and gateway MailCenters are being used,
or if users are dialing in from remote sites, this application must be running to
handle communications.
When the QM Administrator application is opened, it will activate all the existing
bridges and gateways, find the online MailCenters, and initialize any modems.

Mai/Centers
MailCenters are repositories for the mail associated with user accounts. Online
MailCenters contain the accounts of users connected directly to the network-for
example, Macintosh and QuickMail for DOS with AppleTalk users.
Each mail server can handle up to 32 online MailCenters. Each of these MailCenters can accommodate up to 254 user accounts, although no more than 100
accounts are recommended for all but the fastest server machines.

File-based MailCenters are repositories for mail associated with QuickMail for
DOS with File Servers, QuickMail for OS/2, and QuickMail for Windows users'
accounts. These are online MailCenters that reside physically on an AFP-compatible, file-based server volume. There can be only one file-based server volume per
mail server.
The bridge MailCenter is software that allows communications between two like
devices or protocols, such as one QuickMail server to another QuickMail server.
The gateway MailCenter is software that allows communications between two
unlike devices or protocols, such as a QuickMail server to an information service.
The following are the bridges and gateways shipped with QuickMail.
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•

The QM-Printer Bridge MailCenter is used by QM Administrator to collect
mail for those without computers. It sends the mail to the printer in a batch
at specified times.

•

The QM-Direct Bridge MailCenter directs mail traffic to a MailCenter in another location, possibly across long-distance telephone lines.
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•

The QM-QM Bridge MailCenter is used to create a MailCenter that directs
mail traffic to multiple MailCenters in other locations, usually across telephone lines.

•

The QM-Script Gateway MailCenter directs mail traffic to information services such as MCI Mail, Sprint Mail, CompuServe, and other customized services. This software also has a number of associated prewritten scripts.

•

The QM-Link Gateway MailCenter provides access to a specific commercial
information service, AppleLink.

•

The QM-AOL Gateway MailCenter provides access to a specific commercial
information service, America Online.

The Store & Forward MailCenter is an integral but nearly invisible MailCenter
that is created when QuickMail is installed. Any time a message needs to be routed
to a mail server other than the one on which its sender has an account, this MailCenter is called upon. There is only one such Mail Center per server. There are few
administrative functions that cannot be performed with QM Administrator.
When you first establish your QuickMail service, you'll use it almost exclusively
to set up your various MailCenters and user accounts. Later, you will use it in
maintaining these accounts.
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USING QM ADMINISTRATOR
After using QM Administrator to set up your online MailCenters, QM Server will
distribute mail to and from your users with NameServer, which will keep track of
their addresses. QM Administrator looks like the following screen shot.
QM Administrator

MailC~nt~r

N~xt Conn~ction

®

Y 01iting

Urg~nt

Sbtus

@@)®

Q

The QuickMail Administrator Window
1.

Status. This describes the current action QM Administrator is taking. Some
actions may be completed so quickly that you cannot read the description,
but you will see words Aash on the screen.

2. Administrator or MailCenter or User. If no connection is being made, "Administrator" is listed. If a connection to a gateway or bridge Mail Center is occurring, the name of the connected MailCenter is listed. If a user is calling in
using QM Remote or any other telecom package, the user's name is shown.
3. Connection. T his lists the tool used to handle incoming calls to this machine
when a remote site or user connects to your site. Different tools may be used
when a bridge or gateway calls from this site to another site.
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4.

File Based Server. If this machine is used as a server for file-based MailCenters, this line names the mounted AppleTalk File Protocol (AFP) volume
that is used for server duties. If this machine is not a server for file-based MailCenters, it displays "not active."

S. Time. This displays the current time as set on this computer's system clock.
6. Memory. This is the amount of free RAM available to QM Administrator.
7.

Disk Space. This is the amount of disk space available to QM Administrator.
QM Administrator can use free space only on the volume containing the System Folder.

8.

Dead Mail. This is the number of messages stored on the mail server that cannot be delivered to the addressee or returned to the sender.

9.

Q.M Server. This status bar displays how much of QM Server's processing
power is being used.

10. NameServer. The number of names stored and the number of names that are
allowed to be stored in the NameServer database are shown here.

11. MailCenter. This shows all MailCenters that QM Administrator can find in
the zones searched. The icons vary and may look like any of the following.

+

~

These Mail Centers are located on the local hard drive.

These file-based MailCenters are located on a file-based server volume.

These Mail Centers are located on a different mail server's hard drive.
MailCenters listed in plain text can be administered from this computer.
MailCenters listed in italics are "Not Handled."

12. Type. This lists either "Online" or the bridge or gateway software used by this
particular MailCenter.
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13. Next Connection. This lists the scheduled time that a bridge or gateway
Mail Center will activate and trade mail with another site. This is blank for online MailCenters or a bridge or gateway Mail Center with no calling schedule.
14. Waiting. This is the number of messages waiting to be sent from the bridge
or gateway MailCenter.
15. Urgent. This is the number of top-priority messages that are waiting.
16. Status. This lists failure codes if this Mail Center is not connecting properly.
It also may display "Not Handled" if this machine does not administer this
MailCenter or "No bridge/gateway" if the necessary bridge or gateway software is not installed.
Before any local users can exchange mail, an online MailCenter must be created
with QM Administrator to hold users' account information. To do this select New
MailCenter from the File menu. The MailCenter window appears.

Moil Center:
Password:

IRCME_ONLIN~

I

I

I

Type:
Online (FIIe-b1lsed)

([ OK J)

Printer
OM-Direct
OM-Link
OM-OM
OM-Script

p

Defining the Mai/Center
In the MailCenter field, enter a name. All lowercase characters are automatically
changed to uppercase and spaces are converted to underscore characters. Enter
something in the Password field if you want. Although passwords are not
required, they do prevent unauthorized access to a Mail Center. If the password is
lost or forgotten, however, you are hosed! Select Online in the Type field. Clicking OK opens the first configuration dialog box for the new MailCenter.
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Nome: RCMLONLINE
Type: Online
,-------..

( Password: )
( Custodian: J (None)

0

Cleor log euery fiiiil
®Send log euery
days

tl!!l

K[ ontig,•..,... J (

OK

J

( cancel

The Configure Mai/Center Window
Enter a name and password for the user who will be custodian and click Add.

First Name

I Tyrone

lost Nome

IJohnso~

Password
Done

Entering the Custodian
So, what is a "custodian?" Although the terms administrator and custodian are
often used interchangeably, they are not necessarily the same person. The custodian is usually someone responsible for a specific MailCenter. This person has
probably been assigned these duties by the administrator.
If you are the QuickMail administrator, your duties probably include:
•

Supporting network users. Answering questions about workstation software
use, setting up online accounts, distributing QuickMail software, address
books, groups, forms, and (perhaps) passwords. You might also be called
upon to troubleshoot workstations.

•

Supporting remote users. Answering questions about modem communications and distributing QuickMail software, address books, groups, and forms.
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•

Maintaining the mail server. Updating and upgrading server software when
needed, regularly backing up the hard drive, clearing hard drive space of dead
mail and inactive accounts, and troubleshooting hardware problems.

•

Coordinating efforts of other administrators. If your network regularly
communicates with another site through a QuickMail-to-QuickMail bridge,
you will need to discuss policy and exchange user lists and phone books.

•

Coordinating efforts of custodians. Support those people you have charged
with maintaining MailCenters.

•

Helping to create policy. This might involve simple decisions such as how
many Mail Centers will be created and who will use them, and more complex
issues such as how your company will deal with e-mail privacy. Good planning at the beginning makes for easier going later. You will probably work
with other network administrators and management on this.

If you are a QuickMail custodian, your duties probably include:

•

Maintaining MailCenters. Helping end users with their accounts, reviewing
logs for problems, and acting on notifications and alerts. You might also be
charged with some or all of the duties of the administrator.

At smaller companies, you might assume both roles. Larger companies may have
many people supporting QuickMail. Either way, administrators and custodians
are vital system components.
Once you have created your first online MailCenter, you can add users' accounts
by double-clicking on the MailCenter's name in the QM Administrator window.
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a

File

Edit

User

Utilities

S etting ~

9/2.9/93
9/2.9/93
9/29 / 93

The Mai/Center Open and Ready for New User Entry
Select Create from the User menu to open the User dialog box.
First Nome

lryrone

Lost Nome

IJohnso~

Password
Done

User Dialog Box
Enter the user's first name, last name, and password (if desired). When finished,
click Add. T he dialog box will remain on the screen, allowing you to enter multiple names without having to reselect to create a new user from the User menu.
Click the Done button when finished.
The user names appear in the MailCenter's user list.
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~0~

ACMLONLINE ~

Users ( 10)
[]Al l Beckman
[] Cerr1e Berkwottz
[] J esmt ne Brown
[]Mae Hell
[]Phil Hecht
[] Bert Hernandez
[] Sam Hut
[]Tyrone Johnson
[]Tony Menchester
[] Scooter Newton

:!!

Online MaiiCenler User Ust
Close the MailCenter, and you are finished. If you are not using any bridges or
gateways, you may close QM Administrator as well. Before doing so, however,
there are a few more things you could do.
The way each Mail Center works can be tailored to the needs of your network
environment. To change a MailCenter's configuration, double-dick on the MailC enter in the QM Administrator window to open it, and then select Configure
(name ofMailCenter) from the File menu.
·
The Configure Online MailCenter window is displayed with the following available options.
Select the reetures for this MellCent er

181 Dlspleylng public
181 Removing old public messeges
181 Unsendlng mell
181 Dlspleylng personel men logs
181 Unreedlng metl
181 Connecting remotely
181 Urgent noltflcelton overriding ·oo Not Disturb'
Enter t he limiti ng Quantities for this Mall Center

l1oo

IDays until removal or public messages.
IMa~lmum entries In user's mellllsl.

l• oo

IMa~lmum entries In user"s mall log.

17

Mell priorities
ASAP
lmportent
Normal
Bulk

I

OK

I Cancel

I
)

Configure Online MaiiCenler Window
Leave the Displaying public checkbox selected if you wish to let the users of this
MailCenter post messages visible to all users in the MailCenter. The Unsending
mail option allows users to delete messages after they have sent them. The message
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cannot be unsent after it is read by the recipient. If the Unreading mail checkbox
is selected, users are allowed to change a message to Unread status after reading it.
This can serve as a reminder for an important message. If the Urgent notification
override ••. checkbox is selected, members of this MailCenter are notified when
messages marked Urgent arrive for them, even if they have the Do Not Disturb
feature of QuickMail turned on.

& your MailCenter activity increases, public mail messages will accumulate. If
you select the Removing old public messages checkbox and specify the number
of days next to Days until removal of public messages, messages older than specified are deleted automatically. This not only reduces the disk space taken up on
the mail server, but also keeps only the most recent messages in the Public folder.
A message with a subject beginning with an asterisk will not be deleted by this
option. The Displaying personal mail logs checkbox allows a listing of the mail
sent by individual users to be generated. This uses disk space on the mail server,
but it allows users to track or unsend messages. You can limit the space consumed
by each user's mail log by typing a number into the field next to Maximum
entries in user's mail log. Users who exceed this number will see a dialog box that
tells them they have exceeded the limit. They are asked to clear entries from their
mail log, although they are not prevented from adding new entries. If the Connecting remotely checkbox is selected, users can call into this MailCenter using
a modem and check, send, and read mail. (See the "Supporting Remote Connections" section of this chapter beginning on page 74 for more information.)
In the Mail priorities fields, you can change the words used to describe the five
levels of QuickMail messages. The top level always has the highest priority in the
QuickMail system regardless of the name. These settings only affect messages that
are to be read by users of this MailCenter.
If the number entered in Maximum entries in user's mail list is exceeded, a dialog box appears asking or reminding the user to file or delete some messages currently in the user's mailbox.
Before we move on to the client end, we want to show you one more thing. You
can communicate with a MailCenter's users by sending them a newsjlash, which
is a message that appears at the bottom of their QuickMail windows. This can be
useful for informing users when a service interruption will occur or perhaps to
direct them to documentation that you have posted in the Public folder, such as
an e-mail privacy policy. To do this, open the desired MailCenter, and select
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NewsRash from the File menu. A dialog box appears in which you may type your
message, as shown in the next screen shot.
Enter Newsflash for INTERNAL.MRIL:
INTERNRLMRIL will be down Friday, 2
serulce~

p.m. to 4 p.m., for

QOI
The Newsflash Window
'CO Mail Log ...............................................

1/a Public

....................................................

&la Mail Later ...........................................
tia Misc. Mail ...........................................
See E-mail Policy under PUBLIC

The Newsflash in the User's Main QuickMail Window
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SEniNG UP THE QUICKMAIL CLIENT

While the QuickMail server requires a Macintosh, the QuickMail package comes
with client software for computers running DOS, Windows, or the MacOS.
Because of this, a cross-platform QuickMail system is possible as long as all the
computers involved speak AppleTalk. Here are the essential components of the
client software.

Windows Client
QMAILWIN.EXE
This is QuickMail's client software for Windows PCs connecting to the mail
server through a file-based MailCenter.

QMNOTE.EXE
This is a notifier TSR that informs QuickMail for Windows users when mail has
been received for them.

CE.INI
This is a file that supplies user information during workstation bootup.

CONFIG.EXE
This program allows workstation software preferences to be set up or changed.
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QuickMail for Windows Connedion Screen

DOS Client

QMAILATP.EXE
This is QuickMail's client software for PCs connecting to the network with an
AppleTalk-compatible card.

QMATP
This is a notifier T SR that informs QuickMail for DOS with AppleTalk users
when mail has been received.

QC.EXE
This is a notifier TSR that informs QuickMail for DOS with AppleTalk users
when another online user wishes to hold a realtime QuickConference.

QCONF.EXE
This allows realtime conferencing between QuickMail for DOS with AppleTalk
users and other online users.

CE.INI
This is a file that supplies user information during workstation bootup.
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CONFIG.EXE
This program allows workstation sofrware preferences

to

be set up or changed.

Macintosh Client

QuickMail Desk Accessory
This is QuickMail's client software in which messages are composed and sent and
received and read. This sofrware includes an INIT extension that informs users
when mail has been received.

QuickConference
The QuickConference system extension allows realtime conferencing among
online QuickMail users.
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( MoiiCenter 38M J INTERNRLMRIL
Zone: Rcme Public
( Name X N J Tom Dell
Password:

,....1·-··-.-.- - ----,

Rt Startup:

0
0

Connect Automatically
Connect Later
®Connec t Monually
[ cancel )

c~t"D

t!H""co""n""
n""e

QuickMail for Macintosh (onnedion Screen
Since the Macintosh is the best computer in the universe, we will use the Macintosh to illustrate QuickMail client use.
After installing QuickMail, locate your new MailCenter and tell it who you are
when you connect. You should see the QuickMail main connection screen when
the computer restarts. If you do not, access it by selecting QuickMail from the
Apple menu.
First, click the MailCenter 3€M button to select from available MailCenters. A
list of zones appears in the top half of the dialog box. Select the appropriate zone
if applicable, and a list of its MailCenters will appear in the bottom section of the
window. Highlight the Mail Center you created and click OK
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Selett Zone:
Acme Morketlng
-~m~JN~nt,ii:./:'.if

Acme
Acme
Acme
Acme

::.··· .•. ,

R&D
Soles
Senior Stoff
Trolnlng

Selett MaiiCenter:

n

nI Cantel

OK

Mai/Center Seledion Dialog Box
Next, click the Name XN button. All the names belonging to the chosen MailCenter are displayed. Highlight your name by clicking it or by typing the first letters of your last name. Click OK when finished.
Selett a name:
Admin
Covolry
FIN
Guest
Felll< Barrientos
Beto Reeder Centro!
Do.~on Couglos
!()1{1;Q~1Ji :··
Net Folks

[ Cantel ] I[

OK

B

1!1

Seleding aName for QuiclcMail
Also type your password if you have one. Letters are replaced with bullets as they
are typed to protect your password from straying eyes.
Once you have logged in, you are presented with the QuickMail Main window.
This is where mail is created, read, filed, printed, deleted, saved, spell-checked,
forwarded, and more.
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Q
Ill

There are several components of this window that are critical to the way in which
QuickMail performs:
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a.

T hese are the function buttons. Clicking them performs the function identified by the tcon.

b.

This is the version of QuickMail software you are using, your connection
name, and the M ailCenter to which you are connected.

c.

These are the listings of mail that have been sent to you (Mailbox), that you
have sent to others (Mail Log), that are posted for public viewing (Public), or
that have been filed on your local workstation in personal folders. Each message is tagged with the date and time it was sent.
•

The mailbox is your receptacle for up to 100 pieces of incoming mail.
When you receive new mail, QuickMail flashes its icon above the Apple
menu and plays a tone through the Macintosh speaker.

•

The mail log is where up to the last 100 messages that you have sent to
others are stored for a time so that yo u may review them.

•

The public section of QuickMail is like a bulletin board. It's a place where
anyone can post a message for everyone to read without addressing it to
everyone. Public messages are controlled by the sender or the administra-
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tor and are usually set to be automatically deleted after a specified period
of time, the default setting being seven days.
•

You may create as many personalfolders as you want to store messages locally for future reference. One has already been created for you called "My
Filed Mail."

d. This is the newsjlash area. The QuickMail administrator can put a one-line
message here and change it any time. You can also determine if QuickMail's
MailManager function is on or off by looking here.
Here is how to send mail through the QuickMail system. To initiate the creation
of a message, choose from one of the predesigned forms. To do this, use the New
button in the main QuickMail window. A scrolling list of forms appears in a dialog box. Select one by double-clicking it.
Select form to use:
M6iiManeger Reply

o.rr.Jee ntrmQ : ••·• ·

Photocopy Request
Plain Memo
QulckMall
Regarding
Routing Request
Stamp Reply
Sunny
Thanks!
Transmittal Memo

~lj

~~

((

!)

'

I

wvwo
OK

Ir

(Cancel)

New Form Dialog Box
Forms serve a useful purpose when sending or receiving messages through QuickMail. They are a way to organize the information in an easy-to-read manner and
can also portray a mood. Here are the parts of one of the most popular forms,
Office Memo.
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Subject:

OFFICE MEMJl:::._

~

1'-----.....:::..../

IMondeu's meeting

fi::\

~)------,

Br1ng en extra copy or the spre@heet , will ye?
See you et B.
Tom

The Office Memo Form

a.

Priority. This pop-up menu allows you to choose from one of five priority
levels for this message. This gives the recipient some indication of the urgency
of your message.

b. Subject. This is a text field where a brief meaningful title for this message
should be typed.
c.

Body. This is where your message is entered. If you type more than will fit
into this field's size, most forms will display scroll bars.

d. Time & Date Stamps. Some forms automatically insert the date and current
time into predefined fields when they are created. This text can be altered, but
usually does not need to be.
e.

Static Text. Many forms include text that cannot be edited, called static f(Xt.
The purpose of static text is to enhance the form or add to its functionality.

f.

Address Label or Button. After a QuickMail form is chosen and a message
is entered, it is time to address the message. Click the Address label.

g.

Send Button. Once yo ur form is complete, click this button to transmit the
message to the QuickMail server, where it will be forwarded to all recipients.

After clicking the Address label or button (part f above), a dialog box appears,
similar to the following screen shot, which allows you to choose the recipients.
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~.:;..:.~..:..:..:~===~".-J=.::;;:: TO: []Carrie Bertowltz
Jlo Publlt
[]Jasmine Brown
[] All Beckman
Q [ 11rrie Uerkowitz
Q .la~mine Uroum

®

[] Michelle Gorfleld

, ,D1tl§JJ%1.11ilftfti}M&\tit~~-~~

[]Phil Hecht
[] Bert Hernandez
()Sem Hul

D Tyrone Johnson
[]Tony Manchester

((

OK

D[

Contel

Seleding Users in the Addressing Dialog Box
1. Recipient List. This is a scrolling list of all the users in your active address
book. Users may be selected one at a time by dragging one name, or several at
a time by holding down the Shift key and clicking multiple names.
2. TO: Drag users into this field to make them main recipients of this message.
3. CC: Drag users here to assign them as recipients of a "carbon copy" of this
message. This means that the message was not targeted directly at them but
contains information that they should know about.
4.

BCC: Drag users into this field to assign them as recipients of a "blind carbon
copy., These users receive a copy of the message, but no other user will know
that they have received it.

5. Address Books. If you have more than one address book, you can select a different one in this pop-up menu. This allows you to organize users into categories.
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6. Special. This button is used to create a user "on the fly." This could be someone you know exists but who is not in your address book. The following dialog box appears when you click this button.
Crectte Speclctl Address:
First: I Dorta~
Last: I

~=========~

MctiiCenter: IINTERNALMAIL
Zone: I Acme Public
Address:

(MctiiCentersJll

OK

B(

Cctntel

Creating aSpedal Address
If you simply enter the first and last name of the user to receive this message,
QuickMail will search the NameServer for the proper MailCenter and zone. This
user appears as an icon with dark glasses, since you are sending the message
"blind," hoping it will be received successfully.

~

Nathaniel DuPont
ASpedal Address User

7.
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Find. Click this button if you want to locate a user in some other address
book but are not certain of the spelling of his or her name. A dialog box similar to the following picture appears.
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12]

Enter Find criteria

Last Nome

IDoria~
I•~======~

Department

L-1•_ _ _ ___,

First Nome

~=======:

I(

Find

)J ( Cancel

I

Finding aUser
Type the first or last name or just a few letters of either and click the Find button.
QuickMail will attempt to locate this user in all available address books. Any
matches will be displayed in a scrolling list. Select the name to which you wish to
send this message and click the Add button. The user is added to the TO: field
(but can be dragged anywhere) for this message.
Nemes motchlng Dorlon,*,*.

Cougies.Dorlen,COUG IAT,I NTERNALMA ll,Acme
Public.,.,INTERNALMAIL.,.,.,..

I

I Redefine I

n

Add

D

I cancel I

Results of aFine/
8. From List. This is useful when replying to an existing message. You can have
the previous senders added to one of your address books by clicking the Add
to Book button. You can click Copy to store them in memory to be pasted
into the TO: field of a new message.
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Tr=e ore the previous senders of this ll'le$$890.

Sykes Enter Inc, S Gerlac...
Dor1en Couglas

4/1 6/96
4/16/96

9:59 AM Q
I :37 PM

Add the above selected m.:lr~m(es) to the llddr~m book or C}roup
sllcrwn belw. Or COP II the ecldresses and peste later.
Addr~m Book

[

Rdd to BI)Ok

)

11

Main

£ OPIJ

) ([

:=::::::1
~1

Done

D

Choosing aUser in the List
9. Delay. Click this button to set the date and time you want this message sent.
QuickMail can hold a message for any length of time before sending it to the
recipients. You can also use this feature to send yourself mail as a reminder.

10. Send. Click this button when all other options have been completed to your
satisfaction. This will transmit the message to the QuickMail server, where it
will be forwarded to all recipients.
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HOW QUICKMAIL MESSAGING WORKS

The process of delivering messages through the QuickMail system appears deceptively simple. When, as happens on occasion, mail is lost or misrouted and administrators attempt to determine why, they find out just how complicated it can be.
H ere is the path some users think that their mail takes through QuickMail.

Message

Is this the route aOuickMail message takes from sender to receiver?
1. The user creates the QuickMail message for another user.
2.

Before sending the message, the user queries the mail server for address information. The user might not need the mail server. If the address information
(recipient's name) is already known, the user just types it in.

3. W ith the address information provided by the user or the mail server, the
sender launches the message onto the network, where the recipient's computer sees it and picks it up. The end user reads the message.
While this may seem logical, it is baloney. Mail is not sent directly from one workstation to another. In a simple transaction, mail is sent from a workstation to a
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mail server, which in turn communicates with a recipient workstation. In more
complex transactions, the sender's mail server may pass the information along to
other mail servers that in rurn forward the message to the recipient. If the recipient's mail server is offsite, bridges may be called into play. If the recipient's mail
server is of a system other than QuickMail, gateways may be used.
Here is the path that a QuickMail message really takes between users, in this case
between "Dorian Cougias" and "Tom Dell," both of whom are members of the
"TRAINING_MAIL" MailCenter on a single server.

®
Tom Dell
Dorian Cougias

Mail Centers

TRAIN ING....M AIL

DELLZTO

Message

D

Pointer File

Path of a QuickMail Message from Sender to Recipient in the Same Mai/(enter
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1. The first QuickMail user (Dorian Cougias) creates a QuickMail message,
which he sends addressed to a user in the same MailCenter {Tom Dell). Although in this case the sender is using a Macintosh, he could be using an Intel-based PC equipped with QuickMail for DOS with AppleTalk.
2.

QM Server receives the message and places it in the senders online MailCenter
folder. QM Server then places a pointer file in the recipient's online MailCenter folder. The small pointer file does nothing more than tell QM Server
where to find the original.
Besides the unique online MailCenter folders associated with each user
account, there are also files for each user's mail log entries (the M file) and
mailbox entries (the D file or Directory file). Q M Server makes an entry in the
sender's M file so that he may track the message's status as "unread." QM
Server also makes an entry in the recipient's D file so that he will see themessage in his mailbox when he opens the QuickMail desk accessory.

3.

QM Server communicates with the recipient's QuickMail notification INIT,
which triggers a flashing icon over his Apple menu. Opening the desk accessory, the recipient (Tom Dell) sees the message in his mailbox and opens it.
For this to happen, QM Server must again be called upon to look at the
pointer file and locate the original message, which the desk accessory may
then generate on the screen. QM Server also changes the status of the message
in the sender's M file to "read."

This is the most simple mail transaction. It becomes more complicated when you
add multiple QM Servers.
Here is the path that a QuickMail message takes between users of two different
network mail servers, in this case between "Dorian Cougias" in "TRAINING
_MAIL" and "Tom Dell" in '~CME_MAIL."
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Tom Dell

Dorian Cougias

Mai 1Centers

Pointer File

Q

0
Message

o,D{~

. ACME_MAI L
DF 1
1 e
1

S&F
~'

JJfile ~~ ~~l \1=-1
Message

Path of a QuickMoil Message from Sender to Recipient on a Different Moil Server
1. The first QuickMail user (Dorian Cougias) creates a QuickMail message,
which he sends addressed to a user (Tom Dell) in another MailC enter that
happens to reside on another m ail server.
2.
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QM Server receives the message and places it in the sender's online MailCenter folder. QM Server then places a pointer file and a copy of the recipient's address information in the S&F M ailCenter folder. This is the Score &
Forward MailCenter that is called into play whenever the Q M Server sees that
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it needs to send mail beyond one mail server. QM Server makes an entry in
the sender's M file so that the sender may track the message's status. QM Server also makes an entry in the S&F MailCenter's special D file. QM Server periodically calls out to the other mail servers on the network so that they may
exchange mail. If the destination mail server is not available, the first mail
server keeps trying for a given amount of time.
3. When contact is made, the first QM Server forwards the message to the second QM Server and updates the sender's M file and S&F MailCenter's D file.
The second QM Server places the original message in its S&F MailCenter's
special In Mail folder. It then places aD file entry and pointer file in therecipient's MailCenter folder.
4.

QM Server on the recipient mail server communicates with the end user's
QuickMail notification INIT, which triggers a flashing icon over his Apple
menu. Opening the desk accessory, the recipient (Tom Dell) sees the message
in his mailbox and opens it. QM Server is called upon to look at the pointer
file and locate the original message, which the desk accessory may then generate on the screen. The next time the two mail servers communicate, the recipient QM Server notifies the sender QM Server of changes so that it may
update the status of the message in the sender's (Dorian Cougias') M file.

This is a more complicated mail transaction. Although the variables can change
somewhat-for example, more mail servers or more Mail Centers-these two processes provide the best overview of how mail is really transferred.
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SEniNG UP THE ADVANCED QUICKMAIL SERVER

Now that you have an understanding of how the QuickMail system looks and
acts, we can give you a quick overview of how it can be expanded beyond the Macintosh and beyond your LAN through some of its many bridges and gateways.
Bridges and gateways are easy to set up in QuickMail and can extend your e-mail
service to a global scale. Before attempting to install any bridges or gateways, however, there are some common rules that you must keep in mind.

•

Don't forget the passwords. As with online Mail Centers, bridge and gateway
MailCenters can be password-protected. This prevents meddling by anyone
at the mail server and, more important, by anyone with remote computers. If
you forget the password, all you can do is delete the MailCenter and recreate
it. This will delete the entire user list and all the Mai/Centers messages.

•

Configure QM Administrator. In the Configure QM Administrator window is the checkbox Only find online MailCenters. If this box is selected,
any mail coming to you from another location will be delivered only to users
in the online Mail Centers of your mail server. If this box is not selected, your
mail server will accept mail destined for others and forward it to users in other
bridge or gateway MailCenters. You may or may not want to do this, as will
be apparent later.
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OM Administrator Configuration

D Show connection windows & alerts

D Show file

transfer windows & alerts
181 Listen for incoming calls
181 Confirm before quitting
181 Include header in teHt messages
181 Wait for "return" when calling In
D Only find online MaiiCenters
181 Scan uolumes for file-based MaiiCenters
181 Scan network for remote MaiiCenters
( Zones to scan... )
Check MaiiCenters euery

l~:tJ:(;i:~l minutes

Application memory used

l4000 IK

Low disk space warning at

D

MB

MaiiCenters handled:
181 ACMLPRINT
181 API....CENTER
DcoMPUSERVE
181FREEJAX
181oGUNQUIT
181PAIDJAX
181 TRAIN lNG...!. INK
181TRAININGJ1AIL
181TRAINING...OUT
181'YIIN..l.JSER
0MCLMAIL

[(

OK

)J ( Cancel

)

QM Administrator Configuration Window
•

Do not establish duplicate accounts. When adding accounts to a bridge or
gateway user list, make sure you are not adding users who already exist in another MailCenter. This will cause messages to be misrouted.

File-based MaiiCenters
Your network's users do not need a Macintosh to access QuickMail. Intel-based
PCs need only have some type of network communication card installed-LocalTalk, Ethernet, or TokenTalk-along with the appropriate Apple Talk software
drivers. Once networked, PCs have two options in communicating with the mail
server. QuickMail for DOS with AppleTalk allows these computers to communicate directly with the Macintosh mail server and other Macintosh computers if the
PC has been loaded with the AppleTalk protocol drivers. The second option is to
use QuickMail for DOS with File Servers or QuickMail for OS/2 software. This
software allows these machines to communicate with file-based servers that are in
turn communicating with the mail server.
Here is the path a message takes between a Macintosh workstation and a PC running QuickMail for Windows.
1. The QuickMail Macintosh user creates the QuickMail message, which is sent
to a PC user in a file-based MailCenter (WIN_USER).
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2.

QM Server inspects the message and places the original file in the S&F MailCenter, as it is destined for a different server. As regularly scheduled, the S&F
MailCenter activates and passes the message on to QM Administrator. In the
meantime, QM Administrator places the file in the FB Stuff folder on the
mail server.

3.

Eventually, QM Administrator transfers the message to the recipient's account directory on the file-based server volume (inside WIN_USER). QM
Administrator "sees" what is depicted in the next screen shot.

v
~
~
~
~

Cl QMOUTBOX
Cl QMUSERS
Cl 'w' IN_JJSER
D BOBAJOE
D DUPONTA
D PUBLICU
D QMDATA

File-Based Mai/Center as Seen by QM Administrator
QM Administrator also updates the sender's M file (on the mail server} and
the recipient's D file (in the QMDATA directory). On the Windows PC, the
program QMNET periodically examines the file server in search of new mail.
This program "sees" something like the following screen shot.
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File-Based Mai/Center asSeen by QMNET

Having seen new mail, QMNET informs the QuickMail Notifier. The Notifier alerts the user.
4. The QuickMail for Windows user opens and reads the message.
Your network does not require a special Intel-based file server to accommodate
cross-platform QuickMail. If yo ur network has a Macintosh server running
AppleShare, one of its volumes can be dedicated as a file-based server volume that
both the mail server and PCs can access.
Each mail server can handle up to 32 file-based Mail Centers. Each of these MailCenters can accommodate up to 254 user accounts, although no more than 100
accounts are recommended. Again, there can be only one file-based server volume
per mail server.
To set up a file-based MailCenter, create, if it doesn't already exist, the file server
volume in which the file-based MailCenter will reside. Do this with whatever file
server software you are running that supports AppleTalk AFP transactions.
If you have not done so already, use your file server software to create an AppleShare client on the AFP file server. Another way of looking at it is to create a user
on the AFP file server that is actually the Macintosh mail server. T he mail server
must have a permanent account on the file-based server with maximum privileges.
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(For more information on this topic, refer to Appendix E of the QuickMail

Administrator Manual).
Mount the file-based server volume from the Macintosh mail server using the new
Macintosh server account. Use the Chooser desk accessory to do this.
Tell the QM Administrator application where to look for the file-based server volume. To do this, select Configure File-based from the Utilities menu. In the window that is generated, type in the requested information.
RFP File Seruer
Zone name

User name

IAcme Ethernet Seruer
IFile-Bused Seruer
IFaH Mail Center

User password

I•••••
....__ _;::===:::;-----'

Seruer name
Uolume name

RFP File seruer access delay
Low disk space warning at

130 Isecond
Is:=:::::~IMB

( Cancel )

~([

OK

)J

Configure Rle-basetl Server Volume Window
Zone name pertains to the network zone in which the file-based server is publishing itsel£ Server name corresponds to the network name under which the filebased server is publishing itsel£ Volume name pertains to the name given to the
file-based server volume. User name is the client name the file-based server has
given the mail server that it will use to log in. The mail server must have a permanent account with maximum privileges. User password relates to the client password the file-based server has assigned to the mail server's client account. AFP File
server access delay applies to how long the mail server will wait for a response
from the file-based server when logging in before assuming it is not up on the network. Low disk space warning pertains to how much disk space will be used on
the server volume before QM Administrator warns file-based MailCenter custodians that room is becoming scarce.
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Click OK when finished. QM Administrator will set up the necessary mail server
files on the server volume. You may now configure a file-based MailCenter by
selecting New MailCenter from QM Administrator's File menu.
When the first window appears, enter the desired name in the MailCenter field
and any desired password in the Password field. Then, select Online (File-based)
from the MailCenterType pop-up menu. Selecting this MailCenter type causes a
new choice to be generated. Select the Drive, or mounted AFP volume, that is to
contain file-based MailCenters.

MaiiCenter: w_I_N_-_us_E_~=--------~
L..l

Password:
Type:

Driue:
([

OK

J)
Selecting the AFP Server Volume

Clicking the OK button creates a new MailCenter. In the windows that follow,
proceed as you would in creating any other online MailCenter.

Printer Bridge
The Printer Bridge allows QuickMail messages to be sent directly to a single network printer. This allows the administrator to set up a collection point for
employees who do not have computers but who still want to receive electronic
mail. It can also be used to send out postal mailings to groups of offsite employees
or even clients. Someone just needs to pick up the printed messages and stuff the
documents into envelopes. In this way, you could consider the Printer Bridge to
be an e-mail-to-"real"-mail gateway!
You may have up to 32 Printer Bridge Mail Centers on a server, although the server
can print to a single printer only. The Printer Bridge Mail Center is one of the easiest bridges to create and maintain. To set up this service, select New MailCenter
from QM Administrator's File menu.
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When the first window appears, enter the desired name in the MailCenter field
and a password in the Password field. Next, select Printer from the MailCenter
Type pop-up menu. Click OK and, in the next window click Configure. The following window appears, containing the default margin and letterhead settings.
Printer Bridge for QulclcMail'"
Select letterheod:
File name

Set margins:
Top
Left Bottom Right

iiMIFIItij (None)

0000
0000

(EHtro Pages) (None)

l~;g;~;;l~00

( Address ) (None)

0

Put address on separote page

® inches 0 em 0 points
([

OK

D( Cancel )

Configuring the Printer Bridge
The Select letterhead side of the window is for setting the path to letterhead files
for the different pages on which the various messages will be printed. The letterhead can be any PI CT or EPSF file. They must be stored in the QA folder within
the mail server's System Folder. First Page is the actual first page of the memo, not
a cover sheet. If a graphics file is chosen with this button, that picture will be
placed on the first page. Extra Pages are for memos that require more than one
page for all their contents. Whichever graphics file is selected for extra pages will
be printed on all pages after the first page of the mail message. Address is for a
cover page to be printed before the first page. If a cover page is going to be used to
hold the user's address information, the Put address on separate page box .should
be selected. If not, the user's mailing address information is placed automatically
on the first page.
The Set margins side of the window can be used to establish dimensions for the
contents of the first page and any extra pages. The e-mail's address header, subject,
text, and any graphics visible in the QuickMail form chosen by the sender will be
placed within the parameters set here. Any graphics added on the Select letterbead side of the window will ignore these margins.
You can also determine where the user's address will be placed. If a cover page is
going to be used, the address information will appear on a separate page. No mat-
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ter on which page it is placed, the address information will follow the address margins exactly.
There are a few things worth pointing out about graphic letterhead. The first is
that the graphic will print in the same location as it was drawn in the original file.
Wherever the image is created in the EPSF file, that is where the image will be
placed as letterhead in the printed memo. In other words, if the picture is created
in the top left of the page in the EPSF file, it will be printed in the same location
in the printed memo. If the picture is created dead center in the EPSF file, that is
exactly where the file will be printed in the mail message. This does not apply to
PICT images. They print at the top left of the page, no matter what.
Also, if the margins are set incorrectly, the addresses or the text of the memo will
print over the graphic letterhead. The following picture shows a form created with
a logo and the Printer Bridge's default settings. The logo was saved as a PICT.
Notice where the logo is printing on the page-at the very top left corner.
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Buck Tronl
Dlalribution

Incorrectly Placecl Lenerhead
Default margins for the message addressing and body are a half an inch on top,
left, and right. The bottom is set to two and one-half inches. On the extra pages,
the e-mail header is repeated with the company logo again overwriting it. The
mailing address is tacked onto the lower left corner of the first page. Finally, we
have a redundancy since the memo form used also bears the company logo. To
make the printed messages more appealing, here is how we reset the defaults.
We decided not to use graphics on the extra pages. We again clicked on the Extra
Pages button in the Printer Bridge for QuickMail configuration window, but this
time we chose Cancel in the standard file selection box that came up. We reset the
margins for the first page to two inches on top, zero inches for the bottom, and
one-half inch for left and right. On the extra pages, we went for a half-inch all
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around. We chose to have the mailing address appear halfway down the page on
its own cover sheet by setting it at six inches from the top and one-half inch elsewhere. This is because our mail is going to an internal employee. We might have
chosen to have it appear more to the right ifwe were going to put it in a windowed
envelope. If we were not using a cover page and did not want this address to
appear anywhere, we would have set the margins to place it off the page-for
example, 20 inches from the top and zero inches from the bottom. Finally, on the
sender's end we used the plain office memo form that comes with the QuickMail
user software so that we did not have duplicated logos.

Pooe:t

--In/a

Widget

PotiiiOdar:

,_Doll

t.O. ••

117/at:OIPII

- : , _ Olll(e/7IIIJT- 0111(1/JitiiT- Doll(t/Jit:q
To: ....k ,,...,

CC:
IICC:

Prtorlty:-11

- - - - - - . . SubJect:

OFFICE MEMO )

J~Cii~OCk~TmHTl!i§~ou1:-::-••• - - - - - - - .

flmo:l
Dolo:

I

12:41 PM

I

917/rl3

For lmmodlatt RoiNM
Conttd: Sl.ca Nllll, Public Relallona Mgr.

5t5.22t.t80t Volc:o
5t5.221. tBOO Fax

CE Software RllouN QulckMaB Training Metlcrl11la
WNt 0.. Moinoa, lA, Soptombor I, t 983 - CE SOFTWARe HOLDINGS, INC. (NASDAQ/ NMS
Symbol: CESH} today announcod tho relo1110 of ond-uaar !reining mettorllla for OlliclcNaB. The
lretlnlng metltflala 11n1 dealgnod to 11llow ln.JioiiH etnd prolosslonlll compu1or tretlnora to conduct
cluaroom 1111lona on the olloclivo uaa of Olllc:lcMetll. Sllldonta will bonoflt from tho 11tructurod
pr110nl11tlon and tho hands-on etppllcaUon of QulclcMaU lor gro11p communlcatlona.

:'f'~~~~= ~-=r:'.:~~~t:.~~~~"t~o:~·=~~~~~~:.=it!lreclor
~~~:! ':~ ~~~~,.: ==~~~~~ ~~n~:O:~~:.=.-:~~~r::..U:•
Barbllr8 Eclmo11111, trelnor IM Radius, Inc., IChood that aonllmenl 'CE Software haa prcMclod a
thOfough aolullon lor our trelnlng nooda. Tho matorlala ora vory comprohonalve and usy to use."
Avdable training matarlllla Include Maclntoah etnd Wlndowa Uaor training and Administrator
Lovolltralnlng. End-uaor !reining par:lcl Clr8 available In a wlclo variety of conflg~~rotlona,

:~::::~~=~·tr~~=~~r:J~~t ~:~::>tl:,nd~=h~~;::c,~

1

both.
Adm!nlstlolor level 1 training, pricod II $425, provides I beslc knowladga lrllniiWOIIt lor
boglnnlng QlllclcNRll admlni&tratora. Tho aiUdenl worlcbooll unclodakaa 1 comprehonslva revlaw
ollha COI'ftiiOI'Inll ol tho OlllclcM&IIIId'llloclllra and their op«allon and uaa. QulckMail
Admlnlllrltor trainlnQ II desiQnod for !hoM lndlvldlllls tukld es an ~om&D aclmlnlstrator without

Correctly Placecl Lenerheacl
To make the printed mail look exactly as you wish, you will probably need to do
some experimentation. The layout will matter most if the Printer Bridge Mail-
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Center is being used to send mail out of house, rather than if it is just being used
for in-house employee information memos.
Printer Bridge MailCenter user accounts are created in the same manner as are
those of other Mail Centers: directly, by using the Create item from QM Administrator's User menu, or by importing the information from a database. Depending on how you use the Printer Bridge Mail Center, the address information in the
user accounts might be different. In the following set of screen shots, for instance,
on the Address field at the left only the department for an in-house employee was
used. In the case on the right, the user's postal address was used.
Create Special Address:
First: I Buclc
Last:

~========::::::
lrrent

Create Spechtl Address:

I

First: Buck

~========::::::
last: lrrent

MaUCenter: IACMLPAINT

MaiiCenter: I ACME-PRINT

Zone: I Acme Admin

Zone: I Acme Admin

Address:
Distribution

Address:
'1-23_4_B_a_rn_e_y-La_n_e_ _ _ _ ____,
San Francisco, CA 94109
415 441 199q

I

(MaiiCentersJR

OK

JH

Cancel

(MaiiCentersJH

OK

B(

Cancel

Account with Department Address vs. Account with Postal Address
Either way, this is the information that relates to the Address button in the Printer
MailCenter Configuration window.

QM-Direct Bridge
The QM-Direct Bridge allows your users to send and receive mail through a
direct connection with one other QuickMail site. This other site might be another
company division or perhaps another organization with which your company has
constant contact, such as a supplier. The other site might also serve as a hub, permitting your users to reach more than just the other site by connecting your site
to a Wide Area Network star configuration.
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CE Software describes the QM-Direct Bridge as a phone on a "hot line." When
used, it dials to one other place only. The QM-QM Bridge would be more like a
standard phone that can dial many numbers. There can be up to 32 QM-Direct
MailCenters on a server. Each QM-Direct MailCenter contains users of the other
site's MailCenters.
Setting up this type of connection requires that the QuickMail Administrators at
both ends of the bridge coordinate their efforts. Before anything can be accomplished, both sites must agree on the following:
•

Which site will initiate calls, if not both, and what the phone numbers are.

•

What the QM-Direct Mail Centers at both ends will be called.

•

When the QM Administrator application will be running at both sites, if not
running at all times.

•

The QuickMail account designations for users who will be exchanging mail
through the bridge.

•

The Comm Toolbox connection and file transfer tools both sites will be using.
They must be the same.

•

The times and conditions under which the connection will be made.

To set up this service, select New MailCenter from QM Administrator's File
menu. When the first window appears, enter the desired name in the MailCenter
field and any password in the Password field. Then, select QM-Direct from the
MailCenter Type pop-up menu. Use a name that relates to the given site or organization. Click OK to create a new MailCenter serving as the QM-Direct Bridge.
Click Configure in the next window. The following window, which contains
instructions for how QuickMail should interact with the other site, appears.
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QM-Direct Bridge for QulckMall'"
QM-Dir.ot Bridgt., will tXchan~ mail with IIIOthtr Quto~tl nttwortc. lJst tM
activt rntnUS lbovt for stttln9 up lddittonll oonfiguntion information.

Remote QM-Direct MaiiCenter Name:

loGUNQUI~

[[

Log: I All Rctiulty

OK

U

(Cancel J

Configuring a QM-Dired Bridge

In this window, type in the name of the remote MailCenter. To finish setting up
the QM-Direct Bridge MailCenter, enter the other site's phone number in the
Connection Settings window.
QM-Direct Bridge MailCenter user accounts are created in the same manner as
are other MailCenters: directly by using Create from QM Administrator's User
menu, or by importing the information from a database. As with other online
MailCenters, leave the Address field blank when typing in these names.
If there are more than a few users with which your site will be communicating,
ask the administrator of the other site to send an exported list of users from its
mail server.
There are situations in which your company might want to use a QM-Direct
Bridge star configuration instead of QM-QM Bridges. In one scenario, several
outlying offices (spokes) dial into one mail server (hub) using QM-Direct. The
hub mail server forwards any mail it receives from one site to the other site or sites.
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Acme Widget Inc.
Eastern Div.
Ogunquit, Maine
Acme Widget Inc.
Western Div.
Boonesville, California

Acme Widget Inc.
Production Plant
Augusta, Maine

QM-Dired Link between West Coast and Produdion Divisions Routed through fast Coast Hub
In terms of phone charges, this might make more sense than setting up numerous
long-distance dialing QM-QM Bridges at outlying sites.
This bridge is fairly secure. Since the QM-D irect Bridge connects only two sites
and connects only at agreed upon times, you will not receive unwanted mail from
unknown sites.

QM-QM Bridge
T he QM-QM Bridge allows yo ur users to send and receive mail through a connection with one or more other Q uickMail sites. T hese other sites might be other
company divisions or perhaps other organizations with which your company has
constant contact, such as suppliers.
If your office needs to connect to one other site only, you might want to set up a
QM-Direct Bridge instead. If more than one site is to be contacted, the QMDirect Bridge method would require a new Mai!Center for each site. One QMQM Bridge MailCenter can communicate with many sites.
To set up this service, select New MailCenter from QM Administrator's File
menu. W hen the first window appears, enter the desired name in the MailCenter
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field and any desired password in the Password field, and then select QM-QM
from the Mail Center Type pop-up menu.
Click Configure in the next window. Another window appears containing
instructions for how QuickMail should interact with other mail servers.
QM-QM Brtdge ... for QulctMell'"

wm ·~ m~tl with multtpJ. OuiclcKatl n.Norks. Us. u..
10ttn- • n for Att~ up ~I confip"~tion W\fCM"tNtlon.
QM-Qt1 ~

r········=
Create

Log:

I

£hnngt.>

Rt.>ffiOIJt>

n

OK

u

Rll Rctlulty

Configuring the QM-QM Bridge

Begin setting up another mail server's QM-QM Bridge phone book entry by
clicking the Create button.
Create Phone Book Entry
Name
Phone number
When sending to this site,
accept Incoming mall •••
®Always
QDurlng •••

0
0
0
0

IJrt.lf.'ll t corm<!< tions
Normnlt~onne< tions
S< hf.'dUif.'d r.onne< tions
~'f<lnual <onnf.'t:flon~

If no messages are sent
to this site, call and check
for Incoming mall during •••

0
0

Scheduled connections
Manual connections

tt

([

Rdd

J]

QNeuer
Done

Seffing up Another Mail Server's QM-QM Bridge Phone Book Entry
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Enter the other site's Name and its associated Phone number. In the bottom of
this window, some account preferences can be set that work in conjunction with
the QM-QM Bridge's Connect Times window settings.

When sending to this site ••• is used to determine under what conditions mail is
downloaded from the remote site. If the first radio button is selected, all the mail
stored for this account is accepted whenever a QuickMail-to-QuickMail connection has been made. If the second radio button is selected, all the mail stored for
this account is accepted only if a QuickMail-to-QuickMail connection has been
triggered by the chosen criteria. If the last radio button is selected, your mail server
will not accept mail from the remote site at all.
The H no messages are sent••• options are used to determine under what conditions your mail server will call this site with the sole intent of downloading mail
from the other mail server. If the Scheduled connections box is selected, QuickMail will call this mail server whenever it calls out to any other site as regularly
scheduled. If the Manual connections box is selected, when you force QuickMail
to call out, by selecting the MailCenter icon in QM Administrator's window and
choosing Connect from the File menu, it will call out to this mail server, too, even
if it does not have mail waiting for it.
Click Done when finished. The new account will be added to the phone book
entries list in the Configure QM-QM Bridge window.
QM-QM Bridge'" for QulckMell'"
QM·QM Brlc!Q41 willtxcMn<.~• m~n with multlplt Qulck~il nttworks. Ust tht
1otlvt mtnus ~bovt for sttting up ¥1dition11 confi9untlon lnfOI'lnltion.

Phone Book:

Creete

Log:

I

Chenge

Remoue J

[[

OK

B

All Rctlulty

Newly Created QM-QM Bridge Phone Book Entry
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Before the QM-QM Bridge MailCenter is ready to go, there are some preferences
that should be set. To do this, first choose Preferences from the QM-QM menu.
Here you may control who can use this bridge connection.
Preferences
Password for outgoing mall:

Ihere

This is 1n optional feature which will allow ....
l,lo-u~to-r-ts~tr~ic~tt~ht_u_n_o_f_th-ts----J
MallCtnter to a select group of ptoplt who know tht password. All recipient
addrtssts must contain tht phont numbtr, followtd by an exclamation mark (1),
and tht password.

D Restrict outgoing cells
This is an optional ftaturt which vtn allow \IOU to rtstrtct tht us. of this
MailCtnttr so that onl11 certain sites can bt calltd. If this item is chtcktd thtn
only thost sites who art Hsttd in this MailCtnttr's Ustr List 'Wlll bt called.

n

OK

u

( Cencel)

The QM-QM Bridge Preferences Window
Type in a password if you want only certain users to be able to send mail through
this MailCenter. An unauthorized user trying to send mail to someone at this site
by using his or her workstation's special address feature would still be out of luck,
even if he or she knew the right phone number. He or she would also need to type
the password into the Address field.
Create Special Address:

I
~=========~
Last: IGoodman
MaiiCenter: IACMLOUTBOUNO
Zone: IAcme Rdmin
First: Ford

Address:
1,515-224-17211here

(MaiiCenters) ((

OK

D(

Cancel )

Using aPassword for Outgoing Mail
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Select the Restrict outgoing calls checkbox if you do not want this MailCenter to
be used to dial out to any other sites but those listed in the MailCenter's phone
book entry list.
To finish setting the QM-QM Bridge MailCenter to handle mail, enter the correct modem information in the Connection Settings window.
To finish setting up the QM-QM Bridge MailCenter for connecting with other
MailCenters, choose Setup from the QM-QM menu. Here you tell your mail
server and other sites about your office's telecommunications environment.
Setup
This information should d.scribt YOUR sitt Mid this MailCtnttr's phont S\lsttm. 'When
two sit.s coMtct, somt of this information is txcha'lg.cl lwtwttn sit.s.

Company Name: lncme Widget Inc.

I•,
I:=========l
I•:=========l
:=====~

Domestic long distance dialing prefiH:

I ntematlonal long distance dialing prefiH: D11,
Country code:
Area code:

1415

:======~

Local phone number:

1896-2939

PrefiH for outgoing calls (optional):

I

SuffiH for outgoing calls (optional):

n OK

l)

:=========l

~

L...l_ _ _ __.

(Cancel )

The QM-QM Bridge Setup Window
QM-QM Bridge MailCenter user accounts are created in the same manner as are
other Mail Centers: directly by using Create from QM Administrator's User menu
or by importing the information from a database. The QM-QM Bridge MailCenter user list differs from those of other MailCenters, however, in that it contains recipients' QM-QM Bridge account names or phone numbers, not typical
QuickMail addresses.
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Create Special Address:

ILarry
Last: IRaper

Create Special Address:

I

First:

I
Zone: IAcme Admin

Mail Center: RCMLOUTBOUND

Address:

I
I
I

ILarry
Last: IRaper

I
I
I
I

First:

I

MaiiCenter: RCMLOUTBOUND
Zone:

IAcme Admin

Address:

ICE Softworoj

1, 515-224-1721

~

~
(MaiiCenters) ((

OK

it ( Cancel )

(MaiiCenters) ~

I
OK

J(

Cancel

)

Address Boxes for Recipient of QM-QM Bridge Mail
It further differs in that this particular bridge also uses a phone book that acts similar to but is different from the MailCenter user list. The QM-QM Bridge is the
only Mail Center shipped with QuickMail that makes use of both a user list and a
phone book. These are not the same.
The QM-QM Bridge user list, like other MailCenters, contains specific user
accounts. Since there can be hundreds of users at each mail server that the QMQM Bridge contacts, however, it is impractical to create user accounts for all of
them. Your user list could become huge! Instead, create user accounts for only
those with whom you are in regular contact.
The QM-QM Bridge phone book automatically keeps track of all other mail servers with which your mail server comes in contact. When a connection is made,
the QM-QM Bridge exchanges information about phone numbers and MailCenter names, and both mail servers maintain this list.

As with user lists, the easiest way to exchange large amounts of such information
with another site is to export it into a database file and send it to that site's Administrator. It may then be imported into the phone book database.
To export the phone book from a QM-QM Bridge MailCenter, open it in QM
Administrator, and select Export Phone Book from the Q.M-Q.M menu. The
standard Open File dialog box appears, prompting you to choose a location for
the exported records. Note that the predetermined name for all exported phone
book lists is the list's Mail Center name followed by ''Accounts."
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.---.,--~I!iJ:;=D::::e:::::sk::t:::;op;;:=,..~!-----.~ Cl E-MaD Serv •••
c:~E-Mall

Seruer's HD

f:jer.t

~ FaH Queue
~ File-Based Seruer

Desktop

D OUBIOU~_OUT_Accounts
1:1 untitled
1:1 untitled folder

i.

Saue accounts as:

LJ )

[ New

[

lmf!f.~lhl.~ltt4fl~PY~.ti1[!!1):~:~;~';(!I;I ([

Cancel
saue

B

Exporting Phone Books from aQM-QM Bridge Mai/Center
When the file is exported, it is exported with tabs separating the fields and with
quotes surrounding the fields.
To import phone book lists into a QM-QM Bridge MailCenter, open the desired
MailCenter in QM Administrator and select Import Phone Book from the QMQM menu. The standard Open File dialog box appears, prompting you to select
the desired file for importing. After the file has been selected, the Import File window appears with the names appearing in rows and columns below.
Import File: DUB I OUS_OUT_Rccounts
Drag the appropriate titles to the label on top of the columns.
Not all labels will be used.

li!DIWIIDIIMII@MI·tihd§IW+.fiit"4'P'IIIiiiH*'iiJiiQ.Ji.t
(Or«J l4l>#l h«-t>)
"CE Software"
"FIC11E....EAST"
"FICtiE-PROD"

(Or.ta ll'bt>l h«-t>)

(Or«J l•l h«-t>)

"1 515 224 1721"
"1 212-222-2222"
1 212-333-3333"

475849560
0
0

N

~I

Field separators:

1¢

®Tabs

0

Commas

0

I:J}lf:l or more spaces

181 Confirm entries before Importing

([

OK

)J ( Cancel

)

The Import File Window
Study the way the names are formatted, and then drag the labels First Last and
Phone # over the tide position for that column.
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Seleding a Title
The tide for the column has been selected (above) and dragged into place (below).

''i''i'i'""'''.ti""l

First Last
"CE Software"
"ACME....EAST"
"ACME...PROO"

(DrGO l~l MI"~J

"1 515 224 1721"
"1 212-222-2222"
"1 212-333-3333"

¢1

'iiiiii'O•I'·'
(UrdO l~ll'w'~)

475849560
0
0

1¢

Dragging the Title into Place
This sets the order of the names as they are imported into the Mail Center phone
book. If you checked the Confirm entries .•• box, you are prompted for verification on each record that is imported into the phone book.
So, what will stop some QuickMail site with which you do not want to have contact from learning your mail server's phone number and dialing in? The QM-QM
Bridge associates a coded password with each site with which it has contact. When
a connection is made, both sites must agree on this code. They may then exchange
mail. Should an unknown site dial in, it will not know the code. Your mail server
will allow it to upload messages to your site, but will not download any mail to it.
The QM-QM Bridge MailCenter custodian will then receive a notification such
as the one in the following screen shot.
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Urgent

From OGUNQUIT
Soeeone tr ied to call I n using the phone book enl.r\j l isted belqo, but they
did not hove the proper authorization ~ - tto DOi I .as sent, but 'JOU aoy
•Ish to ca l l th i s sl to back ond ver-Ify that they IIOdo tho call.
BOONEVI~~E...OUT

f

1,415-896-2li3Q

Security Alert from OM-OM Bridge Mai/Center
The other site will also receive a notification informing its custodian that your
Mail Center is no longer authorized to receive mail from it.
Sometimes this feature can cause a break in the exchanges of an authorized connection. This can happen, for instance, if one of the site's phone numbers has
changed. Should you receive the previous notification from a site with which you
do want to receive mail, locate that site's phone book entry in the QM-QM Bridge
Configuration window, make note of its phone number, and delete it using the
Remove ••• button. Next, create a message asking the administrator at the other
site to remove your mail server's phone book entry from his mail server's phone
book and reply to your message. To send your message, use the Special Address
button in the desk accessory along with the phone number you copied down previously. The other administrator's reply will renew the authorization codes and
permit mail exchanges to resume.

OM-Script Gateway
The QM-Script Gateway allows your users to send and receive mail through such
information service providers as CompuServe, MCI Mail, Sprint, and GEnie
using QuickMail user software. A company can enable its QuickMail users to
send mail to users of any of these information services by opening an account with
the service and setting up a QM-Script Gateway Mail Center to connect. All that
your users need to know is the account ID the service has assigned the user with
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which they wish to communicate. Information service users need only know the
account ID the service has assigned your company and the name of the employee
with which they wish to communicate.
There can be up to 32 QM-Script Mail Centers on a server. Each QM-Script MailCenter can contain hundreds of addresses.
To set up this service, select New MaiiCenter from QM Administrator's File
menu. When the first window appears, enter the desired name in the MailCenter
field and any desired password in the Password field, and then select QM-Script
from the Mail Center Type pop-up menu.
Click Configure in the next window. A window appears containing instructions
for how QuickMail should interact with the information service account.
QM-Strlpt Gateway for QulclcMaiJTM
OM-Script O.ttWI\I \ISH scripts to txcllano;t mail with otf'ltr malll\jsttmS. Us.
tht 10tlvt mtaUS eov• for sttt1n9 up lddltiocull confi9uration Information.

Recount#:
Password:

~----------------~

~----------------~

Multiple Enclosure Uploading:
Log:

I

Rll Rctlulty

Script: (None)

0
0

I

Separate Flies

I

l

Display connection
Include QulclcMall headers
181 Strip 8th (high) bit

n OK u
I Cancel)

Configuration Window for QM-Script Gateway
In the bottom of this window, several QM-Script Gateway preferences can be set.
Multiple Enclosure Uploading is used to determine how QuickMail messages
containing more than one file enclosure are handled. If you choose Separate Files,
each enclosed file will be uploaded to the service individually. If you decide to
choose Packlt I, all the files will be combined in a Macintosh transfer format to
be uploaded together. Many compression utilities can unpack this format.
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Script shows the file from which the gateway is obtaining its instructions on how
to dial into the information service. It might be one of those included with the
QuickMail software or one that you have written yoursel£
Display connection causes a window to be generated whenever QM Administrator logs into the information service. The flow of communications and the contents of messages are displayed in the window.

User 10:76170.431/GO:EnRIL
76170,431/GO:EMAIL
Password:

One moment pI ease ...
I Checking Membership Information ....

Connedion Displayed (CompuServe)
If you are concerned about privacy or security, do not select this option.

Include QuickMail headers causes the QuickMail message header information-as in Date, From, and To-to be added to the information service's native
message header information.

30-Aug-93 22:56 PDT
Scooter Newton £724113,2741
to:
·

QuickMail Header Included in CompuServe Message
Strip 8th (high) bit penains to the number of bits that compose a character.
Using the Apple Modem Tool, the mail server can send and receive whatever the
computer system at the other end of the modem requires. The default is 8-bit,
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which is not required by some systems. Using this checkbox removes this extra bit.
If you are planning to transfer files using the XMODEM protocol, do not check
this box.
After you have decided on these options, type in the Account#, or ID, and the
Password at the top of the window.
QM-Script Gateway for QulckMaiPM
OM-Script Gateway uses scripts to exchange mail with other mail systems. Use
the active menus above for setting up additional configuration information.

Account #: ._17_6_1_70_,_4_31_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
Password:

!•••••••••••~

Newly Created OM-Script (CompuServe) Account
To finish setting up the QM-Script Gateway MailCenter, enter the information
service's phone number in the Connection Settings window.
QM-Script Gateway MailCenter user accounts are created in the same manner as
are other MailCenters: directly by using Create from QM Administrator's User
menu or by importing the information from a database.
The QM-Script Gateway MailCenter user list differs from those of other MailCenters, however, in that it contains information service mail recipients, not originators. The address fields contain the information service account IDs for people
to whom you are sending e-mail.
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Create Special Address:
First: !Tech
Last:

:=============:
ISupport

I
I:=============:
Acme Rdmln

MoiiCenter. ACMLCS
Zone:
Address:

176004, 152~
[MaiiCenters] ([

OK

Dl

Cancel

Address Box for Recipient of QM-Script (CompuServe) Gateway Mail
Do not type exactly the same account names of users from one of your network
MailCenters into a QM-Script Gateway MailCenter. This name duplication
could cause mail to be misrouted. Notice that in the earlier illustration, the
account designation is for First Name "Dorian Cougias" and Last Name "on
CompuServe." That is because this user is already a user in an online MailCenter
as First Name "Dorian" and Last Name "Cougias."

I•.II:I&!No_.rm
..
· _a•.._..ll (Ill AIG
FROM : Scooter Newton
TO: Dor;an Coug;as on CompuServe
CC:
BCC:

RE:Artist
Scooter Newton
Dorian Cougias on CompuServe

Address in QuickMail Form vs. Address in CompuServe Message
When a message is received from an information service, QM Administrator will
examine the file for the name of your onsite recipient. It will attempt to match it
with a user in the NameServer. If no match is made there, QM Administrator will
search all the user lists in the Mail Centers it is set to scan. If QM Administrator
can't match a user with a message, the mail will be routed to the QM-Script MailCenter's custodian.
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No one can dial into your network through the QM-Script Gateway, since it is
designed to dial out only. This greatly reduces any security risk.

Supporting Remote Connections
Users at home or on the road need not miss out on important e-mail conversations
if their remote computers are equipped with modems. Many times, however, you
as QuickMail administrator will need to "walk them through" the dial-in process.
Macintosh users connecting to the office network using AppleTalk Remote Access
(ARA) software or a similar third-party product, such as Shiva's NetModem with
Dial-in, are the easiest remote users to support. They can use the same QuickMail
desk accessory software and network services as any user on the premises. Depending upon the speed of the modems over which they are communicating, users will
scarcely know the difference.
To use QuickMail over ARA, the remote user need only install the usual QuickMail workstation software on the remote computer. Tell users that, whenever possible, they should compose outgoing mail in the QuickMail desk accessory prior
to logging in with ARA. This can save on phone charges and more quickly free up
the mail server line for other uses. Tell users to remember that mail they file is
saved to the hard drive ofthe computer on which they are working. Should they wish
to call up the same mail from an office workstation, they should not file that mail
on their remote computers.

QM Remote is a handy utility users can employ from any Macintosh equipped
with a modem to dial into the QuickMail server and retrieve or send messages.
The interface closely resembles that of the actual QuickMail desk accessory.
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Main QM Remote Window
Users might not realize that they can read their mail after having disconnected
from the mail server, thus saving phone charges and freeing up the mail server line
for other uses. To do this, users select all the messages they wish to read by holding
down the Shift key and clicking the Read button. Any messages that have not
already been transferred to the remote computer will be downloaded to them.
File Tnmsfer Stotus for "QM Remote'""
Downloodlng "TMPMLB" ...
Method:

MacBinary

Option In Use: I K Block
File Size:
Blocks Tronsferred:
Bytes Tronsferred:
Time Remolnlng:
Status:
0

4016 bytes
3
2176
Unknown
Welting for on lltknowledge.

10 20 30 40 50

60

70 80 90

100%

Receiving Moil Remotely with QM Remote
After all the messages have stacked up on the screen, the user may log off. QM
Remote can also be set to log off automatically once messages are retrieved. Tell
users to compose outgoing mail prior to logging in whenever possible.
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Finally, warn users that while they are connected to the QuickMail server with
QM Remote, they will not receive any new mail that is sent to them. The only
time QM Remote checks the status of their mail is when they first connect. If
users want QM Remote to update its list of mail waiting for them, they need to
choose Re&esh from the Mail menu. Otherwise, they might miss important messages. Unlike with the desk accessory, there will be no automatic notification.
It is also possible to dial in to a QuickMail server from either a Macintosh or a PC
using plain-text-based communication software. Although there are many such
programs, the interface will vary little.
To dial in, users should type the following command string, replacing the .XS with
the actual phone number:
ATDT XXX-XXXX

Depending on the program, this might be accomplished automatically. If the connection proceeds normally, they will see this message:
CONNECT 9600
QuickMall(tm) Copyright 1988-93 CE Software, Inc.

The users must type in a name and password as they are prompted for each.
Name:Aii Beckman
Password:*****

Next they will be welcomed to the Mail Center and notified of the total number
of messages waiting for them, as well as the number of unread messages.
Welcome to QuickMail, All Beckman
Welcome to ACME_TRAINING
You have 30 messages waiting (3 unread)

L(ist) R(ead) W(rite) D(ownload) U(pload) B(ye) > L
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PUBLISHING E-MAIL
WITH LISTSTAR

The World Wide Web and products such as StarNine's WebSTAR have captured
the public imagination and are being credited with spurring the Internet publishing revolution. Credit would be better given to the academic community and
their e-mail-based list servers, since they really propelled the Internet speech movement. Realizing this, StarNine makes a Macintosh-based list server product as well
called ListSTAR. We take a look at its various flavors in this chapter.
ListSTAR performs two major functions. It can act as a traditional list server, processing the e-mail from many Internet users for the list server's subscribers. It can
also be used as an automated e-mail response system (dubbed e-mail-on-demand),
sending out information to users who specifically request it. There are several ways
it can do these things. Each method and function is referred to as a service.
ListSTAR can be used in conjunction with QuickMail, StarNine Mail (formerly
Microsoft Mail), Post Office Protocol (POP), and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) servers. Although we have chosen to speak of QuickMail in our discussion of LAN-based e-mail systems, we will concentrate on the SMTP version of
ListSTAR as it ties in better with the other sections in this book. The same basic
rules apply between the versions.
So, what specifically is a list server? It is simply a machine that processes e-mailbased discussions by allowing an organization to send identical mail messages to
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all members of a given mailing list. The users can "sign up" for, or subscribe to, the
service automatically by submitting an e-mail message containing a certain code.
When used in conjunction with the Internet, these users can be located anywhere
in the world.
While they function similarly, this is not really the same as an e-mail-on-demand
system. E-mail-on-demand systems produce an automatic e-mail response to a
specific user request, which can include both text and binary information. This is
more like a telephone-based fax-back system.
ListSTAR also permits the use of a direct mailing list, a synthesis of the two. Here
you can distribute a given e-mail to a list of people you explicitly create. Ever get
junk e-mail? This is how it was sent to you.
Since I do not want to kill any more trees than are necessary to make the point, I
will go into just one implementation of ListSTAR here: e-mail-on-demand. This
will touch on enough of the important concepts that you should feel comfortable
in understanding ListSTAR's other functions as well.
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INSTALLING LISTSTAR FOR SMTP
We recommend that you install ListSTAR for SMTP on a Macintosh equipped
with at least a 68030 processor and a 200-MB hard drive. You also need System
?.x, MacTCP, AppleTalk (or Open Transport), AppleScript 1.1 or later with the
scriptable Finder, and 1,200K of free RAM. I like to put a Dilbert doll alongside
the CPU, but that is optional.
Also, make sure that you are connected to an IP network and that TCPIIP is configured correctly. See our sections elsewhere in this book if you need help.
The above is true for ListSTAR for SMTP and ListSTAR for POP. You can dispense with the IP connection in favor of just AppleTalk if you use ListSTAR for
QuickMail. Ditto for ListSTAR for StarNine Mail. You also need an e-mail
account on these respective systems for each ListSTAR service you implement to
receive e-mail, so plan ahead.
You do not have to run ListSTAR on the same Macintosh that runs the QuickMail or StarNine Mail server software. In the QuickMail version, ListSTAR only
needs QuickMessenger to log in to a Mail Center. In the StarNine Mail version, it
uses the client software to log in.
You could run different versions of this software-say, both ListSTAR for SMTP
and ListSTAR for POP-on the same Macintosh. You could also stick your
tongue in a wall socket, but I would not recommend that either. StarNine has
heard of cases in which the user interface becomes corrupted and it is difficult for
AppleEvents to differentiate between the two applications. As for the wall socket
... oh right, like you never tried that!
By the way, the difference between ListSTAR for SMTP and ListSTAR for POP
is important. The former operates as its own e-mail server, although you do not
need to go in and set up user accounts. The latter can dial up and log into a POP3
server that holds e-mail accounts for each of ListSTAR's services.
Do not run ListSTAR for SMTP on the same Macintosh on which you are running a Mail*Link SMTP gateway or the Apple Internet Mail Server. They both
listen for SMTP messages on port 25. It is a crap shoot which one will receive a
given message. It is fine to run ListSTAR for POP on the same Macintosh on
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which you are running the Apple Internet Mail Server. ListSTAR can log into this
POP server as long as you make sure Ping before opening connection is not
selected in ListSTAR's TCP/IP preferences. This prevents ListSTAR from pinging
its own host.
When you have chosen your destination Macintosh, you can install ListSTAR
using the old familiar installer script. Be aware of this: If you attempt to install
ListSTAR on a hard drive other than the startup disk, a System Folder will be created on that disk into which the installer copies the MacTCP 2.0.6 control panel
and the Thread Manager extension. Avoid this by deselecting MacTCP and
Thread Manager during a Custom install. Do this as well if your Macintosh is
equipped with Open Transport.
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ListSTAR for SMTP Folder
Once the installer has finished, you will have a folder containing the ListSTAR
Server application and five subfolders. The ADMIN folder contains preferences,
e-mail account information, logs, and other administrative software. The Message
Spool/SMTP folder is where ListSTAR stores incoming and outgoing messages.
The Services folder contains a subfolder and preferences for every ListSTAR function you set up. The other folders contain examples and technical information.
The loss of any of these components will result in a major headache for you once
you have taken the time to configure ListSTAR. Back up the work immediately
after you are finished with your configurations, and at least daily thereafter.
Before you actually launch ListSTAR, you should verify your network connection. Because we are working with ListSTAR for SMTP here, which can act as its
own mail host, we need a little more than just a correctly configured MacTCP
control panel. First, give ListSTAR a host name that is unique to your domain,
such as listserv.netfrontiers.com. Second, you will want the name of another SMTP
mail host, such as smtp.netfrontiers.com. It is to this machine that ListSTAR can
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forward mail that it has been unable to deliver itself or, if you prefer, all of its mail.
Since this will involve a change to either your network's domain name server or to
the tables of your Internet service provider's (ISP's) name server, take care of this
before you launch ListSTAR.
When you have these things ready, launch ListSTAR and type in its serial number.
You are greeted with one window containing demonstration services and another
containing the log.
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ListSTARWindows

Naming Host Preferences
Select General Preferences from the Wmdows menu. This generates the Preferences window. Here select the Naming Hosts icon. In the window that appears,
add the list server's domain name to the My Hostname field and the mail host to
which you will be forwarding in the Default Mail Host field. If you want to offload the work of aJI mail delivery onto this other mail host, select the Send all
mail to default host checkbox.
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Setting up Host Names
Now you are more or less ready to put this server into action. While we are at it,
however, a review ofListSTAR's other preferences is in order.

General Preferences
This category contains instructions for how ListSTAR queues mail, how much
detail it goes into when logging sessions, and whether or not it will run in a
threaded environment.
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The choices in the Outgoing Mail Queueing pane penain to how long ListSTAR
attempts to forward undelivered mail; this pane is fairly clear. The mail might not
go through the first time because the host ListSTAR to which it is sending is
down. If you know the host server will be down regularly for periods longer than
those set in the defaults, change these preferences.
Below the Outgoing Mail Queueing pane is the Logging Level pop-up menu, in
which you can decide how much information you want ListSTAR to gather about
each session. The chances are good that you will never need more than the default
Message Logging. If you do have connection problems, however, selecting higher
levels will provide you or StarNine with invaluable information.
·Below the Logging Level pop-up menu is the Threads section. You will almost
cenainly want to keep this checkbox selected. When running under System 7.5
and later, or earlier System 7 with the Thread Manager Extension installed, ListSTAR can open a number of simultaneous connections. Without it, ListSTAR
can open more than one connection simultaneously, but it will only be able to
move e-mail over them one at a time. We will discuss this further on.

Enclosures Preferences
ListSTAR can send file enclosures in addition to plain text e-mail, although those
enclosures need to be translated into a binary format-in other words, computerspeak. Because the formats of files created by various applications can be hard to
read by remote mail systems, it is conventional to encode file enclosures as more
universal formats. By default, ListSTAR automatically translates outgoing enclosures of any size using the BinHex format.
You can change this and other settings here. We recommend that you stick with
the defaults for Internet use. If you are using ListSTAR internally, however, some
modifications might be helpful. Read the ListSTARAdministrators Guide for complete information. Be aware that these settings affect all mail leaving ListSTAR.
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Endosures Preferences WinJow
The File Translations pop-up menu determines how ListSTAR will deal with
straight text file enclosures in outgoing mail. The default of Append TEXT 6les
to mail directs ListSTAR to add the contents to the bottom of the e-mail message.
The default Keep as separate files in the Multiple Files pop-up menu directs
ListSTAR not to pack different file enclosures together. Suppose you had one text
file and one program (binary) file you wanted to send to a mailing list. ListSTAR
would handle the text file based on the criteria set elsewhere in this window under
File Translations and would handle the binary file using criteria established under
Encoding. Two enclosures would leave the list server.
The default is to have nothing in the File Compression pop-up menu. If you are
distributing files to Macintosh users only, however, you could save them transfer
time by choosing to enable Aladdin's Stuffit compression. Of course they will
need at least the free Stuffit Expander application to decompress the files. (You
should have Stuffit. It compresses and decompresses almost everything.)
While there are many options that you can choose in the Encoding pop-up menu,
there are only three that most of us need to consider. If you choose AppleSingle-UUencode, ListSTAR translates the Macintosh file into a file format that permits
both its data and resource forks to be recreated on the receiving system, then
encodes this resulting file using the UNIX standard UUencode format.
The data fork of a Macintosh file contains kernel information, such as text. The
resource fork contains the format and icon information used by the MacOS to
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make it so friendly. PCs and other machines only use a data fork. This method is
the one to use when you have Macintosh files that are going to God-only-knowswhat kind of system.
The default choice is Binhex 4.0, which is used to turn binary data into ASCII
text and back again. This method is the one to use when you have Macintosh files
that you know are going to other Macintosh users.
Choosing Data fork Only-UUencode directs ListSTAR to apply the UNIX
standard UUencode algorithm on the data fork of a Macintosh file, but also
directs it to chuck the resource fork. If the ultimate destination of these enclosures
is other Macintosh users, this will deprive them of resource information needed
by the MacOS. If, however, the ultimate destination is users of older PCs or
UNIX machines, this is a good choice.
You can limit the size of outgoing messages by setting the Limit total enclosure
size to option, but we do not see much reason to do this with a list server. You can
determine how the Macintosh's 8-bit characters will be translated for systems
using 7-bit character sets in the Body Translation pop-up menu. We suggest you
stick with the default of RFC 822->987 USA, an accepted standard that is
observed even on really old e-mail systems.
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Selecting Display ADMIN Status Window here generates a handy monitor of
the application's activity. There's nothing like kicking back in front of a warm list
server and counting the bits as they go by, right? The numbers you set here determine how much time ListSTAR will spend counting messages to show you that it
has been working hard. Every 15 minutes is plenty often, unless you are doing
troubleshooting. The gateway will stop counting messages after it reaches the
number you specify in the Limit mail count to a max of field. Make this number
smaller than 100 to conserve processing resources. Really, do you need to enable
this at all? I doubt it.

SMTP/TCP Preferences
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SMTP/TCP Preferences
Here you select how ListSTAR will work with TCP/IP and the threaded environment we mentioned earlier.
If you go with the default of 5 in the # of Incoming Connections pop-up menu,
you will have a total of eleven concurrent processes, or threads: five listen for mail,
four send mail, one is the main thread, and one more can also act as a sender. We
suggest that you leave this setting alone.
The Tcp Command Timeout pop-up menu controls how long ListSTAR waits
for a response from a mail host before assuming it doesn't exist. The default is 127
seconds, but we have had better luck with a setting of255.
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Finally, we come to the NameResolver pop-up menu. When ListSTAR wants to
find the IP address that goes with a given host name, it can ask MacTCP (orTCP/
IP under Open Transport) or its own StarNine Resolver for the information. If
MacTCP only is the only option you can set here, then the mail server's MacTCP
control panel does not know about any DNS. It must fall back on a Hosts file you
create in the System Folder. If you have other choices, then MacTCP does know
about DNS and can ask the servers for resolution. Unfortunately, MacTCP only
knows a few DNS records, so it cannot gather as much routing information as it
might. That is where the StarNine Resolver comes in. It knows more-specifically,
it knows about MX records.
In my opinion, the best way to set this preference is to choose the StarNine then
MacTCP option. It provides the best chance for making a connection. Of course,
if you set ListSTAR to forward its mail to another mail host in the Naming Hosts
pane, MacTCP's resolver is all that is necessary.
If you select Ping before opening connection, ListSTAR attempts to confirm
that a remote host is available before attempting to communicate with it. It does
this by bouncing a packet off the mail host like a destroyer bounces sound off the
hull of a lurking submarine ... sorry, I've been playing too much Harpoon again.
The trouble with using this setting is that even if a mail host is there, your e-mail
might not go through if that mail host is so busy that it cannot respond to a ping
query. We have found that America Online's servers have this characteristic. If you
start receiving administrative e-mail messages warning you that a given host cannot be found on the Internet when you know darn well it is there, deselect this
option.

And Another Thing •.•
To make sure ListSTAR generates the correct time in its RFC-compliant headers,
you must tell it what time zone it is in relative to Greenwich Mean Time. This is
easy on a Macintosh. Double-click the Map control panel, found in the Control
Panels folder of the System Folder.
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Map Control Panel
Click on the map to show the Macintosh where you live. (No, there is no map for
Mars.) If there is a big city nearby, it will appear. Click the Set button to save this
setting, and then close the control panel.
I am going to show one more little preference pane-the About ListSTAR pane.
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Technical Support Numbers
Here yo u can find StarNine's technical support number and e-mail addresses.
StarNine's technical support is great, so do not be afraid to avail yourself of it.
While you are at it tell Tom and the other folks how great you think ListSTAR,
WebSTAR, Maii*Link, and their other products are. Dorian and I have known
these folks since before we formed Network Frontiers, and they have always been
great to work with.
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SETTING UP ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

At the simplest level, ListSTAR's services are composed of individual e-mail
accounts that have sets of rules associated with them. For a good example of this,
take a look at the list server for a technical support discussion on StarNine's own
products. ListSTAR sends and receives mail via an e-mail account dedicated to
that service. A series of rules is applied to that mail that does such things as automatically adding and deleting subscribers to the mailing list, forwarding mail to
the subscribers, and compiling a digest of the list discussion. To subscribe to this
list, send an e-mail to liststar-request@starnine.com with the word "subscribe" in
the Subject field.
ListSTAR services can be one of two types: Mailer or Timer. Mailer services, such
as list services and fax-on-demand, react to e-mail, as in "when an e-mail comes
in that says this, do that." Timer services, such as list server digest distribution and
log forwarding, react to the clock, as in "when it is that time, do this. ,,
Since a Mailer service must both send and receive e-mail, it requires its own e-mail
account. Since a Timer service needs to send e-mail only, it does not require its
own e-mail account.
When you first launch ListSTAR, several administrative services are already active.
These are in plain text. In addition, several demonstration services are inactive.
These are in italics. The active services are Timer and Mailer services set up to
automate ListSTAR administrative functions, so work with them first.

Default Service
It is the job of the "default service" to handle all mail not addressed to any other
service. Remember the Elvis song, "Return to sender; address unknown"? That is
what it sings.
To configure the default service, double-dick on its line item. In the Service Preferences window you will find panes for both the service's e-mail account information and associated rules. In the Account pane, edit the Email Address field to
reflect your site, such as MAILER-DAEMON@listserv.netfrontiers.com.
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Now take a look at the series of rules that pertain to how misaddressed e-mail will
be handled in the Rules pane.
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Default Service Preferences Rules Pane
In this case, there is one rule: "Return all." Double-click its line item to examine it.
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"Retu rn all" rule definition
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... ,
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~I

0
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)

f

OK
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Default Service Content and Miscellaneous Triggers
It is all very logical. Rules are nothing more than if-then instructions: Jfthe light
is red, then stop (a logic that escapes most San Franciscans). In this case, it is ifyou
receive a message (or rather, On all messages) . ..
" Re turn all" rule definition

"""'

~· ....._:..,.....

-

I

Rtply Actions

~

I rtp~ to stndtr
..-1 [
N.Jtl·•>,) S• loo ltd
11!<=:===;::===::'.
I sltrts w ith ..-1;:

~ Slbjtot

0

Add tnOioSlrt(s)

[

l!o<t,!Actlons

~Add mon~t

I

Tht r t<fpltnt &ddrtss dots nol tx!st .

0Addfilt

0

Add prOCtSsin9 h~norv

~ Add Of"i9W..I mosS!?' body

Cancel

J(

OK

J

Default Service Reply and Body Adions
... then reply to the sender by appending the subject with Re:, adding th e message
"The recipient address does not exist," and adding the original message body to
the reply.
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"Return ell" rule definition
Mlsctllonoous Aoltons

181 Stop rult ~•ln9
18J wrttt mt11090 to •tlltST Nl L09 •
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Cancel
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OK
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Default Service Miscellaneous Actions
The instructions go on tO say: Once this is done, stop processing the e-mail and
record your actions in the "ListSTAR Log" by saying "Mail to unknown service
returned."
" Return ell" rule definition

n1.

This
vfU rt'""' maO from an I.W'Iknown .addnss to tht 1-tndH.
Thtn ¥ t ot.Mr .cUons th.at oou\d bt dont llct fitint} , forw~rdinogor
.udithg th. tddrtn for a '"olos.'" m.teh to .. d1ff..-tnt ~-

M>Oin9-ltst

Cancel

II

OK

,

Default Service Rule's Comment
That is all that is really going on here, except that you must use the pop-up boxes
and input fields to communicate with the computer and can't just talk to it (yet).
To communicate with other humans who follow in your wake, explain your directions in the Rule's Comment pane.
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By the way, if you change the name of this service, include a blank space before
the new name. It needs to be at the top of the list to execute at the right time.

Administration Service
The Administration service is an example of a service that does not handle incoming e-mail. Thus, it does not require its own e-mail account and so has no Account
pane. What it will do is file ListSTAR'S various log files within the subfolders of
the Administration folder within the Services folder.

•-

· · '"Rdmlnlstratlon" Serulce Preferences

~

-I'll

Ru~rum.

U•HttsU

I
-1' l09 Filt Hwllin9
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-1' Gtntr~t• U.. Rtperl I

lutHit
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..
~
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(
~

N.w.•.

l(
(

EJ1t ..

O<Jpil< .;t(·

l(
l ( T~xt

0~1.>·•

\."1t-w

l(
l

( Cancel

i\+!•.:,.Jol# .•

J

n

OK

l
II

Administration Service Window
You can go in and change the folder to which the logs are saved or have the service
forward some or all the logs to your e-mail account on another system.

Postmaster Service
The Postmaster service supports the Postmaster account, which is designed to
receive error messages and user reports of problems. This account is required for
all mail hosts by RFC 822, the Internet Standard for the Format ofARPA Internet

Text Messages.
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" Post master ft Service Preferences .
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Cancel

I(

OK
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Postmaster Services Window
In rhe Account pane, edit the Em ail Address field to reflect your site, as in postmaster@listserv.netfrontiers.com. Also, go into the Rules pane and make sure the
service is doing what you want. Take a look at the Error Handling rule, for example. T his one goes to work when an error occurs during e-mail processing. It sends
the mail message to the Administrator List and writes a message in the log file.
Click the button labeled "Administrator List'' in the Reply Actions section.
:::: : ;: pga "Error Handlin " rule definition
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(

Cancel

Il

OK

II

Error Handling Reply Action Pane
This generates the Address List Maintenance window, in which you place e-mail
account information.
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........... Address list Molntenonce
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[Cancel
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Address List Maintenance Window
Double-dick the Administrator List line item to see who will be receiving these
error messages. You don't see very much, do you? You should be in here! Click the
New ... button to give ListSTAR your e-mail address, as well as those of any other
network administrators you wish to torment.

-

Modlf Address List
~tss

Lis:t :

Admintstntor List

g

Addrtss
tom...dtl~nttfrontitrs.eom

Q
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Now...

Otlolt

I[
I[

Edil..

I[

Duplioolt

[ Cancel

Find AlL

Il

OK

B

Ac/ministrotor Moiling List
One nice thing here: Once created, these lists are global, meaning that they can be
used in more than one rule. Creating the list is tedious, however. There is no
"import" function, so unless you use a subscribe method, these types oflists must
be created one user at a time. That bites? You might very well think so. I couldn't
possibly comment.
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SEniNG UP E·MAIL·ON· DEMAND SERVICES

Now that you have had a look at how to use ListSTAR's rules, let's move on to
setting up a new service. This can be accomplished quickly thanks to StarNine.
They have thoughtfully created a number of demonstration services that need
only be modified to get your site up and running. We begin with the one called
"Email-On-Demand Demo."
Select this service in the ListSTAR Services window, and then click the Duplicate
button to make a copy. Always keep the original demonstration services
untouched for future reference.
•

Create new LlstSTRR serulce:

INF Email-On-Demon~

Serulce

n

Create

B

Cancel

Duplicating Email-On-Demand Demo
Call the copy whatever you like, and then click Create.
Here is what I intend to show you. I tell you ahead of time because you should
always have these things thought out before you jump into ListSTAR. Network
Frontiers teaches numerous classes on such subjects as network design, network
management, servers, backup systems, connecting to the Internet, Webmastering,
and speaking with a very loud voice. We often receive phone calls from would-be
students enquiring about the latest list of cities in which we are teaching and the
dates of those classes. We also wrote the Apple Certified Server Engineer (ACSE)
program based largely on what is in this Network Frontiers Field Manual Series of
books. We field many phone calls from students about that, too. To better serve
this audience, I want to create a service here that will:
•
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•

Accept e-mail addressed to that account containing the words "class info" in
the Subject field and respond with an e-mail form containing an index of
available files.

•

Based on selections made in the form above, as returned by the user, enclose
the requested files and reply.

•

Automatically update the index daily.

•

Collect the e-mail addresses of those asking for information.

•

Log these transactions.
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o

1[

o
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~-a:~"'"'

1[

RtnornL

•

N1v 54't-r~
N#"' ~y;.,.

H. ... ~• .,.

I[ O\ip11c•IL 1[ TtXI YltWn, I

Selecting the Copy of aDemo Service

Establish Service E-Mail Account
The first step in doing this is to double-click the new service, in this case "NF
Classes-on-Demand." I then give it a name in the fields of the Account pane. This
will not just copy the service's line item, but will also copy all the files associated
with that service in the Services folder of the ListSTAR folder.
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"NF Classes-on-Demand" service Preferences
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SMTP fooc>OIIIt nfonn•tion
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~.
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{}

(

Cancel

ll

~

OK

Establishing the Account Name
Next, I select the Rules pane so chat I can modify StarN ine's settings. I have never
been one to make more work for myself than necessary.
"Nf CIDsses-On- DemDnd" Servic e Pref eren ces
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{}

(

Cancel

)~

OK

~

Modifying the Rules

Handle Reserved Addresses
These rules are executed in the order in which they are listed. The first one is
"Mailer-Daemon Mail," which handles any e-mail from reserved addresses like
"mailer-daemon." Such e-mail comes in when ListSTAR sends mail to an address
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that is invalid or unavailable, which is bound to happen from time to time. StarNine's logic, as written in the Rule's Comment field, is this:
If the from address is another list server or control address, then we send
the message to the Administrator List. We also want to discard it and stop
processing the e-mail message.
I see no reason to change anything here. In fact, this function is vital and will be
part of every service I create.

Send File Index
The second rule with which I want to work (the third in the list) is "Send Recipes
Index." I use the Rename button to make this "Send File Index." This one is more
complicated, since it involves an advanced ListSTAR feature called the AutoResponder. This feature uses AppleScript to produce a selection form in which users
can see what files are available and choose only the ones they want to have emaih::d to them. It is like fax-back: "For sales, press one. For tech support, press
two. To hear a Greek myth, press three."

...

"Send file lndeH" rule definition
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Cancel
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Accepting E-Mail
In the Content pane, I modify the rule to accept e-mail that contains class info in
the Subject field. I then move on to the Reply action.
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In this pane, I direct ListSTAR to reply to the incoming message with the words
Re: class info in the Subject field. In StarNine's demo, ListSTAR is also directed
to enclose a file entitled "Recipe List." T hat would not be appropriate for my purposes. T hus, I go into the automatically created N F C lasses-On-Demand folder
within the Services folder, rename the file, and modifY it to serve my needs.
Classes list
Thenk you ror using this Network Frontiers· Email-On- Demand Service.

!iiJ

..r

Below Is a list of the files that ere oveileble for retrieval from this
ltstserver. To request any or the files, replace the space between the
brackets with an ·x· (as in "(x]"). Vou may request as many files as you
wish by marking multiple Items. Eech file will be returned to you es the
enclosure or e seperete moil messege.
---------------------- File List Follows - --------------------I I Get file "Clesses·
( I Get file •ACSE"

lo
1'!1

ModifiedFile Index
W ho said cheaters never win? Next, I click the button in the Add file field to select
the modified file.
" Send File lndeK" rule definition
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cancel

l(

I
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OK
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Se/eding File Index Endosure
I also find a Filed Recipes folder within the N F Classes-On-Demand folder within
the Services folder, which I ruthlessly rename Filed Schedules. W ithin this folder
are a bunch of text files StarN ine puts there to illustrate the demo rules. I throw
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out their files with such tides as "Beer Cheese Soup" and "Calzone Di Broccoli"
and coldly replace them with two of my own, "Classes" and "ACSE."

Send Desired Files
The third rule with which I want to work (the second in the list) is "Send Desired
Recipes." I use the Rename button to make this "Send Desired Files." In the Content pane of this rule, you see something scary, as shown in the following picture.
n

1 · · · :: ··

Ill

1111111111

n:n "Send Desired flies" rule definition
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Cancel
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OK

J

Uh-oh, it looks like some kind of code!
Don't panic. It's okay. That gibberish is well documented in the ListSTARAdmin-

istrator's Guide. What this means to ListSTAR ...
\[ *x "\} Get file\(.*\)
... means something like this to humans:

[x} Get file "Classes"
[x} Get file /!CSE"
This action tells ListSTAR that when a match occurs between data in the incoming form and the Classes List I just created, it should hang onto the data. If an
AppleScript is launched later in the rule, ListSTAR will pass the data on to that
script. I click on the Miscellaneous Triggers field to find that, indeed, an AppleScript is needed.
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usend Desired Files" rule definition
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Se/eding an AppleScript
Hmmm . . . any AppleScript called "script.return Recipes" is probably not going
to work for me. I rename it "script.return classes," and then open it in Script Editor to modify any other inaccurate values.

-

I .t you copy t bt "E:.ail- On- Dertt.nd O..o" Rul.e Ser vi ce you ttu.st c b&J:'\99 t he va.l u. .for
t~ strSer vi oelft.M variabl e to lw t lut •••eo e.s tbe naM o.f t~ n.w
service (not the na•• ot t he TiNr service that i s assooit.Ud with the " EM.il-On-DI>•and. DHIO" S.rYio.).
Inst.Hd o.f ·r.rr.ail-On-»-••nd Dfto" it is " df•" S.n·ice !Jt.M>"
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set
set
set
set

str Start to pa. th t o M
strListSTUpe.th to text .fro• o baraoter 1 t o oht.raot er - 16 o.f ( s t r Sta rt •• s t rinQ)
appleScr iptlibra.rr to strListSTARpath & .. ADt1Ilf : Appl eSor ipt. li brary ..
••¢cFol d•r to strlistSTARpath &: "Services: " & str ServiceXafM & " : • & s trFold erlfa.e &: " : "

Changing AppleScript Variables
I do not compile this new modified script, as it must remain text. I do click the
button in the Execute AppleScript field to choose the modified file.
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Welcome/Help
The fourth rule is "Welcome/Help," which I do not need to rename. It will go
into action only if the previous rules were unable to process an incoming message.
Its job is to give a user instructions by sending back an informative "Welcome"
message. I modify the content of this message in the Reply Actions pane.
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Adding a We/came Reply

Track All Visitors
The fifth rule is "Track All Visitors," which I also do not need to rename. Its job
is to record the e-mail addresses of every user who requests service. First, I click
the burton in the From Address field of the Address pane to pull up the Address
List Maintenance window, where I create a new mailing list for this service.
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"Track All ulsltors• rule definition
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Selecting the ufrom" List
I also deselect the "Email-On-Demand Demo List."
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Creating Service Mailing Ust
I then select the newly created list in the button by the From address field of the
Address pane. I also select the list in the button by the add "From" address to
pop-up menu in the Mailing List Action pane. I again deselect the "Email-OnDemand Demo List."
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-;:;;;;,;;; "Track All ulsltors• rule definition
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Seleding the "From" list Again

Error Handling
The sixth and final rule is "Error H andling." I do not rename this either. In fact,
I do not need to change a thing. This rule allows me and others in the Administrator List to know when there has been an error in message processing.
"Error Handling" rule definition
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Telling Me about Errors
At this point, I click the OK button to return to the ListSTAR Services window.
There I click next to the "NF C lasses-On-Demand" line item to add a checkmark
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and start up the service. This completes the steps necessary to use the Mailer service for this e-mail-on-demand system. There is an additional service to set up
though: the Timer service that updates the "Classes List" index file.

E·Mail·on·Demand Timer
As I did previously with the Mailer service, here I copy and rename the StarNine
demo service. Upon opening it, I find but one rule, "Update Recipes List," which
I rename "Update Classes List."
- "NF Classes-on-Demand Timef'' $erulce PnJferences
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Renaming Update Rule
In the Timing pane, I find that this function will execute every day at 12:00 A.M.
I do not bother to change this.
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"Updllte Cl11sses List" rule defini tion
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Setting the Timing
In the Miscellaneous pane, I find that the .service is to execute an AppleScript
called "script. create Recipes List. " As with the earlier AppleScript, I modify and
rename this one. Its purpose is to update "Classes List" whenever additional files
have been added to the Filed Schedules folder.
Once I have finished any other modifications I want to make, I activate the service. With minimal effort, I now have a robust, self-contained list server system .
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Go FORTH, BRAVE SOULS
This short chapter can in no way replace StarNine's ListSTAR Administrator's
Guide for detail, nor does it really go into AppleScript. It should have made you
familiar enough with what is going on here, however, to make further reading easier and to help you come up with new ideas.
The most important parting comment I can offer is this: Test the thing! Peg the list
server from several different external e-mail accounts before even thinking of putting it up for real. There are a lot of steps here, and any one of them that is out of
place can make a real mess. You need to catch any mistakes before your ListSTAR
receives heavy usage.
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CHAPTER 3:
GATHERING INTERNET E-MAIL
WITH MAIL*LINK GATEWAYS

Once you are familiar with how LAN-based e-mail works, you are ready to move
on to the grand-daddy of all e-mail transports, the Internet. Gathering e-mail
from the Internet and placing it in the LAN-based e-mail accounts of your users
is easy, requiring only that you install a gateway to act as a translator between local
and remote systems. If your users are not clamoring for an Internet gateway yet,
they soon will be. It has been estimated that one trillion e-mail messages were sent
in 1995, while the U.S. Postal Service made "only" 180 billion deliveries!
Since we have chosen CE Software's QuickMail in our example of aLAN-based
e-mail system, we will use QuickMail-to-Internet gateways in our discussion here.
The two best known are both made by StarNine Technologies. Mail*Link Remote
allows your QuickMail users to exchange mail with users of QuickMail, Quarterdeck Mail (formerly Microsoft Mail), or Internet mail via UUCP (UNIX to
UNIX Copy Protocol). Mail*Link SMTP allows your QuickMail users to
exchange mail with Internet users via SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol).
Although each does its job a little differently, they are both configured in much
the same way.
Why a choice? In the 1980s, the Internet community chose SMTP as its standard
mail transfer protocol. Before this, however, AT&T had already developed and
adopted UUCP and its protocols as the preferred method of mail transfer between
UNIX systems. Not surprisingly, AT&T wanted a protocol that worked well over
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analog telephone lines. Despite not having been accepted through the consensus
process used to choose SMTP, UUCP protocols are nevertheless a de facto standard, especially for dial-up connections.
Before you try to set up the Mail*Link gateway to work with a UNIX-based mail
system, you need to provide information to and gather information from that system's administrator. This might be a person at your own company or someone at
a commercial Internet service provider (ISP). These people will have an e-mail
host, which is a machine that sits on the Internet and gathers mail for your users
by proxy. The most imponant question to ask these people initially is what protocol you should use to connect to the host and with which to exchange e-mail.
If the host makes use of UUCP, you want Mail*Link Remote. If the host makes
use of SMTP, you want Mail*Link SMTP. For the rest, the basic considerations
are these:
•

What will you name the gateway?

•

What is the name of the remote host?

•

When should QM Administrator call the remote host?

•

What IP address will the gateway use (Mail*Link SMTP)?

•

What domain name will the gateway serve? A domain name is the textual representation of a numerical Internet machine address. For instance, we use netfrontiers. com. Domain names cannot contain spaces, tabs, parentheses,
commas, brackets, semicolons, colons, backslashes, or braces, and are always
in lowercase.

•

What are the login procedures and passwords for the remote system?

You have one important option. If you have a dedicated mail server Macintosh
connected directly to the Internet with its own IP address that is mapped to your
domain address, you can dispense with the remote host altogether and just let
Mail*Link SMTP act as a host. If your ISP does not maintain a mail server, this
is your only option, unless you use the Apple Internet Mail Server that we speak
about in the chapter entitled "Using the Apple Internet Mail Server as Mail Host, ,,
beginning on page 15 5.

& it can be a lot to think about, we suggest that you gather this information
before going further. The time you lose in preparation will be offset by the time
you save when troubleshooting later. ·
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WHERE THE MAIL GOES

The following steps show an example of one path a message can take through the
Mail*Link gateway:

Step 1:

The QuickMail user creates a QuickMail message, which is addressed to a user in
the Mail*Link gateway MailCenter. The address field associated with the recipient
does not contain a QuickMail-created designation but rather a remote system
account address, such as an Internet domain name.

Step 2:

The Mail*Link gateway is located on the mail server and is active when QM
Administrator is running. Messages are queued here.

Step 3:

When a previously set time arrives, QM Administrator passes control of the system to the gateway, which will dial out through a modem to the remote host in
the case ofMail*Link Remote, or will establish a connection with the remote host
via MacTCP in the case of Mail*Link SMTP. Once logged into the remote system, the gateway uploads outgoing mail to the remote system. It also asks for any
incoming mail. Incoming messages have either a UNIX-compatible version of
your users' QuickMail account names or an alias for the same.

Step 4:

The recipient's mail system forwards the message received from your gateway.
There are variables to this simple model. For instance, as the mail goes out over
the Internet it could actually be routed through many mail systems before reaching the recipient. Also, the mail forwarding might not be initiated by the local system. Mail*Link can be configured to pass on mail only when a remote system calls
it. Finally, mail going through the Mail*Link SMTP gateway does not go straight
out to the Internet. It is passed over to the application smtp.daemon first. For
more information about these nuances, refer to StarNine's documentation. It is
cumbersome but comprehensive.
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SETTING UP THE MAIL*LINK GATEWAY

The way you set up the Mail*Link SMTP and Mail*Link Remote gateways is similar, so we will talk about both here.

Configuring the Mail Server Macintosh
Before you do anything with the Mail*Link software you have installed, you need
to tell the world where your mail server lives.

Set the Time lone
To make sure Mail*Link generates the correct time in its RFC-compliant headers,
you must tell it what time zone it is in relative to Greenwich Mean Time. This is
easy on a Macintosh. Double-click the Map control panel, found in the Control
Panels folder of the System Folder.

Map Control Pone/
C lick on the map where your city should be. Its name, or the name of a city
nearby, will appear in the control panel. Click the Set button to save this setting,
and close the control panel.
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Configure TCP/IP (Moi/*Link SMTP)
If you are using Mail*Link SMTP with a direct Internet feed, configure the mail
server Macintosh's TCP/IP control panel (formerly the MacTCP control panel
under Classic Networking) with the machine address you wrote down earlier.
;;nqljj ; ; TCP/IP
rnt

r Solup

Conf"-•:

p

Addl'"tJI :

Sol>ntt muk:

Routtr' iddr. .,:

NMM strvtr .M1<tr".:

I

M>m11;!j

11:57.22~2-~

1~.2~=.0

11:57.22~2.1

·I

I
I

I

1~7 .22 . 13~.81

s...rch dorNWls:
n•tfrontif.rs.com

TCP/IP Control Pone/
Restart the mail server when you are finished. That is probably all you need to
worry about as far as IP addressing is concerned. Your ISP has one additional task,
however. The unique IP address of your mail host must be mapped in the tables
of the ISP's domain name server to some logical domain name-as in smtp.netfrontiers.com - so that other mail hosts on the Internet can learn of it.

Configuring the Gateway MaiiCenter
To set up the Mail*Link Remote or Mail*Link SMTP gateway, select New MailCenter from QM Administrator's File menu. When the first window appears,
enter the desired name in the MailCenter field and any password in the Password
field (optional). Select MailLink Remote in the MailCenter Type pop-up menu.
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I
I

MaiiCenter: IRHLINTERNET
Password: IL203421I
Type:

n

OK

Online
Online (File-based)

"t

Printer
QM-Direc:t
QM-llnk
QM-QM
QM-Sc:rlpt

n

p
;===

Seleding Mai/Unk Remote Mai/Center Type
Clicking the OK button creates a new MailCenter that serves the Mail*Link gateway. In the window that next appears, you are asked to select a custodian. If you
did not select a password in the previous step or you wish to change the password,
you have a chance to do so here. Notice that the Configure ••• button is grayed
out when there is no custodian selected.
Name: RHLINTERNET
Type: Mallllnk Remote
(,..-P-8-SS-W-Or-d"""':J ••••••••
[ custodian:

J

(None)

® Clear log euery rnT1
0 Send log euery t!:J days

n[on figure

m

D[

OK

]

[ Cancel

Seleding Custodian (Conligure ••• Button Grayed Out}
To continue, click the Custodian button. A scrolling window appears in which
you can choose the name and online MailCenter of the user who will receive
maintenance logs and notifications for the new MailCenter.
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Select the custodian
(MaiiCenter:J RHLNET

n

OK

n

[Cancel)

Choosing the Account Holder to Be Custotlian
Click OK when finished, and you are returned to the previous window. Now,
however, Configure ••• is an option. Click this button.

Mai/*Link SMTP Preferences
If you are setting up the Mail*Link SMTP gateway, clicking this button takes you
to the Connect Times window. This window is identical to those for other QuickMail gateways.
Connect Times for NmRONTIERS
Maii*Linke SMTP: Gateway to SMTP Hosts.
Copyright 1988-92, StarNine Technologies, Inc.

181 Connect when
181 Connect when

1••1 or more messages are waiting.
0 or more urgent messages are waiting.

181 Conne-;-;;~ry js

1-;;.lnute~··;;;m

8:00 RM

1;1 to

7:55 RM (;)

SMTWT F S
connect:
Rfter

181181181181181181181

0

Connect only once per day

[!=:] felled connections, Inform the custodian

and disable MaiiCenter for

[!:=J hours.

n OK I (Cancel )

Conned Times Window
As with other Quick.Mail gateways, you should reset these defaults to take into
account the volume of mail generated by your users, the urgency of that mail, and
the most advantageous (non-peak) times for connecting to remote systems. Other
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Mail*Link SMTP preferences are set using the smtp.daemon application, which
we discuss on page 126.

Mai/*Link Remote Preferences
If you are setting up the Mail*Link Remote gateway, clicking this button will put
you into the Mail*Link Preferences window. There are many features to be configured, each represented by an icon in the scroll box on the left. The important
ones are described next.

General
Preferences

This category contains instructions for how Mail*Link queues mail, how much
detail it goes into when logging sessions, and when QM Administrator will be permitted to initiate a session.
Maii•Link® Remote Preferences

a
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~

•~
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[

Cancel
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JJ

OK
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I
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days.

I
I
I

;..-------..---···..··-··--··..-·............-·····-·····...··--··-·---·-·

.

.
Usws

op

AddrHsin9

'

General Preferences Window

The choices in the Outgoing Mail Queueing pane pertaining to how long
Mail*Link will attempt to forward undelivered mail are pretty straightforward.
The mail might not go through the first time because the host server is down. If
you know the host server will be down regularly for periods longer than those set
in the defaults, you will want to change these.
Below the Outgoing Mail Queueing pane is the Logging Level pop-up menu in
which you can decide how much information you want Mail*Link to gather
about each session. The chances are good that you will never need more than the
default Message Logging. If you do have connection problems, however, select-
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ing higher levels will provide you, or those you call upon for technical support,
with invaluable information about the intricacies of what is going on.
Below the Logging Level pop-up menu is the QuickMail Connect Times section.
The Set••• button generates a window identical to the Mail*Link SMTP window
we just talked about. Keep in mind that what you set here does not determine
when the Mail*Link Remote gateway makes a connection, but rather, at what
times it is allowed to make a connection. When a connection is actually attempted
is set in the System-to-Call Configuration window that we discuss on page 123.

Naming Hosts This category contains instructions for how Mail*Link presents itself to remote
Preferences systems and to which remote host it will look to forward outgoing mail with
unknown destinations.
MaU•Unke Remote Preferences

~

•

(

Cancel

)

n

OK

r" -------------l

JJ

o.ntral

ffMUMY
Unrs

r

Outgoing Hostn~t~ws---·-···-·-----··---.j

l

0

Require domain name.

j

·-··-··--··--··-·-··----·-···----·······-·-·-·············-···-···-···-···-···-···-··-···-···-··-···-·...!

Naming Hosts Preferences Window
In the My Hostname field, enter the name that will identify your local gateway
to remote systems. As these remote systems are UNIX-based, you must use a name
that does not use characters they cannot read-such as non-alphabet characters,
spaces, and punctuation-and which is preferably less than eight characters long.
The name you enter here will be used in logging into remote systems. The administrator of these remote systems must make sure that the UNIX password file and
UUCP system file have entries for the gateway.
The local host name is also used in the return addresses the gateway puts on mail
going to remote systems, and in the header information of mail coming from
remote systems.
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In the Default Mail Host field, enter the name of a mail host to which Mail*Link
will forward mail that is meant for a destination unknown to the gateway. The
default mail host will most likely be a UNIX mail host that can forward mail
through many other systems until it reaches its destination, such as that of your
ISP. If you wish to forward all mail through such a remote system, select the box
in the Send all mail to default host line.
Some mail hosts require that a domain name, such as netfrontiers.com, be present
in all mail addresses. If you are connecting to such a system, selecting the box in
the Outgoing Hostnames pane causes any mail that does not contain at least one
period to be returned to the sender. Selecting this also requires you to have at least
one period in the names in the My Hostname and Default Mail Host fields.

Users Settings having to do with the administrator and users of the Mail*Link gateway
Preferences are accessed here.
Meii*Link® Remote Preferences

~

Gt!Mr'l

_l

•-

!Wnlng Hosts

'fl

r

(

Cancel

) ([

OK

B

Admfnfsir&tor's Addrtss

II:!'!~
- Stncl "Host Down" Mtsngts To - r 0

Administrator

I

r=::.~_1_o

__~

llseTS Preferences Wine/ow
The default for the Administrator's Address field is Custodian, the name you
selected when first creating the Mail*Link MailCenter. The proper format for this
entry is the custodian's QuickMail account address appended with "@" and the
name of the MailCenter to which the custodian belongs. For instance,
tom_dell@net.frontiers. com. Note that underscores are used in place of spaces.
UNIX again!
The administrator can also reside on an Internet-based mail system. In this case,
choose UUCP or SMTP instead of QuickMail from the On mail system pop-up
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menu and enter the user's correct Internet address above it. Any mail addressed to
"postmaster" is forwarded to the user's address in this field. If you select the
Administrator checkbox in the Send "Host Down" Messages To pane, the gateway sends an urgent message to the person you designated as administrator after
it has failed in three attempts to contact a host system.
Like QuickMail, Mail*Link is sold for a specified number of users. The number
of users that your system is licensed to serve appears in the Registered Users Database pane. Clicking the Database ••• button generates the Registered Users window. We will talk more about that window starting on page 131.

Addressing UNIX mail systems require that account names adhere to certain characteristics.
Preferences QuickMail account names may or may not meet these requirements. Mail*Link
can create its own UNIX-compliant addresses for QuickMail users, called aliases,
automatically. How the gateway will create these addresses and how it will display
them on incoming and outgoing mail is set up here.
Maii*Link® Remote Preferences
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Place RFC header at:
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Addressing Preferences Window
Selecting the Auto-register users on outgoing mail checkbox in the Alias Creation pane directs Mail*Link to add users to its database whenever they send mail
through the gateway. It will add users until it reaches the maximum number for
which you are licensed. If you do not select this, you need to add users explicitly
through the Users Preferences window. Unregistered users will have their mail
returned to them.
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It is sometimes better to create your own aliases. The way Mail*Link translates a
QuickMail account name to be UNIX-friendly can leave you with something
pretty ugly. For example, QuickMail user Thomas R. Dell becomes
Thomas_R#d#_Dell You can specify a simpler alias such as trdell or just tom in the
Users Preferences window, or you can let your users do it by selecting the Allowuser to change their alias checkbox. I have a friend whose name is so frequently
misspelled that she uses aliases to add over nine ways to spell her name, just to
make sure she receives any mail destined for her.
By selecting the Use alias as reply address checkbox in the Outgoing Mail pane,
you direct Mail*Link to use a presumably simpler alias for a user's QuickMail
account name, as we have already seen, in the reply addresses. You do not have to
use aliases. If you deselect this box, Mail*Link uses the actual QuickMail account
name. However, to make it consistent with RFC 822, the standards for this type
of UNIX mail addressing, Mail*Link will perform a translation on the name that
could change some characters and make what the recipient sees in the From: field
fairly nasty. Should you prefer to go with the real QuickMail account names, as
modified, you can also have the sender's MailCenter information tacked on by
selecting Use MailCenter in reply address. Of course, it is translated, too.
When mail travels through the Internet, it can go through many different mail
systems before reaching yours. In so doing, it picks up RFC 822-compliant
address information from these systems that is placed in what is called the header.
These headers can become quite long. By making a choice in the Place RFC
header at pop-up menu, you can designate where this header appears in the
QuickMail messages that are ultimately seen by your users, if they are seen at all.
Whether or not you select Strict incoming address validation depends upon the
size of your organization. When mail comes in, Mail*Link calls on QuickMail's
NameServer to associate a QuickMail user and MailCenter address with the
address on the message. If this checkbox is not selected, it sends the mail to the
first account name that matches. If it is selected, it waits until both the account
name and Mail Center address match. If you have a big site where there could be
people of the same name in different Mail Centers, you will need this.

Enclosures Besides the information that users type into QuickMail forms, they can also send
Preferences file enclosures if the site with which you are exchanging mail permits this. Because
the formats of files created by various applications can be hard to read by remote
mail systems, it is conventional to encode file enclosures in more universal formats,
usually as straight ASCII text. Mail*Link automatically scans for and translates
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incoming enclosures using the UUencode/AppleSingle and BinHex formats. You
can determine which will be used for outgoing mail in this window.
Maii•Link® Remote Preferences
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I
Enclosures Preferences Window
By selecting Treat each enclosure as separate file, you direct the gateway not to
pack different file enclosures together. Say you had one text file and one program,
or binary, file enclosed. The gateway handles the text file based on the criteria set
elsewhere in this window under TEXT enclosures, and handles the binary file
using criteria also established elsewhere in this window. Two enclosures would
leave the gateway. By selecting Treat multiple enclosure as 1 PACKED 6le, you
direct the gateway to cram the different file enclosures together into one file, then
encode it. Take the same text file and binary file. The gateway will handle both
using the criteria established under Binary enclosures elsewhere in this window.
One enclosure would leave the gateway.
The TEXT enclosures pop-up menu determines how the gateway will deal with
straight text file enclosures in outgoing mail. Choose Use Binary Method to
apply the criteria set under Binary enclosures to text as well. Choose Append to
Mail to have the content of the message tacked onto the bottom of the e-mail
message itsel£
The Binary enclosures pop-up menu determines how the gateway will encode
most, if not all, file enclosures in outgoing mail. If you choose AppleSingleUUencode, Mail*Link translates the Macintosh file into a file format that permits
both its data and resource forks to be recreated on the receiving system, and then
encodes this resulting file using the UNIX standard UUencode format. The data
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fork of a Macintosh file contains "the guts," such as text. The resource fork contains format and icon information used by the Macintosh operating system. (PCs
only use data.)
Another common format is BinHex, which can be used to turn binary data into
ASCII text and back again. To use it, select Binhex 4.0.
Choosing Datafork only-UUencode directs gateways to apply the UNIX standard UUencode algorithm on the data fork of a Macintosh file and just discard
the resource fork. If the ultimate destination of these enclosures is other Macintosh users, this will leave them without resource information needed by the Macintosh operating system. If, however, the ultimate destination is PC users, they
only need the data fork.
Which of these options should you choose? That is one of the things you need to
discuss with administrators of the remote sites. One drawback to consider is that
the choices you make here apply to all remote systems with which you wish to
exchange mail. Because of this, you probably want to end up with methods that
are as widely compatible as possible.
Depending on how you feel about telephone bills and server hard drive usage,
select the Limit total enclosures size to ... checkbox and enter a value. How large
this number is depends on the types of file enclosures your users need to send out,
how often they do it, and the relative cost of tying up the modem line long enough
to send them. Naturally, if you have a fast modem, for example 28,800 bps, you
might permit larger files than if your modem is slow, such as 9600 bps. If a user
tries to send a file that is larger than the limit you place here, it will be returned.
If you receive many complaints, you can always adjust the size. Be aware that the
size you enter here also pertains to files as they come into the gateway. After they
are encoded, expect their size to increase by about a third.

Remote Mail*Link Remote knows about remote systems based on what is entered in this
Systems window. Each remote system with which the gateway will connect is listed here
Preferences and is associated with instructions on how these connections take place.
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Meii• Link® Remote Preferences
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Remote Systems Preferences Window
StarNine provides a few login scripts to commonly used systems with Mail*Link
Remote. You will see these displayed in italics. To use any of these login scripts,
follow the seeps outlined in the following paragraphs using the Open ... button
instead of the New... button.
Click the New... button to set up your own remote system. The System-to-Call
Configuration window appears.
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System-to-Call Configuration Window
Enter the name of the remote system's host in the System name field. This name
will now appear in che Remote Systems list. If the name is the same as what you
typed in earlier for the default mail host name, it will appear in bold. Even if you
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do not want Mail*Link Remote to call out to other systems, but rather want to
have them call your system, you must enter the remote system names here. You
can still restrict outgoing calls by not selecting the Enable outgoing calls checkbox. The name in the Remote Systems list will appear in italics.
In the Login field, enter the login name and associated password assigned to you
by the administrator of the remote system. Clicking the Login script... button
brings up a window in which you can add other communications parameters
established between you and the remote system's administrator.
( Cantel ]

(!

OK

D

Lop script·
~- \r op:-\r-o¢t: \LOGIN usword: \PASS'dORD

Login Script Window
The login script is nothing more than the set of instructions you would use to log
in manually, scripted in a form the computer can use to do it automatically. It is
similar to a modem script, a DOS batch file, or an AppleScript. In many cases, the
default script provided by StarNine will work. Mail*Link Remote knows to substitute the proper information for \LOGIN and \PASSWORD. In other cases,
you need to work with the remote system's administrator to fine-tune it.
Like the Connect Times window in General preferences that determines under
what conditions a communications session is permitted to take place, when a session actually takes place is decided through the Call this system every... field.
Unlike the Connect Times settings, however, what you set here causes Mail*Link
Remote to initiate calls at those times whether there is outgoing mail in the queue
or not. In this instance, Mail*Link Remote just asks the remote system for any
incoming mail.
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If Mail*Link Remote is to call out to another Mail*Link Remote gateway, additional transfer methods are made available by clicking the Transfer button. As we
are only talking about UNIX mail here, however, stick with the Send mail with
built-in UUCP option.
The Connection button generates the same window of Apple Communications
ToolBox options used by other QuickMail gateways and QM Administrator itsel£
For details on these settings, see the QuickMail Administrator ManuaL

Remote The Mail*Link Remote gateway can wait for calls from remote systems as well as
Receiving initiate them. How these connections are handled is configured in this window.
Preferences Use this window only if you are dedicating a modem or serial connection to the
sole use of Mail*Link Remote. Otherwise, let QM Administrator handle the
incoming calls.
Moii*Linlc® Remote Preferences

~

Enc losuns

·-~!

,

·~

RtmOtt svst•---

[

Cancel

Remote Recelulng Methods

!

OK

n.. :

:::·.·:.l

Jl

u

I"•••••I

~~

~~

] [[

!

~------------------------------------~~

M*M

About M~il *Link ·

Remote Receiving Preferences Window
Click the New ••• button to prepare for a remote system to dial into the Mail*Link
Remote gateway. The Receiving Configuration window appears.
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fJt
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Receiving Configuration Window
What you enter in the Tag field is for your own reference and is particularly useful
if you are using multiple connections for mail transfers. You might tag one
modem connection as "modem on port 1" and another connection as "ADSP to
server," for example. Enable or disable the various connection methods by selecting or deselecting the Enable call receiving checkbox.
What you type in for login name and password is what Mail*Link Remote will
require of any remote system dialing in. In addition, you must have entered the
calling system in the Remote Systems Preferences window. If not, the call will be
terminated even if the login and password are correct.

Mai/*Link SMTP's smtp.daemon Preferences
To configure Mail*Link SMTP completely, you must launch the smtp.daemon
application that comes with it and select Preferences from the Edit menu. These
preferences are like those of Mail*Link Remote, but with these differences:
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General
Preferences

Maii*Linlc® SMTP Preferences
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AddrHSin9

General Preferences Window

In the General pane of smtp.daemon's Preferences window, the Connect TIDles
pane is replaced with a Log File Handling pane in which you may designate when
smtp.daemon's log is sent to the Administrator. This is not the same as the MailCenter log, which is sent according to criteria established in QM Administrator.

Naming Hosts The Naming Hosts pane of smtp.daemon's Preferences window is the same as that
Preferences of Mail*Link Remote. It is configured the same way, unless you plan to do without a remote host and just put your mail server directly on the Internet.
Maii*Link® SMTP Preferences

USKs
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Cancel

)

n

OK

ll
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·
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L----------·-···-

AddrHsin9

Naming Hosts Preferences (Gateway Also Host Setup}
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If you wish to have the Mail*Link gateway send and receive its own Internet mail
directly, make sure your network's DNS, or that of your ISP, is configured to map
the IP address of your mail server Macintosh to an appropriate domain, such as
smtp.netfrontiers.com. Type this domain into the My Hostname field. You can
leave the other fields blank, or add the domain of another SMTP mail server to
which your machine can forward mail if it cannot deliver it directly.
Do not select the Send all mail to default host checkbox if your gateway is acting
as its own host. That would, of course, defeat the purpose.

Status
Window
Preferences

Unlike Mail*Link Remote, smrp.daemon has a Status Window preferences pane.
Mllll*llnk® SMTP Preferences
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H
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Status Window Preferences
Selecting Display SMTP Status Window generates a handy monitor of the application's acriviry.
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SMTP Status Window
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The numbers you set here determine how much time smtp.daemon spends counting messages to show you their status. Every 15 minutes is often enough, unless
you are doing troubleshooting. The gateway will stop counting messages after it
reaches the number you specify in the Limit mail count to a max of field. Make
this number smaller than 100 to conserve processing resources.

SMTP/TCP
Preferences

Maii•Unk® SMTP Preferences

[ Cancel
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n

D

DK
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•I

!

~~~~~d~
SMTP/TCP Preferences

Since smtp.daemon uses a direct Internet connection to exchange mail and not a
dial-up, its preferences do not include panes for modem connections. Instead, you
simply select a few options for how Mail*Link works with TCP/IP.
When running under System 7.5 and later, or earlier System 7 with the Thread
Manager Extension installed, smtp.daemon can open a number of simultaneous
connections. If you go with the default of 3 in the # of Incoming Connections
pop-up menu, you will receive a total of seven concurrent processes, or threads:
three will listen for mail, two will send mail, one is the main thread, and one more
can also act as a sender. I do not really understand this. I am not that flavor of
geek. I do know that each thread takes up 24K of RAM, so if you crank this number to 5, you should also move smtp.daemon's memory allocation up to 1,500K
in its Get Info window, as you will be supporting 11 threads.
The Tcp Command Timeout pop-up menu controls how long smtp.daemon will
wait for a response from a mail host before giving it up for dead. There is a lot of
traffic out on the Internet right now, so I recommend going with the maximum
setting of255 seconds here. In networking, that is an eternity.
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The NameResolver pop-up menu is important. When smtp.daemon wants to
find the IP address that goes with a given host name, it can ask the TCP/IP (formerly MacTCP) control panel or its own StarNine Resolver for the information.
If MacTCP Only is the only option you can set here, the mail server's TCP/IP
(MacTCP) control panel does not know about any DNS servers and is falling
back on a Hosts file to forward its mail to machines listed there. If you have other
choices too, TCP/IP (MacTCP) does know about DNS servers and can ask them
for resolution. Unfortunately, TCP/IP (MacTCP) only knows about a few DNS
records, so it cannot gather as much routing information as it might. That is
where the StarNine Resolver comes in. It knows more-specifically, it knows
about Mail Exchanger (MX) records. The best way to set this is to choose the StarNine then MacTCP option, covering all your bases. You must do this if you are
setting up Mail*Link as an independent host.
The rest of the settings you can leave alone. If you select Ping before opening
connection, Mail*Link will try to make sure a remote host is "out there" before
attempting to communicate. We usually do not select this since Mail*Link will
not forward to mail hosts that do not respond to a ping but are there nevertheless.

Destination
Preferences

Maii*Link® SMTP Preferences
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Destination Preferences
Chances are good that you will never need to mess with smtp.daemon's Destinations pane. If you go with the defaults, you will be all set to exchange mail with
methods that are consistent with MIME, PC, and UNIX systems. If you need to
set particular transmission characteristics for some sites, you can do that here. If
so, read the StarNine manual, since this is beyond the scope of this book.
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ESTABLISHING USER ACCOUNTS

Unlike many other QuickMail MailCenters, Mail*Link users are not established
directly through QM Administrator. Instead, they are added to the Mail*Link
user database automatically whenever they use the gateway, as we discussed earlier,
or are added explicitly by the administrator. As with QuickMail itself, the number
of users who can be part of your Mail*Link Remote database is limited by the
number of licenses you purchased for them.

Setting up Accounts Manually
To set up user accounts manually, access the Users Preferences window. Clicking
the Database button generates the Registered Users window.

thomur.~n

rhLntt

tr~ll

[ New ... ) [ Purge ) [Import ... )
Edit...

Sort by:l Unsorted

) ( Delete ) ( f.upmt. .. )

H

Done

I
))

Registered Users Window
You have the following options in working with the accounts of Mail*Link users:
•

New: Use this button to explicitly create a user account.

•

Purge: Use this button to force Mail*Link to recreate its database from previously saved information, if necessary. This could be perhaps after-God
forbid-a crash occurs when you are working within the database.

•

Import: Use this button to accept a list of users from an ASCII text file.
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•

Edit: Use this button to edit the account of a user. It generates the following
window. Why bother? Mail*Link generates its own user alias that is its way of
presenting a QuickMail account name in a form UNIX understands. In doing so, it might translate special characters in the user's QuickMail name in
somewhat unpleasant ways. For instance, Thomas R Dell becomes
Thomas_R#d#_Dell Here you can specify a simpler alias, such as trdell or tom.
Edtt User
Usw NMM:

lthomu r. <MU

~OC.nttr: ._1.-h_Ln_•t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __....
Ustr

All~s:

rrztf
L__~~------------------------~
Cancel

)

n

OK

Jl

Edit User Screen
•

Delete: Use this to remove a user, perhaps one who has left the company.

•

Export: Use this button to create an ASCII text file that can be imported
into another Mail*Link Remote gateway elsewhere.

The Sort by pop-up menu lets you change the criteria under which the accounts
are ordered in the window. The default Unsorted displays the accounts in the
order they were created.

Setting up Accounts Automatically
If you have purchased enough licenses and would rather let Mail*Link do the
work, simply make sure the Auto-register users on outgoing mall checkbox is
selected in the Addressing pane of the Preferences window. Whenever a user sends
mail through the gateway, that user is added to the database.
Of course, when that user is added, Mail*Link creates its own funky alias in the
database as well. You can change this alias to something more human yourself, or
let the user do it. If you make sure the Allow-user to change their alias checkbox
is selected in the Addressing pane of the Preferences window, users can establish
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their own aliases by sending a message to "MAILER-DAEMON." More specifically, the following are the steps the user needs to take:

Step 1:

Open a message and use QuickMail's Special address function to create an address
with "MAILER-DAEMON" in the First name and Address fields.
Create Special Rddress:

I

first: MR I LER-DREMDN
Last:

I:========~
INo Zone

MaiiCenter: RHLINTERNET
Zone:
Rddress:
MRILER-DREMD~

(MaiiCentersJf

OK

ll(

Cancel

Special Address Window

Step 2:

Type "Change alias" in the Subject field.

Step 3:

Type the new alias in the format "alias: name." For example, "alias:tom." Do not
use special characters, like punctuation.

1

OFFICE MEMO

Subject:

~--------~ ~~C-ha_n~ge_a_ll_a_
s __________~

Time:[

Date: [

allas:tom

QuickMail Memo Form

Step 4:

Send the message.
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Users can find out what aliases Mail*Link might have previously assigned them by
going through the same procedure but typing "Request alias" instead of "Change
alias" in the Subject field.

Maii*Link MaiiCenter Users List
The Mail*Link gateway MailCenter accounts are created in the same manner as
are other MailCenters: directly by using Create from QM Administrator's User
menu or by importing the information from a database.
First Name
Last Name

;;:: .RHLINTERNET

lzarboulas
santorini@netcom.com

Address

Users (5)
() Donen Coug1es on Int ...
()Lynn Heiberger on Int...
QMex Rocha
() Gary Shere
[) Ph11 Zerboules

~~---:===::::
[ cancel )

n OK n

AJJing aUser to the Mai/Center Users Ust
The Mail*Link MailCenter Users list differs from other MailCenters, however, in
that it contains UNIX mail recipients, not local network originators. The address
fields contain Internet addresses for people to whom you are sending mail.
Create Special Address:

I
Last: Ion Internet
MaiiCenter: IRHLINTERNET
Zone: INo Zone

First: Dorian Couglas

Address:
couglas.dC~>applellnk.apple.co~

(MaiiCenters)

n

OK

IJ (

Cancel

AJJress Box for Redpient of Maii*Unk Remote Gateway Mail
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Importing Internet Lists
To import Internet address lists into a QuickMail MailCenter, open the desired
MailCenter in QM Administrator and select Import from the User menu. The
standard Open File dialog box appears, prompting you to select the desired TEXT
file for importing. The TEXT file can be in a comma-delimited, space-delimited,
or tab-delimited format. This format is set by the database or spreadsheet in which
the file was originally created or maintained. After the file is selected, the Import
File window appears, with the names appearing in rows and columns below.
Import File: Eaported Names
Select the proper field separator so the Information (below) Is In
separate columns.
Field separators: ®Tabs 0 Commas o(!Jor more spates
Select an lnuerse label whlth describes a column's contents and drag
It to the title position of that column.
Not all labels will be used, some columns may not haue titles.

lllllllllllillllllllllltllttllllilllllhllliiiiiJIII•IIIIIiDDIIII.
(Or«J W»l,_..}

•on Internet Dorian Cou...

{Ot-MJ

W»l /vN}

"coualas.~Diallnk.aD-

"on I ntarnot Lunn Ha i be- "helbergar. ltaDDiallnk."~~~rochatbaarr I ver. com·
"Ro<:ha Max"

! ¢1

,.. :.:,.::.';'''·';·.....,'

~
.....

..

IQ

~ OK ~ ( Cancel )

Import Rle Window
Study the way the names are formatted, and then drag the appropriate label over
the tide position for that column. This sets the importing order for the names as
they are brought into the MailCenter Users List.

11111111111

IIIIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIliJIDIIIIIIiDDIIII.
(OrMJl·l~)

"on Internet Oorlan Cou... "couoias.dtapplal ink.ap_
"on lnternot.L.unn Haiba "heiberoar.ltaDDial ink.
"lllr'Odlatbaclrr I var . com•
"Rocha Max"

1¢1

10

The titles for the columns have been seleded (above} and then dragged into place (below}.
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•

Delete: This button removes the message from the queue.

•

Return: This button sends the message back to its originator.

•

Finished: This button returns you to the Preferences window.

Each message is also accompanied by the icon with an upward arrow. This icon
denotes mail that has been forwarded to Mail*Link Remote from QuickMail and
is waiting to go further. The icon with a downward arrow denotes mail that has
come in from a remote system but has not been passed on to QuickMail yet. The
icon with an upward arrow and an "x" through it denotes mail that has been subject to a problem in delivery.
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CHAPTER 4:
EXCHANGING DOCUMENTS ON THE
SMALL LAN
WITH POWERTALK

Beginning with System 7 Pro, Apple has provided a useful way for networked
Macintoshes to exchange electronic documents with each other as part of the features set in PowerTalk. Although it is robust enough to be used in a client/server
fashion-an implementation that involves specially designated PowerShare server
Macintoshes-its immediate value to the small office LAN is its ability to be used
peer to peer. In this section, we will talk about how your small LAN's users can
employ PowerTalk to exchange e-mail and set up contact catalogs. We'll also look
briefly at how those users can extend PowerTalk to communicate with commercial
online services, the Internet, fax machines, and pagers.
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POWERTALK ON THE DESKTOP

EMchanglng messages Is one way to collaborate with
people. Messages can come from many different
places and systems.

AScene from Apple's PowerTolk Tutorial
Apple began giving away PowerTalk with System 7.5. It is installed separately
from System 7.5x, so you will have to go back and find the system installer diskettes to put it on your users' Macinroshes.
lnstall11tion
6ttoms

1,881.2 HB WI disk

D
D
D

159.8 f'o'E n1f1tblt

D
D

Disk Tools

Btfon \IOU tns:t•11

OuickOrlw..,. GX lnshll

SOJ•ttm W..t•ll

-

PowerTalk Install

4 tttmS

1,881.2 HB WI cHsk

Iii_!.
159.8 HB •nn.blt

Applt PowwT•• Tour

[i]
hst.tnPowtr"h •

CJ

PowtrT.i k

Ql

PowerTalk-lncluc/ec/ in, but Separate from, System 7.5x
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It is even easier to install than System 7.5. You don't have to worry about Easy or
Custom in the Installation window. Your choices are to do it {Install) or not to
do it (Quit). Alas, if only the rest of life were that straightforward.
The changes this installation makes to your users' desktops are immediately obvious. An in/ out tray icon, called the mailbox, appears. This is where users can access
their incoming mail and check on the status of their outgoing mail. Also on the
desktop is an icon of an open book called Catalogs. This is where users can store
information about those on the LAN with whom they exchange e-mail. Under the
Apple menu, the Mail and Catalogs item appears. Among the items aliased here
is AppleMai~ a stand-alone application that can be used to create and read e-mail.
Let's take a look at each in turn.

a

File Edit lliew l.abel Special

••••

· TomDtn·

PowerTalk Additions to the Desktop

Rifling through the Catalogs
There are a few different types of PowerTalk catalogs. The one that appears on the
user's desktop we think of as "live." Opening it will first show you the types of
PowerTalk services available on the LAN. Opening one of these, such as AppleTalk, will show you the Macintoshes partaking of that service.
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APeek in the Oeslctop Catalog
Opening the desktop catalog causes the item Catalogs to appear on the Macintosh's menu bar. Use this menu to create the next type of catalog.
New Personal Catalog

configure Cotologs

1-------·------New &roup
New User

Catalogs Menu Item
The second type is more static. It is called a personal catalog. Use the New Personal
Catalog command to generate one of these, and then give it a name indicative of
the contacts it will contain, for example "Network Frontiers.''

••

TomDtll

~ulogs

New Personal Catalog
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Within this personal catalog, you can store contact information for people both
on and beyond your network. To begin, open the new catalog and choose New
User from the Catalogs menu.

A

Network frontiers
~~~ ~~~-~----~~~~K~~~------~

Tii

-=--===----..-tr-----M

F ....
.

C.talo9s

<Name>

<Title>
<Company name>

<Company &ddnoss>
<MiscellaneoUS>

NewInformation Card
This generates a generic information card with four pans accessed through a popup menu. The Business Card part is just that, complete with a place for company
logos or the user's picture. Click on the pop-up menu in the upper right to switch
to Personal Info, where you can add the user's home address and any peculiarities
you have noticed. Switch to Phone Numbers to add, well, phone numbers.
Switch to Electronic Addresses and click the Add button to record the address or
addresses at which the user can receive e-mail.

II

TomOtn

Network frontiers
~

K~

!!!!!ll
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Ill Ufltltltd ......
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I
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ltPr
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Direct
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If your PowerTalk is the "stock" version, you will see Direct AppleTalk and PowerShare. PowerShare was a store-and-forward server mechanism Apple no longer
sells or supports. For our small network peer-to-peer implementation, Direct
AppleTalk is all we care about, and the e-mail addresses here will be the same as
those seen in the desktop catalog. T hese are other PowerTalk users who are currently online.
~Iii= untitled RppleTellc address ·~

~

RppleTolk
Yiow • •:

@ Fttlds

0

String

N•m•: !Dorton J . Cooqiu

Basic User LAN Address
Note that there are a few other choices in the next illustration, which was taken
from my PowerBook. These are provided by third-party gateways. With the PowerFax gateway from STF Technologies and my fax modem I can send electronic
data to fax machines. I have a CompuServe gateway that lets me exchange mail
with that commercial online service, and a StarNine Technologies Mail*Link gateway that interfaces with our LAN's CE Software QuickMail server (not shown).
My most frequently used add-on is the Apple PowerTalk Personal Internet Gateway, previously called the Mail*Link Internet Gateway for PowerTalk, available
from StarNine. We show you that in the section called "PowerTalk to the World"
beginning on page 151.
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Multiple Eledronic Addresses
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Which of the electronic addresses PowerTalk will use to contact an individual is
determined by selecting the Preferred radio button and can be changed any time.
Look at the previous illustration, for example. When I'm in the San Francisco
office, I can communicate with Dorian through "Direct AppleTalk." When I'm
on the road, I can still reach him via "PT/Interner"-whether he likes it or not.
Create information cards for all the PowerTalk users on your LAN. You can get
pretty creative with these. I have pur rhe cards illustrated in this chapter on the
CD-ROM that comes with this book. That way, you have a few samples and you
can send us your comments on the book, if you want. Now, be nice!

Dorian J. Cougjas

Founding POJ1ner
I.ud Consultant
118 KingSmct
Suite 200
San Francisco. CA 94107

Dorian's Information Card
Distribute the information cards you create to the rest of your LAN's users, and
you're in the e-mail business!
Here's a good way to do this. Create a shared folder called "Install PowerTalk"on
one of the networked Macintoshes. You can pur everything the user will need to
get up and running in this folder. To start, if PowerTalk is not already installed on
your users' computers, create another folder inside the first called "Install This!"
Copy the contents of the PowerTalk installer floppies into this folder. Be sure not
to rename the resulting folders so that the installer can be used to add PowerTalk
over the network.
Next, create another folder within the Install PowerTalk folder called something
like "Our Users." Pur the information cards you have created in this folder.
Finally, create a folder called something like "Learn This!" Here yo u can put
Apple's PowerTalk tutorial, a copy of HyperCard Player (in case the users trashed
theirs), and an implementation guide like the one we made for you on the CD-
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ROM. Now it should all be automatic, except that you'll need to tell people that
this shared network volume exists!
ii!f!!lft Install Pot.LierTetk: Wi~
3 i.ttnv 883.8 MB inc!islc

916.7

~

lnrt&llThis!

~

L.:.U

~UMD

1"?'-n

~
LumThisl

101

PowerTalk Installation Folder with Address Cards

Sending out the Mail
When we teach novice users about e-mail, we usually tell them about its dual character. At times it can be thought of as a postcard. Write down a message, address
it, and it's off. At other times it can be thought of as an envelope. Enclose a file
created in some application or other, address it, and send it off with or without a
"cover letter." PowerTalk can be used to send e-mail either with the aid of the
AppleMail application or directly from PowerTalk-savvy applications.
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Moiling aDocument Diredly from OorisWorks
In the following illustration, we show one of the user How-To Guides we made
for the CO-ROMs that come with our books. Choosing Mail from the File menu
in PowerTalk-savvy ClarisWorks lets you generate a Mailer. Click the Recipients
button to open a catalog.
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The Catalog window can be used to search through various catalogs. You can
search for specific names as stored in information cards, or you can type in an
address for recipients for whom you don't have an information card.

Finding Recipients
Once you have selected a recipient and typed in a subject, choose Send from the
Mail menu. This generates a window in which you can choose the format your email will adhere to in the Send as pop-up menu. If the recipient has ClarisWorks,
you can send the document in its native format. If the user doesn't have ClarisWorks, the document can go out in AppleMail format or as a snapshot. Users can
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edit text, graphics, sounds, and movies in the AppleMail format, while snapshot
gives them a non-editable picture. But that's not all-Claris' file filters can be
accessed here so the e-mail could go out as, say, Microsoft Word or WordPerfect!
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Choosing the £-Moil's Format
This is a good example of e-mail-as-envelope. The ClarisWorks document goes
out as an enclosure. To see an example of e-mail-as-postcard, choose Mail and Catalogs from the Apple menu and then select AppleMail.
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Quick AppleMoil Message
Click the Enclosures button to select the files on your hard drive that you wish
to send to send someone else. Your e-mail message becomes a sort of cover letter.

Checking the Mailbox
Users can view mail sent to them by double-clicking on the mailbox icon and then
double-clicking on a piece of e-mail therein to launch AppleMail.
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When the mailbox is open, a Mailbox menu bar item appears .
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By selecting Preferences from the Mailbox menu, users can establish how they'll
be notified when new mail arrives: an alert dialog box, a flashing menu bar icon,
or maybe a really annoying sound! Neat!
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POWERTALK TO THE WORLD

On larger LANs equipped with an e-mail server or direct Internet access, the easiest way to give users Internet mail capabilities is through a special mail systemto-Internet gateway. For users with a d esktop modem and an Internet dial-up
account, however, this is not a necessity. These users can receive their Internet mail
from all over the world delivered to the same place where they find their LANbased e-mail, the PowerTalk mailbox. This is made possible by the Apple Personal
Internet Gateway, previously called the Mail*Link Internet Gateway for PowerTalk, from StarNine.
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This gateway is easy to configure once installed. It can be accessed by selecting the
PowerTalk Key Chain item in Mail and Catalogs from the Apple menu.
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In the main window, enter the user's e-mail account name, the password, and the
name of a Post Office Protocol (POP)-compatible mail host such as the Apple
Internet Mail Server. Also enter the user's e-mail address and real name. Next,
select the Delete mail from server••• checkbox. Most access providers charge you
for mail that piles up in their machines.
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Enabling Connection Interval in Preferences
Finally, dick the Preferences ••• button and select the Connection icon. There is
a choice to permit connections only ifMail*Link Monitor is active. This is a useful
utility that shows you the status of your mail host connections. I suggest you use
it. Also make a choice about when the user's gateway should connect. This will
depend upon the urgency of the user's mail and how often the user receives mail.
If you are connecting via a modem, the conditions you establish here will cause
MacPPP or MacSLIP to be launched automatically and a dial-up connection
made whenever these conditions are met. On a LAN, these criteria determine
when PowerTalk will use the MacTCP or TCP/IP control panel to make a connection. It probably won't be necessary, but if you want to mess with any of the
other settings, consult StarNine's extensive documentation.
With the gateway in place, the user is insulated from most of the nastiness of
Internet mail. Mail labeled as remote in the Location column of the Mailbox's in
tray has not yet been read or downloaded, while mail labeled local has.
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Internet Mail in the In Tray
Sending mail is also simple, permitting the user to access addresses previously
recorded in a catalog or to enter them "on the fly."
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Forwarding Internet Moil to an Address Entered "On the Fly"
Unless the user is too busy to pay attention to such things, we recommend setting
the connection interval to Manually in the Preferences window and requiring
Maii*Link Monitor to be active. Make an alias of Maii*Link Monitor and put it
in the Mail and Catalogs folder that appears under System 7.5's Apple menu.
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Tell users to launch this application when they want to send Internet mail. Once
Mail*Link Monitor is running, they can initiate a connection with the Connect
now choice from the Administration menu.

Watching the Connedion with Mai/*Unk Monitor
This enables users to see how the connection proceeds. If there is a problem, they
can tell you at what point the transfer broke down. By having users only connect
manually, you make sure that Internet connections are not being established and
charges are not being incurred when a user is not around.
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USING THE APPLE INTERNET
MAIL SERVER AS MAIL HOST

The Apple Internet Mail Server, formerly known by its shareware name of
MailShare, is a Macintosh-based Post Office Protocol (POP) and Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP) host created by Glenn Anderson. This application is
simple to set up and use. It permits you to pluck mail from the Internet that is
destined for your users, as well as letting them send mail. This application gives
you the abilities of a mail host without forcing you to have a UNIX machine of
your own or an Internet service provider (ISP) with POP3 services.
On the client side, Apple Internet Mail Server works nicely with Eudora (from
Qualcomm, Inc.), which comes in both Macintosh and Windows versions, and
with the shareware application NotifyMail (by Scott Gruby). It can also be used
with Netscape Navigator and with the Apple PowerTalk Personal Internet Gateway we talk about in another section of this book called "PowerTalk to the
World," beginning on page 151. But that's not all! Apple Internet Mail Server can
be used with an SMTP gateway, such as StarNine's Mail*Link, to deliver mail
from your LAN's existing e-mail system, and it has some ability to act as a list
server as well.
The Apple Internet Mail Server requires a Mac Plus or better with System ?.x and
MacTCP 1.1.1 or later. We suggest you run it on at least a 68030 machine with
System 7.5.1 and MacTCP 2.0.6 or later.
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INSTALLING THE APPLE INTERNET MAIL SERVER

This application installs in mere minutes-provided you have done some planning ahead of time.

DNS Is Your Friend
First of all, to use the Apple Internet Mail Server as your network's mail host, you
need to fall back on one of the Internet's most important support systems: the
Domain Naming System (DNS). When you send e-mail over the Internet, you send
it to both a user and a mail host. This address is expressed as a domain name such
as tom_dell@netfrontiers.com. The user is "tom_dell." The mail host is "netfrontiers.com."
That is a straightforward address format for people, but it is not so great for computers. A computer sending an e-mail message to such an address must first
resolve, or look up, a unique machine number associated with the would-be recipient's mail host. In this case, "netfrontiers.com" is associated with, or mapped to,
the IP address 157.22.252.75. To make this determination a mail host must contact a name server.
When setting up a mail host, make sure that information is added to the domain
naming system that properly reflects your installation. For most of us, this means
nothing more than telling your ISP that you want to dedicate a given machine's
IP address to your domain's mail service. The ISP can update the DNS.
When you first launch Apple Internet Mail Server, it generates a Debug window.
During the launch, it does a reverse domain name lookup for the address of the
machine on which it is running. You will see this in the Debug window. It should
match the information you have exchanged with your ISP.
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Debu window
Apple Internet 11all Server 1.0 27 ..U...
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SMTP & POP3 reod\j
s.....v.r reod\j to 90 .

Debug Window
If you see something in the Debug window similar to what is pictured here, you
are ready to proceed.

Configuring the Mail Host
Date and Time
The Apple Internet Mail Server retrieves its date
and time information from the Date & Time
control panel. It finds its time zone information
from the Map control panel. Make sure these are
correctly set on the mail host Macintosh before
you start sending mail.

Preferences
C hoose Preferences from the Server menu.

Verifying Time lone Information
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The address that the Apple Internet Mail Server found when it did its reverse
domain lookup will be seen in the Server names field. This is the domain name
that will be used for your site's Internet mail. In the illustration above, it is
"1 OO.netfrontiers.com."
That's fine, but let's say you also want to receive mail for "user@train.netfrontiers.com." In that case, you need to type "train.netfrontiers.com" in the lower
pane and click the Add button to put it in the list. Doing this tells the mail server
to accept messages for users in this domain as well. However, your ISP must add
the additional domain name mapping to your DNS for such mail to be properly
routed to your mail server. As long as this is the case, your single Apple Internet
Mail Server can be used to service multiple e-mail addresses. It will identify itself
to other mail hosts by whatever domain appears in the Default field.
Be aware of this: The user name space spans domains. That means that any
account you create for one domain will also be valid for another domain served
by the same copy of the application. You might have a "netfrontiers.com'' and a
"train.netfrontiers.com'' as separate domains, but "tom_dell@netfrontiers.com'' is
equal to "tom_dell@train.netfrontiers.com." Mail addressed either way will end
up in my account if the same application is handling both accounts.
Now take a look at the POP3 Server, SMTP Server, and Password Server panes.
For each of these services you can define an upper limit on the number of simultaneous connections allowed, within MacTCP's limit of 64 (Open Transport does
not have this limitation). Upon startup, Apple Internet Mail Server grabs one connection for domain name resolution and another for sending finger (NotifyMail)
requests. That makes 62 connections that can be distributed among the POP,
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incoming and outgoing SMTP, and password services, along with any other TCP/
IP applications you might have running on the mail host Macintosh.
The maximum number of allowable outgoing SMTP connections is set beneath
these panes in the Outgoing SMTP connections field. If you notice that the outgoing mail queue is often occupied by more than a few messages, increase the
number in this field. If you have a lot of e-mail traffic, you might need to increase
the other allocations as well.
Personally, I like to set Password Server Connections to zero. All these connections do is allow users with clients that support password services to change their
passwords. I like to assign passwords because I know I can make up good ones! Setting this to zero denies users the ability to change the passwords I assign.
If the Apple Internet Mail Server crashes after you have made these changes, give
it more memory by selecting Get Info from the File menu and jacking up the
number in the Preferred size field.
If you have users dialing into their accounts over modems, or if you have an overburdened network, you will probably want to increase the number in the T1meout
fields from 90 seconds to something like 180 or 240 seconds.
There is only one other field worth noting in this window: DNR cache entries.
The Apple Internet Mail Server has a built-in domain name resolver that replaces
the one in MacTCP. It keeps a cache of its successful lookups, which increases performance and reduces the load on the name server. By default, it remembers the
last 64 lookups. Increase this number if you like, but note that each entry requires
about 280 bytes of additional application memory.

User Accounts
Now you can add your users. To do this, select Account Information from the
Server menu.
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Initial User Accounts
Notice that before you have configured anything, you already have two default
accounts: <any-name> and Postmaster. The Postmaster account receives error
messages and user reports of problems. This account is required for all mail hosts
by RFC 822, the Internet Standard for the Format ofARPA Internet Text Messages.
It is most likely your job to regularly read the mail sent to this account. The <anyname> account is a catchall. It accepts mail for any user name not defined in your
domain's user list. It ensures that you do not lose mail because of bad addressing.
The next step should be to add your account, as you are presumably the person
who will be managing the system. To do this, click the Add button.
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Setting up Your Account
Next, type in an account name in the User name field and a good five-digit alphanumeric nonsense password in the Password field. Type your real name in the
Full name field. We strongly recommend that you also select Require APOP, or
Authenticated Post Office Protocol. This ensures that your password travels across
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the network in an encrypted format, not as clear text. You can choose Master
privileges to permit remote administration, but this option does not work yet
(version 1.1)! Bug Apple about it. Click Save when you are finished.
Now, here is a nice trick: Go back and open the Postmaster account. Click the
Forwarding pop-up menu and select Forward to .... Then type your account
name in the field beneath it.
fill.
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Forwarding Mail
Do the same with the <any-name> account. Now all your administration-related
mail will come to the same mailbox. This is also a nice trick if you are traveling.
For instance, when I am on the road I forward my "tom_dell@netfrontiers.com"
mail to "trdell@aol.com." That way, I can receive my mail through the America
Online commercial service, a local call from most places in the metropolitan U.S.
Go ahead and add the accounts for the rest of your users. If you are worried about
them hogging too much space on your mail host's hard drive, you can type anumber in the Size limit field. Any mail coming in that would push a user's account
over the limit will be rejected. I do not recommend trying to enforce account tidiness in this way- or at least not for your boss's account.
Before we move on, let's go back and look at the forwarding options.
• Forward to ...

Save as archive .. .
NotifyMail to ...
Notify Mail t o last IP
Mailing list ...

Save as files ...

Forwarding Options
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•

No forwarding Incoming messages are spooled in a mail drop and retrieved
by the user with a POP mail client.

•

Forward to...

•

Save as archive... Incoming mail goes into a UNIX mail format text file.
This is the same format Eudora uses to store its mail. If you place an archive
in the Eudora folder in the System Folder of a machine that has Eudora installed on it, the e-mail client should recognize it as an additional mailbox the
next time it is launched.

•

NotifyMail to... NotifyMail is an extension that listens for finger requests.
When it hears one, it sends an AppleEvent to Eudora that checks the user's
mail. If this option is chosen, Apple Internet Mail Server sends a finger request to the specified domain name.

•

NotifyMail to last IP Like the option just mentioned, this one tells Apple
Internet Mail Server to send the finger request to the last IP address from
which a user checked his or her mail.

•

Mailing list... This is a nifty option if you do not have good list server software like StarNine's ListSTAR. You can create a simple mailing list in which
a message sent to a single address is redistributed to multiple recipients. The
mailing list is in the form of a plain text file with one address per line. Each
line is in the format "user@host {optional comment)." An example of such a
mailing list might be:

Incoming messages are sent on to another e-mail account.

tom_dell (local user)
trdell@netcom.com (Internet user)
dorian (local user)
tom_hessel@eworld.com (Internet user)

If you supply only a file name, Apple Internet Mail Server looks in the Mail
folder of the System Folder for this file. If you want it to look somewhere else,
provide a full path name.
•
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Save as files... Incoming messages are spooled to a folder that you designate
as separate text files with the line feeds deleted. If you do not specify a folder,
the Apple Internet Mail Server saves the files in its own folder. This is a handy
feature if you want to use the text files with, say, a Web server script.
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Sending via Other Hosts
The last setup parameter, which you may not need to worry about, is for routing
mail through other mail hosts. Select Sending setup from the Server menu.
•IS~iio\\\\is\i"

:: · · .. · .. : r

: sending setup · · ·•·

J

Domo;n:L•
Routo:
,21:;=
NoN
====.' 1- - - - '

Sending Setup Window
You may want to use this window if you need to handle outgoing BITNET
addresses that end in .BITNET. There are still a few LISTSERV addresses out
there that use this format. To accommodate these, you can direct the Apple Internet Mail Server to reroute addresses that end in .BITNET by using the wildcard
character "*" marching any domain plus BITNET in the Domain field, as illustrated below. Next, choose Via host.. • in the Route pop-up menu and type in the
name of a mail server that is connected to both the Internet and BITNET.
Sending setup

•

Rout~ :

I

Via host...

I

...

CUl<j VIMUI., .....

I

I

Tim• out bRs): ~
Retry interval

(mins) : ~

Expir• .-fter (h.urs ) : ~

Setting Alternate Sending Option
Click Save when you are finished.
This would also work if, for some reason, you wanted the Apple Internet Mail
Server to act solely as a mail relay, forwarding all mail to another machine, such
as your ISP's mail host, for actual delivery. In this case use the wildcard character
"*" to match any domain, and use the Route fields to establish the address of the
sending host.
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You could choose Save as files from the Route pop-up menu to save the mail that
matches a particular criterion. Then you could use a batch script to deliver all the
queued mail for a specific destination at a given time of day. This is handy if you
have dial-on-demand Internet service rather than a full-time connection.

Connedion Statistics
Once you have all this stuff set up, keep an eye on how the server is acting by
choosing Connection statistics &om the Server menu.
CQnnectlon•Stattstlcs
Currtnt

~ximum

POP3 Strvtr:

0

0

SMTP Servtr:

0

0

PuSYOI'd Servtr:

0

0

SMTP~:

0

001

Connedion Statistics
The current number of connections and the maximum number of simultaneous
connections allowed for each service are displayed in the Connection Statistics
window. If you find the maximum number for any service is equal to the maximum number of allowed connections you have set, try increasing the values. Ideally, you want to be able to support more connections than are necessarily called
upon so that no user ever gets a "server is busy" message.

AScary Thing
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Back up the hard drive of your mail host Macintosh immediately after setting this
up. If your Apple Internet Mail Server Preference file becomes corrupted, you will
lose your work-unless you are real handy with ResEdit.
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SEniNG UP YOUR USERS

Setting up your users to access the Apple Internet Mail Server is not difficult, but
there is something you should know about. If you have selected the Require
APOP checkbox when setting up your users' accounts, they will need an APOPcompliant mail client application to receive their mail. Eudora, written by Steve
Dorner of Qualcomm and available all over the Internet, is one such e-mail client.
Please enter the postmasterG>netfrontlers.com
password:
Password:
caps lock may Interfere w ith passwords!
.,_II- - - '

L£1

~ ~t!'-OK-'1\J

Eudora Password Dialog Box
If you have done this, be sure to tell your users that they must enable APOP support in their mail client. With Eudora, this is accomplished through the Checking Mail pane of the Settings window.
....

5 Settings
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Enabling APOP
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CHAPTER 6:
NETWORKING ART WITH A
CUMULUS DATABASE

Canto Software's Cumulus is a client/server database for digital art images. Its sole
function is to store and categorize graphics files and QuickTime movies on a
server for distribution to Macintosh network clients. It does this with impressive
speed, providing an extensive number of details about each image and a great
search engine.
You might think this type of specialized database would be useful only to an organization dealing in graphic arts with a lot of images. We are not so sure. It seems
that many of our clients who have no direct connection to the graphic arts industry still have a large amount of company artwork that would be well suited to this
service. An example that comes immediately to mind is one of our clients involved
in real estate brokerage. The CI 0 is learning Photoshop. Why? Because, she
explained, with the desktop publishing revolution, it is not enough to just create
good work, it must also look like good work. That means semi-professional
graphic design and, in many cases, art. The typewriter doesn't cut it any more.
Cumulus does not actually store art in its image databases, it stores references; that
is, it stores information about a given graphic file along with a pointer to wherever
it is physically located. The logic in this is that even though graphics files are
among the largest files, you don't end up with the mother of all database fileseach Cumulus record takes up only about 5K of hard drive space. The beauty of
this, in a networking sense, is that the art can reside anywhere, not just on one
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server. The art can even be on offline media, such as those cheap CO-ROMs you
can buy that come crammed full of stock art. Users need only select the records
with which they wish to work, and C umulus gathers the art from wherever it is
located! If it's from offline media, users will be asked to insert the disk in a drive
on the client Macintosh.

Overall, C umulus works in much the same manner as other d iem /server databases, but with some important distinctions. T he Cumulus application has the
functionality of both server and client. The Cumulus•Client application is only
that, a client. T he full version of the C um ulus application can be a server to
Cumulus•Cliem-equipped computers when it opens a database for their access. It
can then change hats and be a client to a database shared from another machine.
Besides differing in purpose, C umulus and Cumulus•Client differ in function.
C umulus is used to administer databases, allowing you to enter art, organize
images, assign privileges, and perform maintenance. Cumulus•C lient edits databases, allowing you to categorize and retrieve images.
In the following pages, we show you one way to set up the C umulus system. Our
goal is simplicity, so we will be adhering to more centralization than is required.
We will be talking about a solution for the average office environment, not a
graphic arts firm. Nevertheless, the principles we apply are fairly universal.
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WORKING WITH THE CUMULUS SERVER

The first thing to consider when setting up the Cumulus server has little to do
with Cumulus itsel£ You need to decide which machine will host your graphics
database. If it is to be a Macintosh, it must be a color-capable computer-640 by
400 pixels-running System 7 or later. If you anticipate database usage will be
light, you could get by on a non-dedicated machine: that is, not specifically a
server. In the example we present here, we add Cumulus to the services available
through an AppleShare server. This will be the Apple Workgroup Server 6150
used by our fictitious company, Acme Rubber Chicken, Ltd.
Most planning issues are the same as those we have already addressed in this book
for other services. For instance, taking traffic into consideration, where should the
database be placed on the network? Remember, Cumulus is primarily a catalog of
art references, so even though art files can be huge, the traffic generated by clients
browsing the server is no greater than it would be for another type of database.
Once you have decided on the would-be Cumulus machine, gather together the
art that you plan to categorize. That's right: company logos, reusable advertising
art, symbols, maps-everything except the }PEG smut you've been pulling down
from that certain Web site after hours. For ease of administration, put the graphics
in a folder on the designated Macintosh and name it something logical, such as
"Acme Art Gallery."
Next, make sure you have user accounts set up for all the users on your network
who are to have access to the database. If the database is on a Macintosh using Personal File Sharing, do this through the Users & Groups control panel. If you are
using an AppleShare server, use AppleShare Admin or, better yet, Server Manager.
The ability of the Cumulus database to share its contents depends on the Macintosh's Program Linking capability. Make sure this is enabled in the server's Sharing
Setup control panel.
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Enabling Program linking
Also, ensure that each user can use the database by selecting the checkboxes that
allow Program Linking in their account windows. (For more information on this
sort of thing, see our book Managing AppleShare & Workgroup Servers.}
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Program linking Enabled
Now you are ready for the Cumulus server itself Copy its folder from the CDROM to your server's hard drive. In the Extensions subfolder you will find system
software that may or may not be installed already on the server machine. Drag
those elements that are not already installed into the System Folder and restart.
When the server comes back up, launch Cumulus and register it when prompted.
Print and send in the registration to be eligible for Canto's tech support.
Click Cancel when prompted to supply the location of a database file. At this
point, choose New from the File menu to create a database file. Name it some-
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thing that makes sense, such as "Acme RC Image Database," and an empty database window appears.
Before adding any art to this database, set a few preferences. First make sure that
Allow Sharing is selected under the Database menu bar item. If it is not, the
database will be accessible only locally. Next, choose Database Setup from the
Database menu.
!BII'iilill::'lil Setup for "Acme RC Image Database"
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General Preferences
In General preferences, direct Cumulus to save changes to this database immediately (while the database is open) or later (when the database is closed). We recommend the former as it is safer, mostly because the shared database may be
closed infrequently if it's on a dedicated server. If you do choose the latter, you
won't be totally out ofluck if the server crashes, however. Under this setting, data
such as the indices isn't written immediately to the hard disk, but records are.
We recommend that you do not select the Keep Deleted Records Recoverable
checkbox, which is selected by default. When this is not selected, Cumulus writes
new data over the areas once occupied by deleted files. Otherwise, it sort of hides
records rather than deleting them so that they can be "recovered," or made visible
again. We figure it is more worthwhile to recatalog a graphic that has had its
record deleted accidentally than it is to deal with the hard disk fragmentation that
this type of failsafe incurs.
As with other server-based systems, we strongly recommend that you keep a log
of Cumulus activity. Select On in the Log pane, and select Save Log to File to
create and select a file to which tab-delimited entries will be written whenever the
database is closed. If you are going to have the database open most of the time,
select Flush File Constandy (Slower) so that the log is kept up to date.
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Catalog Preferences

In Catalog preferences, click Collection Folder ••• to select the folder we created
earlier, into which you have already dumped all your company's art files. In our
example, this is the Acme Art Gallery folder.
Above this button is one of Cumulus's neatest features. If you choose the Always
button, Cumulus copies a graphic file that has been referenced in its database from
any source on the network to the folder you designated. This is a great way to centralize your art, assuming your server has sufficient hard drive space. Users then
need not worry about keeping cataloged images on their hard drives. If you choose
Never, the graphic file is left where it was originally found, and where it is
expected to be found when a user tries to access it from the catalog. This is neat
in that it lets you keep art all over the network and not just on the server, but it's
a pain in that if the source of a cataloged entry is unavailable (for example, Lou
took home the PowerBook), so is the art. If you make the differences and their
implications plainly known to your users, you can probably leave it up to them on
a record-by-record basis by selecting As a Cataloging Option. We have made you
a user How-To Guide to help with these choices and placed it on the CD-ROM
that ships with this book.
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Permissions Preferences
In Permissions, you can set read/write access privileges similar to those used by
AppleShare and other database programs. If this is the only Cumulus database you
will be running, you might find this a bit redundant, as you have set up AppleShare or Personal File Sharing passwords already. Cumulus allows you to have
many databases on the same machine, however, and you may want to give some
users access to some of them but not others. In this example, we are dealing only
with one, the Acme RC Image Database.
~~ Keqwords §mJ§.
1 Keywords out of 1

[K~·vord

0

{}

~

Creating Keywords
One of Cumulus' real "powers" is that it has an extensive ability to catalog your
network art. This lets you find the right art for the job and find it fast through the
use of "keywords" that you designate. You could set up all or some of them now
by choosing Show Keywords from the Keywords menu to generate an index
window. Next, select New Keyword from the same Keywords menu and type the
word into the highlighted box that appears. In our initial list, we added words for
different file formats, such as EPS, PICT, and TIFF, and for advertising media,
such as magazines, newspapers, and flyers. We cover more specific contents of keywords further on.
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Now you are ready to catalog the art you have gathered together in the collection
folder. To do this, choose Catalog from the Record menu.
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Choosing on Image to Catalog
Note when you open the designated folder that the Open File dialog box has two
Catalog buttons in it. The bottom Catalog button allows you to bring in the contents of the entire folder. The top Catalog button is for importing individual files
only. The images you choose will appear in the database's main window, which,
although part of the server, acts like the Cumulus client software. For our example, we will import one picture for now.

Cataloged Art in Database Main Window
Double-click on a thumbnail picture to generate a window featuring information
for that record only.
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Database Record Window
Hey, wait a minute! There were two rubber chickens in that illustration! What's
the problem? No problem, my friend. One picture is a low-resolution PICT file
for, say, black and white newspaper ads. The other picture is a high-resolution EPS
file for, say, full-color magazine ads. The fields in a Cumulus record help you to
avoid confusing seemingly like files left "loose" on the network. Records can also
be differentiated by their Notes and by Keywords.
Now that you have this thing up and working, let's take a run out to the workstation end of the system before we come back to working with Cumulus as a whole.
Isn't that a fine rubber chicken we have pictured? You know, when you need a
really good rubber chicken-and who among us can honestly say they haven't at
one time or another-the best place to buy them is from Oriental Trading Company of Omaha, Nebraska. Give them a call at (800) 327-9678 and they will send
you a catalog full of fun stuff. The pictures in those catalogs were organized for
production in a Cumulus database, a high-end implementation of the product.
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WORKING WITH (UMULUS•(LIENT

As we mentioned earlier, many of the functions that can be performed locally on
the image database server through Cumulus can also be performed from the workstation through Cumulus•Client. Cumulus makes use of Program Linking to do
this. When users launch the client, they are asked the location of the database with
which they wish to work. They can also generate this window by selecting Share
Catalog from the File menu.
Cumulus Seruer
Cumulus Database

Maclntoshes

RppleTalk Zones
Acme Public

A.~mij:~~it>::;;:

·•· ~

;( \ ·········.··,.
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1<5

( Cancel

In

OK

B

Selecting the Shared Database
After they highlight the relevant Macintosh, AppleTalk zone, and Cumulus database, users can click OK. They will be prompted for their AppleShare or Personal
File Sharing user names and passwords, after which they can dick OK again.

Possword for Cumulus-Seruer:

0

Guest

@ Registered User
Name:

lrom Dell

Password:

I•••••• I
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~==~----------~
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II

Enter User Name and Password
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If you enabled password protection when setting up the Cumulus server, users
next need to enter a password to be able to make any changes to the database.
When the database is opened, they have rwo choices on how to view it. By clicking
the Text Display button on the left, they see a list of the available art.
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Text Display View
By clicking the Thumbnail Display button, they see the art illustrated.
i'ilil\'ll Acme RC lma e Database

I <.:•••k!O

• I

Thumbnail Display View
T he art can be sorted by the Image Name, Type, Color Mode, Resolution, and
Modified buttons.
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Art is added to the database remotely from the Cumulus•Client in the same way
it is added locally through the Cumulus server: Users must choose Catalog from
the Record menu.
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Adding Art to Database from Client
Next, they choose a file they wish to catalog. If they are not sure which file of several it might be, they can click the Create button and select the Show Preview
box to see what it looks like first.
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New Art in Database Window
The new record is now visible to all network users. When users need a given file,
they can double-dick its entry to see its related information, keywords, and notes.
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Record with Preview Open
Double-clicking the preview in the upper-right corner of the record pulls up the
actual file. Using the Zoom In/Zoom Out choices from the Edit menu will provide different views. Using Copy from the Edit menu allows users to pull pictures
into any working documents via the Macintosh Clipboard.

Art Copied and Pasted from Cumulus
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PLANNING FOR THE CUMULUS SYSTEM

The previous section was meant to familiarize you with Cumulus. Now let's talk
about some things to consider when implementing its service on your network.

One Lump or Two?
One of the first questions you should ask yourself is whether you should lump all
your art into one image database or distribute the records through multiple databases. The easiest course of action is probably the one we have already shown you:
a single database cataloging a single primary server folder full of art.
There are several reasons why multiple databases, perhaps distributed across multiple servers, might be the better way to go. Do you have tons of images? If you
do, multiple databases make more sense. The number of records your image database can have is ultimately limited only by memory, but Canto recommends that
you not exceed 50,000 records. We feel that the limit is realistically much lower
than that, under 10,000. First, can you imagine the number of keywords needed
to permit users to quickly find what they want in a database of that size? It would
be better to segregate like art into like databases. For instance, one image database
might be for "technical" art and another for "marketing" art. This is especially
helpful if art can be segregated by department. Why should a marketing person
have to slog through the blueprints cataloged by the technical people? Also, you
notice performance slowdown when a single database creeps past 10,000 records.
Whether or not you take the next step and spread image databases across multiple
servers will depend on the numerous factors already discussed in relation to network design. How powerful are the servers? How big are the databases? How
many people are using the databases? How often are they using the databases?
These types of questions will point you toward the most efficient deployment of
Cumulus. You might need to experiment a bit to find the perfect configuration.
If you are going to need multiple databases, it is best to set them up at the outset.
If you do lump everything together now and decide later that the multiple database approach is needed, you won't be out of luck, however. It's easy to divide a
Cumulus image database.
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First, select the records you wish to move to another database while holding down
the Command key. Next, use Export Records from the File menu. Move over
your keywords as well by selecting all the listings in the Keywords window and
choosing Export Keywords from the File menu. Reverse the procedure after creating a new image database. As we said earlier, Cumulus can have more than one
database open at the same time.

Opening Her Up
Another thing to consider is how important speed of access is and for whom. In
most cases, it is hard to imagine that anyone would complain about the speed of
Cumulus, but heavy users might. For these users, ask yourself this:
•

Do they have the best possible network connection? If your heavy users are
dispersed throughout the network, it might be better to place them and the
Cumulus server together and segment their traffic on your fastest network.

•

Should I dedicate the server to Cumulus? If you are running many services
alongside Cumulus, see how much performance is gained by relocating them
one by one to another machine. Maybe you should let Cumulus have a Macintosh all to itsel£

•

You might want to upgrade the server machine. The speed gains in moving
from one Power Macintosh to another probably won't impress you a whole
lot, but those made from moving from a 68K machine to a PowerMac will
often blow your socks offi Don't forget about accelerator card upgrades. Don't
forget the workstation, either. If you have Cumulus running on a 9500 but
your graphic artist is using an LC, the slowdown is going to have nothing to
do with the server!

•

Should I jack up the RAM? You can gain some performance by allocating
more memory to Cumulus, which might also entail buying some more. Don't
try to cheat with Connectix' RAM Doubler. While it is a way cool product,
it is best applied to occasional memory needs and not for perpetual use on a
dedicated server. The best gains come from making sure the memory available
to Cumulus is greater than the memory it requires when it has all its databases
open. Take a look at what Cumulus requires by choosing Administration
from the pop-up menu at the upper left of the Database window. Again, don't
forget the workstation. Try allocating more RAM to Cumulus Client.
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Should I obtain a faster hard drive? Cumulus reads from and writes to the
hard drive a lot. Naturally, the faster the access time of the hard drive, the faster Cumulus runs. This is less the case when the entire database fits neatly into
available RAM, but it is still an issue.
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Standardizing Formats
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at Canto told me, they add new ones all the time. While
this is a welcome feature, I would argue that it is one the
average office should not overuse. I say this because while
Cumulus can handle pretty much whatever you throw
into it, many of the applications your users have can't. I
suggest that you support at most three basic formats for
new files. These are detailed below.
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High Resolution
The high-resolution format is for sophisticated publications, such as full-color brochures and professionally
printed material. Anywhere high-quality reproduction is
required, use these formats. Most often this is EPS or
TIFF. These will usually be strictly for the use of your artists and marketing people. They are often quite large.

Low Resolution
The low-resolution format is for documents that need a little dressing up but do
not require as many levels of detail for printing. For instance, it might be the company logo that someone wants to slap on a report they just wrote. The report is
probably going to be printed out at 300-600 dpi, so a high-quality image would
be wasted. Low-resolution files should be available to everyone, so follow two
rules: Make them compatible with as many user applications as possible, and
make them small, under 200K. The format that fits the bill best here is PI CT.

Screen Resolution
You may or may not need this category at all. This is for art that will be seen only
on the computer screen. For instance, it might be a picture of the company building that someone wants in a presentation. The presentation will be viewed at the
resolution of the monitor (72 dpi). Most of the detail that a high-resolution image
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for printing contains will never be discernible, and the more detail in the image,
the slower it is drawn on the screen. Audiences have been known to doze off while
waiting too long! As the goal here is small size, it is best met with the PICT format.
A subcategory might be online resolution. This is for art that is to be "published"
through online services or in HTML documents. In this instance, small size is
vital, as it translates into more productive online time. Platform independence is
also necessary, as you don't know what kind of machine is viewing and downloading the document. The format to use is GIF or JPEG, and the latter is arguably
the best choice.
Enough, already! Cumulus comes with a clearly written manual, so you can learn
everything you need to know there. The main thing to realize is that if your organization makes use of a lot of art in its day-to-day operations, Cumulus will greatly
improve your organization's productivity by making it easier for users to find what
they need-in one place, in the right version, in the right format, and filed under
an appropriate keyword.
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CHAPTER 7:
DATABASE SERVERS AND CGIS

This chapter was wriffen by Tom Hessel
All electronic information, whether it is a little or a lot, is somehow stored, organized, updated, compared, searched, sorted, and output. There are many different
ways that these operations can be performed. Some people do them manually by
filing, cutting, pasting, and printing. More clever people tend to use applications,
such as databases, that aid in these special operations. I guess you can say that
databases are collections of data that, once entered, can be easily organized,
updated, compared, searched, sorted, and output. Databases can be used as both
organized storage facilities for information and as utilities to perform comparative
analysis tasks between different types of data. This data can be rearranged and
reformatted so that people can have a better understanding of its significance
through charting and customized reports. The beauty of today's database applications is that they allow for easy development and customization by the end user's
own set of rules. I can remember when databases were mainframe-based systems
only, and it took a multitude of tiny little programmers to create and update these
databases. The users were constantly at the programmer's mercy. Well, for the
most part, those days are behind us.
A database can consist of one file that contains all its information. This is more
commonly known as a flat file database structure. This may be a database that
holds information regarding technical services performed for clients, for instance.
In a flat file structure, there are sometimes a multitude of fields within each record.
The problem with a flat file database structure is that each individual record
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within th e database has no relationship with any of the other records. Because of
this, your database starts to fill up with redundant information. If there need to
be multiple entries in the database fo r the same company, the company information must be re-entered time and again, even though their problem and solution
changes. Flat file design decreases data access speeds when performing such functions as searches and sorts. H owever, database development time is minimal when
working with a flat file structure, because the databases are often less complex.

Flat File Database Containing Records and Fields for Each Single Entry or Adivity
The second type of database structure allows you to share or associate information
between two data files. T his allows the creation of multiple data files. For example,
a company could have one data file containing all client information and one containing all the work performed for the clients. This is more commonly known as
a relational database structure. A data file that contains information needed by
another file is called the related file. The connection between these two is known
as a many-to-one relationship. This means, in our example, chat there are many service entries or activities for a single company. With a structure like chis, you need
to enter the company information only once, which decreases the amount of
redundant information in your database. Relational databases increase data access
speeds when performing such fu nctions as searches and sorts. However, due to
their complexity, database development time increases when working with relational file structures.
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In this relational database, the company file on the leh has many related service entries, shown on the right.
The beauty of a relational database structure is that whichever file I use, I am given
immediate access to all the information relating to that file. If I access the record
for Service #1 2, the database also loads the related information that tells me to
which company that service record belongs. If I access the record for Company
ID 100 1, the database also loads all the related service records. In the example
shown in the preceding picture, they are service records 10-12.
Databases have become powerful tools that can be used as simple stand-alone
packages on your personal computer, thus allowing great speed in accessing your
information. You no longer have to depend on the reliability of an additional
computer holding the main database. However, with few changes, you can use
most single workstation packages to develop a fast, reliable, multi-user database
on a local file server for a small workgroup or business.
C urrent database developments enable us to access data files over multiplatform
and multiprotocol networks. FileMaker Pro v3.0, for example, allows you to share
data files simultaneously over AppleTalk, IPX/SPX, and TCP/IP. This allows FileMaker Pro clients to select their own flavor of computer--PC or Mac--along
with the protocol of their choice. Other databases also enable users to host databases from different platforms, but all platforms must use the same protocol. I will
explain this in more detail shortly.
FileMaker Pro, in my opinion, is a wonderful, low cost, user-programmable relational database development package. Wow, am I a salesman or what? FileMaker
Pro will form the foundation for our discussion of databases in this chapter. While
we won't include much information about setting up FileMaker Pro or FileMaker
Pro Servers, we will cover design issues and other related tips for placing database
servers and CG!s, or Common Gateway Interfaces, on your company's networks.
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We will discuss the relationship between FileMaker Pro databases and WWW
CGis and how client/server databases affect traffic and workstation performance.
Other database development environments that are currently available include
ACI's 4th Dimension, Microsoft's FoxPro Professional, and one of the older original database development packages on the Mac, Helix Express. Elsewhere in this
book we will talk about some others: Apple's AppleSearch, Canto's Cumulus,
EveryWare's Butler SQL, and Now's Up-to-Date and Contact applications.
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PLANNING THE DATABASE
Whether you are going to develop a database package that is a single-user or a
multi-user, client/server application, there are many steps to consider before creating the database. Although FileMaker Pro allows you to easily make modifications to the design at a later date, try to minimize time and effort by planning
carefully before creating the database. Remember that the more you plan ahead,
the fewer problems you will have in the future. Here are some things to consider
before you create your database:
•

Decide whether this database will be accessed throughout the entire corporation or if it will be a single-user application. If your decision is client/server,
then you need to decide which type of computer best suits your server needs.

•

Determine the types of information with which you will be working. To decide whether you need to design a relational or flat file database, ask yourself
a very simple question here: Will our database have information that must relate to other information within the same database? If so, then your design
will be a relational one. When using a relational database, you will want to
design a separate data file for each type of information with which you will be
working. If you decide that you need only a flat file, it will obviously be a single file structure.

Using the example shown in the picture on page 187, we would need one data file
for the company information and a second data file for the service information.
•

Determine what data each of the data files will be holding.

Using the example shown earlier, we would need fields for the company ID, company name, address, city, state, and zip code for the company data file and company ID, service ID, problem, and repairs fields for the service data file.
•

If this is going to be a relational database, determine which field in one data
file relates to which field in the second data file. FileMaker lets you build a flat
file database, which will let you easily add relationships to already existing or
newly created data files in the future. Remember that using the relational feature enables you to use information that resides in a separate data file by de-
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fining a relationship between the two data files. Earlier I showed the relation
between company information and the services performed for that company.
•

Look at how your company's current information is being handled. This will
help you determine how to format your data for output. How will you reproduce your company's current reporting system, invoices, service reports, and
mailing labels with the new database application?

•

Based on the data file and field decisions you have made, design your layouts
for the database, how the data will be entered, and how the data will be output. If you will be printing invoices, mailing labels, or service reports, you
should design them on paper first.

•

If this will be a multi-user database, and the information needs to be secure,
set up some Users & Groups information. Determine whether users will have
"super user" privileges; read only; or read, add, and delete privileges. Just
about every database development package allows for user and group access
privileges. As an additional reminder, there must be at least one user within
your setup who has the ability to access the entire file. This user should be the
server machine that wiU be hosting the data file. I will explain this further in
just a moment. The following picture shows FileMaker's access privileges and
password security features. Other packages may be different.
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Picking the Proper CPU
When talking about selecting the appropriate computer to serve the needs of your
database for your company, we will discuss solely client/server multi-user operations. When setting up a database for single-user, single-workstation operations,
the solution is obvious-bigger, faster, stronger, and with more RAM! The only
person degrading the performance of the database and the computer on which it
resides would be that single user. Simple enough?
Trying to choose a home for a multi-user database is not quite as easy. The best
solution would be to dedicate a machine to the database and apply the rules of
bigger, faster, stronger. Unfortunately, we live in a world with budget constraints
that can make this impractical. For those of us without a bottomless pocketbook
to pick, let's take this discussion further (congress members do not apply here).
There are a few different ways in which FileMaker Pro can be configured as a
multi-user database application. Without using additional software such as
Claris's FileMaker Pro Server software, the only way that FileMaker-designed
databases can be accessed by multiple users across the network is through a feature
called peer-to-peer hosting. This is kind of like using System 7's Personal File Sharing, but it uses AppleShare for the sharing of files across a network. Hosting dictates that whoever opens the database file first will then host it to everyone else
needing access to it. I guess you could define hosting as the ability of the personal
computer on the network, whether it is a PC or a Macintosh, to allow access to
its data file. This can occur across the Internet or within an internetwork. Hmmm
... let's take a look at this in the following picture.

Felix is hosting the database for Lynn and Maizie.
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There is just one problem here: If, for some reason, Felix decides to restart or turn
off his computer, or maybe go home early, he can no longer host the database file
to the other users, Lynn and Maizie. I call this type of hosting nondedicated hosting. No one is dedicating a computer to the sole purpose of serving our database.
Whoever opens the database first will then host it to everyone else. Today it could
be Felix, tomorrow it could be Maizie, and so on. Are you starting to see the pattern? The catch is that in order for Felix, Maizie, and Lynn to all be able to host
the database based on whoever opens the database first, they all must have a copy
of the database file on each of their machines. That copy must be current so that
everyone has access to the same and most current information each day. This is
the point of multi-user database files: the sharing of information that is common
to more than one person. How would you like to be responsible for making sure
that every night whoever was the last person hosting the database ensures that
everyone else has a copy of this current file in case they host the data file the next
day? Not me!
Both the beauty and the beastliness of FileMaker Pro is that right out of the box
FileMaker's software is both a client and server, or hosting, application. When
hosting data files using the AppleTalk protocol, FileMaker does not use the Apple
Filing Protocol (AFP) for sending data from client to host, unlike AppleShare.
When transmitting data across your networks for Macintosh computers using
Personal File Sharing or AppleShare file servers, you are using AFP. FileMaker,
however, uses a protocol within the AppleTalk protocol stack called the Apple Talk
Data Streaming Protocol (ADSP). This protocol provides an advanced two-way
messaging system between two nodes on your network. ADSP is a symmetrical
protocol that supports full-duplex streams of data allowing both clients at either
end to maintain equal control over data exchange sessions. It is not necessary to
share the database data file across your networks using Apple's Personal File Sharing or AppleShare. When clients want to sign on to a hosted database, FileMaker
will do a network scan for available databases using ADSP, not AFP.
So, what if you put the database file on your company's AppleShare file server?
That would be a good idea in that it will keep the database file resident on the one
machine whose responsibility it is to never go down. This is because file servers
never go down, right? Please answer, "Yes." In the following picture, however,
notice that even though the data file is now placed on the server and the company
maintains just one copy of the data file, because of FileMaker's hosting technology, the same problems we just discussed still apply-the first person opening the
data file is still hosting that data file to everyone else.
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The data file resides on the server and Felix opened it first.
In the picture above, Felix was the first person to double-dick the data file that
resides on the server. In the chain of transaction commands, the data file is sent
from the AppleShare file server to Felix's machine using AFP. Then, all hosts will
sign on to Felix's machine using ADSP. This is what I call ghosting hosting-whoever double-clicks the data file first will become the host to everyone else, even
though the data file resides on an AppleShare server.
So, how the heck should you plan for the location of the database so that no one
other than a dedicated machine is hosting the database? Since FileMaker is both
your client and your hosting software, when planning for the use of a companywide, multi-user database, you need to make sure that the data file resides on a
central server and that the data file has first been opened on that file server from
the FileMaker Pro application on the server. Users wanting to access the database
should open the file through the Hosts button in the Open dialog box from
within FileMaker. The big mistake here happens when people select Open from
the File menu and then select the Open button instead of the Hosts button. They
proceed to navigate through files until they find the data file as it sits on a file
server. Again, that is opening the data file using the AFP protocol (had), instead
of allowing FileMaker to open the data file from a host computer using ADSP
(good). If everyone logs on to theAppleShare file server and double-clicks the data
file instead of using the open hosts command, you will again experience the ghosting hosting effect.
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RleMaker Pro's Open Dialog Box
The database must already be running somewhere before you click the Hosts button, or no host will be displayed. If you did not dedicate a machine for this database, you will still click the Hosts button, since this will display whoever is hosting
the data file. Since we want a file server to host the data file, it should already be
running on your server.
Hosts
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Dialog Box Displaying Available Hosts on the Network
The picture above shows the dialog box that is displayed once you have clicked
the Hosts button. All of your available hosts or data files will be displayed. Highlight the appropriate one and finalize the procedure by clicking the Open button.
You have now successfully logged in to a hosted data file using the ADSP portion
of the AppleTalk protocol stack. Congratulations.
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With the file server acting as the host to the rest of your database clients, your
database will always be prepared to host its services. Also, since there is no one sitting in front of the file server all day long, you won't have to worry about degrading the performance of the workstation that is hosting the file.
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FileMaker on aServer Hosting the Data File to Network llsers
Management applications report back that most AppleShare file servers are used
for a total of about 45 minutes per day per person. Yeah, that's right, 45 minutes,
got something to say about it? People log on, people retrieve data, and people
remain idle for the remainder of the day. With activity like this, it makes sense to
use your AppleShare file servers as hosts for your FileMaker Pro databases. However, please keep in mind some of my recommendations when doing so:
•

Use some common sense. Will hosting a 500-MB data file with approximately 25 clients degrade the performance of additional services that computer
may be offering? What do you think?

•

To ensure that the data file is always open on the server, try putting an alias
of the data file-not the FileMaker Pro application-in the Startup Items
folder on your server. The Startup Items folder is located in your System Folder and whatever item resides in that folder will open automatically when the
computer starts up or is restarted.

•

For every user who will be a client to FileMaker's data file, increase the RAM
allocation for FileMaker Pro on the host computer by 500-l,OOOK (all users
accessing it should have their memory requirements set to the suggested size).
Base this number on the activity of your users and the complexity of the database they are accessing. Set it lower for less complex databases with lower
amounts of usage, and higher for more complex databases with very active us-
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ers. Still, you should not have to raise this number any higher than I 0 MB.
This means you would be hosting this data file to 20 users, giving SOOK of
application RAM to each user. This is done so FileMaker can add records to
a data file by more than one user simultaneously, while other users are searching for records that already exist. FileMaker stores added records in RAM until there is no activity in the database for 90 seconds or on a user-definable
interval starting at ten minutes. Then the records are written to the data file.
Write aheads can go to RAM while reads are pulled from the hard disk, which
increases performance. Without this functionality, people would read and
write to the hard drive at the same time, decreasing database performance.
Does this mean that if one user adds a record to a remo.te database, all other
users have to wait 90 seconds before they can retrieve the file? No, FileMaker
is intelligent enough to know where a record is, whether it's still in RAM or
on the hard drive. If another client to the database requests a record that is
still in RAM, FileMaker will go to RAM for that record.
•

AppleShare or Personal File Sharing is not needed when hosting database files
to multiple users. While FileMaker Pro uses ADSP (part of the AppleTalk
Protocol), TCP/IP, or IPX to communicate between client and server, AppleShare uses AFP. If you are putting your FileMaker Pro databases on the same
machine as your AppleShare file servers and you do not want users doubleclicking the database file itself, do not make that database file a shared point.
This ensures that users receive the best performance from the FileMaker hosting technology by using ADSP and not AFP.

When to Use FileMaker Pro Server
Remember that FileMaker Pro is targeted to support the database needs of small
to medium sized groups of users. If you need to host a data file to more than 25
clients using Claris' peer-to-peer hosting technology, purchase FileMaker Pro
Server 3.0, which can host up to 100 database files and 100 network users. Each
client of the server can open up to SO files at a time, as long as the combined number of open files does not exceed 100. FileMaker Pro Server 3.0 also supports asynchronous I/0 and multithreading operations, allowing for multiple database
operations to take place simultaneously. FileMaker Pro Server 3.0 does not allow
database formatting from within the server; the software is a dedicated data file
hosting application only. Like FileMaker Pro 3.0, the server software allows for a
maximum database file size of2 GB.
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FileMaker can transmit data using one of three protocol suites: AppleTalk, TCP/
IP, and IPX/SPX using peer-to-peer hosting. The only problem is that all hosts
must use the same protocol. FileMaker Pro Server, on the other hand, allows different clients using different protocols to access its shared data. This allows you to
share data from one central location to multiple types of platforms-PCs and
Macs. Ask yourself one very important question: Do we have clients on different
platforms using different protocols who need to access the data on a FileMaker
Server? If your answer is yes, then you do need to use the FileMaker Pro Server
software to share this common data.

RleMaker Server with DiHerent Protocol Clients
Upgrading to FileMaker Pro Server is an extremely painless operation. It allows
you to use the same data files that you were using when hosting with the FileMaker peer-to-peer technology. In this way, you can upgrade very inexpensively
and easily as your company's needs grow. Before you can start using the server software to host your data, make sure that from within the application you have configured your FileMaker database file as a multi-user file and that your Users &
Groups privileges have been set. FileMaker Pro Server's default preferences are set
to be the same as that of FileMaker Pro, with the maximum number of guests set
to 25 and the maximum number of files opened as 50. Change these to suit your
needs. The next picture shows the default preferences within the server.
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FileMaker Pro Server's Defauh Preferences
Once your preferences have been set, it is time to open your data files from within
the server. As you can see, there are not a heck of a lot of settings within the server
software. This makes setting up the application very, very simple. The Administer
option in the File menu brings up the window you see in the next screen shot.
Administrators can see information about their data files and the performance of
the server in a few different ways-transactions per second, network kilobytes per
second, hard drive kilobytes per second, cache hits, swaps per second, available
databases, and number of connected guests. This provides different levels of analytical information for planning upgrades and growth. This information can provide baseline server statistics showing how your server is performing on typical
days. Dramatic increases or decreases in these numbers are out of the normal
scheme of things and will help you with troubleshooting and upgrades.
FlleMaker Pro server "Hessel's PB 520t"
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By clicking the Open Databases ... button, you are prompted to select the data
file that is to be hosted. It's as simple as that. The backup scheduling features and
additional options within FileMaker Pro Server are self-explanatory. However, I
would like for you to take a look at my recommendations for determining a home
for this software and other configurations:
•

First and foremost, bigger, faster, stronger still applies here-sorry. The faster
the computer, the better FileMaker Pro Server will operate. FileMaker Pro
Server uses PowerMac accelerated code.

•

If you can't dedicate a separate machine for FileMaker, can you install the FileMaker Pro Server software on your AppleShare server? The answer here is not
really a performance-related issue, especially if you have one of the newer machines available from Apple. Rather, the answer involves a limitation in the
ability of users to log on to a machine that is offering file sharing and database
serving services. If you have read our book Managing Apple Talk Networks, you
know that computers on a network are addressed by a network number and
node address, and that all Network Visible Entities (NVEs) on that computer
must obtain what is called a socket address. NVEs could be any piece of software running on a computer that needs network services. Now, since each
computer can have a maximum of254 socket addresses, two addresses would
be taken up for AppleShare and FileMaker Pro Server as separate NVEs,
right? The problem goes a little deeper-both AppleShare and FileMaker Pro
Server register all their connected users as individual sockets within that computer. Are you following me here? If we had 200 people in our company needing access to AppleShare and 100 people needing access to FileMaker Pro
Server, keeping both applications on one machine wouldn't work, since there
aren't enough available socket addresses. You will know if this is happening if
FileMaker Pro guests receive a message telling them they have "exceeded the
host capacity" of that server.

•

Use third-party software such as Santorini Consulting's Server Manager to
regulate the time allowed for idle AppleS hare users on this computer. This will
free up additional sockets for FileMaker Pro users, keeping at bay the need for
a second computer.

•

If you will be running AppleShare and FileMaker Pro Server on the same
computer, put the shared information on separate hard drives. This allows for
no disruption in AppleShare service when the FileMaker Pro users need data.
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•

With the preceding consideration in mind, make sure that you are using hardware that supports asynchronous 110 commands. SCSI Manager 4.3 enables
all SCSI devices attached to this machine to perform asynchronous commands simultaneously. If your hardware does not support SCSI Manager 4.3,
SCSI commands must be stacked in logical order based on ID numbers. SCSI
Manager is part of every PowerMac's native code. For older 68040 and '030
machines, System 7.5.x installs a software implementation of SCSI Manager
4.3. This way, even though you have separate hard drives for AppleShare and
FileMaker Pro Server, the computer can access data for each simultaneously.
For more information on SCSI Manager 4.3 and this type of configuration,
see our book Managing AppleShare and Workgroup Servers.

•

The faster the network, the faster the performance of the server's services. If
you have users accessing the server from both Ethernet and LocalTalk, the LocalTalk users are going to affect the overall performance of the server for all
users, even those on Ethernet. This is because it takes FileMaker a longer time
to release a transaction to those users on LocalTalk than it does to those users
on Ethernet. In single-process simultaneous transactions, one transaction
must be finished before it can move on to the next. Remember, though, that
these transactions take place in microseconds, and are therefore hard to clock.
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CGis OR ACGis
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) or Asynchronous Common Gateway Interface (ACGI) are ways ofinterfacing external applications with information servers,
such as HTTP or World Wide Web (WWW) servers. A plain HTML document
that is served to the world via the Web is a static type of document. This means it
exists in a constant state that rarely changes-kind of like my Web page. Since I
am always on the road, I never have time to update it, so it never changes. These
documents are available for browsing but not for interaction or changes. Since a
CGI program, on the other hand, is executed in real time by end user requests, it
can output dynamic information. I guess you could say that CGis respond to user
input from your Web pages and perform custom tasks based on that input. CGis
enable you to serve up more than just pretty pictures and text on the Web. These
applications can be relatively simple, such as a counting application, mortgage calculator, or clickable image map server, or more complex, like interfacing people
from the Web with the database design of your choice. The list is as long as your
imagination is vast, assuming you have a vast imagination. Pretty cool, huh?
Here is a small list of additional uses for CGI applications:
•

Converting a technical manual's pages into HTML on the fly and sending the
HTML results back to the client.

•

Interfacing with Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS) and archive databases, then converting the results to HTML and sending the result to the client.

•

Allowing user feedback about your server or organization through an HTML
form, signing up for a service or class, or adding your name to a mailing list.

•

Providing document fax-back or e-mail-back capabilities, and using CGis to
decode this type of feedback.

•

Allowing users to add, delete, search, and sort records to a custom-designed
database. These internal databases can be designed with many applications,
including FileMaker Pro, 4th Dimension, and FoxPro.

•

Providing users from the Web with the ability to use the same databases your
company may use locally. The need for duplicate applications isn't necessary.
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These are the most widespread applications of CGis, though there are obviously
many more uses.

Client

Where Gateways Reside
Our CGis or gateways are actually programs that can handle information requests
and return the appropriate documents or generate a document on the fly. Your
information servers can return information to your clients that is not inherently
readable by them (such as SQL databases). The CGis will act as mediators
between your clients and servers, producing readable information for your clients.
Since a CGI program is an executable application by outside users, I would say
that it is basically the equivalent of letting the world run an interactive program
on the servers on your network through the Web.
Does this sound like the safest thing to do? How can you protect yourself from
hackers and crackers? I am glad I decided to ask that question, although you are
supposed to be asking the questions. I am talking to myself again. Sorry. There are
some security precautions that need to be implemented when you start looking
into using CGis as a means of transferring user requests to internal applications.
I would say the one that will affect the typical Web weaver (user) the most is the
fact that CGI applications sometimes need to be in a special directory, depending
on the individual who wrote the CGI. This is so that when the Web server sees
the CGI in its directory, it knows to execute the program rather than to just display it to the user's browser. This directory is usually controlled by the Webmaster
directly, prohibiting average users from creating CGI programs any old time they
feel like it. There are other ways to allow access to CGI scripts, but it is up to your
Webmaster to set these up for you. At this point, you may want to contact your
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Web master about the feasibility of allowing CGI access. If this is a concern, please
see the chapter called "Serving the World Wide Web with WebSTAR" beginning
on page 303 in this book.
If you have a version of WebSTAR by StarNine Technologies and are using it as
an HTML information server, you will see a directory called /Scripts within the
WebSTAR directory. This is the special directory I just mentioned where all your
CGI programs should reside.
When writing your CGI applications, you have the convenience of choosing your
favorite programming language. CGis can be written in any language that allows
them to be executed by users on the system, such as the following:
•

Think CIC++

•

Fortran {yuck!)

•

PERL {Practical Extraction and Report Language)

•

TCL (Tool Control Language)

•

Any UNIX shell (with the exception of AUX)

•

AppleScript

•

Visual Basic

It all depends on what you have available at your facility, your level of knowledge,
and which language would be proper for the task at hand. It may take less time
for you to write a CGI using Apple's AppleScript language than if you were to
write the same CGI using the C development environment. Programming more
complex CGis using AppleScript may cause the performance of that CGI to
decrease as opposed to coding the same CGI using C. The fact that AppleScript
isn't a PPC-native development application has nothing to do with it, right? If you
use programming languages such as C or Fortran, I hope you know that you must
compile the program before it will run. If you don't know what I'm talking about,
than this may not be the language of choice for your CGI. AppleScript must also
have the source script checked for syntax before the script can be run or saved.
This is similar to compiling, as source code is checked for syntax, only the code is
not reduced, unless it is saved as a stand-alone application.
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A CGI's main job is to become active when a user requests its services. For example: Users enter data into an HTML form that is on a Web server. This becomes
the data entry source. Once a particular button on the Web page is clicked, such
as Submit, a CGI is called upon to take the data that was entered in the HTML
form and move it to a particular area such as a database or an e-mail account. The
CGI can then be used to produce an HTML-driven response to the users, letting
them know that their actions were executed with or without error. If an error has
occurred, the users receive an error message with its type. In the following picture,
take a look at an example of an HTML form page we designed that provides interaction with our internal ACSE Support Database.

(II Submit Queationa and Suggestiona to
the ACSE Database

Brousht to you by Netvort Frontiers, Inc.
Pleose en~r all in!onnation belov m1 cllclt the Post Message bumn., send us ,our
Qumicm end commen13. You sboul:l receive~ IeSpense., ,our b:lquily v11!l1n 24 bom.

Please select tbe appmpna~ lest. (If you CIIe unstiie, this Is ~pop-up menu)
SeiVer IIItd Boclrup Te:n

I

I

Name:!

Bmall:j
Pbone:1
C~11!Cory.

®Question

0

Suca;astion

Question or suuastion:

I~]
( Post Messa&e ) ( Clear this Ponn )

lnteradive HTML Form Used on Our Web Page
What I developed here using HTML is an interactive Web page where users can
submit questions pertaining to the ACSE certification program to the consultants
at Network Frontiers. Once users enter all the information in the form, they then
click the Post Message button. This triggers an ACGI and performs a specific
function: adding a record to a FileMaker Pro database that I designed. The follow-
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ing shows the HTML command that tells this HTML page to perform the add
record action using a CGI named FileMaker.acgi.
<FORM ACTION=11 FileMaker.acgi$ADD11 METH00=11 post11>

With external applications such as CGis, we have the ability to produce hidden
variables, or arguments, that return preformatted HTML data to the users' browsers once the Post Message button is clicked. Take a look at the code below and let
me explain:
<INPUT TYPE=11 hidden11 NAME=11 _databaseName" VALUE=11 ACSE.dbase">
<INPUT TYPE=11 hidden" NAME=11 _IayoutName" VALUE="HTMLRecord11>

When the Post Message button is clicked, our CGI grabs the information from
these two hidden variables. These variables tell our CGI the name of the data file
to which it will add records. An error returns if the data file called "ACSE.dbase"
cannot be located. The "_layoutName" determines which layout our FileMaker
database uses to send preformatted HTML data back to our Web users.
Okay, you have waited long enough-what is the difference between a CGI and
an ACGI? Good question! It is about time you started asking some. Since a CGI
is an external application that is called upon by user interaction, the application
does not necessarily need to be active all the time. When we click the Post Message button, the server looks for the application called FileMaker.acgi. Once it has
been found, the computer checks to see if it is an active application. If not, then
the application must be launched before it can be used. This can decrease performance, since the CGI must be launched each time it is needed and shut down
when it is finished being used. An ACGI remains active all the time, never shutting down. This gives the ACGI the capability to process requests asynchronously
without opening and closing all the time. The CGI can take data entered by the
users from the interactive HTML form at the same time as it is sending back a
response from our database to other users. This gives multiple users the capability
to use one CGI to add and search records in the same database file, simultaneously-as long as the CGI is written for this type of operation. If not, then separate CGis could be written to add and search records. Since ACGis need to
remain active at all times, listening for calls from both sides of the court so to
speak, they tend to take up a lot of the process time of the CPU on which they are
residing. Take a look at the following picture:
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Mon, 11'11 6, 1996
6:34:38 PM

Mon, 11'11 6,1996
6:~:01

PM

Mon, 11'11 6,1996
6:3S:OSPM

Mon, 11'11 6,1996
6:35:08 PM

Mon, 11'11 6,1996
6:35:1SPM
Tut,M.Mj 7,1996
2:44:43PM

CPU Usage of Open Applications
This window is from a shareware application called Process Spy, written by Rick
Christianson. You can obtain a copy of this application from most Apple archives
or by contacting Rick directly at richrist@cs.nmsu.edu. This nifty little utility
shows you CPU usage for all your open applications. In our window, there are two
ACGis running: FileMaker.acgi, written by me, and NetPresenz, written by Peter
Lewis. Both of these ACGis are taking up 48% of rhe CPU's process time while
in idle mode. Because they are constantly listening ro both sides of the court, they
take up this substantial block of CPU rime.
Does this mean that since these two applications are taking up 96% of the overall
CPU time on this machine, all other applications must run in the remaining 4%?
No, because you are seeing the CPU time taken up by each application for this
particular second, which just happens to be while everything is in idle mode. As
a certain application becomes more active, all the other applications become less
active to provide berter performance to the application being used. Be careful here
though: There is a break-off point when an application or group of applications
cannot decrease the amount of CPU time that they rake up. I do not know that
break-off point specifically, so I suggest you get yourself a nice utility such as Process Spy to help you reveal your CPU hogs. If you starr running a bunch of applications like ACGis on your servers, you may decrease the overall performance of
every other application running on that machine.
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If the ACGI can function asynchronously, what happens at the database level?
Most database environments can handle the processes of reading and writing data
simultaneously. While searches and reads from the data file are being pulled from
the hard drive, database writes are put into application RAM. When there is inactivity to the database for a period of time determined by the database programmer,
the added files residing in RAM are written to the hard drive. This improves performance for simultaneous reads and writes to one database.
Getting back to the CGis, how does the CGI know what fields within the HTML
form to grab and move over to your database or other applications? When creating
your interactive HTML pages, you must have some form of record entry area
where people enter custom data for the CGI to pick up. Referring back to the picture on page 204, you can see that we have given the users the ability to select a
type of test category upon which their question or suggestion will be based. Here
is an example of the HTML code for this:
<SELECT NAME=11 SUbjeCt11>
<option>Server and Backup Test
<Option>Designing AppleTalk Networks Test
<Option>Managing AppleTalk Networks Test
<ISELECT><P>

"Select Name" is the variable that will receive a particular option selected by the
user. The variable can have an option of any one of the three described above.
Next, the users must enter some additional information-name, e-mail address,
phone number, a category of question or suggestion, and finally their comment.
Here is an example of the HTML code for the remaining fields:
Name:<INPUT NAME="name" size=45><P>
Emaii:<INPUT NAME=11 email" size=45><P>
Phone:<INPUT NAME="phoneu size=14><P>
Category: <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="category" VALUE="Q~estion"
CHECKED>Question <INPUT TYPE="radio" NAME="category" VALUE= Suggestion">Suggestion<P>
<TEXTAREA NAME="message" ROWS=6 COLS=55><1TEXTAREA><P>
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The following lines tell our interactive form what to do when the Post Message
button or the Clear this Form button is clicked:
<INPUT TYPE=11 SUbmir' NAME=11 Submit11 VALUE=11 Post Messageu>
<INPUT TYPE=11 reset11 VALUE=11 Ciear this Form 11>

The HTML form is predefining some variables for us-name, e-mail, phone, category, and message. Let's take a look now at how the CGI picks up these variables
and puts them into our FileMaker Pro database.
I have chosen Apple's AppleScript technology as the development language for our
CGI. This was because of ease of use and time constraints. Let's take a look at
some of this AppleScript code:
-- perform the desired action
if theAcrion is "ADD" then set returnPage to addRecord(databaseName,layoutName, emailLayoutName, emailTo, nameAndDataList)
else if theAction is "FIND" then set returnPage to findRecords(scriptName, databaseName, layoutName, linkLayoutName, maxRecords, nameAndDataList, false
else if theAction is "FINDLINKS" then set returnPage to findRecords(scriptName, databaseName, layoutName, linkLayoutName, maxRecords, nameAndDataList, true)
else if theAction is "GET" then set returnPage to HTTPHeader & return..,
& "<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Retrieved Record</TITLE><IHEAD>" & return..,
& "<BODY>" & return..,
& getRecord(databaseName,layoutName, reciD)..,

As displayed below, FileMaker is sending back to our Web server some preformatted HTML from a record in our database. It knows from what layout to grab the
data based on the definition of our hidden variable from our HTML form called
"_layoutName." Remember that in our HTML form we defined this variable as
"HTMLRecord." This is a preformatted field with HTML calculations in our
database called "HTMLRecord" that the CGI grabs and then sends out to the
users' browsers.
"<b>Name: <lb>" & Name & "<br>!" &
"<b>EMail: <lb>" & Email & "<br>!" &
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"<b>Category: <lb>" & Category & "<br>!" &
"<b>Subject: <lb>" & Subject & "<br>!" &
"<b>MsgiD: <lb>" & MsgiD & "<br>f' &
"<b>Phone: <lb>"& phone & "<br>!" &
"<b>Consultant: <lb>"& Consultant & "<br><br>f' &
"<b>Message:<lb><br>f' & Message & "<br><br>" &
"<b>Answer:<lb><br>f'&Answer & "<br><br>f' &
"<b>Reference:<lb><br>f' & Reference & "!</pre>"

This AppleScript was designed so that it could perform multiple functions within
one single application. Without this we would have to write separate CGis to perform separate functions. The CGI is looking for the functions ADD, FIND,
FINDLINKS, and GET, with each command executing additional operations
specific to that function. The GET function is using the CGI to send preformatted HTML back to our Web server.
After the users type their data into our interactive HTML form and dick the Post
Message button, the CGI is called upon and the ADD function is performed.
Since a CGI is designed to take data from one application and place it in another
application, it first needs to know what to take, and where to put it. I have
designed this CGI in such a way that it will take whatever variables have been
defined in the HTML interactive form and put them into a database with matching variable names. Pretty convenient, huh? If they don't match, then nothing is
added to the database.
Take a look at the FileMaker database into which our CGI is putting data. This is
the database that we use here at Network Frontiers to store all our ACSE support
questions. We use FileMaker to add to and search the database here in our office,
while people from the Web are using the CGI to perform these functions. Make
sense? If you would like additional examples of how our CGI is being used, please
take a look at the add and search capabilities found on our ACSE Support Page.
It can be found at www.netfrontiers.com.
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Sample Database intowhich the CGI/s Putting Data
In the preceding screen shoe, you can see that there are records named exactly the
same as the fields in our HTML interactive form- Name, Subject, Message,
Email, Phone, and Category. T he additional fields are used for the SEARCH and
GET functions of the CGI. Since the fields match between our HTML interactive
form and database, the CGI can easily cake the data from one and p uc ic into the
ocher. If there is an exact match between fields, the data is added co the database;
if not, you lose. Simple enough?
I had mentioned earlier that che CGI has the capability of sending data from the
database back co the user- kind of che whole point behind interaction , huh?
When users perform a search request from the H TML form, the CGI goes ouc co
che database and processes che request, returning co the user all che matching
item s. With FileMaker Pro v3.0, aside from the CGI, you have che ability co
define some HTML data at the database level before it is sent back co the user.
T his is accomplished by creati ng additional layo uts within FileMaker. W hen
search results are processed, the CGI cakes the contents of these additional layouts, places them in one variable, and sends them back co the user. Take a look at
one of these additional types of layouts in the following screen shoe:
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Additional Layouts of Preformatted HTML
When a user processes a search, the request results are sent back to the user in preformatted layouts. The picture above shows a layout called HTMLRecord. The
data in this layout is placed into one variable by our CGI (also called HTMLRecord), and is then sent back to the user, producing the result of their search.
I hope that by now you have a better understanding of some of the uses of CGis
and what they are actually doing. When you plan on writing custom CGis or
using existing CGis, please take these things into consideration:
•

Remember that placing multiple CGis on one machine can decrease the overall performance of every application running on that machine. This is because
of the asynchronous capabilities of CGis.

•

Since a CGI is an interactive application that is used by people outside of your
company, please consider the security problems that may arise.

•

CGis are external programs in order to allow them to run under various (possibly very different) information servers, interchangeably. CGis are gateways
that should be used to take data from one application and move it to another.
CGis should not be responsible for making calculations and decisions that
will slow down the performance of the server and the CGis. These types of
operations should be performed by the application that your CGI is moving
data to and from, before or after the data has been moved.
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If freeing up server processes becomes an issue, you may want to look into
performing the very same tasks using Java applets. The difference between the
two methods is that Java applets are downloaded and run on the usees local
browser system, freeing up the server's CPU resources. Java applets tend to
produce communications overhead while the applet is being downloaded to
the user's browser. However, further communications and processing may be
reduced by a properly written Java applet.

CHAPTER 8:
DEPLOYING AN SQL DATABASE
WITH BUTLER

EveryWare Development Corporation's Buder SQL is a Macintosh-native client/
server database that performs its functions using the Structured Query Language
(SQL), commonly pronounced like "sequel." Created by IBM and first sold commercially in 1981 , SQL is used to define, query, modify, and control data in a relational database. The language has evolved through numerous standards-based and
proprietary versions and continues to be one of the most powerful and reliable
database systems available for network deployment. Of all the various databases
we speak of in this book, we consider Buder to be the most "industrial strength."
In the client/server model used by Buder, search functions and data collection are
handled primarily at the server end, significantly lightening the burden placed on
the client and network compared to other database systems.
Do This

~

Client

•

Did This

Server

DoThat
Did That

.....I t - - - - - - - Do the Other Thing

•

Did the Other Thing

•

Typical Client/Server lnteradion
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The client sends a small query to the server, which responds only when it has
searched for and collected the requested results. This makes Butler a good network
citizen, especially on slow networks inhabited by older and less-than-PowerPCfast Macinroshes.
Do This, That and ·the Other Thing,
then just give me
the results

Server

Client
Here are the results

Oient/Server lnteradion Used by Butler SOL
Another worthwhile feature of Buder is that it was built to incorporate open standards such as Data Access Manager (DAM) and Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC). DAM is a part of the MacOS that is used to communicate with databases. ODBC is a standard developed by Microsoft to permit communication
between applications and a variety of databases from different vendors. ODBC
drivers are like translators, converting standard ODBC requests made by an application into a format understandable to a given database system.
Buder SQL's acceptance of these standards makes it a particularly versatile engine
that can support numerous front-end applications such as AppleScript, HyperCard, Microsoft Excel, FirstClass, Informed, Web server ACGis, and anything
that can "speak" Apple's Database Access Language (DAL). It can also be used in a
heterogeneous network setting, supporting both Macintosh and W indows users
and both AppleTalk and TCP/IP.
In this section, we will show you how to get this relational multi-user server up
and running, with special emphasis on serving users of the WWW via EveryWare's
Tango ACGI. Tango is a full-blown development tool that integrates ODBC compliant SQL databases-such as Buder SQL, Oracle, Informix, Sybase, and
FoxPro-with StarNine's WebSTAR.
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WORKING WITH THE BUTLER SQL SERVER

Your first consideration in deploying the Buder database system should be where
it will reside. The Butler SQL Server application does not have to run on a dedicated Macintosh, but of course, this is preferable. You could deploy Buder on a
machine as modest as a 68030-based model, like a Ilci, with 4 MB of free RAM
on LocalTalk, according to EveryWare. A more realistic minimum for supporting
more than a couple of users would be a 68040 or PowerPC-based Macintosh with
8 MB of free RAM on Ethernet.
Once you have designated the destination machine, we suggest that you install
both the Buder server and client software on it. You will find the client handy for
administrative purposes.
Butler SQL sells in two-user, five-user, ten-user, and unlimited-user packages. Be
sure to buy enough licenses for the number of users you will be supporting.

Butler SQL Components
Here is a quick rundown of the system's parts.

Butler SOL Server
This is the primary engine powering the Buder SQL client/server relational database. Ir uses between about 3- 5MB of RAM.

Butler Databases
These are the SQL data files used by Butler SQL that you can create from scratch
or into which you can import data using ButlerTools.

ButlerTools
This viral application is used to create data files and import data into them. It is
also used to define users, groups, and their associated privileges.
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Butler Client
This application is a rudimentary DAL client that can be used to query a Butler
SQL database and to add and remove data in it. It is pretty ugly and is usually used
only for testing and troubleshooting.

•

Butler Hosts
.

This application is used to configure settings for Macintosh client connections to
the Macintosh running the Buder SQL server. These settings are stored in the
important "ButlerHosts Data" file in the Preferences folder of the System Folder.

Butler Database Extensions
These system extensions permit Macintoshes to access Buder SQL servers from
different applications such as those using DAL or HyperCard (XCMD) commands. Any application that can execute AppleScript commands is also capable
of accessing Buder SQL databases. The whole pile of extensions only uses up
lOOKofRAM.

Tango
This is an add-on development tool that permits you to make Buder SQL data
accessible through WebSTAR and the Internet. You don't need no stinkin' C. You
don't need no stinkin' Perl. You don't need no stinkin' AppleScript.

Setting up A((ess Privileges
Let's imagine for our purposes here that you have chosen to deploy Butler on your
Macintosh Web server, that this machine is running StarNine's WebSTAR, and
that this machine is not running AppleShare File Server. This makes a pretty good
setup. Your first configuration step will be to enable Program Linking in the Macintosh's Sharing Setup control panel by clicking the Start button.
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Turning on Program Linking
Once you have made Program Linking generally available to network users, designate which network users you want to permit access to it by using the Users &
Groups feature of System 7 Personal File Sharing. The only thing that differs from
the usual steps associated with establishing Personal File Sharing is that you will
need to make sure the Allow user to link... checkbox is selected.
~~ Tom Hessel
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Enabling Program Linking in aUserAccount
If you wish to make the database available co everyone, do not bother with the
process of setting up users' accounts. You can just enable Program Linking in the
"Guest" account.
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Enabling Program Linking in aGuest Account
At this point, launch the Buder SQL Server application to continue. You are
greeted by three windows, as illustrated in the following set of screen shots.
"IB

Users \!!!

-g

Ustt"HMM

0

1!1
Resources
(miX)

10

Ustn

10

Pr"OCHSH

Iii 60~K

Htmorv
Vtrrion 2.0.2

CPU modt

68K ~into$h

Butler SQL Server's Windows
The Users window displays the names of users co whom you have permitted access
to Buder, their connection methods, and their usage statistics, measured in the
number of low-level send and execute DAL commands they have issued.
While you can allow or deny overall access co the Buder SQL server by enabling
or not enabling System 7's Program Linking feature, you need to set up additional
accounts within Buder to allow and deny access to specific data files.
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Butler Preferences

181 Allow program linking
181 Allow remote clients
181 Transection processing
181 Access privileges

(Open transactions

~

Auto ROLLBACK

l

Auto COMMIT

r-Acttvity logging level
Maximum logged on sessions

~

Default DECIMAL scale

E:::=l

Default CHAR length

~

Default VARCHAR length

132767

( nmeouts ...

I ( Rowsets ... I

I

0

Not Active

0 OS Errors
0 • Authorl ty errors
® • Client errors
0 +Client scripts
( C11ncel

I

([

OK

J

The Butler Preferences Window
To set up Butler SQI.:s specific users and groups privileges, open the Butler Preferences window by choosing Preferences from the Edit menu. Here select the
Access privileges checkbox. Do not do this if you wish to leave Butler SQL open
to "Guest" access.
Note that the other three checkboxes are already selected. Allow program linking
ensures that Butler SQL can use this MacOS feature as a connection method, as
we have previously planned. If Allow remote clients is not selected, you will be
able to access Butler SQL server only from the server machine, which is not what
we want to do here.

Transaction processing is a failsafe. It ensures that any modification of the database is carried out completely or not at all. Without this, a client-to-server communication that is interrupted could result in fragmentary data being submitted
to the data file, causing an inaccurate or incomplete transaction. Have you ever
moved money from your savings to checking accounts, and then found out at the
end of the month when you receive your bank statement that the withdrawal was
recorded but not the deposit? That is the kind of thing an interrupted transaction
causes. We recommend that you leave this checkbox selected, but be aware of the
fact that it slows server performance by as much as 15%.
Click OK when you are finished here, and then launch ButlerTools. Within this
application, choose Show Access from the Access menu to bring up the Access
Privileges window.
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ButlerTools Access Privileges Window
With ButlerTools you can set up user and group privileges for each database supported by the Butler SQL server. For instance, suppose I wish to limit access to
"conference_db" to my immediate co-workers. I choose New Group from the
Access menu to establish my co-workers as the group "NF Staff.,
-~ New Group-3 ~i

Group name:

I

INF Staff
Password:

I•••••••

I

fWnt

~

~

Creating aGroup
I can now see my newly created group in the Access Privileges window and can
select it in the pop-up menu in the upper left. To add users to the group, I choose
New User from the Access menu and type in the appropriate information before
selecting "NF Staff" in the Group name pop-up menu.
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Creating a User
Unless I change it, the password defaults to the one I chose previously for the
entire group.
To finish the job, I first select the group "NF Staff" in the pane on the left side of
the Access Privileges window, and then I pick the database over which I want that
group to have exclusive control, "conference_db," in the pane on the right.
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At this point, clicking the Grant All button gives the group complete access to the
database. If I wanted to, however, I could reduce these privileges to any combination of the following DAL statements:

Shr (SHARED)

Open database or table with SHARED permission.

Pro (PROTEaED)

Open database or table with PROTEOED permission.

Exd (EXCLUSIVE)

Open database or table with EXCLUSIVE permission.

Sel (SELEa)

Use the SELEO statement to retrieve rows.

Ins (INSERn

Use the INSERT statement to add rows.

Upd (UPDATE)

Use the UPDATE statement to modify existing data.

Del (DELETE)

Use the DELETE statement to remove rows.

lnd (INDEX)

Use the CREATE statement to create indexes and the DROP statement to delete them.

Privileges lor Groups
Changes made here do not take effect until Butler SQL Server is restarted.

Setting up Ports
Next to the Butler SQL Server application's Users window is the Ports window.
Here are displayed the port types over which Butler SQL can communicate.

Program Linking Port
This port permits any Macintosh running System 7 or later to access a Butler SQL
server via Program Linking.

Communications Toolbox Port
This port allows System 6 and System 7-equipped Macintoshes to communicate
with Butler SQL using the Apple Data Streaming Protocol (ADSP) tool.
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TCP/IP Port
These ports permit Macintosh, Windows, and other remote client applications to
connect to Buder SQL servers via the networking protocol used on the Internet,
even via the Internet itself if so desired. When creating a port, select the one that
uses the appropriate protocol for a given application. For example, for System 6
users, use the ADSP tool, and for Windows 95 clients, use the platform-independent TCP/IP.
You can make as many ports as you want-one for each database perhaps-but
be aware that each takes up additional RAM. Buder SQL creates one Program
Linking port automatically as a default. To create additional ports, choose New
Port from the File menu.
,+&wi!!!<lf untitled -

~Iii

, -Port t ype - - - - - - - ,
0 Pro grom link

@ Commun1cotions tool
0TCP/IP

[ Configure ...

J

Choosing aPort Type
H ere you can choose the type of port you wish to create and, in the case of communications tool and TCP/IP ports, configure it.

n

Connection Settings
Method:

OK

B

.----=--,.-=--:~::-----..

I RppleTBlk RD ... ...,.I

[ Cancel ]

I

Connection Type: DAL Server

I
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0

N11me: Remote User
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I

Local Name: Admin Stoff DB

Setting up a Communications Tool Port
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In the case of the communications tool, this involves making sure AppleTalk
ADSP Tool is selected in the window that is generated by clicking Configure ••• ,
calling the Connection Type "DAL Server," and making the Local Name something meaningful like '~dmin Staff DB." You can ignore the Zone and Name
fields.
In the case ofTCP/IP, this means changing the Butler SQL-designated port number of"8682" to something else if you have another IP service running on the port
already (which is exceedingly unlikely). Remember this number when setting up
your firewalls.

TCP/IP Port Number: L-18_68_2_

I Cancel

)

([

___.
OK

]J

Seffing up a TCP/IP Port
Your ports should be saved to the Ports folder within the Butler Preferences folder.
To bring them into play, choose Install Port from the File menu.
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CREATING A BUTLER

SQL DATABASE

There are several steps to creating databases for Buder SQL to serve. These normalized databases store information in tables, which contain columns and rows. By
way of example, consider what an inventory database might look like for our fictitious company, Acme Rubber Chicken.

Inventory
produdname
Economy Rubber Chicken
Oassic Rubber Chicken
Bectronic Rubber Chicken
Water-filled Rubber Chicken
Price
produdcode
100
200
300
400

produdcode
100
200
300
400

cost
.21
.43
1.26
16.84

number in stoclc
26,345
19,234
6,123
13

price
1.99
2.99
4.99
89.99

Here we have a single database with two tables, one for product inventory and one
for merchandise price. There are columns for such things as product name, product code and number in stock, and rows-really records--for each kind of rubber
chicken available.

Using ButlerTools
To create such a database using BuderTools, choose New Database from the ButlerTools File menu. Name the database something logical, such as
"inventory_db," before saving it to the Public Databases folder in the Butler Preferences folder, where Butler SQL looks for databases by default. After doing so,
you are greeted by an empty window.
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Initial Database Window
To add tables to this Database window, choose New Table from the Schema
menu. You are asked for the table's name, in this case "inventory," and are then
presented with a Table window.

Column lla~»
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Initial Inventory Table Window
Add columns to this table by choosing New Column from the Schema menu.
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An Initial Column
In the Column name field, type a brief "product_name." You can put 31 characters of any type in this field, but no spaces. In the Column tide field, add a less
abbreviated name, such as "Rubber Chicken Product Name."
In our example, there are three choices I could make in the Data type pop-up
menu to designate our rubber chickens. The Char data type is a fixed-length character string of no greater than 255 characters. The Varchar data type is a variablelength character string with a maximum of 32,767 characters. A LongChar data
type also is a variable-length character string, but it displays only the current number of characters in a data item. Because the names of our rubber chickens vary in
length but are relatively short, I choose Varchar in the Data type pop-up menu.
I type 40 in the Size field, which should be plenty of characters for these names.
I also add a comment in the Remarks field for my own purposes. A selection in
the Initial value field is not relevant here.
Clicking the OK & New button adds the column to the database. Next, add the
rest of the columns ...
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. . . and the price table, in turn.
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Complete Database Window
O f course, there is a great deal more to know about setting these things up, but
for that I refer you to EveryWare's (very, very long) manuals. T hese, plus some
great tutorials and sample databases, are part of EveryWare's Buder SQL Test
D rive included on this book's accompanying CD-ROM. T his exam ple should
have at least given you a taste for it.
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INTERFACING WITH ABUTLER SQL SERVER
Now that the Butler SQL server is available, let's look at a few ways to hit it from
the client side.
Those who wish to access Butler SQL from the MacOS should have at least a
Macintosh Plus with System 7 or later and a hard disk drive. One MB of RAM
each is needed for the ButlerClient and ButlerHosts applications. Butler SQL can
also be accessed by Macintoshes and PCs running Windows 3.1, Windows 95, or
Windows NT if they have ODBC support. If you have other platforms with TCP/
IP connectivity and a WebSTAR server, that is another option.

Client Connections
Here are the parts each Macintosh client needs:

Port Types

DAL/DAM

ODBC

Program Linking

Yes

Yes

Communications Toolbox

Yes

No

TCP/IP

No

Yes

DAL/DAM

ODBC

ButlerHosts

Yes

No

ODBCSetup

No

Yes

DAL/DAM

ODBC

ButlerAccess

Yes

No

Butlerlink Access

Yes

No

Butler DAL

Yes

No

ButlerFC Access

Yes

No

Used for Client Configuration

Control Panel/Extensions Needed
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Butler SOL ODBC Driver

No

Yes

ODBC Setup Control Panel

No

Yes

Shared Ubrary Manager

No

Yes

ODBC Configuration Manager

No

Yes

ODBC Cursor Manager

No

Yes

ODBC Driver Manager

No

Yes

Preferences Stored

DAL/DAM

ODIC

ButlerHosts Data

Yes

No

ODBC Preferences

No

Yes

We will go through each in turn.

DAL/DAM Connedions
The ButlerHosts application is used to create configuration settings for client
DAL/DAM connections. These configuration settings are called hosts, which can
be a bit confusing since host is such a generic term. A ButlerHosts data file is created in the Preferences folder in the System Folder on the client Macintosh to hold
these settings.
To establish a host, launch the BuclerHosts application and choose Create Host
from the Edit menu. Next, choose Program Link in the Host Configuration window and click the Configure ••• button. Here you can select the Butler SQL server
to which you wish to connect.
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Choose Butler Seruer to Initialize Host Connection
Matlntoshes
Programs
Acme Moll Server
Acme SOL Server
ARA Server
Motzie's Computer
Motzte's llct

Webmaster

• •· • · ·.

•· ; .

RppleTalk Zones

Acme Marketing
A.~~ P~~lt~

.,.,;;;;.; ::r

··

.Q

Acme R & D
Acme Soles
Acme Sent or Stoff
Acme Trelnlng

Cancel ) [[

OK

D

Conneding to aButler SQL Server
Now name the host something logical in the Host Name field.
Heme SQI. Seruer
[:Connection type
® Progrem Link

ButlerHosts Dolo
HostNamt

0

Comm. Toolbox

Butler Port

IAcme SOL Server
IButler SOL (Program

Server Mechlne

lwebmoster

Server Zone

!Acme Public

Host Neme

Configure •••

Naming the Host
This name will identify the settings in the ButlerHosts Data window. Close the
Host Configuration window and choose Save from the File menu.

ODBC Connedions
The ODBC control panel is used to configure these connection settings. In this
case they are called data sources. Click Setup Data Sources in the control panel to
reach the ODBC Data Sources window. Click the Add ••• button.
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ODBC Data Sources:
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)
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~

n

Close

ODBC Data Sources Window
First you are asked to choose the ODBC driver with which you wish to work, in
this case Butler SQL Driver.
Select an ODBC drluer for the
new data source:

Cancel

H

OK

~

Choosing the ODBC Driver
Choose the Link Type in the next pop-up menu, Program I inking or TCP/IP,
and then click Configure ... to set it up in the same manner as we configured the
DAL/DAMS connection.
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I

Data Source Name: Acme SQL Seruer
Description:

I~==================~

IF===============~

Database: conference.db

....-- link Tgpe:! Program Linking

!-----..

I
Machine: INFI Portable Web Seruer
Zone: Rcme Public

Port:l Butler SQL (Program Link)

1

181 Allow Asynchronous Operation
® Full Asynchronous Mode
0

( Configure ... )

Compatible Mode
( Cancel

In

OK

)

Configuring the Data Source Connedion
Clicking the Configure... button here allows you to fill in the Port, Machine,
and Zone fields if you are connecting via Program Linking. If you are connecting
via TCP/IP, type the IP address or host name of the machine on which Buder SQL
is running in the Machine field. The Port field should match the port number we
set up earlier, probably 8682.

Using ButlerCiient
BuderClient is a basic SQL client application that provides you with one ugly way
to access the data in a Buder SQL database. Upon launch, it presents you with an
empty document window in which you type up SQL programs for the server to
execute. The data returned by Butler SQL after the program is run is also displayed here.
To connect to Butler SQL, choose Connect from the Query menu.
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Connect...
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eutlor Aceoss

User Mme LIT_om_D_el_l_ _ _ ____,

,}

Butlor t>.ll.
Butlorltnk Aco•ss

Pessword

s.:....
pu_d_
br_e_e t_h_ _ _ __ J

Ll

0
Options
Hosts Avelleble

KConnect

J

Cancel

ButlerC/ient Conned Window
In the Connect window that appears, you see the names of the database extensions
installed in the client Macintosh's System Folder. Select one along with a Buder
SQL server in the Hosts Available pane. Finish by typing in your user name and
password and click the Connect button.
Now to send, execute, and retrieve the results of a SQL program, just type a little
SQL program into the window.

OPENOATASA& 'd•Ldomo ';

SEUCT cusW..,, cust.nomo
FROMcvsl..,...

\IH£RE curt_,.., ( s100
ORDER BY cust.nomo;

PRMALL;

Sample SOL Program
Next, activate Auto Results in the Options menu, position the cursor at the end
of the text, and click Enter. If all goes well, BurlerClient sends the selected SQL
text to the server, executes the program at the server, and retrieves the results to
your window for viewing. In the next illustration, the results were "5010 Acme
Manufacturing Co. "
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. = = Bog SOLis fun ~
OPEN DATABASE ·dal...dtmo•;

Jli'J
~

SELECT cusUium, cusWiamt
FROMcustomtt'

'lfHERE OUSUun < 5100
ORI>ER BY cust...nam.;

PRINT AU;
CLOSE I>AT ABASE;

5010 Aem• ~nuf.oturi119 Co.

Results Returned
At this point I am going to make a couple of daring assumptions:

1.

You are not a database programmer and are not writing a front-end in C++
so that your users can more easily access this data.

2.

Your users are not adept at whipping up SQL programs.

If I am wrong, you can stop reading now. If I am right, let me show you how to
create a super HTML front-end to Butler SQL and other databases using EveryWare's Tango.

Using Tango
The better way to access Buder SQL databases, especially if they use the World
Wide Web as a front-end, is with EveryWare's add-on product Tango. This development tool lets you integrate your WebSTAR server with Butler SQL and other
ODBC-compliant SQL database systems in much less time than it would take to
program custom CGis in AppleScript, C, or Perl. The ODBC support is particularly nice, allowing you to create Web pages that access different types of databases
without you needing to know the details of how each DBMS works. I, for one,
feel good about that.
Configuring Tango's interaction with WebSTAR is easy-just throw the Tango
folder in the WebSTAR folder.
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Tango Installed to Work with WebSTAR
In the Tango folder are two important applications: Tango Editor and Tango
ACGI. The Tango ACGI accepts requests from Web browsers, queries the Buder
SQL server, and returns the subsequent results.

·-Abrowser interads with WebSTAR, which passes requests fa Tango ACGI, which then queries the Butler SQLserver.
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It is invoked with the following type of HTML container:
<A HREF="http://www.netfrontiers.comffango/Default.html"> Tango<!A>

Tango Editor is an application used to create query documents. Query documents
contain instructions used by the ACGI to perform the correct actions in communicating with Buder SQL and for formatting the results in HTML.
Using Tango Editor, query documents can be created through the use of query
builder documents, which perform basic database functions. That way, you need
write neither SQL nor HTML in making query documents!
For great examples of how this all works, go through the EveryWare Tango Test
Drive included with the CD-ROM that comes with this book.

Tango Test Drive
Welcome to T21ng0 Test Drive. In these demos you v ill see some cool solutions that you can put
on your Web site. EXh demo can be used as a template for your ovn solutions !
Just click on any of the links belov to start a T21ng0 solution demonstration.

Example from the Tango Test Drive
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CHAPTER 9:
MAKING YOUR FORMS SMART
WITH INFORMED

Are you reading this at the office? If you are, take a look at all the accumulated
paper documents that you have. You have memos, letters, forms, computer printouts, facsimiles, a "to do" list or two, and a bunch of Post-its™. You are not alone,
either. Your co-workers have a bunch of paper documents, too. Your company has
file cabinets full of them. Some companies have warehouses full of them. No company is without them.
All these paper documents, and of course the things that are scratched upon their
surfaces, take up a lot of room. They take up a lot of people's time, too. They have
to be filed, categorized, searched for, archived, authenticated, and sometimes carefully destroyed. We humans spend much time and energy on our paper documents, and what do they do for us?

They hold and distribute information. That is all.
A paper document cannot vouch for the information that is put on it. You tell an
invoice that $200 an hour times eight hours is $160 and it will not disagree with
you. You tell a check that you are Sally Spudbreath when you are really Joe Crook
and it will not challenge you to prove it. Even if you are assured that the information on a paper document is correct as recorded, the document cannot ensure you
will read it back correctly. Handwriting can be messy, grammar can be unclear,
and what is obvious to one human can be cryptic to another. Although they try,
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paper documents cannot make sure that you encode all the necessary information
on them. Despite all the bold type, many Americans still forget to sign their tax
returns every year, don't they? Finally, paper documents cannot account for their
whereabouts. Have you ever been told that "the check is in the mail?" A check cannot tell you when it is "in the mail," in the secretary's desk, on the boss' dashboard,
or in the hedge next to your mailbox. When you finally receive it, it cannot tell
you where it has been and why it has taken so long to arrive.
We have come to accept this level of stupidity in our documents because they are
made of paper. However, paper is not our only choice for document encoding
anymore, is it? We now have computers and their electronic media. This media
has none of the same limitations. Tell a spreadsheet that 200 times eight is 160
and it will correct you. Tell an electronic check that you are someone else and then
fail its authentication routine and you will be denied the money. Type with an
electronic font and it will be legible, no matter how bad your penmanship is. Forget to fill in a field on an electronic form and it will not let you close the document
until it is completed. Send an electronic document over a network and you can
determine when it was sent, when it was received, and what path it took.
Electronic documents are as smart or smarter than we are, and they do not require
nearly as much time to maintain as paper documents. Because of their inherent
superiority over paper, electronic documents can greatly improve the circumstances in the office in which you are probably working right now. In several sections of this book we show you how. In this particular chapter, we show you how
forms can be automated on your AppleTalk network using an impressive collection of products from Shana Corporation aptly named Informed. More than 30o/o
of all business documents are forms, according to Shana. Informed permits you to
make new electronic forms, or digitize existing paper ones, to give them the intelligence only computers can make possible. Once a form is created, it can be filled
out via the keyboard, routed via an e-mail system, and authenticated using digital
signatures. Data in the form can be verified, amended, and incorporated into a
database system. It all takes less time, incurs fewer mistakes, and takes up a fraction of the usual storage space.
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INFORMED SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The best way to visualize how electronic forms could revolutionize the work flow
on your AppleTalk network is to see Informed in action. Before we show you that,
however, we want to introduce you to some of its components.

I

Informed Forms
m
.
Informed digital forms have all the same features as paper forms. Print them out

•

and they become paper forms just like any others. In their electronic environment,
however, these forms are smart. They can look up information for you, correct you
when you are wrong, offer suggestions about what answers you should make, and
tell you where they are going and where they have been.

Informed Designer

'

•

.

This application can be used to create electronic forms. You could do this with
any decent page layout program, such as Aldus PageMaker or Quark XPress, but
Informed Designer also lets you add features such as calculations, defaults, choice
menu lists, online help, and cross referencing to other forms. It can format cells for
text, character, name, date, number, time, Boolean, picture, and digital signatures.
AppleScript can also be used to program new functionality.

Informed Manager
This application is used to fill out and route electronic forms. It is the brains
behind most of the system. It performs calculations with its built-in if/then/else
logic, providing over 160 functions including mathematical, statistical, trigonometric, logarithmic, Boolean, text, date, time, name, spell, number, amortization,
bond, depreciation, and cash flow functions. It checks formulas and verifies data.
It can do a search on any cell using exact match, greater than, greater than or equal
to, less than, less than or equal to, not equal to, starts/ends with, contains, and
range options. It permits sending form enclosures through numerous e-mail systems. It slices. It dices. It is almost as good as the Sledge-0-Matic.
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Informed Number Server
This handy server application uses Informed Manager as a client to assign unique
numbers to multiple users over a network for such things as purchase orders and
job requests, eliminating the possibility of duplicate transactions.

Informed Tracker
This application eliminates the time-wasting and annoying process of tracking
forms through their distribution processes. It provides detailed information about
the location of a specific form at any given time.

Informed Database Extensions
This software provides integration with many database systems, including Sybase,
Oracle, FileMaker Pro, Office Tracker Pro, Mac P&L, and TouchBase Pro. Forms
Ca.n look up information in your existing database and submit new information
to that database automatically.

Informed E-Mail Extensions
This software provides integration with many e-mail systems, including MS Mail
(now Quarterdeck Mail), QuickMail, cc:Mail, Eudora, and PowerTalk.
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INFORMED IN ACTION
Explaining all the possible functions and deployments oflnformed is beyond the
scope of this book and is well documented by Shana already. What we will do here
is demonstrate a few oflnformed's abilities in a hypothetical situation. To do this,
we will create a form with Informed Designer and fill out the form with Informed
Manager. Version control will be assured by our use of Informed Number Server,
and we will maintain watch on the document's whereabouts with Informed
Tracker. We will use an Informed DAL database extension to access a Buder database. Also used here will be Apple's PowerTalk, digital signatures, and AppleScript.
The following was accomplished using a demonstration created by Shana. We
have put this demo on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book, so that you can
try it yourself.
Shana's demonstration starts with a user, in this case me, requesting a software
purchase by filling out a requisition form using Informed Manager.

Purchase Requisition Form When First Opened
Notice that this application fills in some basic information for me, like the date.
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Informed"' Number Seruer
Form N~~nt-
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Informed Number Server
It also communicates with Informed Number Server to obtain the next available
unique purchase requisition form number, placed in the upper right of the form.
To direct Informed Manager to fill in more information for me, I enter my
employee number "EIOO" in the Employee No cell and press the tab key. Using
Program Linking, Informed looks up the information associated with this number
in a Buder DAL database running elsewhere on the nerwork.
lht>rs
Port NMM

Informed Trecker Se ...
~World_C orp Port

Resource$
Uni"S

r - - - -- - - - - ,

ProctSSU

(max)
10

10
2000K

Ytr<ion I .2 .7

Butler Employee Database
T his number retrieves an employee's name, mail stop, department, office name,
and office number, and then Informed enters them on the form.
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Database Lookup for Employee Information
Although Shana's demonstration uses Butler to show off this ability, Informed
database extensions support a variety of databases, including Oracle, Sybase,
DAL-supported databases, and SequeLink-supported databases (such as DB2,
Ingres, Informix, OS/2 Data Manager, and AS/400). Do not worry about it fitting
in with your existing systems unless you have a really unusual database.
Errors and omissions on forms, as we all know, can be costly. Depending on how
many people a form must pass by, the first mistake can spawn other mistakes as
well, adding to the cost. Even if there is a person dedicated to finding such mistakes before the cost becomes big bucks, there is still a cost associated with that
service. Arguably Informed's most important feature is its errors and omissions
checking that certainly reduces user mistakes and, in some cases, eliminates them.
To demonstrate this error checking, I will delete the information in the Department to Charge field. When setting up this form, its author established that this
field had to contain a value. Thus, when I press the tab key, I receive an error message. I type in "Sales" and the application permits me to continue.
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OK

D

Warning of on Omission
Another way to eliminate errors is to put suitable information in choice list
menus. This also saves on the time users would spend typing. When I pressed the
tab key, it moved me to the Office Name field. Here a pop-up menu appeared in
which I could choose a properly spelled designation for my fictitious horne office.
I selected the choice directly with the mouse, but I could also have just typed a
character or two of the value to select it.

Using a Choice List
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In the same way that we can direct Informed to look up employee information,
we can have it look up product information. Suppose I want to purchase Informed
Foundation, a suite of applications. I simply type "Informed" into the Description field and press the tab key.

Database Lookup for Product Information
This field is designed to look up the part number and price of the item as entered
in an order table. It was not necessary to enter the full description of the item I
wanted to order, which is fortunate since I could not remember the exact name.
In the order table, I select the item I want and click OK. The full description, part
number, and price are all entered in the appropriate columns of the table without
mistakes. Next, I enter the quantity I want and press tab. The order total is figured
for me automatically, again without errors.
Scrolling down in the form takes me

to

the signature area.
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The Signature Area
Here is where many electronic form systems have fallen short in the past: verification. A signature is legally binding, it was argued, and since there is no digital
equivalent to a person's signature, electronic forms are not legal. Recent technologies, such as the digital signature ability of PowerTalk, counter this argument,
and Informed makes use of this technology.
T here are two main reasons why a person signs a form. First, it is to identify the
originator of the information on the form. Second, it is to verify that a person is
aware of and approves of the form's contents. In this demonstration, I put my digital John Hancock on the form in such a way that its integrity can be verified. I
then forward it to Dorian for him to "sign off" on it.
To enter my signature, I select the Requestor's Signature field and then choose
Sign from the Signatures submenu in the Edit menu. PowerTalk then asks me to
select a signer.
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PowerTalk Signer
After I fill in my password, the digital signature is created and attached to the form
and those cells designated as signed are locked to prevent others from changing
them. Informed forms can have multiple signatures, and each signature cell can
sign different information on the form, supporting multiple fillers and multiple
levels of approval. In this demonstration, my signature signs all cells except the
Reject Purchase check box, the reject reason, and the approval signature. Dorian's
signature will sign all the cells on the form . With the signature cell selected, I
choose Show Signed Cells from the Signatures submenu in the Edit menu to see
which cells a particular signature signs. All cells that are signed by that signature
appear framed in red.
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Showing Signed Cells
Once the PowerTalk signer has been invoked, my name and the current date
appear next to the signature icon in the Requestor's Signature cell. The signature
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icon has three variations. A check mark on the icon means the signature has just
been created or verified and is valid. A question mark signifies that the signature
has not been verified and its validity cannot be assured. An X indicates that the
signature failed verification. Either the signed data or the digital signature itself
has changed since the form was signed.
Purch11se Requisitions
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ASigned Form
Needless

to

say, digital signatures are more secure than handwritten ones.

Next, we call upon PowerTalk again, this time for its messaging abilities, as I forward my purchase requisition to Dorian. Since I send most purchase requisitions
to the same person most of the time, I can use Informed's pre-address feature to
automate the addressing and mailing of these forms. To do this, I choose Mail
Options from the Mail submenu in the File menu.
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In the Mail Options window, I select the Pre-address using radio button and
PowerTalk in the pop-up menu. Clicking the Address button brings up the PowerTalk addressing window. I navigate through PowerTalk catalogs to find Dorian.
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Finding the Recipient in PowerTolk
Other controls in the Pre-address PowerTalk window let me choose which forms
to send-current form or collected forms-and their data format. Informed
Manager lets you send forms with the layout through Informed Interchange or
without the layout.
With the form now pre-addressed, I send the form by choosing Send from the
Mall submenu in the File menu. Informed generates a dialog box telling me that
the form is being sent and that the form is being tracked. A transaction has been
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entered in the Butler DAL database automatically noting the date and time along
with the names of the sender and recipient of the form.
Before long, the purchase requisition appears in Dorian's PowerTalk mailbox.
Now it is his turn.
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Dorian double-clicks on the form in the mailbox and Informed Manager launches
to open it. Before approving the form, Dorian ensures that I have not tried to
sneak in another copy of Marathon; then he verifies my signature to make sure no
one has tampered with the order. To do this, he selects the signature and chooses
Verify in the Signatures submenu in the Edit menu. IfTom H essel has not been
hacking at it, a dialog box appears to tell Dorian that my signature is valid.
~

Tho s~turo ts valid.
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......... ; 000 lwj StrHt
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Valid Digital Signature
This dialog box also tells Dorian the date and time the signature was created and,
unfortunately, where I live so he can come looking for me when the bill comes in.
To approve the form, Dorian uses the same procedure I used when signing the
form and adds his digital signature to the bottom.
Dorian is now responsible for creating and submitting a purchase order to fulfill
the request. That task can be automated using AppleScript. When the purchase
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requisition form was designed, the author created a script and attached it to the
form. Its name, Create PO, appears under Informed Manager's Scripts menu.
When Dorian chooses this command, the script tells Informed Manager to open
a purchase order form, create a new form document, and then copy the appropriate information from the purchase requisition into it. As with the purchase requisition, the next available purchase order number is obtained from Informed
Number Server and vendor information is retrieved by looking up the vendor
number in Buder.
After the purchase order has been created and Dorian fills it out, the script asks
him if he is ready to submit the form. When he clicks Yes, its data is submitted to
the Buder database, and his job is done. He can now simply close the form.
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Submitting the Purchase Order Form
I, on the other hand, still have to worry about whether my order was placed and,
if not, where it is--or do I? Each time a form is sent from one person to another,
Informed Tracker enters a transaction in the Butler database to make note of the
date and time. I can query the database to find out where a given form has been
using Informed Manager. I ·just choose Tracking Status from the View menu.
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Tracking oForm
In our office, locating a paper form when something does not get done involves
following a bizarre path through various desks, file cabinets, in/out boxes, piles of
documents, and tattered manila folders. This results in success about 50% of the
time. We call this "Lynn's Special Filing Technique," because she is the only one
who understands it. Upon finding the form, there is the additional task of finding
out why the paper form is in pile "X" and not in the hands of vendor "Y." This
process results in success maybe 2°/o of time. It automatically triggers what I like
to call the "Unnecessary but Mandatory Recriminations Cycle" that culminates in
my apologizing and regretting ever having initiated the circulation of the paper
document to begin with. What about the forms in the unsuccessful 50%? I do not
know. I do not remember them. Hope they were not that imponant ...
Electronic document tracking makes it possible to know where a digital form is
1OOo/o of the time. You can see who received it when and what they did with it,
when it is in-house, and when it is out the door. This often eliminates the Unnecessary but Mandatory Recriminations Cycle, too. What are you to say when you
drop the ball? "Yeah, I know it says I looked at it last Thursday, but, uh, my computer's clock was off." Being enabled to say "Sure it was" with a smug look on my
face makes me like this feature of Informed the best.
Shana thinks "the most significant benefit of tracking the processing of forms is
that the tracking information can be analyzed to monitor and improve the efficiency of the process itsel£" This information can be used to measure approval
cycles, identify approval bottlenecks, or locate unnecessary approvals, for example. Good point, too, I guess. Efficiency is a good thing.
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To help maintain the form tracking database, Informed Tracker includes the
administrative application called Informed Tracker Admin. With it you can
browse, remove, and export the tracking data.
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View of Informed Tracker Database
What we have shown you here just touches on Informed's uses and capabilities. It
should have provided you with enough information so that you can see that an
electronic document system could be the most important service you deploy on
your AppleTalk network, second only to backup.
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PLANNING FOR ELECTRONIC FORMS
Before you go forward with deploying a system of smart electronic forms, here are
a few pieces of advice we would like to offer.
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•

Do not migrate a paper-only organization to a digital workflow system by
yoursel£ While you might be in charge of technology at your company, this
service does not have as much to do with computers as it does with how your
users work together. Enlist their support and seek their input. Ask them how
the paper-based systems are supposed to work as well as how they really work,
and then work with them to find compromises. Demand support from upper
management. There must be leadership at the top if you are to make a transition work throughout the organization.

•

Bear in mind that this is an opportunity for reengineering. Why waste time
recreating a form nobody uses because the procedures surrounding it are
flawed? If there is a better way to do something, figure that out first, then determine how networking it can make it better still.

•

Eschew surplusage, as Mark Twain once advised. If there are fields in the form
that do not really need to be there, remove them. If they are used only occasionally, remove them also. Occasional information can go in digital "notes."
Be particularly aware of fields needed only on paper documents, like checkboxes for how many copies and fields for the signatures of proofreaders. Informed has made these unnecessary.

•

Consider this: Forms follow functions. Try to identify functions that could really use the services of a good form. In our office, for instance, we kept losing
serial numbers for all the software we buy. Sometimes we would buy several
copies of an application because one of us did not know another had done so.
I created a simple e-mail-based form that allows us to jot in the product name
and serial number when we buy something, then send it off to a database and
forget about it. When we need a serial number or want to know if we have a
given piece of software, we query the database. Nobody likes finding and filling out registration cards, but everyone except Dorian is willing to type up a
quick e-mail.
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Another idea for a form came to me when we were writing Managing AppleShare & Workgroup Servers. I thought that the cardboard RAID setup sheet
Apple supplied with its Apple Workgroup Servers was a little cryptic, and it
required manual math calculations. I made a smarter one. When we were
writing the second edition of The Complete Guide to Mac Backup Management, I saw that it would be handy to have a way to keep track of ARCserve's
workstation INITs. I made a form. Take a look at it if you want. It is on the
CD-ROM. I bet you can think of lots of new forms that would increase your
organization's efficiency but that no one has created yet, perhaps for fear of
making more paperwork.
•

Avoid forms that are officious. While officiousness is necessary in many instances, it is off-putting in others. Try to create designs that are user-friendly
through the use of simple language and friendly graphics. People are more
likely to use forms that they like the looks of. It is a cheap trick, but it works.

•

Design digital forms to be digital. Take advantage of every capability of the
software to make the form do as much of the work and the users as little of
the typing as possible. Also, do not stick to the standard 8.5 X 11 document
size for forms that will never be printed! Design for the screen so that users do
not have to use scroll bars.
11

11

•

Avoid the "five-pound bag." A great guy I worked with early in my career
when I was a typesetter coined what I call jules' Law. It states that every time
you present a professional ad design with a good amount of white space to an
advertiser they will increase the amount of display type they want in it. This
goes on through each proofing until you have what is akin to "20 pounds in
a five-pound bag." This type of form will be cluttered, hard to use, and ugly.
If your layout starts becoming cramped, add a page or create a second form.

•

Know that sometimes a paper form should remain just a paper form. Paper
forms have their place in some instances. Do not try to apply an electronic
form to one of these instances in an attempt to create a paperless office. That
is going too far.
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You are no doubt aware of the massive volume of digital information that can be
stored on your network's servers. If you have an Apple Workgroup Server with a
1-GB hard drive, you could have nearly half a million pages of ASCII text on the
thing! Yikes! How do you find a particular needle in that kind of haystack? There
comes a point when you have simply too much information on a server for your
users to reasonably search through using the Finder-no matter how helpful your
folder and file naming schemes. At this point, users either do without the information they need, or they recreate it, rather than try to find the data on the servers. When you reach this point, it is a good time to deploy a document search and
retrieval system such as Apple's AppleSearch.
AppleSearch is a client/server application that helps the user find server-based
data. The AppleSearch server takes that data and organizes it into information
sources that include a given set of documents and an index of the significant text
within those documents. At the client end, users submit the terms they are searching for to a reporter, which then queries the server immediately or at some userspecified time. Through the reporter, the server returns a list of finds ranked by
how well they matched the search criteria. Users browse through the text that is
returned, and when they find the documents they need, they can copy them down
to their workstations from within AppleSearch.
Some of AppleSearch's other abilities include:
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•

It indexes new or modified documents automatically added to information
sources at timed intervals.

•

It uses DataViz' MacLink Plus XTND translators to extract text from various
documents-such as reports, letters, e-mail, or spreadsheets-and presents
the text to users for viewing and manipulation without them needing the creator application.

•

It relies on AppleShare or Personal File Sharing access privileges for security.

•

Its reporters can automatically gather information on a recurring basis, such
as every week.

•

It includes Windows and MacOS client software. Using a special ACGI with
MacHTTP or WebSTAR, it also can be accessed through a Web browser.

•

If your network has Internet connectivity, its search capabilities can be extended to Wide Area Information Server (WAIS) sites.

LOCAL INFORMATION SOURCES

DOCUMENTS

AppleSeorch Server and Client Reporters
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SmiNG UP THE APPLESEARCH SERVER

If you are going to use AppleSearch solely for local information sources, the logical
place to set it up is on the AppleShare server, where most of your important company documents probably are located already. Designate which shared server folders will become information sources. AppleSearch indexes the documents
contained in these information sources to make them available for text searches.
These documents can reside on any local volumes, including CO-ROMs.
AppleSearch requires a Macintosh equipped with at least a 68040 processor. It
works with AppleShare 3.0.3 and later, and there is a patch available from Apple
to bring AppleShare 3.0.x up to that version. If you have the old Workgroup
Server 95, use the A/UX. version 3.1.1 or later.
If you are going to use AppleSearch for remote information sources via the WAIS
gateway only, you can add it to your Web server to work with AppleShare or Personal File Sharing. Do this only ifyour Web server has bandwidth to spare. If users
are receiving busy messages when they log in to your home page, you should put
AppleSearch up on a different machine. (See our chapter on WebSTAR beginning
on page 303.)
If you wish to use AppleSearch to access both local and remote information
sources, you most likely should set it up on your main AppleShare server. You then
need to ensure that the server has TCP/IP installed and properly configured, so
that it can "see" the Internet. Don't worry about having TCP/IP on the client
machines, as these will communicate with AppleSearch via good old AppleTalk.
Finally, you can put up more than one AppleSearch server. For instance, you can
have one for local information sources only and one for remote information
sources only. Each AppleSearch server can accommodate 50 concurrent users, so
if you have many more active users than that, this deployment of multiple servers
becomes a must.
From experience, we cannot recommend running an AppleSearch server that
serves both local information sources and WAIS sources alongside a Web server.
It is just too processor intensive.
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AppleSearch uses the Apple Installer Script, so you should not run into any difficulties during installation. This also installs the WAIS gateway for you. Once you
restart the Macintosh, you are all set to go. The only immediate configuration
concerns are that your users have valid AppleShare accounts with Program Linking enabled and read privileges to those folders that contain documents that will
be part of AppleSearch's information sources. Do this via Personal File Sharing or
AppleShare, whichever you are running on the server machine.
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Seffing Access Privileges through Personal File Shoring
Give all users See Files and See Folders privileges to the folders with the information you are sharing so that they can search the documents in the designated folders. You do not have to give them Make Changes privileges, however, unless you
want them to be able to add documents to the folders or modifY documents
already there. For a very complete treatment of this topic, see our book Managing

AppleShare and Workgroup Servers.
Before you go any further, create a folder on the server called something like
"AppleSearch Client" and place the contents of the Macintosh client installer diskette there. Do the same for Windows users if you have them and if they have
AppleTalk connectivity. This way, your users can easily download the client software they need later.

Designating Local Information Sources
If your server's shared volumes are well organized, this process is simple. If not,
you have some preliminary work to do. Look at the following illustrated example.
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Example of an Organized Server Folder Hierarchy
H ere we have five folders that we want to be able to search via AppleSearch and
three that we do not. The folders Published Materials, Reports, Research, and Letters and Email contain the majority of this company's working texts. Bookkeeping
and Employee Records are to be excluded for security reasons- which also could
be accomplished with properly established AppleShare privileges, of course. Software is excluded, as it contains mostly applications and not documents. Tech Support is of special interest to you. Here is the folder in which you have placed your
user how-to guides and instructions, as well as all the important "read me" files
from the applications stored in the Software folder. You are very clever.
To put this foresight to work, launch AppleSearch server. Select Information
Sources from the Server menu when the empty AppleSearch Status window
appears. You are shown a window pane in which to select folders to be local information sources. You will not see mounted shared volumes or aliases. Highlight the
appropriate folders and click the Add button .
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When you click the Add button, AppleSearch asks on which local volume it
should create its index of that folder's text contents.
_.,;:;::;±" " Letters and Email" Options
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Designating Destination for Indexes
Once you have chosen a drive and clicked OK, AppleSearch creates a folder called
AppleSearch Indexes at its root level. In this folder, it will create files that contain
an index of every distinctive word in every document in that folder and in that
folder's subfolders. It also indexes variations of search words. This all happens
automatically. You don't have to spend your precious time designating keywords.
Make sure that the hard drive on your server has plenty of free space before you
do this. You need space equal to 2.5 times the size of the information source for
the index and temporary files, according to Apple. That means if you have 10 MB
of assorted files to be indexed, you need 25 MB of free space: 10 MB for temporary files and 15 MB for the index. We recommend that you always have at least
20% of the hard drive space free after that. Fortunately, the space taken up by the
temporary files is released when the indexing process is completed.
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Automotically Created Index Files
O nce you have selected your new information sources, highlight them in the pane
at the left, and click the Index button.
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lnformetlon Sources
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Manually Indexing Information Sources
Be patient. This will take some rime-up to an hour for 10-20 MB of documents.
When AppleSearch is finished, you can click on any information source to see
how big it is, and when it was last updated, in the lower left of the window.
Name : Letters and Email
Kind : loca1 information source
Size : 85K of text in 20 documents
last Updated: Tue , Dec 26, 1995, 5 :38 PM

Status of an Information Source
T hat Last Updated field should concern you. Your indexes are only as good as the
last time they were generated. You can repeat this process from time to timeyawn--or direct AppleSearch to do so automatically via the Preferences from the
Server menu.
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Choosing Days one/ Times for Inc/ex Upc/oting
In the Update all indexes field, tell AppleSearch on which days and at what times
to do its thing. We recommend daily, early in the morning when users are not
around, and before or after the network backup takes place.
Close the Information Sources window when you are finished . Your newly designated and indexed local informat ion sources appear fo r your review in the
AppleSearch Status window.
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Be sure to give AppleSearch plenty of memory if you add many local information
sources. The recommended allocation of 4000K is good enough for 10 sources.
After that, give it another 1OOK for each additional local information source.
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Designating Remote Information Sources
In addition to local information sources, AppleSearch gives you the power to
search other types of remote information sources: Wide Area Information Servers
(WAfS). AppleSearch and this Internet denizen use inverted index files as their
indexing method and thus work well together. They should. WAIS was originally
developed by Apple in conjunction with Thinking Machines, KPMG Peat Marwick, and Dow Jones and Company. There are now about 500 WAIS servers on
the Internet, put up mosdy by government and educational institutions and a few
large companies. A couple of the more notable sites include the Library of Congress and the CIA World Fact book. You can select up to 100 of these sites at a
time to be available to your local user.
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AppleTalk .

AppleTalk.

TCPIIP

ARA~
AppleSearch WAfS Gateway
Although WAIS is an Internet service, Macintoshes on the user side do not need
TCP/IP, since they access the AppleSearch server over AppleTalk. WAIS servers
you select show up in the users' AppleSearch Sources windows, just like information sources on the LAN. Queries directed to the Internet go through the gateway
to a WAIS directory set up by Apple, which points to all currently registered WAIS
servers on the Internet. WAIS servers return a relevance-ranked list of documents
matching the search criteria to the AppleSearch server, which in turn passes it on
to the user. To see one of the documents, the user double-clicks in the list and the
AppleSearch server retrieves it from the WAIS server. Pretty slick, no?
After yo u install the gateway and launch AppleSearch, it sends a query to the
Internet to receive the newest list of available WAIS sources. This usually takes
10- 20 minutes.
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To use the window generated, select Information Sources from the Server menu
again. Next, double-dick WAIS Databases in the left window pane to view the
libraries of data that m ight interest your users.
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Choosing Relevant WAfS Sources
You may use the window's Get Info button to see more of what is available from
each source.
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Getting Details about a WA fS Source
The one in the last screen shot should be a real help to you. It is Apple's Technical

Information Library.
You do not have to generate a local index for these sites, but you can specify a time
when AppleSearch will look around the Internet to find any new WAIS servers
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that have become available. This is accomplished by first selecting Preferences
from the Server menu.
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Choosing a Time to Scan for New WAfS Sites
I recommend you do this weekly and early in the morning on the weekend, when
your Internet feed is relatively unused. Set some time aside on Monday morning
to browse the list for any new "must have" sites.
WAIS servers appear in the AppleS.earch Status window much like local information sources but with a different icon. Instead of two leaning books, the WAIS
database is represented by two books and a globe.
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USING APPLESEARCH VIA APPLETALK

On the user end, the workstation uses Program Linking to connect to the
AppleSearch server. Make sure that users have Program Linking enabled in the
Sharing Setup control panels of their workstations and in their AppleShare server
accounts. A login screen appears when the AppleSearch client is first launched. In
addition to choosing the appropriate zone and Macintosh, the user must enter an
AppleShare account name and password during this process.
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Selecting the Server via Program linking
In the AppleSearch window that appears, users can ferret out the information they
want by clicking the New Reporter ••• button.
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Once in the New Reporter window, users click the Info Sources button to choose
from the databases made available through the server.
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Seleding InfoSources
When your users use remote information sources, it is important that you teach
them ro be selective and not just shift-dick all sources. That is a big waste of time,
bandwidth, and processor power. For instance, in the examples given here we
search for information relating to telecommunications industry deregulation proposals. Choosing the WAIS sources for the U.S. House of Representatives is a
good idea. Choosing the other 80 sites that have nothing to do with it is not!
With the search sources selected, the user then enters terms in the Search for field
and uses the Start Search button to retrieve data from the appropriate sources.
The beauty in this is that users may enter their queries in a form of computer
nomenclature lacking in many database systems-plain English (God forbid)!
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Entering aSearch Request
Users can narrow or expand the search by changing the returns and date in the
Search Options field. Eventually, with the time depending on the complexity and
scope of the search, the reponer returns a ranked list of source documt:nts .
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The user can double-dick any one of the listed documents to read it.
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Reading Retrieved Text
Data retrieved from a remote information source can be saved in a text file via the
Save Text . •. button. With local information sources, you have two choices: You
can have just the text, or yo u can save the original from which the text was
extracted-art, formatting, and all-by clicking the Copy Original... button.
I just know Dorian is going to want this information, but I am far too lazy to read
through it all and forward the text. Instead, I will click the Save Reporter... button in the previous window so that my search criteria are preserved. It now appears
in the AppleSearch Client window. Although I see it here, it has in fact been saved
to the AppleSearch server.
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Of course, the telecommunications deregulation issue is an ongoing one, so I need
to perform this search regularly to stay up to date. I can do that by selecting the
Schedule Search •.. button in the Report window.
Search Schedule: Telecom Dere
Search:

0 Only when requested.
®Automatically for new or modified documents.

I 4: ooii§it;}
I Frl I Set I

On these days of the week at

I

I

ii!iNMonl Tue Wed Thu

Oelluer this Reporters Updates to:
.Q.

W

Cllon9<• lo lht schtdult will not hb
•fftct until IJOU un tht RfS)Orltor.

D

TROon

Cancel

I

OK

I

Scheduling aSearch

~

Telecom Oereg:
Exported Reporter

My server is not too busy at 4:00 A.M. on Sundays, nor is my Internet feed, so I
will have it gather new information on this topic then. A brisk perusal of congressional legislation will be just what I need to get my Mondays off to a good start!
That and a poke in the eye with a sharp stick. But wait! I don't need this stuffDorian does! I can send this reporter to him by selecting its icon in the
AppleSearch Client window and selecting Export Reporter from the File menu.
Now I can e-mail it to him or, better yet (hint, hint), put it in the AppleSearch
Reporters folder I created on the server so everyone can have it. Dorian then uses
the Import Reporter option from the Fde menu to make this reporter his own.
This is a very superficial explanation of how things work at the client end, but my
only purpose here is to familiarize you with it. To learn about powerful stuff like
Boolean search operators, stemming, ranking, and keywords, read the well-written AppleSearch User's Guide.
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USING APPLESEARCH VIA THE WEB

At this point in our discussion, all your Macintosh and Windows users have a
search mechanism for finding information on your servers. That's nice, but it
leaves out your UNIX and DOS users. Furthermore, you want to make some of
the information on your servers available to everyone via the Internet, but you do
not want to deploy a WAIS server of your own. No problem. If you have a WebSTAR server, users can access AppleSearch via the World Wide Web.
Apple's AppleSearch ACGI, an asynchronous Common Gateway Interface (CGI),
makes this possible. You are given permission to use this with your licensed copy
ofWebSTAR (discussed in the chapter "Serving the World Wide Web with WebSTAR," starting on page 303). MacHTTP 1.3.1bl or later can be used as well.
At the client end, the AppleSearch ACGI supports two kinds ofWWW browser
interfaces. One uses <isindex> search arguments passed from a browser to perform
searches on AppleSearch information sources. The other calls for a more modern
browser that suppons forms, like Netscape Navigator. With the latter, a nice interface is generated that uses a form to collect search arguments from the user.
Here is how the server works. The AppleSearch ACGI is invoked by WebSTAR
when a browser requests a particular URL. WebSTAR passes arguments, contained in the URLs, to the AppleSearch ACGI via AppleEvents. The AppleSearch
ACGI uses these arguments to perform search operations through the
AppleSearch server to which it is connected on the Web server or out on the LAN.
It then automatically generates an HTML document containing the results,
which it passes back to WebSTAR and, hence, the browser.
To install the AppleSearch ACGI, copy it into the same folder that contains WebSTAR. If you put it anywhere else, such as in the CGI folder, you need to put an
alias of it in the same folder that contains the WebSTAR application and erase the
word "alias" at the end of its file name when you do. Do not rename
"AppleSearch.acgi." That exact name is important.
Once you have done this, make sure AppleSearch and WebSTAR are both running. Double-dick the AppleSearch ACGI application. Next, choose Connect
from the File menu to tell the AppleSearch ACGI with which server to work in
the Program Linking dialog box.
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With the AppleSearch ACGI up and running, give users a way to access it by adding the proper HTML code to one of your Web pages. Again, this can be in one
of two forms. The simple interface works with any WWW client, no matter how
lowly. To execute this command, anchor this line to a Web page somewhere:
http://192.20.200.2/AppleSearch.acgi$SOURCES

Substitute your Web server's address for the one illustrated. When users click on
this link, they are presented with a list of local information sources available on
the AppleSearch server to which the AppleSearch ACGI is connected.

Available Local Information Sources
The user selects an item in the list and is then prompted for terms to look for in
the selected information source.

Entering aSearch Term
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When the inquiry is complete, the gateway returns a list of documents that match
the search criteria.

Results of Seorch
When a user clicks on a document in the list, the gateway retrieves the document
and displays it. The AppleSearch ACGI can only return 30K segments of data at
a time. Large documents are divided into multiple pages with a "click here for
more" link at the bottom.
The forms interface requires a browser with forms capabilities, which most new
ones have. To execute this command, anchor this line to a Web page somewhere:
http://192.20.200.21AppleSearch.acgi$FOR M

Substitute your Web server's address for the one illustrated. The form that this
URL invokes closely follows the AppleSearch client interface. After users enter the
appropriate data, they click the Perform Search button. Data is returned in the
same manner described previously.
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AppleSearch ACGI Forms Interface
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OTHER GOOD THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT APPLESEARCH

Here are a few other things you should know, in no coherent order whatsoever!

Using Pre-Indexed CD·ROMs
Some companies are making information available on CO-ROMs that have been
"pre-indexed" for use with AppleSearch. The best example we have seen is the
Apple Support Professional Solutions series. (Call800-74S-277S for more information.) To get the most speed out of them, here is what you should do.
First, drag the files you find in the AppleSearch Indexes folder on the CD-ROM
into the folder of the same name on your server's hard drive. If you don't want all
the available sources, just drag over the indexes to select the ones you do want.
There are three files for each source. They have the extensions .def, .pis, and .sif.
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Selecting Index Rles
Next, designate the desired folders on the CD-ROM as local information sources.
When the dialog box appears asking you where its indexes should be created, be
sure to select the server's hard drive and not the CD-ROM.
You can make your own indexed CO-ROMs, too, which is a great way to deal
with archival material.
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What the Filters Filter
As I previously mentioned, AppleSearch uses MacLink Plus filters and the Claris
XTND system to extract text from various document formats. The exact filters
that came with your AppleSearch server, at the bare minimum, are these:
•

AppleWorks (remember this?)

•

FrameMaker MIF 2.0 and 3.0

•

Microsoft Word for Macintosh 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 5.1

•

Microsoft Word for Windows 1.0 and 2.0

•

Microsoft Works (the word processor documents only) 2.0 and 3.0

•

Microsoft Excel (tab text only)

•

MacWrite 4.5, 5.0, and II

•

Nisus 3.0

•

PageMaker 4.0

•

PICT (the text part only)

•

RagTime 3.1

•

WordPerfect for Macintosh 1.0, 2.0, and 2.1

•

WordPerfect for Windows 5.1

•

WriteNow 2.0 and 3.0

If you know that you have documents created by something other than the applications and versions listed, better give DataViz a call at 800-733-0030, and ask
them if they have a new XTND translator for it. If they do not, call the application's developer.
Before you install your own XTND translators, there are a couple of potential
problems, according to Apple. For one thing, some public domain XTNDs have
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bugs that might not show up under casual use but can rear their ugly heads when
they are subjected to the heavy use AppleSearch makes of them. For instance, an
XTND used by a word processor to import a file that leaves a memory pointer
allocated does not usually cause a problem. However, when the same translator is
used to import 1,500 files, it can fragment memory and ultimately crash the
server. Watch your server carefully for any such problems.
Another thing you should know: The XTND protocol allows one XTND to
define itself as the default. The default XTND attempts to translate any unknown
formats. The XTND shipped with AppleSearch is one of these. If you install your
own default XTND, AppleSearch still gives priority to its own and your XTND
will never be utilized. Sad, isn't it?
Overall, be aware that not all XTNDs work under AppleSearch. One of the most
frustrating examples of this, in my opinion, is the ClarisWorks XTND. ClarisWorks is on the hard drives of thousands of shipping Macintoshes, but its files
cannot be accessed through AppleSearch!

Key to the Firewall
If you have the AppleSearch server set up to use the WAIS gateway, it must be able
to make a WAIS connection through whatever network firewall you set up. Firewalls are often no more than filters that look for particular types of network traffic
and allow or disallow access to their packets. Internet services identify themselves
by a port number attached to each of their packets, giving a firewall one easy way
of filtering certain services out. WAIS operates on socket 210, so be sure to allow
port 21 0 traffic to pass when you configure a firewall.

Accessing Unpublished WAIS Sites
The WAIS gateway is not limited to just the public WAIS servers. If your company has WAIS servers or needs access to sites that are not publicized, you can
access these simply by telling AppleSearch where they are. To do this, open the
"WAIS Custom Databases" file located in the AppleSearch folder within the Preferences folder of the System Folder using a text editor, such as SimpleText.
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Contents of WAfS Custom Database File
Here you can add one database domain name per line, like this:
database:port@domain
For instance, if Network Frontiers had a WAIS server (we don't), it would look
like the last line in the illustration.
For more information about managing the AppleSearch server once you have it
up and running, read Apple's AppleSearch Administrator's Guide and our own

Managing Apple Talk Networks.
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CHAPTER 11:
WORKING WITH THE
DOMAIN NAMING SYSTEM AND
QUICKDNS PRO

Hi. My name is 157.22.252.100.
If you were a computer, that would be a perfectly reasonable way to begin a conversation. Because you are a human, however, you would probably prefer a plain
English designation. How about, '~I am dell.netfrontiers.com?" A little better?
Well, in terms of the Internet, they are one and the same. Both "157.22.252.1 00"
and "dell.netfrontiers.com" refer to my trusty PowerBook 520c. They are its IP
address and host name, respectively. The machine magic that makes this duality
possible is called the Domain Naming System (DNS). One implementation of this
service for the MacOS is QuickDNS Pro-the subject of this chapter.
It is the job ofDNS to match those dotted decimal IP addresses with host names
when TCP/IP-equipped computers wish to communicate with each other. This is
useful in two ways. It gives humans a more immediate recognition of the
machines with which they are dealing. More important, it provides continuity by
maintaining a host-name-to-IP-address mapping that can be altered without
affecting network communications. For instance, suppose I get rid of the PowerBook (highly unlikely) and put another machine with a different IP address in its
place. You need only remember my machine as "dell.netfrontiers.com." If I make
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a small change in the DNS, that host name will be resolved to the new machine's
IP address. You will not know the difference.
For the most part, DNS is not something you need to learn how to manipulate,
unless you are a large enough organization to warrant running your own name
servers. Your Internet service provider (ISP) will usually take care of this for you.
You just tell the ISP which machine (as in "157 .22.252.1 00") is who (as in
"dell.netfrontiers.com"). If your ISP does not provide DNS, however, you can do
it yourself with some Internet routers or software such as Apple's MacDNS or
Men & Mice, Inc.'s QuickDNS Pro. Either way, here is what you should know.
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NAVIGATING THE DNS DATABASE
DNS adheres to the same client/server model we have discussed throughout this
book. The clients in this case are called domain name resolvers and the servers are
domain name servers. Both Open Transport and MacTCP have domain name
resolvers built into them to which most TCP/IP applications under the MacOS
defer. The Apple Internet Mail Server, discussed in our chapter "Using the Apple
Internet Mail Server as Mail Host" beginning on page 155, uses its own domain
name resolver. StarNine's products, such as Mail*Link and ListSTAR, have their
own resolvers, too, but these are often used to augment the MacOS resolvers
rather than to replace them.
These resolvers are actually clients to a distributed database that resides in what is
called the domain name space. This architecture permits the local administration
of domain names and relieves the responsibility from resting on the shoulders of
one central authority.
The domain name space is hierarchical and can be likened to the branch of a bush,
with the root directory being the thick part and various subdomains hanging off
it like bristles.

root

I

I

arpa com

I

edu

I

gov

I

mil

I

net

I

org

I

netfrontiers

I

www

I
smtp
Where We Fit in the ONS Hierarchy

Domain name resolvers have a pointer to the root domain, which is supported by
several domain name servers owned by certain big government, educational, and
ISP sites. The root domain has pointers to its top-level domains, such as .com,
.edu, .net, and .org, which in turn have pointers to their subdomains, and so on.
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Again, domain name queries are sent by domain name resolvers to domain name
servers. These in turn act as name servers to domains for which they are authoritative (have records for) or act as resolvers when queried about domains for which
they are not authoritative. Because of the distributed nature ofDNS, each domain
records only information about its immediate subdomains, in most cases.
Domain name servers must query other servers for information about addresses
outside their immediate domains.
Look again at the illustration on the last page. My network's domain name server
is authoritative for any host in the "netfrontiers.com'' domain. When my PowerBook's resolver asks the domain name server about the IP address for "www.netfrontiers.com," it knows to return "157.22.252.152." No problem. When I ask
the domain name server for information about the Web host of some of my
former Web master Workshop students, "www.zephyr.net," it becomes a little
more complicated and, of course, takes a bit longer. My domain name server is
not authoritative for "zephyr. net," so it must query the root name server. That root
domain name server refers mine to a domain name server in the next-level
domain, .net, which in turn refers it to the authoritative domain name server for
"zephyr. net." Now the "zephyr. net" domain name server takes over and resolves
the IP address-information that my local domain name server passes back to me.
What team work!
This might appear cumbersome at first glance. If domain name servers are only
good as resolvers for their local networks, for which they are authoritative, and if
the TCP/IP (formerly MacTCP) control panel has its own resolvers built in anyway, why not cut out the middle man? As it turns out, in this case the middle man,
the local domain name server, is your friend. He, and in most cases only he, knows
about the root domain name servers. If the TCP/IP control panel had to keep
track of this substantial chunk of information, your host configuration chores
would increase greatly. Also-and this should be no surprise to you, gentle
reader-the MacOS is a good deal smarter than many others out there. The
resolvers that come with other machines' TCP/IP stacks are often unable to follow
a path as long as the one we just traced.
The path we just traced, by the way, illustrates the process of recursion. My domain
name server followed successive pointers until it found a machine that knew the
answer to my PowerBook's recursive query. In so doing, my local domain name
server used iteration. With iteration, the queried domain name server returns the
requested information or the name of another domain name server that might
have the requested information. My PowerBook's resolver issued a recursive query
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to my local domain name server. My domain name server then began acting as a
resolver, too, issuing iterative queries as it passed from one domain name server to
another, until it located "zephyr.net" and the IP address I wanted.
The point of all this is that if you want to be independent of your ISP, you need
a domain name server that provides full recursive name service. These talk directly
to the root domain name servers and do not need to pass their queries off to the
ISP's domain name servers. QuickDNS Pro is one such product.
A bit of an aside here: Both my PowerBook and the Web servers it was querying
are examples of Internet hosts. On the Internet, a host is just any old machine with
a network connection and is not necessarily a machine that provides services to
other computers, as you have surely seen the term used before.
Our domain name server middle man has a performance trick up his sleeve in the
form of caching. When the domain name server receives a query for information
it has already looked up, it recalls the requested information from a cache it keeps
of recent data. Since the whole query process is not duplicated, this provides a fast
response. The information in the cache does not have to be a complete match,
either. Suppose you ask for the address of our "www.netfrontiers.com" and that
information has been saved to the cache. Next you ask for "ftp.netfrontiers.com."
The domain name server remembers that it can query the domain name server at
"netfrontiers.com" directly and thus bypasses the intervening servers.
Since everything changes on the Internet regularly, the information in this cache
should change, too. After a given amount of time a record is assumed to be too
old to be of value anymore and is flushed from the cache.
My local domain name server is not alone on my network. Every domain on the
Internet should have at least two such servers so that if one goes down the other
can maintain DNS. Logically, then, each domain will have a primary and a secondary domain name server. You or your ISP configures the primary domain name
server's database. The secondary domain name servers then read this information
periodically from the primary name server. That way the information need only
be entered in one place.
Now that you know what the DNS database is and how it is used, let's take a look
at what is in it.
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DNS RESOURCE RECORDS
When you set up your primary domain name server you will find yourself typing
in DNS resource records. The information in these resource records is what the
domain name server returns to a resolver when queried and may be of several different types. The most important of these are:

Domain Information (SOA) Record
The Domain Information, or Start ofAuthority (SOA) record, tells other domain
name servers that yours is the authoritative domain name server for your domain.
This record contains the following:

Domain Name
This is the domain name to which the record pertains, as in "netfrontiers.com."

MName
This is the name of the primary domain name server for this zone. The zone is that
part of the domain name space for which the domain name server is authoritative,
meaning the space for which it has complete records. Depending on how your
network is set up, you could have one domain name server responsible for everything in a domain, or you might have multiple domain name servers, each responsible for different subdomains.

RHame
This is the e-mail address of the human being responsible for this zone. Go after
this person if the records are wrong!

Serial
This is very important. This is a unique serial number for the current version of
the Hosts file that contains your resource records. Secondary name servers use this
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number to determine whether or not the data in the primary's Hosts file has been
updated. You need to increase this number whenever you make changes to the primary domain name server's resource records.

Refresh
This is the interval of time that elapses between a secondary domain name server
checking in with the primary domain name server to see if the Hosts file has
changed. If the serial value has changed, the secondary domain name server will
update its records from the primary domain name server's Host file, in what is
called a zone transfer. A common setting here is 36,000 seconds (10 hours).

Retry
If a secondary domain name server fails to communicate with a primary domain
name server after the refresh value is reached, it will try again after the amount of
time entered here has passed. This is usually set to 7,200 seconds (2 hours).

Expire
What if the retry does not work and the secondary server just cannot find the primary domain name server? In that event, the information supplied by the secondary domain name server becomes suspect. If the two do not communicate within
the period of time designated here, the secondary server is no longer considered
authoritative. The usual setting here is 604,800 seconds (1 week).

Minimum Time to Live (ITLJ
As we mentioned previously, this is how long a resource record is kept in a domain
name server's cache. This usually is set to 86,400 seconds (1 day).

Address (A) Record
As the name implies, this record provides a domain-name-to-IP-address mapping. Its parts are simply:
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Domain Name
This is the domain name for the host to which this record refers, such as
"www.netfrontiers.com. ''

Host Address
This is the IP address of the host to which this record refers, such as
"157.22.252.152."

Name Server (NS) Record
This record lists the domain name servers in a given domain. Its parts are:

Domain Name
This is the domain name to which the record applies, such as "netfrontiers.com."

Name Server Name
This is the domain name server that is authoritative for the domain above, such
as "primary.netfrontiers.com."

Mail Exchanger (MX) Record
This record points to the hosts that can accept mail for this domain. For example,
the MX record for "netfrontiers.com" points to "smtp.netfrontiers.com." When
you send me mail at "tom_dell@netfrontiers.com," it is routed to the mail host at
"smtp.netfrontiers.com." These records contain the following parts:

Domain Name
This is the domain name to which the record applies, such as "netfrontiers.com."
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Preference
This is a number. There may be multiple MX records for the same domain, such
as "smtp.netfrontiers.com" and "smtp2.netfrontiers.com. '' When this is the case,
the preference number is used to determine the priority of the records, with lower
numbers equating with higher priority. Say "smtp.netfrontiers.com" has a preference number of 10 and "smtp2.netfrontiers.com" has a preference number of 20.
When you send mail to my domain, it will be routed to the lower numbered mail
host first, then the next highest, and so on, until some machine accepts it. It is
common to use multiples of ten when you set these up, so that you have room to
slip other numbers in between later, if needed.

Mail Exchange
This is the host name of a mail host, such as "smtp.netfrontiers.com."

Host Info (HINFO) Record
This is an optional record that contains information about the domain name
server's machine. Its parts are:

Hare/ware Type
This is the type of computer on which the domain name server is running, such
as "Macintosh."

Operating System
This is whatever operating system the host is running, such as "MacOS." You can
enter the words "rules man!" here, too, if you want.

Canonical Name (CNAME) Record
Here is a nifty one: This record lets you define an alias for an actual {canonical)
host name stored elsewhere in an A record of the Hosts file. This can be really useful when you wish to associate more than one domain name with a given host and
IP address. For instance, our Web server and Anonymous FTP site are on the same
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machine. That machine is "www.netfrontiers.com." Using this record, I can also
associate "ftp.netfrontiers.com" with this same machine. A Canonical Name
record contains these parts:

Domain Name
This is the alias domain name of the host to which this record refers, such as
"ftp.netfrontiers.com."

Canonical Name
This is the real name of the machine, such as "www.netfrpntiers.com."

Text (TXn Record
This is another optional record like HINFO. Here you can type whatever you
want, up to 255 characters. Something like "Server 3rd Floor" would be appropriate, but "Fred Loves Sue Ellen" would probably be acceptable, too, if your significant other were geeky enough to ever see it.

Pointer (PTR) Record
This record is used for reverse domain name mapping. Instead of trying to associate a host name with an IP address, the idea here is to associate an IP address with
a host name. This is handy for such things as logging statistics and excluding people you do not like from domains.
These records map host names to IP addresses using the domain "in-addr.arpa."
This special domain was created so that you do not need to search the entire
domain name space to relate a host name to a specific IP address. Instead, they can
be recorded in this single domain. The "in-addr.arpa" address of a host that has an
IP address of" 15 7 .22.252.1" would be "1.252.22.157 .in-addr.arpa." The IP
address is reversed because host names are ordered left to right, with the most specific domain at the beginning and the least specific domain at the end. IP
addresses are ordered in the opposite direction, with the least specific number on
the left and the most specific on the right. A Pointer record contains these parts:
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Pointer Name
This is the "in-addr.arpa" domain name to which this record refers, such as
"152.252.22.157.in-addr.arpa."

Domain Name
This is the domain name for the host to which this record refers, such as
"www.netfrontiers.com."
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PUTTING UP OUICKDNS PRO SERVER

Now that you have some idea of what it is you would type into a domain name
server's Hosts file, let's take a look at how you would do it using QuickDNS Pro.
This software will run on something as lowly as a Mac Plus, but it is PowerPC
native. It requires System 7 or later and MacTCP 2.0.6 or Open Transport. You
will need at least a megabyte of RAM for the server application and another megabyte for its administration program. You will also need a properly configured permanent connection to the Internet.
Domains are created and edited using the QuickDNS Admin application. To
apply what we have been discussing, launch this application and choose New from
the File menu. A blank window is generated initially with the tide "untided.com."
Before you do anything, select Get Info from the Domain menu. The fields in
this window should look familiar. They are the ones we just talked about in relation to SOA records.
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SOA Values in QuickDNS Pro
Type your network's domain name, as in "netfrontiers.com," into the Name field.
Type the host name for the machine on which you are setting up QuickDNS Pro
into the Primary field. You do not need the whole name, so if you want to designate "primary.netfrontiers.com," you just type in "primary." This is also true of
the e-mail address you type into the Hostmaster field. If you want the address
"postmaster@netfrontiers.com," just type in "postmaster." The rest of the fields
contain defaults you can leave alone. Remember: The numbers are all in seconds.
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Click OK when you are finished. Note that the tide that was "umided.com" is
now the name of your domain. Next select Save from the File menu and put the
new file in the Primary Data folder within the QuickDNS Pro folder. This is the
first time you have worked with this file, so you need not update the Serial field.
The next time you edit this file, and each time thereafter, you will! At this point
you are ready to set up your own resource records. Choose Create Record from
the Domain menu.
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Creating a Resource Record
QuickDNS Pro dumps some preliminary information in there for you that you
need to amend. The information gives you a clue as to what should go there, just
in case you did not get around to memorizing the previous pages! Click the Type
field for a pop-up menu of the various resource record types that will change the
information in the other fields accordingly. A good place to start is with a record
for your network's authoritative domain name server. In my case, it looks like the
following screen shot.
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Creating an NS Resource Record
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H ere, too, I need only put in the relative host name. QuickDNS Pro knows well
enough to tack on "netfrontiers.com." I also do not bother to add a number in the
TTL (Time to Live) field. The number I set previously in the Domain Informacion window will be used. Once I have a few more lines filled in, I add my allimportant MX records.
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Creating on MX Resource Record
By default QuickDNS Pro gives me a 10 for the Parameters. I change the number
for my secondary mail host to 20 to make it next in line after the primary mail
host should the primary be unavailable or busy. I could make it "11," but I want
to leave a little space in case I decide to pur another mail host in between what are
now my primary and secondary servers.
Now for my favorite trick, the "round robin." Here I map out theA record for my
Web server, which is "www.netfrontiers.com" and "157.22.252. 152." H owever,
maybe I also have two more identical Web servers with which I want to share the
work load. I map tl1em in exactly the same way but for the IP addresses.
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Creating Round Robin AResource Records
Now incoming connections will be passed off to each in turn, balancing the
HTTP load.
For my next trick, I also have FTP server software running o n each of those
machines, and I use the CNAME record to direct requests coming from FT P clients to those computers as well.
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Creating a (NAME Record
At this point, I am sure you have the gist of it. I create A records for every Macintosh I want to advertise on the Internet: the domain name server, mail hosts, Web
servers, FTP servers, Gopher servers, whatever. I may or may not add HINFO
records for each machine. Before you know it, I am finished.
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Completed Resource Records?
Almost. ... For every host that has an A record there should be a PTR record as
well for reverse domain mapping. This requires that you create a file just like the
first one, except that it will contain only PTR and NS records, and its contents
will be reversed in the manner we described earlier.
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Reverse Domain Mappings
There is not much to installing Quick.DNS Pro Server. Just drag it onto the hard
drive and double-dick the QuickDNS Pro Server icon. You will be asked for the
activation key. Once that is typed in, the server boots up and loads whatever is in
the Primary Data folder-most likely the two files you just created. Quick.DNS
Pro will check back with this folder every minute for new information. Needless
to say, do not move this folder from the folder that contains Quick.DNS Server!
QulclcDNS
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QuickONS Pro at Work
When running, Quick.DNS Pro gives you totals showing how active it is. This
information is also saved to a log file.
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HOST NAME DOS AND DON'TS
Before we leave the topic of setting up DNS, let me offer a few dos and don'ts
when naming hosts:

•

Don't use special (nonalphanumeric) characters-even underscores. Many
types of so~are have trouble with them.

•

Do keep the names short and simple. The whole idea behind domain names
is that they are supposed to be easier for humans to remember than the IP addresses. A name like "www.s£king.205.netfrontiers.com" is not easier to remember than "157.22.252.152," now is it?

•

Don't use words that can be spelled two ways. One of my favorite Web sites is
at "www.lynda.com," but when I refer to it in my Web master Workshop class,
a few people type "www.linda.com" into their browsers. Naturally!

•

Do use names that are descriptive of the host's function. Something like "mailhost.netfrontiers.com" says all you need to know, but "mailhost. tech.netfrontiers.com" or "mailhost.dasses.netfrontiers.com" further delineates the
respective hosts' duties.

•

Do remember that these host names are relative to your domain so that conflicts are not much of an issue. For instance, "apple.support.netfrontiers.com"
is not going to conflict with "apple.support.apple.com"-at least not as far as
the machines are concerned.

•

Do send me $5 every time you name a computer. I would like to visit Bali.
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CHAPTER 12:
SERVING THE WORLD WIDE WEB
WITH WEBSTAR

In this chapter, we discuss taking advantage of running MacTCP concurrently
over your AppleTalk network by putting up a World Wide Web server. Although
the obvious use for a Web server is to provide a digital billboard from your organization to the Internet-surfing world, it has applications as an internal service as
well. This is especially true in heterogeneous network environments in which the
Web server provides the same face to Macintosh, PC, or UNIX workstation users.
In the example in this chapter, we will set up services for both internal and external users on an Apple Workgroup Server running WebSTAR from StarNine Technologies. In doing so, we briefly discuss HyperText Markup Language (HTML),
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Universal
Resource Locators (URLs), Common Gateway Interfaces (CGis), and other
frightening acronyms. We also discuss implementation strategies and security.
Before we go on, I want to impress upon you an important lesson. Those of you
who have already read Managing AppleShare & Workgroup Servers know it. The rest
of you, repeat after me: Guest access can be very, very bad. Guest access can be scary.

I will not use guest access carelessly.
Good. We'll talk more about that later.
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HTML FOR FAST TYPISTS
Arguably the most enjoyable aspect of publishing on the 'WWW is creating your
HTML documents. Before beginning this creation process, think about this:
HTML documents generally contain a large number of links, or alias-like references, to other documents. When the locations of referenced files change, your
HTML links can be broken. Thus, it is a good idea to establish your Web materials in a relatively static place. Another important reason for setting aside this special location is security. Think of this "webspace'' as your network's lobby. You do
not mind if people drop in and roam about a public area, but you want to be able
to restrict their movements into the rest of the offices.
Set aside a special area on your Apple server's hard drive for the sole use of Internet
documents and software. You could make this an entire hard drive, a hard drive
partition, or simply a folder named something obvious like "WWW" or "Webspace." Many people just use the WebSTAR folder. This is where we will store
your first foray into HTML.
There are many HTML editors available today, and more are arriving all the time.
This makes the simple process of writing HTML even easier. We are not going to
use one of those here, however. Noooo. If this is your first experience with
HTML, you will garner a better understanding of it if you create a document from
scratch. To do this, use Apple's tried-and-true SimpleText, which comes with the
Apple system software. What better way to see how easy this really is?
If you have any art that should be included in the home page, like a cool company
logo, save it in a non-platform-dependent format (GIF or JPEG). Put it in the
same folder that is to contain the SimpleText document on which you will be
working. It is best to keep these art files at or below 50K so that they load quickly
for viewers, even over slow modem connections.
Begin the creation process by giving the document a meaningful title. For
instance, our fictitious company, Acme Rubber Chicken, will use the title '~erne
Rubber Chicken Home Page." Titling the document is accomplished in the following manner.
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Looking at the
illustration to the
<HTML >
right, you should
<HEAD >
notice that what<TITLE >Acme Rubber Chicken Home Page </TITLE >
</HEAD>
ever is between
<BODY >
the < and the >
<CENTER><Hl >Yielcome to Acme Rubber Chicken !</Hl >
characters is
<IMG SRC="graphics/logo.gif" >
<H2 >This page is currently under constructi on</H2></CENTER >
c ode. These
<HR >
ch aracters and
the code within
them are the key
to HTML. The
Home Page Title
firs t r eferen ce
turns a given attribute on . The second reference, preceded by a / , turns the
attribute off. These commands are called tags.
We have told any interested browser that this is the <HEAD> of an <HTML>
document with a given <TITLE>. We then told it to start off the <BODY> with
a heading of a certain display style, <HI>, in the <CENTER>. Beneath this is an
image that can be found in the same directory as the HTML document. Beneath
the image is another heading, <H2>. Beneath that is a horizontal rule, <HR>.
HTML is evolving, so not all browsers handle all the same tags, but the basics are
uniformly used. To see what a browser would make of this, use the Open File
command from the File menu in Netscape Navigator.

Viewing Title Area with Netscape Navigator
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Resize Netscape Navigator's window. Notice chat the text reflows co fir the new
window size, ignoring your carriage returns in the SimpleText file. Hard returns
are accomplished with a <BR> rag or a <P> rag. The latter adds a blank line
between text blocks. Try some of these as you add a marketing message for visiting
Internet surfers:

!§[]

Rcmerc.html

liD§

+

When you need a really good r ubber chicken, you need an Acme
Rubber Chicken! Our rubber chickens are made from the finest
materials a small amount of money can buy . Bright, supple, and
life-like, Acme rubber chickens are <BLINK ><A HREF="1 00%
guaranteed"> 100% guaranteed <I A>< /BLINK> to l ook just like rubber
chickens! Why , some folks have even t hought our products were
<C ITE >rea 1</CITE> chickens! <P >
<CENTER>< IMG SRC= "graphics I product .gif" >< /CENTER >
<H2 >Ca11 1 -800-555-CLUK to order yours today ! </ H2 >
<HR >

I
~

I
ll
II

Home Page Body
Do yo u notice a few new elements here? The <BLINK> tag will cause the
enclosed text to flash. The <A HREF> anchor tag creates a link to another document or another section of the same document. You can use the <CITE> or <I>
tags to create italics.

I
Created by <STRONG >I.M.
1995 </ STRONG >.
</BODY >
</HTML >

Reeder< /STRONG > on <STRONG >April 4,

End of the Home Page
End your task with a modest credit to yourself, if you want.
The page we have created here is essentially a dead end to surfers, since we have
not yet added links that go anywhere. At least it does lee visitors know chat you
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have a Web presence and that you are working on the site. It also gives you something to test.
If you want to see how this page really looks as we have just written it, log into
Tom Dell's Home Page at the Network Frontiers WWW site (www.netfrontiers.com). I put it there for you.

Viewing the Body with Netscape Navigator
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PUTTING UP A WEBSTAR:

THE BASICS

Now that you have created an initial home page, you can use WebSTAR to advertise it to the rest of the Internet-connected world. WebSTAR uses the Apple
Thread Manager for multitasking. This makes it three to four times faster than the
shareware application on which it is built, MacHTTP. In addition, WebSTAR is
Apple Events- and AppleScript-aware, works with Macintosh database CGis
(such as AppleSearch, FileMaker Pro, and Butler), supports pre- and postprocessing functions on URL requests, and has extensive logging options for keeping
track of who is using your site and for what. WebSTAR add-on products include
the Security Toolkit, which provides authentication and encryption, and the
Commerce Toolkit, which supports secure commercial transactions. It also comes
with several free add-ons, including an FTP/Gopher server and an evaluation
copy of ListSTAR list server software.
But let's not get ahead of ourselves ...
Installing WebSTAR is easy, as it uses the traditional Apple installer script. Once
installed on your Internet server's hard drive, it is ready to be launched and tested.
To perform a test, first boot up the WebSTAR application. Although you don't
have to do anything else with it at this point, I recommend enabling Verbose
Messages in the Options menu. This way, you can gather as much operational
information as possible for troubleshooting. Additional information is displayed
only, not saved to the server's log.
Next, go to another TCP/IP-capable Macintosh on your network and launch a
browser such as Netscape Navigator. Use the Open Location command to log
into the WebSTAR server by typing in the server machine's IP address or domain
name (e.g., "http:/1157.22.252.152"). If all is well, Netscape Navigator will pull
up an HTML page displaying the colorful WebSTAR logo and information on
where to obtain further documentation. At the server end, you should see WebSTAR faithfully logging the transaction.
If this does not occur, troubleshoot your network software and connections. At
least you can still access the useful HTML-based documentation by using a
browser locally, which is what we did when proofing your home page.
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For security reasons, WebSTAR does not allow URLs to access files outside ofits own
folder hierarchy. Before putting up your home page, think about the folder structure with which you will want to work. For instance, you will probably have
graphics in all your HTML documents, so you might as well make a Graphics
folder for them. If you are going to have a collection of Acrobat files for visitors to
pull down, why not a PDF folder? If you created a special storage area on the
server already, you can merge this with the material in the WebSTAR folder.
Unlike MacHTTP, which only allows you to alias files, WebSTAR allows you to
alias folders. Thus, you could also put aliases in the WebSTAR folder to the folders
in the special storage area.
Create all the folders you can think of (such as CGI, Graphics, Movies, and
Sounds) and drag the appropriate files into them. Next, drag your home page into
the WebSTAR folder. Because you have changed the folder structure, update any
links that may have been affected in the document. For instance, the Acme Rubber Chicken Home Page had to be changed to reflect a new path for the art files
in the illustrated folder structure, as in "graphics/logo.gif."
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Seffing up Folders

This home page will be the server's index document, the default front door for
anyone accessing this site. To designate an HTML document as WebSTAR's index
file, launch the WebSTAR Admin application and choose Misc. Settings from its
Configure menu. Type the name of your home page in the Index field. Click
Update when you are finished, and go back out to that workstation to launch the
browser again.
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Setting the Index Document
If you see your home page and not the WebSTAR documentation page, you have
been successful!

Tom's Time-Saving Tips
Ever since Apple introduced the PowerBook, I have been unable to drag myself
into the cramped server room without trepidation. I love products like Farallon's
Ttmbuktu Pro and Santorini's Server Manager (for AppleShare) because they let
me accomplish whatever I need to do from anywhere, even over a modem connection. Here is my recipe for managing a WebSTAR remotely.
First, put a copy ofWebSTAR Admin on your PowerBook or network management machine. This program uses Program Linking, so make sure this is enabled
on both the server and the remote computers. Launch WebSTAR Admin.
Pick a seruer
Maclntoshes
Acme Internet server

IQ

Pick a seruer
WebSTAR"'

~

Q
Rpplelalk Zones
Acme Morkettng
Acme Public
Acme R &. D
Acme Soles
Acme Senior Stoff
Acme Trotntng

Q

[Q
Q

I

Cancel

Rnding the WebSTAR to Link Programs
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After you have finished the usual password-protected Program Linking procedure,
you are presented with the statistics for the currently running server. You have full
configuration powers over the WebSTAR. Remember, take that Program Linking
password seriously and do not permit guest access to it!
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WebSTAR Admin Running Remotely
That takes care ofWebSTAR itself. Now, consider its documents. Like all similar
publications in an organization, these are going to change quite a bit. People add
things. People notice things. Do you want to have to go to the server and boot up
an HTML editor every time you are told to change the "e" at the end of someone's
name to a "y"? Naaaaaa. Instead, create a mirror Webspace on your remote Macintosh that contains all the folders, art, and HTML of the server. When changes
need to be made, perform them here, and proof your work with a browser.
There are many ways to move these updated files to the server, but my favorite
method is Timbuktu Pro.
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Exchanging Files with Timbuktu Pro
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With this application, you can use the Exchange Files function to place the
remote and server folder structures side by side for comparison, and then easily
copy over the new documents.

WebSTAR doesn't file Lock/That mean s you can update these files "live." Use your
browser's Reload button to see your changes.
There are a lot of documents to reconcile. To ensure that I do not forget to update
aU the files on which I have worked, I use System Ts Label menu to change the
edited files on my workstation to another color. After they are copied over I
change them back to the label None until the next time I edit them.
Of course, you will probably have more applications running on the Web server
than just WebSTAR, and only a few will have their own management programs.
For these, use Timbuktu Pro's screen-sharing Control function to take over the
server's keyboard and to do the job remotely.
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Controlling the Server Remotely
One final reason to love Timbuktu Pro: It works over AppleTalk andTCPIIP.
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Safety Tip: Timbuktu Pro has passwords, too. Use them! Also, make sure that
access is not enabled for TCP/IP unless you really need it to be. Otherwise, you
may find yourself playing mouse wars with some hacker in Bolivia!

PrWU.ge Scllzlsurg
Control

€J €?

Oburn

~

€?

Stnd Filts

Jjjl

€>

~FIIH

cl

E>

Set only the access privileges you need!

Sharing Files with FTPd
Before we leave the realm of the basic, we should add one additional service to
your Web server: FTP. This makes it possible for the public to download designated files from anywhere in the world. To do this, use the shareware application
FTPd, by Peter Lewis, which comes with WebSTAR. It supports both FTP and
Gopher client requests.

Warning: If you don't have a real need to provide anonymous FTP access to the
Internet, don't use this service. It is not worth the security risks "just to have it."
If you do use it, make sure that you have a secure router firewall set up. Otherwise,
you risk opening up every shared volume on your LAN to the whole world, and
some of those folks aren't very nice.
To begin, create a folder at the root level of your hard disk's hierarchy-not in
your Web stuff area-and name it Pub. Copy into this folder any folders and files
you wish to share with the world. Avoid folder names with spaces in them. FTP
doesn't like those very much.
Next, launch AppleShare File Server and AppleShare Admin. Share the Pub folder,
giving the administrator ownership privileges, a group composed of your internal
users read and write privileges, and everyone else read-only privileges.
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Sharing the Pub Folder
We are using AppleS hare here, but System 7 Personal File Sharing works fine, too.
Either way, make sure that the administrator and internal users have secure passwords! I just have to quote from FTPd's author, Peter Lewis, here:
Keep your password secure! Anyone on the Internet with your user name,
machine address, and password will likely be able to delete every file on your hard
disk. This is a scary thought. You should be scared. Don't give your password our
and don't use an obvious password. Obvious passwords include, but are nor limired ro, any of the fo llowing patterns (in decreasing obviousness) ...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

your user name
your real name
your initials
any of the above backwards
your husband's /wife's /girlfriend's /boyfriend's /dog's /frog's I
machine's /ere. name
your car license plate, make, model, ere.
your birthday
your student/MediCare/social security/tax file/ere. number
any of the above backwards
any word from a dictionary (especially an electronic dictionary)

Good passwords are found by making up nonsense words or using the first letters
from a common saying and by including non-alphanumeric ASCII characters.

Next, launch the FTPd Setup application and d ismiss the Abo ut ... window when
it appears.
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FTPd Setup
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FTPd Menu Bar

C lick the FfP Setup button in FTPd's menu bar.
FTP Setup
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FTP Setup Window
In the FTP Setup window, give guests Read Only privileges in the pop-up menu.
This allows those who log in anonymously to read and download files but not to
upload files or change file names. Give users the same or Upload privileges, if you
prefer. Upload access allows users to read, download, and upload files, but they
still cannot change or overwrite what is already there.
You could give the owner Full privileges, as shown in the picture above. That gives
the owner, presumably you, the power to both upload and download files, as well
as the ability to delete and rename them. You could do that, but frankly, I
wouldn't. If your user name and password combination isn't clever enough, you
could open up not just the Pub folder but all the server's drives to malicious intent.
Leave server administrator privileges to AppleTalk or ARA., not FTP. I would set
owner privileges to None.
Notice the Remote Mounting checkboxes. These permit FTP users to mount
your AppleShare server volumes. we strongly recommend thatyou do not enable those
checkboxes for users and guests-very strongly. Click Save when you are finished.
Next, click the FfP Users button in FTPd's menu bar. Type /Pub into the default

Login Directory field, then dick Save.
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nP Users
User:

Default

Login Directory:

ltPu~

Login Commends:

(

Saue

B

FTP Users Window
Next, click Gopher Setup in FTPd's menu bar. Select the Gopher Enabled
checkbox, type /Pub into the Root Directory field, and click Save.
Gopher Setu

181 Gopher Enabled
The following fields can safely be l eft blank. Change them only
If you know whet you are doing.
Gopher Host:
Root Directory: ltPu~
Enforced Root :

P=================~

Initial Cmds:

I

SIIUe

I

Gopher Setup Window
Notice that we skipped the Security button in the FTPd menu bar. I have just one
thing to say here: Don't you dare enable the Allow Clear Text Passwords checkbox! That would be bad.
Finally, click Swnmary in FTPd's menu bar to make sure there are no problems.
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Setup Summary
Assuming that there are no problems, quit FTPd Setup and launch FTPd. As a
final test, use your Web browser, a shareware copy ofTurboGopher, or Fetch to
try it out.

Pub Folder as Seen by Netscope Navigator
At this point, you have a perfectly workable Internet server solution. Before you
move on, however, consider the suggestions in the next section, "Putting up a
WebSTAR: Additional Considerations."
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PUTTING UP A WEBSTAR: ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Now that you have a feel for WebSTAR, it is time to talk about more advanced
issues that affect how it fits into your AppleTalk network design.

Nuts and Bolts
Most ofWebSTAR's internal functions are summarized in the upper right corner
ofWebSTAR Admin's main window.

WebSTAR Admin Main Window
To get under WebSTAR's proverbial hood, choose Misc. Settings from the Configure menu. In the window that appears, you will find a few simple options for
altering the server's performance.
Miscellaneous Settln s
Timeout:

~ Secondo

Index:

Max Uoen:

~ Uoen

Error:

;::l
:e=rr=
or=
.h=tm=;l=====~

No Acc:..u:

l:noocceoo.html

Max Lhteno: ~

Port:

~

log File:

Pig l>eleg:

~ 1/60 Sec.

PreProees:s:

Buffer Size: 14096

I8J U.o

DNS

I Bgteo

lnfhome.html

,::::,W:;:e~bS:;;TAc;:R:;::
.lOCJ::=====~

PostProcn.s:

Defeult MIME:itext/html

~--~[=c~a:n:ce=I~J~l~;Up:d~a;te~J

WebSTAR's Miscellaneous Seffings Window
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The number in the Timeout field determines how long WebSTAR will keep a
connection with a client before giving it up as lost. This is also how long WebSTAR will wait for an external application to reply to an AppleEvent query it has
sent. The number can be set between 15-600 seconds. Figuring out what number
to use is accomplished through trial and error. You can try different numbers and
see what happens to the Timeout counter in the WebSTAR Admin window.
Increase the number until it does not reduce the number of rimeouts. You can
then adjust the number backward until it starts to affect the number of timeours
again. A number in between will be your answer. Overall, you probably will not
need ro pay attention to this until you start adding CGis.
My favorite field in this window is Max Users. In theory, your WebSTAR can
handle 1,000 incoming connections. Cool. In reality, MacTCP can handle 64
simultaneous connections. W hoa. The maximum number WebSTAR currently
supports is 50, as it saves the other 14 for such things as FTP, e-mail, and Telnet.
Ouch. Open Transport changes all that. Here the limitatio n is imposed by RAM
and processor bandwidth rather than software.
How many users your WebSTAR supports is also directly related to how much
memory you give the application. You should have at least 1MB for 12 users and
3 MB for 25 users. Memory also affects what you can put in the Max Listens
field. This is the number of processes WebSTAR sets aside to listen for new connections. StarNine's rule of thumb is 1OOK for each. Fortunately, WebSTAR wiU
let you know at startup ifyou have sufficient memory for the choices selected here.
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Free Memory in WebSTAR Status Window
Despite this, you should still rake a look at rhe memory usage displayed in the
WebSTAR Status window from time to time. If the Min number falls below
150K, some scripts will not execute.
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Digressing back to the Miscellaneous Settings window, the last thing I want to
mention is the Buffer Size field. This reflects the number of bytes WebSTAR
sends in a single write to the client, between 256-10,240. Like the Timeout field,
this one requires a certain amount of experimentation. If you have the majority of
your users or visitors logging in over slow connections, keep this number low,
around 2048K or less. The smaller this buffer, the faster WebSTAR sends data to
a slow client while not slowing down its reaction to other connections. Set it too
low, however, and WebSTAR spends more time servicing the connection than it
does sending data over it! If you are using the WebSTAR internally on a fast network, try a value of 4096K or greater.

What's in a File Name?
How the WebSTAR server handles information when contacted by a WWW
browser is determined by suffix mappings. Simply put, these are the file name
extensions that tell WebSTAR to associate a given file with a given application. To
put it more accurately, this is a process in which the WebSTAR server looks at the
file name extension or the Macintosh file type and creator codes of a retrieved document, and then processes that data based on a predetermined MIME type and
action. It is the ability to use this method of launching various "helper" applications and scripts-both at the server and the client ends-that makes the Web so
powerful. As you have seen, HTML by itself is very basic, but an HTML document that acts as a front end to, say, a database, can be very powerful indeed.
To see how this works, let's take a look at a typical CGI program that makes use
of them. On your WebSTAR CD-ROM is a copy ofMapServe, a shareware CGI
from Kelly Campbell that allows the server to interpret the clicking of various "hot
spots" on an image as the pressing of buttons. If you haven't already, create a folder
named something like "CGI'' in your server's WebSTAR folder and place the
MapServe folder in it.
Next, you will need an image designed for this purpose. Here is our site's first one:
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{} http://1S1.22.2S2.
htlp://157.22.252.
http://1S1.22.2S2.
htlp ://157 22.252.
htlp ://157 .22.252.

X • 296 :Y = 372

Making on Image
To create hot spots, you need an editor, such as City Net Express's shareware WebMap shown in the illustration. This results in your producing a text file with the
suffix ".map", such as, "logo.gif.map". Throw this into the MapServe folder
(within the CGI folder).
Next, you need to go into your HTML document and tell it that this image has a
special function. Let's say we were to do this to the logo on top of our Acme Rubber Chicken H ome Page. In that case .. .
<IMG SRC="graphicsllogo.gif">

could become:
<.A HREF="CGI/MapServe/logo.gif.map"> < IMG SRC="graphics/logo.gif" ISMAP
BORDER=O> <lA>

This tells the CGI the location of the mapping information and
it applies.

to

which image

Now launch WebSTAR Admin and choose Actions from the Configure menu.
In the Actions window, type ":CGI:MapServe:Mapserve.acgi" in the Application
field and "MAP" in the Action Name field.
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Actions
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Designating an Adion
Click Add, and then click Update to complete this step.
Now that we have told WebSTAR what to do, it needs to know when to do it.
Choose Suffix Mapping from the Configure menu. In the Suffix Mapping window, type ".MAP" in the File Suffix field, "TEXT" in the File Type field, "* "
(wildcard) in the Creator field, and "text/html" in the MIME Type field. Next,
choose the newly added MAP item from the Action pop-up menu.
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Establishing a Suffix Mapping
Click Add, and then click Update to complete the process. Now when someone
presses the hot area on a graphic, WebSTAR will launch MapServe, which will in
turn interpret the mapping and execure the proper URL request.
We could go much deeper into all this, but that is better left to the more technical
documentation that comes with WebSTAR, MapServe, and WebMap. Also,
review the sections in this book in which we talk about AppleSearch, Butler, FileMaker Pro, and Internet mail for information on their ACGis.
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What's Not in a Name?
As long as we are more or less on the subject, here is a rule for file names in general:
Keep them short and simple. WebSTAR is limited in how it serves files and folders
with names containing special characters and spaces. Let's say you want to serve
up a file called "My Resume.HTML." Well, okay, but that space in the link will
have to be encoded with the proper ASCII hexadecimal code and appear to be
used. The space is hexadecimal 32, which translates to "myo/o20resume.html."
Unless you have the ASCII reference chart tattooed on your palm, you are better
off chucking your extravagant Macintosh naming conventions and calling it
"myres.pd£" Sure it's ugly, but it will always work. Keep this in mind when we talk
about realms. If you insist on using special characters, most decent HTML editors
can handle the encoding for you.

Who's In and Who's Out
I am often amazed by what I find available on corporate sites on the Web. I am
not a hacker, but in many cases I don't have to be. It seems that there is a lot of
potentially sensitive stuff available in the /Pub folder, or near it, at many sites.
Does the Web make your server security that unreliable?
No. What makes your corporate underwear drawer fly open to the world is the
failure of network administrators to set up password protections and firewalls, or
more often, to realize which data should be put behind a firewall. The latter problem can be addressed by good administrator-user communication; the former,
with WebSTAR's security features.

Realms
If you are using one WebSTAR server to support both your internal and external
pages, you can require user name and password authentication on files and folders
by assigning them to different realms. To begin, let's set up two realms: Internal
(users) and External (customers and clients). Do this in the Realms window presented when you choose Realms from the Configure menu.
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ReolmNo•e:
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__,

[Cancel

J (Update

I

&tablishing Realms
Files and folders are grouped into specific realms by their nam es. For instance, the
following files would be part of the Internal realm we just set up:
http:/1157.22.252.152/internal_db.html
http ://157.22.252. 152/i nternal/phonelist. html
http:/1157.22.252.1 52/employlinternal_manual.pdf
http:/1157.22.252.152/graphicslinternal_map.gif

This is because their URLs contained the match string "internal." Each such
match string must be unique. IfWebSTAR can match up a URL with more than
one realm, it will go with the first one it finds as listed in the Realms window. Note
that when WebSTAR matches a string with a folder name, that folder's contents
become part of that realm, too, no matter what their names happen to be.
To assign user names and passwords to these realms, choose Add Password from
the Configure menu.
Add Password

user Nome: Irom Dell

'----------

Pu svord: lsputnlt1771J
Reel,.:

I

111TERNIIL

[ Cancel

•

In

Add

I

I

Establishing User Name and Password
When users attempt to access a URL that includes the realm match string from
within their browsers, they will be prompted to input this information first.
Thereafter, the browser usually remembers the information.
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Keep in mind that you actually have one more group of users to think about at all
times: those who have no specific realm privileges. In other words, everyone else
in the world!

Allow and Deny
In addition to restricting who can see what when they log in to your Web server,
you can also control who is allowed to log in at all. To do this, choose Allow/Deny
from the Configure menu. In the Allow and Deny window, type a given computer's IP address or domain name into the Match String field, and then select
the Allow or Deny radio button.
Rllow end Den
Mode
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Denying Client Access
Click the Add button, and then click Update when you are finished.
When any computer using that IP address or domain name attempts to access
your Web page, it will be confronted with a terse "not authorized" message or a
user name/password authentication dialog box. Set up the latter the same way we
set up the realms passwords-through the Add Password command from the
Configure menu.
T his is a great way to isolate "problem" machines or domains. It is a very powerful
feature. In a way, it may be too powerful. By default, WebSTAR permits access to
anyone. After you have established one Allow or Deny statement, however, the
reverse becomes true. No client can access the server without your explicitpermission!
Here is what to do if you only want to isolate a few addresses. Let's say you are sick
and tired of being bothered by users from that rotten "netfrontiers.com" domain.
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To solve this problem, you could configure WebSTAR's Allow and Deny window
in the following way:
Allow 1
Allow2
Allow3
Allow4
Allows
AllowS
Allow7
Allows
Allow9
Deny netfrontiers.com

It is a bit cumbersome, but it tells WebSTAR to permit access to every possible
address except those associated with the domain "netfrontiers.com." What if there
are a couple of machines in this same domain to which you do not mind allowing
access? Then you could set up the Allow and Deny fields like this:
Allow 157.22.
Deny 157.22.2.
Allow 157.22.252.50.

First, WebSTAR allows access to all machines with addresses beginning with
157.22. It denies access, however, to all machines with addresses beginning with
157.22.2. That means 157.22.2, 157.22.20, 157.22.200, and so on. Any subnet
under that first address is also excluded. If you just want to deny the 157.22.2 subnet, you must put a period after the address. In this case, you do want to exclude all
those subnets, but there is one machine you want to include: 157.22.252.50.
Note that the order in which the statements are listed does matter!

None Shall Pass
The most powerful security ofWebSTAR is that it will not allow access to anyone
using HTTP outside of its own folder hierarchy. Regardless of where it is on the
server's hard drive, it handles URLs only relative to its own location. As far as
browsers are concerned, the root directory is WebSTAR's folder. There is no backing out to "parent directories," as with UNIX machines.
You can use aliases to permit access to files and folders that reside outside WebSTAR's folder, even if those files reside on different volumes or different networked machines. For any URLs in those aliased files to be able to work, however,
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they must contain paths relative to WebSTAR's folder. No staggering around the
hard drive like a bull in a China shop will be permitted.

More Servers!
At this point we have set up a good Web server solution. We have one Apple
Workgroup Server dedicated to this purpose, and it has four main parts. There is
the WebSTAR folder, which contains everything available to users accessing the
server with HTTP. There is the Pub folder, which contains everything that FTP
users can access or upload with the proper user name and password. Finally, there
are the Internal and External folders, within the WebSTAR folder, which contain
everything that only those in the employee and cusromer/client realms can access,
respectively.

E1
firewall

WebSTAR
folder

~

External
Realm folder

Pub

FTP folder

One Server, One WebSTAR
Suppose you wanted the same result we have here with some pages private (Internal) and some pages public (External), but you did not want to mess around with
security realms? In that case, you could give each group their own WebSTAR
server on the same Macintosh. Because all configuration information is stored in
settings files in the same folder that contains the WebSTAR application, and not
only in the Preferences folder of the System Folder, you can run multiple copies
ofWebSTAR on the same Macintosh with completely different HTML pages and
associated access restrictions.
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folder one

Pub
FTP folder

folder two

External
Realm folder

One Server, Multiple WebSTARs
You do not need to buy additional copies ofWebSTAR, either. One serial number
per Macintosh. You do, however, need to enter unique port numbers in the Port
field of the Miscellaneous Settings window. The default is 80. All other numbers
under 1024 are reserved for other services. It is best ro use additional port numbers in the 8000 range.
For users to access a WebSTAR running on a port other than 80, their URLs must
include this port designation. For instance, if you direct your browser to "http:/ I
www.netfromiers.com," you will access the server we have running on port 80. If
you want to access another WebSTAR running on that same machine, you will
need to know its port, such as "http://www. netfrontiers.com:8001."
The basic rules of throughput still apply. You have simply changed the procedure
for administration. The machine's ability to handle traffic has not improved. For
that you need multiple servers and multiple licensed copies ofWebSTAR.
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Server Three

157.22.252.153
www.acmerc.com
Server Two

[]

157.22.252.152

Server One

157.22.252.151
One Domain, Multiple Servers and WebSTARs
To set up a Web site capable of sustaining many thousands of hits per day, you
need a Web RAIC (Redundant Array of Independent Computers). Typically this
involves adding a custom "BIND" code on your site's DNS server so that it associates several Macintosh mirrors with a single domain address. Enlist the aid of
your ISP for this.
Another way to pull this off is with the freeware Round Robin CGI, written by
Jim Hall and available through the StarNine Web site. This application redirects
traffic to any number of different URLs that you designate in a text file. You configure the WebSTAR on yo ur first Macintosh-the one with your publicized
address-to use "Round_Robin.acgi" as the index page. Then you create the file
"robin_addresses.txt" in which you list URLs that point to copies of your home
page on the array, such as "acmerc.html," separating URLs with carriage returns
or commas like this:
http:/1157.22 .252.151 /acmerc. html
http:/1157.22.252.152/acmerc.html
http:/1157.22.252.153/acmerc.html

It is quick and dirty, but it will do the job.

Most organizations don't need to worry about Web arrays. You will know that you
do if you pay attention to how many times your server turns down a connection
because it was too busy servicing others, as displayed in both the WebSTAR Status
and WebSTAR Admin windows. If you crank WebSTAR all the way up to its 50user limit and still have busy messages, it might be time to consider expanding
your server pool.
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Do not get too excited about the number you see after Connections in these windows. It can be misleading because each element on a given Web page requires a
separate connection. For example, let's say we have put up the Acme Rubber
Chicken Home Page, and three people have accessed it. That would be nine connections! There is one connection for the text page and two for graphics files, multiplied by three hits. You can see how this number can become unduly impressive!
For a more complete discussion of how to analyze Web server activity, see our
book Managing Apple Talk Networks. For a more complete discussion of putting
up a Web server in general, see Webmaster Macintosh by Bob LeVitus and Jeff
Evans, also published by AP PROFESSIONAL. If you like the casual tone Dorian
and I use in our writing, you will like this book, too.
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ERASING BARRIERS IN DIGITAL
PUBLISHING WITH ADOBE ACROBAT

Futurists have predicted the end of paper-based communications for some time.
We will soon live in a "Paperless Society," they exclaim, in which communication
takes place over electricity, air waves, and light rather than compressed and
molded flora.
If you consider the technologies available today and the ever-growing numbers of
people who are buying and using computers, you have to admit that the futurists
are probably right. Up to now, however, the path to a tree lover's Utopia has run
into some substantial barriers, not the least of which has been the diverse and
incompatible document formats used by our computers.
This problem is bad enough on one platform. How many times have you doubleclicked a Macintosh file and been told that the application that created it could
not be found? How many times have you opened such a document, perhaps with
the aid of Macintosh Easy Open or DataViz's MacLink Plus, only to find it full of
text in the Courier font with no coherent page layout? I should think at least once.
One of the things we advise all network administrators to do is to standardize on
the applications used across the network, as well as on their versions. We also recommend that fonts and printer drivers be standardized across the network. This
helps to fend off the incompatibility problems on one platform. Many networks
are heterogeneous, however, containing Macintosh, Windows, DOS, and UNIX
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computers, if not others. This compounds the problems of document incompatibility and has made ASCII text the only, albeit the ugliest, universal format.
Until, perhaps, today, when we have several vendors vying to give the world the
true building blocks for the Paperless Society. The most successful so far is Adobe,
the fourth largest software company in the world and the company responsible for
so many of the beautiful fonts we have been spraying onto our slices of dead tree
since the beginning of the desktop publishing revolution. Now Adobe is bidding
to lead the digital publishing revolution.
Most digital publishing products share two characteristics. First, they translate a
computer document into a format that can be read and printed without significant
alteration on more than one platform and without the recipient needing the application that originally created it. All that is required at the receiving end is their
proprietary translator, called a reader or viewer. Second, they make use of the technology inherent in a digital environment to give a computer-created document
powers that no mere paper facsimile could have, such as keyword search engines,
embedded sounds and movies, vibrant graphics, and security encryption. These
documents have become more than just a means to a printed end and are generally
referred to as portable or digital documents.
Adobe calls their technology Portable Document Format (PDF). If you have a heterogeneous networking environment, it can provide you with just what you need
to help your various computer camps work together without reducing quality to
a lowest-common-denominator format such as HTML or straight ASCII. Here I
will continue a discussion I began in Managing AppleShare & Workgroup Servers
and look at using PDF to repurposeyour documentation for use across platforms,
internally and externally, and even on the World Wide Web.
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COMPONENTS OF ADOBE ACROBAT PUBLISHING SOFTWARE

Acrobat Reader
This is the application that permits users to open, read, navigate through, and
print PDF documents. You may legally distribute versions of Acrobat Reader for
Macintosh and Windows computers, as long as all who receive it accept a special
licensing agreement. There are also versions for DOS and UNIX computers. You
may distribute the Acrobat Reader from your AppleShare or FTP server. Just be
sure to make available the installer (AcroRead.mac) and not just the stand-alone
Reader application. The installer includes a special version of Adobe Type Manager (ATM) that must be included, as well as the licensing agreement.
~~
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Adobe Reader Installer in aServer Volume
Acrobat Reader gives you convenient controls for such things as navigating
through the document via bookmarks, thumbnails, scroll buttons, and keywords.
You are also permitted to view the document in a variety of sizes and to cut and
paste its text into other documents (unless the author has prohibited this). You
cannot alter anything in a PDF document, however.

Reader Navigation Controls
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Acrobat Exchange
Exchange is Acrobat's document editor. In addition to providing you with all the
functions of the Reader, it gives you the abiliry to set up navigation links within
documents, create annotations, create indexes, and secure documents so that they
cannot be easily plagiarized.

Acrobat PDF Writer
Included with Acrobat Exchange, this Chooser driver permits users to generate
digital documents in the same way they print documents.
III
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Seleding Acrobat PDFWriter in the Chooser
To produce a basic digital document, you simply create it in whatever application
you wish, then "print" it after selecting Acrobat PDFWriter in the Chooser.
Some applications do not behave well when creating PDF files in the background.
Turn off Background Printing if you encounter this problem.

Acrobat Distiller
This application permits you to convert PostScript files into PDF format. This is
useful when you are dealing with high-resolution art images and graphics files that
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have been saved as "PS" (PostScript) or "EPS" (Encapsulated PostScript). All the
above items are bundled together as Adobe Acrobat Pro.

Acrobat Catalog
This application allows you to create indexes containing networked collections of
PDF documents. An additional application, Acrobat Search, performs full-text
searches on indexes created with Acrobat Catalog. These items are bundled
together as part of Adobe Acrobat for Workgroups.

Acrobat Plug-Ins
Like many of its other products, most notably Photoshop, Adobe has incorporated the ability to support "plug-ins." These are special-purpose Adobe applications and third-party products that add functionality to Acrobat. One of them,
Acrobat Search, performs full-text searches on indexes created with Acrobat Catalog. Another, WebLink, permits PDF files to contain hypertext links just like
HTML. A third-party plug-in I will talk about here is Remark from Software Partners, Inc. It makes PDF a real workgroup tool by permitting readers to add text
annotations, editing marks, file attachments, and voice notes to these otherwise
read-only documents.

Acrobat Plug-Ins
Now that you know what tools you have, let's apply them to a problem most network administrators face.
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AN EXERCISE IN DIGITAL PUBLISHING
One of the first things you should do with this software is create digital documents
for all your important employee-related company publications, like the Employee

Manual Internet Usage Policy, E-Mail Privacy Policy, Network Orientation Manual
-you know, those. What? You don't have any ofthose? Shame on you!

Examples of Digital Publications on Network-Related Tasks
I want you to make a series of illustrated brochures for your users on various network-related tasks. Topics that might be appropriate for your network are:

Who to Call for Technical Support (and in What Order)
Tell your users where to go when they have trouble. I do not mean the place with
all the fire and brimstone. I mean you, your subordinates, your consultants, and
the vendor community. Tell them who is the appropriate contact for which types
of trouble, too. For instance, "If you have trouble with your network connection,
call the MIS," and "If you need to know how to print letters from FileMaker Pro,
first look in the manual, then call Claris at 1-800-735-7393."
Do this and you will thank me later. (All thank-you notes may be sent to
tom_dell@netfrontiers.com, along with any good jokes you have heard lately.)

How to Connect to the File Server
Tell users about such things as logging in, logging off, passwords, the issues inherent in copying a file from the server and running it locally versus opening a file
from the server, what volumes contain what, privacy issues, and usage policies.

How to Print across the Network
Tell users which printers should be used when, as in "Do not print your e-mail on
the Color LazoMatic." Tell them which printers should be used where, as in "Do
not print to devices in the Japan zone if you are in the New York zone." Tell them
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which Chooser extensions to use with what printers and how they should be set
up. Tell them your company's standard fonts and where they can find them on the
server. Tell them about "direct" versus "background" printing and print spooling.
Here's a good one: Tell users how long a print job should take. Go out and test it.
Then they will know if something is really wrong or if printing just seems "slow/'
and they will complain to you less often (in theory).

How to Obtain Your E-Mail
Tell users about such things as logging in, logging off, passwords, enclosures,
LAN-based e-mail conventions versus e-mail destined for gateways (as in Internet
mail), privacy, and usage policies.

How to Search Your Network Databases
Tell users where they can find database servers, what different types of databases
are available and what they are for (as in calendaring, contact management, and
inventory), logging in, logging off, passwords, adding data, removing data, and
searching for data.

How to Dial out Using the Network Modem
Tell users how they can access this shared resource and what the common setup
parameters are {as in stop bits, data bits, and parity), as well as your privacy and
usage policies.

How to Connect from Home or the Road
Tell users how they can access their LAN -based resources from outside the office
and when it is acceptable to do so. Stress security here.

How to Connect to the Web Server
The whole purpose of having a Web server is to make information navigation simple, so you should need to concern yourself only with telling users how to reach
the home page (URLs) and what passwords they might need. After that, if you
have designed your intranet well, they will not get lost.
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How to Use the Internet Feed
Tell users what the Internet is, how they are connecting to it, the services it makes
available to them (as in WWW, FTP, Gopher, and WAIS), what they should be
concerned about in the area of security, and what your usage policies are.

The Works
Get the idea? Do not make these very long-say, five pages maximum. Think of
these as "cheat sheets" or "quick start" guides. Compile more lengthy material into
full-blown policy manuals with titles such as:

•

Our Company E-Mail Policy

•

Our Company Data Backup Policy

•

Our Company Data Privacy Policy

•

How to Use Your Network Resources

•

Our Company Security Policy

•

Our Company Internet Usage Policy

•

Don't Let Me Catch You Playing Marathon (optional)

These documents should be the mainstay of your user training library, but there
are a couple more types of documents you should also have.
The first are FAQ! (Frequently Asked Questions). You know there are questions you
hear a lot from your network users. Put the explanations in a PDF document.
Store them in a prominent place on the file server in the unlikely event your users
attempt to work it out themselves before calling you. FAQs can also be incorporated into any Web site or e-mail-on-demand list services you might have.
The second are network event bulletins. We have created many of these when consulting and they have always made our lives and the lives of our clients much easier. These are documents that you create before you make a major change to your
network, introduce a new service, or move the company. They are designed to get
users up and running as soon as possible after you, or other circumstances, have
disturbed their status quo.
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In the following illustration, we show an example of a PDF document similar to
one that we created for a client who had just had its first router installed and, with
it, zones.

About Network Zones ...
Over the past weekend, your network was upgraded to include zonl/.5. Simply put, zones are
specially grouped colledions of WO!l<stations, printers and file servers that appear in your
Macintosh Chooser (located under the Apple (til) menu). Zones make it easier for you to
navigate our growing network by giving you and those resources that are nearest you their
O'lllll network "area," greaUy reducing the number of devices you must scroll through in the
Chooser.
To see if your Macintosh is making use of this new feature, open the Chooser and see \Wich
name is highlighted in the lower left Apple Talk Zones sedion of the Chooser window, as
iDustzated

~
I)

Acrobft'" POFW'rittr

lfurVrlttr 9

Special User Training Document Made in Preparation for a Network Event
The trick here is to make the training documents well in advance of the event.
After the event, you won't have a chance to and nobody will read them anyway!
In the following pages, I assume that you have at least some of this material ready.
To this material we will apply the Acrobat digital publishing system.
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CONVERTING EXISTING DOCUMENTS INTO PDF MATERIAL
Acrobat has, in my opinion, two really important uses for the average network
user. The first is to add functionality to documents such as those listed above. You
could distribute these documents in their native formats, say Microsoft Word, but
then you would have to deal with operating system and font incompatibility
issues. You could send them out as PICTs, but then you would lose the ability to
navigate and search for key text.
You could also put documents up on a Web server in HTML, which would give
you both cross-platform readability and enhanced functionality. This will not
work with all documents, however. In moving your data to HTML you also confine yourself to the design and topography limits not only of HTML but also of
the browsers that are reading it. Suppose you have a beautiful full-color brochure
that was created in an expensive desktop publishing application. Do you want to
lose your graphics, layout, and carefully chosen fonts just to put it on the Web? If
not, then you will be interested in Acrobaes second useful function-creating digital document replicas without significant alteration to the original.
With these two uses in mind, let's take a look at how an Acrobat document can
be created and shared.

Publishing an Internal Document
As an example, I will use one of the most important network-related documents
that you should have, the Data Backup Policy. Here is one in Microsoft Word:
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Network Polley: Backup Management
8y Tom Doll

a Tom Ho~sol

Netv.OOc Frortlers, Inc. • Januart 1996

Rough Draft
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Original Document in Word
I want to send this out for comments, but I do not want the text altered. Thus, I
"print" it as an Acrobat document by first selecting the PDFWriter extension in
the Chooser and then using Word's Print command.
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Acrobat Print Dialog Box
This generates the usual Print dialog box, with a few new details. Selecting the
View PDF File checkbox will trigger the launch of Acrobat Reader so that I may
proof the PDF file after it is created. Selecting the Short (DOS) File Names
checkbox will cause whatever name you gave the document to be truncated to a
DOS-readable eight-character name plus the extension ".pdf." This is useful in
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heterogeneous network environments. Selecting the Prompt for Document Info
checkbox opens another window in which I can add authorship information and
search terms (for use with Adobe Catalog), as illustrated.

m

Acrobat'" PDFlllriter Document Information
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Acrobat Document Information Dialog Box
After I click OK, I am prompted to tell Acrobat where I want the document saved
on my hard drive. After this, the PDF file can be displayed using the Reader.
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A very close approximation of my original file in a read-only format is now complete. Of course, it is only a rough draft. I could never implement a policy such as
this without getting my co-workers to "buy in" to it, so I forward this read-only
document to a few of them for comments.
Dorian likes to comment on most things, and his comments are usually ... forceful. Although he cannot modify this read-only text, he can use Exchange and the
Remark plug-in to add comments before forwarding it on for other comments.
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Annotating the PDF File
I sent the file out as an e-mail enclosure, and in due course it returns full of helpful
and supportive annotations, file attachments, and voice messages from my helpful
co-workers-none of which I can print here for fear of offending those with sensitive natures!
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Network

Poll~up Managem~

8yTomDelf& Tom

Netwa1< Frortiers, 1nc. • Jaruruy 1900

Rough Draft
lrt rocld ian

Giving this commentary due consideration, I amend the original document,
reprint it in PDF, and distribute it to my network users as a short guide. It is a
mere five pages in length and 36K in size.

Word 48K onci PDF 36K
The Word file was 48K. PDF files are usually smaller than the originals, but compressiOn ranos vary.
I put together a longer version with other documents in a more comprehensive
manual. Here, too, I use Exchange to add functionality, such as a column of bookmarks that provide a point-and-click link to each topic.
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The link feature also works to give users a point-and-click function for changing
the viewing size of the document (as in clicking on a picture displayed at 50% to
see it at 100%), launching another file (such as a helper application or a self-running presentation), or following a URL by launching a Web browser and taking
the users to a home page.
If you have not yet looked at the CD-ROM that comes with this book, do so now.
It contains the Acrobat Reader, and its PDF interface makes use of most of the
features we are discussing here. We have also made Acrobat our interface of choice
for our quarterly digital newsletter, Frontiers in Networking.

PDF Interface to the Frontiers in Networking CD-ROM

Publishing an External Document
Now imagine yourself at Acme Rubber C hicken. Your ever-talented art department has created an advertisement with Deneba's Canvas that appears in Pervis'
Poultry World each month.
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Ad Created in Deneba's Canvas
This ad, with its multiple art elements and numerous fonts, is output to an EPS
file so that only one file-containing both fonts and linked art- is sent to the
printer. Your company's ad manager has this file, and he wants to be able to distribute it electronically, too.
For this you use Acrobat Distiller. The job of this application is simple: It makes
high-resolution PostScript files into PDF files. When it is first launched, Distiller
creates two folders at the root level of the hard drive named "In" and "Out."
Throw the PostScript file into the In folder. Distiller will notice it and produce a
PDF file for you in the O ut folder.
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Before you put the file up on the Web or upload it to a BBS, make some modifications in Exchange. First, add document information by choosing Document
Info and then General under the File menu.
: ' ! :

: m Generol Info

Fllen1111e: TRD ei:OIA:PeMs' PouftJyWorld.pdl

I

Tille: Whol a cluck
Subject: IAcmeRubber Chlcken
Author: IR.U.Nutb
Ke)"o'ords : IAcmeRubberChlcken
Creal or: Nol Avoilable
Producer: Acto bel Distler 2.0 rorMocintosh
Crealed: 3129196 6:40:11 PM
Modified: 3129196 6:40: 11 PM

H

( 1:11ncel )

OK

J

Aclding Document Comments
Next, why not create a hyperlink to the corporate Web site using the Link button?
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Now the ad can be distributed.
Here is a handy trick for graphic arts forms. Install and launch Distiller on your
AppleShare server. Then, make both the In and Out folders shared volumes.
When your designers finish a piece, they dump it into the In folder. The proofers
pick up the PDF results from the Out folder, edit it with Exchange and Remark,
and then send it back to the artists.

By now you should have a good idea of how a technology such as Acrobat can be
applied in your network environment. Going into greater detail about the use and
features of Acrobat is beyond the scope of this book. I think I would be remiss,
however, if I did not tell you a little bit about what you need to do to support those
who will be reading your PDF files on the WWW.
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USING ACROBAT ON THE WWW

I believe Acrobat is one of the most useful applications created for the Internet
because it makes possible the distribution of documents that are a true replica of
the originals, not just some HTML or text reduction. I advise students in my
Webmaster Workshop class to use HTML to provide an interface with links to
their documentation and to use Acrobat to publish the actual documentation.
Check out the Adobe Web site at www.adobe.com for some great examples of PDF
publishing on the Web.
6

,~,.
Adobe

Web Sites with Cool PDF

'Ibe:~~~

WWW sites haw PDP tllos for )'Our do~illg o.nd vie'Ving pleasure .Mella sme )'OUbaw
Acrobat Rr!!4nendllaw contJ&ured 1t t1 vork v!th the World·Wide Web -l!m.l.!!£!!

Toxl:a&'nmes 1994

URL: hmrllyvy.scub!!d com:SOO!r.ui~Jl!m!
.<w. .I!/IJ?:I' .w 1M m.•Jt.Wf!
TGD4em Compau- WWW Hama Pap
URL: h!!p1/vyy yem com!
NPPAE~tlc1n~U ~ Warbflop Hamc Pap
URL: http:/!;;wttg l!DC £dt11npTt!l

Adobe S):lalms- -ww cot n»re PDP mea on our public f1p liiiNer

URL: f!p1/ftD !!!lobe comfpgbladobe1A£mW,t!PDPwnpler4

WharUm ID!armlldmllfctwad- elleck out tbc!r lnfcmno.1Xln Archive
URL: http·!lyyy ybamn upenn edu/Womt.h!ml

Epubli:Jh -ID11ln1Dt
URL:

Acrobat-Great for Publishing on the Web
The one problem with Acrobat regarding publishing on the Web is that, at the
time of this writing, most browsers cannot inherently read PDF. I will show you
how to overcome this obstacle in this section.
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Making WWW Browsers Cooperate with Acrobat
Once you have posted Acrobat files on your inrraner Web server, there is one more
step. Sit back and wait for this phone caB:
You:

Hello, happy-go-lucky network administrator here.

User: Uh, yeah, uh ... I jwt tried to read that .. . uh . . . 'Company Policy on
Spitting' and all I got was a bunch ofgibberish. You better post the file again.
You:

That is an Adobe Acrobat document. Make sure you have installed the Adobe
Acrobat Reader application found on the server in the 'Net Installs' folder.

User: Yeah, I did that. It boots up fine. The problem is your file.
You:

I opened that file-just now--without a hitch!

User: Well, it doesn't work here.
You:

Okay, try reinstalling the software and call me back at (checking your watch
m make sure you won't be there) three o'clock.

Induhvidual (sic)? Nor necessarily. In this case you are at fault. For shame! This is
what the user was seeing:

HPDF-1. 1

XA.ii6
1 0 Obj
[ /CdRGB
<<

1\'hitePoint [0 . 9505 1 1. 089]
IGe.llliB. [1, 8 1. 8 1. 8 ]
tllatrix [ o . H97 o. 2'146 o. 02518 o. 3163 0. 672 0 . 1412 0. 1845 o . 08334 o
>>

1

endobj
2 0 obj
<<

/Type /lrobject
/SUbtype tllliiqe
/Na!oe I Iil1 «

/'lid.th 728
/ Height 388
./Bit$PerCo~onent

8
/ColorSpace /DeviceGrar .
/Lellqth 235H
/Filter IDC'!'Deeode

>>

PDF Document as Seen from Unconfigured Mosaic
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It is not enough to have the Reader sitting there on a hard drive. The browser must
also be told that it is there and what to do with it. Depending on the browsers
your users and public have out there, this information might have to be manually
entered. Otherwise, the browser may try to open the Acrobat document directly
as text, with less than pleasing results.
Before you publish Acrobat documents on the Web or an intranet, be sure to create an HTML page describing to your users how they should configure their
browsers to use the documents-unless you love phone calls. Adobe has a great
page for this, so if you are on the Web, just create a hyperlink to it (http://
www.adobe.com/Acrobat/acroweb.html). If you are only running an intranet, create
your own page that includes the following sorts of explanations.

NCSA Mosaic
To configure the National Center for Supercomputer Applications' (NCSA's)
Mosaic browser, first choose Preferences from its Options menu.
=• Preferences

5"""""""'

Preferences Window
Here select the Apps pane and click the Helper applications •.. button.
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Helper confl uration
EHtenslon -> Document Type

Document Type -> Application

Tl1. -• ltxl /html

oppltcatton/moc·bW>tx40 - > StumtE;;J ~

F -> $ma9f'/glf
- > imaC)t/xbm
CT - > irM9f/piot
AU - > .audio/u~w

application/m.cbfn¥"\1 - > ~cCompnss !·~'
f-w1icaHon/rNO'Writtil - > ~'W'rttf'
~pplic.tion/msword - > MS Yord
it'fj
~pplio.ation/octt•·strum - > ????

li
)i

- • 1ma9</)pt<j

appl tcatton/postscr ipt · > GllostScrlpt
appl ication/zip · > lk\Zip
aodto/bulo · > 5<ood Hachino

G ·> 1ma9</)pt<j

· > vtdto/fnPOIJ
G -> vld.o/fnPOIJ
-> vtdto/qutcklimt

aodlo/x-alff · >Monte
lm1>9t/9lf · > -"EG 1/itv

( Add EHtenslon ... )

( Add document type ..: - )

( ncmoue En tension J

[ Remot~e document type )
(set Application •.. J
( Default )

lLl!OCJJ

Helper Applications Configuration Window
Look at the pane on the right. Click the Add document type ... button and type
"application/pdf" in the dialog box that is generated.
New document t pe .
Type In the 'MIME' name of the new document type:

Typing in Document Type
When you click OK, a new line appears in the Helper configuration window.
Highlight this and click the Set Application ... burton. This generates the usual
Open File dialog box in which you can seek out and select Adobe Acrobat Reader.

le Adobe Acrobllt 2- 2. 1 • I
~ ~ Acroblll'" Distiller'" 2.0
~ Acrob llt '" EHchange 2.0.1

/.>;. Acrobat '" Reader 2.1
DHelp
D Optional Plug- Ins
Ll Piug- lns
Dstartup

=TRDell

..

'

Ejet·t

~~

Desktop

"'it" - - - ~'

[

Cancel

l

~

J(

Open

~

..

I~

Finding Adobe Acrobat Reader
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Selecting the application generates a File Type Picker dialog box. Choose the icon
for PDF and make sure the Launch automatically checkbox is selected.

Se/eding PDF Icon

When you return to the Helpers window, choose Add Extension ••• on the left.
In the dialog box that appears, type "PDF" in the Extension field and choose
application/pdf in the Mime type field.

£Htenslon: ~ Mime type: lappllc:atlon/pdf

•I

f.±:tenietrlllfs?'Pftn:i i
................................................................-......................................................................................1

Typing in Extension and Choosing Mime

Restart Mosaic. The PDF document is now a bit more readable than in the previous illustration.
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BEYOND THE WALLS
CONNECTIVITY
YOUR COMPANY AND THE

INTERNET
Properly Configured Mosaic Downloading PDF and Launching Acrobat Reader

Internet Explorer
To configure Microsoft's Internet Explorer, choose Options from the Edit menu.
T he Options window will be displayed.
Options
P090 & Ltnlc

Homo/Surch Pago

N t 'WJ

Font

Proxv

Compatlblllt~

>--s.o
_
ur_lt~'------1
Confi91Jratlon

Helpers
Quicklime Movi03
Microsott Vid..
Microsott Video
Self- ExtroctinQ Arc hiV03
Bin hex Files
SGML Documents
HOF Oato Fi103
GZi P fil03
Unix Compr03scd ( .z) Fil03
Stufflt Archives
Rich Text Formot Files
TARArchlv03
ZIP Archives

Edit •••
Add •••
Delet e

~ Descripti o n

I No helpe r defined

]

,.........................................................................................-....................................... ..
~ ~ Q Uselnternet Co nflo settlnQO [IC Settings ... )
~ (Will dlso ble some preferencos 3bove.)
l-···-------···--·-·----·------Options Window
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( Cancel
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OK
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Here select the Helpers tab. You may see that "PDF Files" is already listed here.
Click the Add •.. button.

Description: P_O_F_FI_Ie_s- - - - - - - - - - - '
'-1

r·· Repru.ntatfon ....-......-. - ........-.~......_....,......,..,.....

···· ··· ··· ·········~· -·····

MIM.E Type: jappllcatlon/pdf
SuffiHes: j .pdf
~-----------~
Encoding: ®Binary
0 TeHt
; lbftdliOf -~----------------.,
!

How to Handl e:

I

j.

l

Use 11 Helper Application

Configure File Type Window
A designation such as "PDF Files" should be in the Description field. The MIME
Type field should contain "application/pdf," and the Suffixes field should contain
".pdf." The Binary radio button for Encoding should be selected. The last userdefinable field in the window, File Type, should be-you guessed it- "PDF."
Click the Choose ... button to generate the usual Open File dialog box in which
you can seek out and select Adobe Acrobat Reader.

Iell Adobe Acrobat 2-2.1 .... j

1." Acrobet'H Olstlller'H 2.0

r. Acrobet'H EHchenge 2.0.1
kRcrobat ~ Reader 2~ 1

= TAD ell
~
,,

('"'"''('j'il!:\'""""J
( Desktop

I

E) Help

OJ Option Ill Plug-Ins
(JPiug- lns
(JStartup

(

Cancel

~

Sel ect

-~

Finding Adobe Acrobat Reader
Finally, verify that Use a Helper Application is selected in the How to Handle
pop-up menu. Restart Internet Explorer when you are finished.
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Netscope Navigator
To configure Netscape Navigator browser, choose General Preferences ••• from its
Options menu. The following window will appear.
Preferences: General

f ,_.,...,.. )rc:;;J(f:iJ~G;J(

Applications lf llf'9UI9<• }

H I,..Tne

A,.llo•tloo

AoUen

Ext. .siens

.-pp1io.ltion/mtc-bWM'x40

Stufnt

Expandt<~

LNICh

hqx

'!'Plioation/x-stufflt

~
~

Stufnt

Expandtr~

LNICh

stt

'!'Piioation/x-macbNnj

l

Stufnt

Expandt<~

lii.WICh

bin

(Micnown

•x•

~ S~l<Toxt

~1ic.ltion/octtt-str ...rn

Him< typo:

l Extoosionr:

['fll>lication

I

I

Osavo

[

New_

I

•

I

[

Application : StnamYori<J.6Sic
Action:

I

SUbtypo : [x-xcl"nl

~

)

Brows~-

® Uunch Application 0

( Cancel

I

I

Fllo typo :

Un lwU.:~• ,; .,...,_...

0

(Micnown : Pr-t Us.,.

)(

Apply

l(

OK

,

General Preferences Window
H ere select the Helpers tab and click the New ... button. In the dialog box that
appears, type "application" in the Mime type field and "pdf" in the Mime subtype field.
JiiOftl

M

NewMIME t

e

Mime type: ._l
a.:...
pp:....l_
l c_at_lo_n_ _ _ ___,

I

I

Mime subtype: Pdf
( Cancel )

I(

OK

B

Typing in Mime Type and Subtype
After you click OK, you should note a new line entry for "unknown" in the General Preferences window. Make sure this line is selected, and then type "pdf" in the
Extensions field. Also choose PDF in the File Type pop-up menu. Finally, click
the Browse... button. This generates the Open File dialog box, in which you can
find and select Adobe Acrobat Reader.
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Ia Rdobe Rcrobat 2-2.1 ,..I

i::~~;;5~~.~::
£]Help
EiJOptional Plug-Ins
(]]Plug-Ins
CJstortup

.I

c:::lTRDell
[jl'£ t

[

[ Desktop

~~

[

Cancel

I

[(

Open

IJ

Rnding Adobe Acrobat Reader
Back in the General Preferences window, make sure the Launch Application
radio button is chosen. Then, click the Apply button followed by OK.

Acrobat Reader
Newer browsers are smart enough to look for Acrobat Reader when it is installed,
so most users will not have to deal with this type of thing. Nevertheless, it is good
for you to know how it is accomplished. We have done all of this to tell browsers
what to do when they encounter a PDF file. If you embed hyperlinks in your PDF
files using the WebLink plug-in, an additional step is to configure Acrobat Reader
so that it knows what to do when it encounters a URL. To configure Acrobat
Reader to work with WebLink, choose WebLink from the Preferences menu
within the application's Edit menu.
~~·······

'444M

Webllnk Preferences

**'

[" Ulew -·····-····-····-··-··-···..............................................................-.....-....-......................................___
j
i
j

Link Information: I Option Key To Show ...1

11

~

1

i

Show Toolbar Button

L_.__. ____. . . . . . . . . . . . ._.____. .__. . . . . . . _. . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -·----J

r~~:;:oe~=-~::;~~ii(~~~~~~~=~~=::.=:~~~==~·:·=j"("~-::~~"1"1

!

Connection type: Standard

[ Options ...

i

II
I

[ Cancel ) ([

OK

D

Seleding the Browser
Here use the Select... button to choose the browser.
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SELECTING PRINTERS

If we had written this book when AppleTalk was first introduced we would have
titled it Apple Talk Network Services: Printing. Back then, shared printing was all
you thought about when you heard mention of AppleTalk-some Macintoshes,
some cable, and a LaserWriter. We didn't need no stinkin' routers.
In those days, it made a lot of sense to share one printer on a network because to
put one at each workstation was very expensive. Today, although printers are
much less expensive, it still makes sense to put them on a network because they
come in so many different flavors, such as inkjet, laserprint, high-resolution, color,
large-format, label, and fax. You might find it affordable to put a basic printer at
each workstation now, but you will probably still fall back on the network to share
specialized printers.
Even though AppleTalk is now used to support a vast number of network services,
what was true at AppleTalk's inception is still true today: Printing is what people
do most on a network. In this chapter, we pose the questions you need to answer
to determine what type of printer you should purchase.
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What Kind of Network Access Do the Printers Need?
Many computers come with serial, parallel, and LocalTalk connections. Many
more come with Ethernet installed or installable as an option. Sometimes this
option can run as much as $450, not including the Ethernet transceiver.
There aren't many printers that are TCP/IP-based, LAT-based, or Token Ringbased. Check your network access type for the printer before you hook up to it.
Some of the printers can access their Ethernet, LocalTalk, and parallel ports simultaneously. Therefore, they can switch between jobs coming into the different ports.
If the printers are hooked up to each of the different ports at once, how do you
handle priority levels for each of the ports? Ethernet would undoubtedly run over
the LocalTalk network with its speed and hunger for printing.

How Many Users Can Have Physical Access to the Printers at a Time?
Knowing where to put your printers, and who will have physical access to them,
goes a long way in planning your printing needs. It won't do you any good to buy
an industrial-strength printer for your art department to share with your sales
department if the two of them are on different floors. People want printers to be
nearby. They don't want to have to walk halfway across the building to pick up a
print job. You don't want your users to walk halfway across the building to pick up
their print jobs. Have you ever seen a cartoon in the Sunday funnies called "Family Circus?" It always shows the path taken by this little kid named Billie who has
to traverse the entire neighborhood to get from one point in the yard to next.

What Type of Resolution Is Needed?
You need to determine the crispness, or resolution, of what you are printing-not
just for text but also for line drawings, scanned information, photographic input
(PhotoCD), slide presentations, charts, or maybe all of these within a single piece,
as in a book like this one.
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Resolution Isn't Always What You Think It Is
Most printers print at 300 dpi, or dots per inch. Many printers, though, surpass
that setting and print at 400 dpi, 600 dpi, or 1200 dpi. There is a catch, however.
Some printers print at 300 x 600 dpi and call themselves 600 dpi printers. That's
because they use a software technique called interpolation that emulates 600 dpi
printing, or so they say. When examining these interpolated printers, the Ioupe I
use makes their printing look closer to 300 x 300 dpi than to 600 x 600 dpi.

Resolution Helpers
There are a great many printers on the market these days that have what I've come
to call resolution helpers. These make the printing of pictures or text more clear.
However, as with the LaserWriter Pro 630 in our office, if you enable FinePrint or
PhotoGrade printing, you automatically disable printing at 600 dpi. The opposite
is true as well. If you enable 600 dpi printing, you lose the PhotoGrade and FinePrint options.
Print Options

8.2

Couer Page: ® None

0

Print: I Color/Gragscale

Before

0

After Document

OK

,

( Cancel )

...,I

PostScript ... Errors:l No Special Reporting ...,I
-·---------·----------··-·------..-·-Choose Resolution: I Printer's default ,..I
FlnePrint(TM):I Printer's default ...,I
PhotoGrade(TM):I Printer's default ...,I

d

..

(

Help

]

(

Saue

)

Apple's LoserWriter 630 Print Options Dialog Box

RAM Takes You There
No, I'm not talking about the Dodge Ram. I'm talking about those expensive little
chips we gobble up like grandma's cookies. The answer to higher resolution is
somewhat simpler for most printers. The more RAM you put in your printer, the
higher the resolution, up to the total resolution specified for your printer. Many
color printers run at 300 dpi with 8-12 MB of RAM. At 12-24 MB, they run at
around 600 x 600 dpi. With 24MB of RAM, one of them ran at 1200 x 300 dpi.
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Do the Users Require Color Output?
This is the question of the day. If the users do need color output, and they can
only afford a single printer, look at a printer that provides both color andblack and
white output without breaking the bank on such consumables as paper and color
inks or waxes.

Color Wax Printers
Color wax printers use a technology that melts rolls or bits of colored wax onto
specially coated paper. If you are using rolled wax printing technology, you have a
single roll of colored paper, usually with a semi-equal amount of colors, including
black. This means that when you print a black ink print job, you are using just as
much of the other colors as you are the black, even though you aren't printing the
other colors.
At the same time, most of these color wax printers use a special coated paper,
which is as expensive as the color ink you are printing on the paper or more so.
Some of the newer color wax printers come with a special "pre-coat" wax so you
can use "plain paper" with the color printer instead of having to purchase the special coated paper.

Color Toner
Another type of color printer uses a color toner and places as many as four layers
of color toner-cyan, magenta, yellow, and black-on the printer's laser transfer
drum, heats it, and imprints it on plain paper. These printers use a separate black
toner cartridge. Thus, printing regular type doesn't cost as much in consumables.

Inkjet
The ever-popular inkjet printers use colored inks sprayed onto a plain paper surface. These printers sometimes have up to four different inkwells for printing.
Sometimes they have a "color inkwell" with three colors and a separate "black inkwell" for printing in black and white mode.
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Continuous Tone
Finally, there are those color printers that should really be called color proofers.
They use photographic technology, called continuous tone printing, and photographic paper. These printers are not for normal usage, as each page can cost anywhere from $8 to $45, depending on the size of the page and the printer.

Do the Users Require Larger Paper Sizes?
11

Not all printers are 8.5" x II Most of them also accept European sizes, such as
A4, and a great many of them accept 8.5" x I4 with or without special-purpose
feeder trays. Some printers allow users to print up to II x I7 or what is known
as full-bleed II x I7 -paper slightly larger than II" x I7". Of course, the II
x I7 full-bleed paper is much more expensive than the regular II" x I7" paper
because manufacturers don't sell as much of it.
•

11

11

11

,

11

11

11

11

When selecting a printer that takes different sizes of paper, realize that some of
them have to be configured for multiple sized trays. Others can only print the
larger-format papers and don't handle the 8.5" x II sized papers at all.
11

Just Because You Can Load It Doesn't Mean You Can Print to It
There is something that the sales folks won't tell you: Some color printers accept
II" x I7" paper, but won't print on any more than 8.5" x II" of it. I don't know
why. They just don't. Some of them cover a legal-sized area when printing to a
legal-sized page, but only when printing black and white. I loved dragging that
one out of the sales goons.

Will the Users Be Printing Saturated Pages?
Saturated pages are pages with more ink than white space on them. That's a big
deal. Really. When you create a slide, overhead, or AV presentation, you usually
create a colored background for it. Thus, when you print the presentation, you
print the colored background as well. That's called saturation printing.
When you print saturated pages, the cost of toner or wax goes up significantly, as
does the time it takes to print the page. How well the page is printed with other
colors is affected also. Sometimes the background color on saturated pages "pools"
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behind text and creates shadow effects. Some printers are not able to handle the
color gradations of large, saturated areas as well as they handle them on pages that
are less saturated.
While thinking about saturated pages and presentations, if you want a color
printer for printing transparencies, make sure you buy one with transparent color
inks. Solid color inks show as black on a transparency.

Do the Users Need Special Papers?
There are some printers, many of them color printers, that need certain weights
of papers to work properly. Many printers choke on heavy stock (36-42-pound
paper), transparencies, labels, and envelopes. If you need to print to these types of
media, you may want a printer with special bins to handle them. Swapping paper
in and out of the trays, especially 250-page feeder trays, can be time-consuming
and irritating, especially if someone forgets to take the paper out of a tray. I hate
printing reports or charts on our letterhead. Therefore, it is best to look for printers that support multiple bins.
While thinking about this, also check the paper-curl factor of the printers. Some
printer's pages curl more than others while printing. If you are printing a single
report that you are going to bind and send to someone, that might not be much
of a factor. However, if you are printing a report to fax to someone else, or a report
of which you need multiple copies, you'll encounter problems. A copy shop may
make a photocopy of your original so that the paper comes out straight, and will
then use that photocopy to make more copies. This means that you would be running third-generation copies instead of second-generation copies. Each time you
move through a generation during the photocopy process, your text and pictures
become muddier.
Finally, if you need to print pages on both sides, check the printer to see how well
it handles your refeeding the paper through for the second side of printing. Some
printers handle two-page printing better than others.

What Type of Font Technology Do You Want to Use?
The fonts used in your printers are more important than you think. There are two
types of font for your printers: Type 1 and TrueType. If you don't know what these
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are, we cover them in great depth in Managing Apple Talk Networks, and therefore
don't cover them at all here. If you don't understand this font technology, don't try
and specify printers. Seriously.
If you are using a printer needing Type 1 or TrueType fonts, define the font list
for each printer, and determine whether you need to add a hard drive to the
printer to support extra fonts. Sending fonts over the network each time a user
wants to print is not a good idea. This takes time and a large number of packetsaround 328K worth of data per font is sent when a font needs to be downloaded.
Therefore, if you need more fonts than are on the printer, look for a printer with
a SCSI port so that you can attach an external hard drive to hold the fonts.

Will the Users Be Printing from Macs Alone or from Macs and PCs?
If all the printer's users are Macintosh users, you don't have the same problems as
people who have Macintoshes and PCs. Many of the laser printers today, such as
Apple's 16/600, come with both Macintosh andWindows-based printer drivers.
Some printers come with both printer drivers, but have setup manuals designed
for one platform or the other. The Brother HJ-400 printer, for example, can be
printed to by Mac, Windows, and DOS computers. However, the setup manual
included with the printer is heavily DOS-oriented. The new Virtual Printer Technology (VPT) printers from DataProducts (the LZR 1580 and 2080) can be set
up to be viewed by different computer types as different printers, and even though
they supportTCP/IP, AppleTalk, DECNet, LAT, and IPX, their manuals for IPX
really stink, and the printers are extremely difficult to set up for Novell users.

What Do You Expect from Your Printer's Performance?
The first thing you need to know about a printer's page-per-minute rating, as in
8 ppm or 16 ppm, is that the rating is merely indicative of how many pages can
be moved from the paper tray to the output tray per minute. That doesn't have a
darned thing to do with rasterizing the page or putting type on it. The more complex the print job, the slower your printer will print the pages you send to it. If I
sent the printer a page that contained Courier type on 5o/o of its area, it would
print quickly-probably close to its ppm rating. However, if I sent our training
brochure or our logo, it would take much longer to print. Therefore, gauge your
printer's speed by the type of printing you are doing and by the applications from
which you will be printing.
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More RAM Means More Abilities
The RAM you give to your printer, to a certain extent, determines what you can
print and how fast. I've worked with and tested some printers over the last few
years that couldn't print certain pictures at all ... until, of course, we added more
and more RAM. Just because your printer comes with 8 MB of RAM, don't think
you have all of that for your print jobs. Take a look at the screen shot of our LaserWriter 630 in the following picture. It is in its standard configuration with no
fonts downloaded. Even though it comes with 8 MB of RAM, there are only 1.6
MB available. Adding more RAM to this printer would greatly speed the processing of certain high-density graphics files or complex pages.
~

~

Current Printer Description File (PPD) Selected:
"LeserWrlter Pro 630 u20 10.130"

Printer Information:
PostScript'" Level: 2
PostScript'" Version: 2010.130
Resolution: 600 dpt
Fax Support: No
Total Memory lnstalted: B MB
Total Memor Available: 1.6 MB

Update Info

] ([

OK

D

Printer Info from the LaserWriter 8.2 Driver Setup

Will the Printer Support Your Applications?
Some printers do some very strange things with graphics and EPS files. One
printer that I tested printed all TIFF files as negatives. Other types of printers,
those that print only QuickDraw and not PostScript, print all EPS files at 72 dpi
instead of 300 dpi. Many color printers are QuickDraw instead of PostScript.
Check out the type of work you are printing.

How Are the Consumables to Be Handled?
One of the things you need to know about your printer is how it handles its consumables. Consumables are things like paper, toner or some type of ink (which
might be a roll of wax or a bottle of ink in an inkjet), and, with some printers, the
laser drum.
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When printer marketing agents refer to a "consumables, cost for the printer, what
they are usually referring to is a So/o coverage of the paper. In other words, a page,
much like this one, with a lot of white space. Once you begin printing graphics
on the pages, you move toward higher and higher coverage and your consumables
price goes up, along with the longevity of your consumables going down. Printing
transparencies and presentation slides, with the page mostly covered with art or
background fills, drives your price through the roof when using color printers, and
costs you significantly more in black and white mode.
Some of the black and white printers ship with a toner-printing drum single cartridge, and some of them ship with a toner cartridge separate from the printing
drum. One thing is for sure, you are bound to run out of toner, and you are bound
to need another printing drum. However, what I've found is that you often run
out of toner way before you need a new printing drum. Therefore, be careful when
purchasing these types of printers, because each time you change toner, you are
paying for a new printing drum as well.

Does the Printer Use Standard AppleTalk Printer Drivers?
Many printers today can be accessed and printed to via the standard AppleTalk
printer driver. However, some printers, even ones from Apple, need special drivers. Do you really want to manage different printer drivers for different printers
on your network? If you do, that means each and every computer printing to these
printers will need the drivers loaded properly and will need them updated as
AppleTalk or systems themselves are updated.
A prime example of this is many of the HP printers. They work rather well with
their drivers, but when we installed QuickDraw GX along with System 7.5, we
couldn't print to those printers. They used their own, nonstandard drivers, and
those drivers hadn't been converted to QuickDraw GX yet. Sometimes it takes up
to six months or longer before a printer manufacturer updates its drivers. The key
thing for you to check is that you have the correct PDS files for the printers on
your LAN.
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Simple Printer Checklist
Use the following checklist to help you decide on the printer that is right for your
printing requirements.
Network Front1ers Pnnt'lr Plannmg

Connectivity

~~

printe< has LocaiTalk COI1flOCtJVity support
printer has Ethernet comectivity suppor1.

printer has AppleTalk Procoeol suppoft.

he printer has TCPIIP ProliOCOi support
he printer has IPX Protocol support.

~ =Driver Version
~ =Driver Version

[::=1 : Driver Version

Font

TrueTVPt

POitScripe

Storage & RAM

a

The amount or RAM already Installed on pt"inter In Mbytes

The amount ol RAM available as free space

• The l otabmount ol RAM lnstallabfe on this Pflnter
printer has e~emal hard dnve support

0 ~he printer has Internal hard drtve support

Printer Checklist
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ADDING FILE SHARING AND
FILE SERVERS

After your printer, the most important aspect of your network will be your file
server. This is your data repository. If you ask me, most file servers become crap
repositories after the first year, as most network administrators don't clean them
out often enough-but hey, you probably wouldn't ask me. This chapter is broken
into one small section about what a file server is and does, followed by a quick
introduction to Apple's Workgroup Server and Network Server lines. After that,
we run through some questions you need to consider about file servers. Finally, we
end up with a miniature planning guide for building a file server.
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WHAT DOES

IT TAKE TO BE A FILE SERVER?
This is a review of information in our book Managing AppleShare and Workgroup
Servers, published by AP PROFESSIONAL and available at most bookstores {or any
bookstore where my father has called and ordered it).
All AppleTalk file servers, whether they are workstations running System 7 Personal File Sharing or AppleShare Workgroup Servers, have three basic elements: a
computer; a hard drive or other information storage device, such as a CD-ROM
or WORM drive; and file server software allowing users on a network to have
access to the computer and the information stored on the hard drive. When we
talk about AppleShare, we mean the file server software-either Macintosh System 7 Personal File Sharing or AppleShare dedicated software version 3 and
later-that runs on Macintosh computers on AppleTalk networks.
The file server software controls the storage systems on the computer, and through
the software, the entire storage system {hard drive or CD) or one of the directories
(folders) is published as a shared volume. The file server controls how users access
these volumes and subvolumes through user and group access controls to each of
the volumes and folders within the volumes. The file server also controls who has
access to the server's volumes by creating user names, or Users, and collections of
users, or Groups. AppleShare security is maintained through login passwords and
access levels to folders on shared volumes. Finally, what makes AppleShare work
is the Apple Talk Filing Protocol (AFP).
This might sound overly simplistic, but this is generally the way file sharing works.
Within this framework, there are two ways that file servers can be set up and files
can be shared across the network: dedicated file sharing on one large file server and
non-dedicated file sharing on many smaller file servers. Within the family of
Apple-published file sharing software, Macintosh System 7 Personal File Sharing
falls into the non-dedicated category, and AppleShare 3 and later fall into the dedicated category. If you need to know more about how the servers themselves work,
see Managing AppleShare and Workgroup Servers. See our Open Transport primer
for more information on the protocols and how AFP works. For now, let's take a
look at each of these types of servers in more depth.
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NON-DEDICATED fiLE SHARING

Non-dedicated access allows any user on the network to act as a file sharing host.
The user's files and disk space can be made available to other appropriate users on
the network. Apple itself, through System 7, now provides a form of non-dedicated file sharing.

Non-Dedicated File Sharing
One of the benefits of non-dedicated file sharing is that a dedicated workstation
and special file sharing software are not needed. File sharing is a built-in part of
System 7, and because of that, doesn't cost the user any extra money to operate.
There are, however, some performance issues and other drawbacks related to distributed file sharing.
Completing file service requests from users logged in to a non-dedicated file server
requires a certain amount of CPU cycles, RAM, and disk 110. Depending on the
nature of the file service requests and the file sizes, this could place a burden on
the server node. With a non-dedicated server, these CPU cycles and other processing power requests must be shared with other foreground and background operations. This means interruptions to the user of the non-dedicated server and
longer access times for the those requesting files from the non-dedicated server.
Performance degradation on a workstation sharing files is really noticeable. Once
when I was teaching a class, I made my hard drive accessible for a few minutes so
that I could copy some files from my machine. I went back to teaching, but soon
noticed that the Aldus Persuasion file I was running on my PowerBook was
bogged down and moving slowly. I couldn't understand why until I opened the
File Sharing Monitor control panel. Lo and behold, I found one of my students
attempting to pirate software from my computer! I guess if file sharing hadn't
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degraded my computer's performance so badly, I never would have noticed that
my personal database was being lifted. You know, I still get mad about that, but I
don't complain that much about degradation these days.
Even worse than performance degradation is what happens to the other users' files
when the non-dedicated server is not powered on. With a dedicated server, the
only time files are not accessible is when the server is down for repairs. But what
happens, say, if in the previous diagram, Sam saves a file on Scooter's machine, and
Scooter doesn't come in the next day to turn on his machine? Sam can't access the
file on Scooter's machine that day. Worse, if Scooter has a password on his
machine, his machine can't be turned on by anyone but him.
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DEDICATED FILE SHARING-HARDWARE THAT DOESN'T MOVE

A dedicated file sharing method uses one computer committed to providing access
to its files to any other computers on the network that request access. In other
words, this file server acts as a host to the other computers. The other computers
become the clients of the host.

Dedicated Rle Server Model
This client-host method of file sharing requires a dedicated machine with enough
storage space to accommodate the needs of everyone accessing it for storage and
retrieval. This means that a user cannot actively conduct work, such as word processing, on the machine that is the dedicated file server. However, the same
machine can be used for other shared services, such as e-mail or print servers.
The benefits to having a dedicated file server are that all files can be stored in one
location for easy lookup, retrieval, and archiving. Also, whatever processes the
server must perform to support the network will not drain the existing computing
power of any of the individual computers. However, one of the disadvantages of
a dedicated system is that when it fails, every active client of that server loses the
ability to gain access to the information stored in it.
There are three types of dedicated systems open to Macintosh users: Macintoshbased servers, non-Macintosh-based servers, and minicomputers.

Dedicated Macintosh-based. Servers
Even though this approach requires expensive Macintosh hardware, there are
some hidden benefits. A dedicated AppleShare server makes a great platform for
simultaneously running the Apple Internet Router, as well as other services, like
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the mail server or ARA server. Also, a dedicated Macintosh server (or several of
them) running the AppleShare software can easily be administered in the areas of
backups and security.

AppleShare 3
AppleShare 3.x runs on all Macintosh models, from the Classic through the PowerMacs. However, there won't be any significant speed gains using AppleShare 3
on a Macintosh equipped with a 68040 or PowerPC processor. We recommend
that AppleShare 3 be run on 68000, 68020, and 68030 Macincoshes. This software needs at least System ?.Ox to run, but we recommend that you use the most
current version.

AppleShore 3 con run on anything, but is recommended for '030 machines, such as this LC/11.

AppleShare 4
AppleShare 4.x runs on all 68040-equipped and Power Macintoshes, such as the
Quadra and PowerPC series computers. It is three to four times faster than AppleShare 3 software. It will not run on anything less than a 68040-based computer.
This software needs a minimum of System 7.1 to run. If you are running AppleShare 4.2. 1 or later, you need at least System 7.5.3 on the server and the end-user
workstations. This is because Apple has decided to bundle hardware and software
together. The Workgroup Server 7250 is essentially a PowerMac 7200 with a
256K cache card and AppleShare 4.2. 1 bundled as an option. The Workgroup
Server 8550 is essentially a PowerMac 8500 with a 512K cache card and AppleShare 4.2.1 bundled as an option.
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Meet the Apple Server Family
Here is a semi-derailed listing of the file servers from Apple. The low-end products
are approp riately dubbed the "Workgroup Server" family, instead of something
like "enterprise servers." While they aren't as robust and all-powerful as a Novell
rower-built server, they are more than ample for most workgroup needs. The highend "Nerwork Server" family, however, can rake on the other server "big boys" in
irs ability ro handle the needs of the most demanding enterprise nerworks.

Apple Workgroup Server 7250

Front of a7250
The Workgroup Server 7250 uses the same form-factor as the PowerPC 7200 or
7500. There is room internally for rwo hard drives and a CD player. This is not
the server you want if you can have only one of them. This is the server you pick
after you have your first server and want to extend file services to a smaller workgroup that needs irs own server, but won't need backup services or other concurrent services running on the same machine, such as e-mail or an AppleSearch
Server. If pushed, though, I'd be willing to put a small AppleShare server and a
small e-mail group of about 20 people on one of these servers. This would be fine,
as long as the users don't exchange huge files over e-mail while running large documents from the server.

Power, Speed, •
and Memory
•

120-MHz PowerPC 601 RISC microprocessor with floating-point processor
and 32K on-chip cache
256K level 2 cache
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•

Networking •
•

Expansion and •
Storage •

16 MB of RAM, expandable to 256 MB
Built-in Ethernet with AAUI-15 and 1OBaseT connectors
Two DMA serial (RS-232/RS-422) ports compatible with LocalTalk
Three internal Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) expansion sloes
Internal 1.2 GB hard drive

•

O neAppleCD 600i Plus CD-ROM d rive (up to 600K-per-second data transfer rate)

•

One Apple SuperDrive 1.4 MB floppy disk drive that uses high-density flopPY disks and reads, writes, and formats Macintosh, Windows, MS-DOS, and
OS/2 disks

•

High-speed asynchronous SCSI interface that connects up co seven SCSI devices-three internal, four external

•

Three software bundle options: Applicatiom Server Solution includes Apple
RAlD and workgroup software; AppleShare Server Solution includes such
produces as AppleShare 4.2.1 and ARA Multiport Server; Internet Server Solution for the WWWincludes such produces as WebSTAR and PageMill

Apple Workgroup Server 8550

Front of an 8550 with CD and Tape Drive
When I think of a moderate to medium workgroup server, I chink of the Workgroup Server 8550. It's not h uge like the Network Server 700, and it's not small
like the 7250. I guess, chen, like the litde bear said about his porridge, "it's just
right." I love chis machine. It comes with both a CD player and an internal DDS2
cape drive. It comes with three PC I expansion slots and just enough memory: 24
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MB of RAM. This puppy should be able to run most of your workgroup's needs
without hiccuping. The one thing I wouldn't do is load the ports with ARA, routers, and the like, and expect your core users to run their file sharing needs from
the same computer. Even though I've seen some of my clients try to do that, I
wouldn't recommend it.

Power, Spee~ •
and Memory
•
•

Networking •
•

Expansion and •
Storage •

132-MHz PowerPC 604 RISC microprocessor with floating-point processor
and 32K on-chip cache
512K level 2 cache
24 MB of RAM, expandable to 512 MB
Built-in Ethernet AAUI-15 and 1OBaseT connectors
Two DMA serial (RS-232/RS-422) ports compatible with LocalTalk
Three PCI slots for expansion cards
Internal 2 GB hard disk drive

•

Internal DDS-2 Digital Audio Tape (DAT) drive with Retrospect Remote
server and client backup software (optional)

•
•

Internal quadruple-speed CD-ROM drive

•

Two SCSI DMA buses supporting as many as eight SCSI devices with data
transfer rates as high as 10 MB/ s
Three software bundle options: Applications Server Solution includes Apple
RAID and workgroup software; AppleShare Server Solution includes such
products as AppleShare 4.2.1 and ARA Multipart Server; Internet Server Solution for the WWWincludes such products as WebSTAR and PageMill
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Apple Network Server 500 and 700

Internal OAT Drive
These AIX-based (as in UNIX) servers are unlike anything Apple has ever done
before and are as far removed from the SE/30 runningAppleShare 3.0 as the space
shuttle is from the V2. Packed into its wheeled cabinet is room for hot-swappable
and/or redundant power supplies, hard drives, optical drives, and tape drives. Its
PowerPC processors are mounted on upgradeable cards. It has PCI support for up
to seven separate Ethernet segments. Packed, this baby can hold up to 512 MB of
RAM and 256 GB of storage space. Good God! All this, and Apple claims its
design permits all major components-logic board included-to be replaced in
60 seconds or less!

Power, Speed, •
and Memory
•

512K level2 cache

•

32MB (model 500) or 48 MB (model 700) of error-detecting parity DRAM,
expandable to 512 MB

Networking •
•
Expansion and •
Storage •
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Upgradeable 132-MHz (model 500) or 150-Mhz (model700) PowerPC 604
RISC microprocessor with floating-point processor and 32K on-chip cache

Built-in Ethernet AAUI-15 Ethernet connector
Two DMA serial (RS-232/RS-422) ports compatible with LocalTalk
Six PCI slots for expansion cards
Two Fast/Wide SCSI-2 channels supporting seven internal devices, such as
4GB hard drives; two fixed-mount drives in the model 700

•

SCSI-1 channel supporting seven external devices

•

Quadruple-speed CD-ROM drive; OAT drive optional
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SHORT VERSION OF A NEEDS ANALYSIS

Okay, here are some questions to ask yourself or your client when you are trying
to decide what type of server you should buy. If any of you wants to make a snappy
form for this or wants to add more information, please feel free to do so. If we
publish it in Frontiers in Networking, our quarterly CD-ROM journal, you get
something cool in the mail. I don't know what yet, but we'll think of something.

Are Occasional Point-to-Point File Transfers Sufficient for the Users' Needs?
This is the best place to start. Don't be lured by the fact that the AppleShare Workgroup Servers are cheap and easy to manage. If you only have six computers, you
probably don't need a server--especially if all six are PowerBooks.

How Large Are the Files to Be Stored on the File Servers?
Simply put, smaller files require a smaller drive, and larger files require a larger
drive. That's because of the block sizes of the drives. Remember, a drive only has
65,536 total blocks, which means that a 64-MB hard drive has block sizes equivalent to lK per block (64 x 1024 =65,536). A 2-GB hard drive (2,048 MB) would
have blocks the size of 32K each. That means the smallest of files, like an alias file,
would still take up a total of 32K, even though the actual size of the file is less than
a single kilobyte.
To prove this, I created an alias on my 520-MB hard drive and selected Get
Info ••• from the Finder's File menu. The file is 584 bytes, or approximately 0.5K,
but it takes up 8K on my hard drive.
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584 bytee take
up8Kon my
520-M5 drive.

Cnatfl!: Mon, .un 23, 1993, 11 :37 PM
Hodtfhd: Mon, J¥1 23, 1993, 11 :37 PM
OricJtDal: MM:intosh liD : I>Hictop Foldtr :
Prritn.l SP O.btltd Brodu"•

0LockM

I Find Original )

Drive sizes determine how much room files take up.
Some people make the mistake of obtaining large format drives and putting small
files on them, and then they wonder where all the drive space went. For example,
you wouldn't want to put Great Plains or MediMac accounting software on a large
format drive. Each of these applications creates hundreds of small IK files and
pointer files. Moving these files to a larger drive would only take up more room,
without buying you any space.

Will Users Be Storing Personal Information on the File Servers?
If users will be allowed to store personal information on the file servers, allow a
certain amount of space for their personal files and folders. Many companies that
do allow personal folders on the file servers often elect to put these folders on separate hard drives that aren't backed up and are not the main drives. You don't want
personal folders on the main drives, as they can grow quite large. For example, one
of my former clients allows personal folders on the file server as long as they are
kept on the "personal, volume. Of course, this is the volume that is continually
running out of hard drive space. Go figure, huh?

Will the Company's Critical Information Be on the File Servers?
When I'm talking about critical information, I'm talking about information that
could lose the company business if the information is not backed up in such a way
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as to be restorable within a given time frame. If you don't know what type of information is critical to your company, read our book on backup management, The
Complete Guide to Mac Backup Management. It'll explain that to you. Determine
how you will protect critical information. This means something more than, not
instead of your normal backup plan. Luckily for you, the Workgroup Server 8550
is well equipped to handle data mirroring. If you need more than the software
mirroring that comes with the servers, MicroNet has a great RAID setup you can
employ. RAID drives, coupled with locking folders in place and labeling them for
fast restoration, all go toward creating a safer system for your critical information.

Will the Company's Confidential Information Be on the File Servers?
This question and the previous question are actually quite different. With confidential information, you not only have to protect the data from being destroyed,
you also have to protect the data from being seen and copied from the file server.
Copying confidential data from the file server doesn't just mean copying files
across the network through AppleShare. It also means copying the files across the
network through Timbuktu (which copies even faster than AppleShare), or copying files directly from the file server to a floppy disk or a removable drive.
I was at a client site once, doing a security audit. They asked me what I thought I
could take from their file server. So, I walked over to the server, unplugged one of
their hard drives, and walked out the front door past security with it. I had it in
the car for 20 minutes before anyone asked me where the server drive went. I
could have been long gone before anyone would have done a thing. The moral of
the story is that if you have confidential information, you need more than protocol security. You need some type of physical security, as well.
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BUILDING A SERVER PLAN FROM SCRATCH

We have tried to make setting up user accounts on a server as painless as possible.
We have divided this section into two parts. This first part is for people who are
just beginning to manage their file servers. The second part is for those who have
been assigned the task of managing an existing server situation or have been managing one and want to hear our two cents.
/fyou are starting from scratch, think about which users you want on the file servers, how you want to organize them into workgroups, and how best to set up their
folders so that you can administer them and the users can get their work done.
You won't have any past information, but you won't be inheriting a messy situation, either.

Buying Your Machine
We aren't going to go into all the decision trees about which machine and hard
drive system is right for you. We give you our own personal opinion. You can take
it or leave it.

CPU
Buy a Workgroup Server 8550 if you want a single, dedicated server. Load it with
as much RAM as you can get your hands on. You might think this is overkill, but
by the time you think you have grown into the server, you will be growing out of
it-trust me on this one. Most new purchasers (of course we aren't talking about
you) buy too cheap and end up with a server that doesn't have the horsepower they
need. Don't be one of those people.

Hard Drive
Buy the biggest, fastest hard drive you can afford, and buy it from APS or MicroNet. They have the best warranties in the business. You can never have too much
hard drive space, and the faster the better. APS's 1.2-GB hard drive can handle
anything we throw at it. We also like MicroNet's fast and wide Raven Pro line, as
well as their dedicated RAID arrays.
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UPS
Buy an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) and attach it to your server. Buy it
from APS. A UPS is a big battery that sits between the power your building supplies and your server. If the power goes kablooie, so does your UPS, but not your
server. Which would you rather replace?

Network Backup and Archiving System
Read our book on backup management, The Complete Guide to Mac Backup Management, and read the chapter in this book entitled "Planning for Backup Management. "We give you an update on running a backup server on your network,
which is something extra from the backup book. Remember, nobody's ever been
fired for spending too much time or money backing up, only for spending too
much time and money trying to restore what they didn't back up properly.
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WORKGROUP SERVER USER ACCESS PLANNING

Many network administrators often fail to plan for and document the users' connecting to and then leaving the file server. I can't count how many of my clients
and students have admitted that they have users in their Users & Groups lists for
their file servers who haven't been with the organization for years. I even had one
student tell me that he found a user account to be active, even though the user had
been gone from the company for over five years! Knowing that you probably hate
forms, I created another one just to drive you crazy. Seriously though, you might
find this one useful. It will help you plan out the process of putting users on the
server, and then removing them when the time comes.
Apple Share User Account F anne•
Add UMr CO s4wver

"

'

Remove User from Server

Change Uaer'a Group

..,l"'ul"'ho"'rtz"'id,....,by, . . . . - - - - - - - bale Authorized

"11ifnRJ::
ow::-.~y,;:,,!:::n;a::r;::by;-------

bate Trained

It Removing U..r, Aulgn Prtvlleg. . to

Aulhorlzld by

bale Authorized

----Ca.,nllclooo

tf.UflC'

Compulf'r

til. ".!l"'lt'!it"1'5'-&l!.

T~pl'

[ l ll'n"on

jj "'.!I'R'ff'r'ni\ "'·"
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cti""On::"
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o•:::mea::r-ou::y - - - - - bale Pel1ormed

User Account Planner Form
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Broken down into its constituent parts, the form has five major sections. Before
you say that nobody would ever fill one of these things out, think about this for a
minute: Wouldn't you want that person's boss or whoever is responsible for their
part of the data on the server to know this information? Wouldn't you want somebody in the organization to have a slightly better understanding of how the system
operates, so that they can take ownership of it? This kind of simple form gives the
end users a glimpse into the server's operations and how it affects users who work
with them. Hopefully it will give them some insight into the organization of data
on the network. If they simply ignore it, that will tell you something about the
level of involvement they want to have with the system.

Name, Action, and Authorization
This sets down the user's name as it should appear in the Users & Groups list, and
tells the administrator what actions should be performed, from adding the user to
the server to removing the user from the server. It also gives an authorization so
that the administrator knows to whom the user reports.

Training
If there are new users, somebody should train them about the system, show them
where to find information, and give them some kind of clue about the information privacy policy the company has created.

Removal
If you are removing users, reassign their folders to someone within the organization-notthe "Administrator" account. Again, this should be covered somewhere
in the corporate data system policy. If you need more information about it, see
Managing AppleShare and Workgroup Servers, pages 359-384.

Network Information
This is basic information about the name of the user's computer on the network,
the computer type, the network connection type, the user's phone extension, and
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physical location. Why do you need all that when you are simply assigning a user
to the server? You need this information because there are many users out there
who don't understand network speed. They sit next to a user with a faster computer and wonder why the "network is slower at my cube., Thus, you want to
know some particulars about the user's connectivity and computer system.

Group Information
This should be used to assign or deassign users to groups. Most users don't know
to which groups they belong, or what groups exist on the server. Educating them
is important if you want the server maintained correctly. Educating the person
responsible for the creation and management of the group's information for that
particular workgroup is pretty important. That person should know who belongs
to what group and who doesn't.
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WORKGROUP SERVER USERS &GROUPS PLANNING

As you begin to assign users to
your servers, you will begin to
find workgroups wanting
folders and hierarchies of folders set up for them. There are
two methods you can use
when setting this up. You can
do like some network administrators and ignore these people, letting them create their
own hierarchical systems.
Your other option is to help
them create a hierarchy that
organizes the way they work.
Of course, we suggest the latter. We have created a form for
you to use, and we will now
explain it one page at a time.

O.slgn
t'ropoeea worxuroup Neme
AJ Bectmon

Ultl Ol
ext 482

H~UH1

Basic Information
First, you need to know what the group will be called so that you can create this
group in the server management package of your choice. You also need to know
when it is being requested, who is requesting it, and how to contact them if you
have any questions.
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Design

1/6/96

Proposed Worl<Group Name

Al l BeckmM

Data of Request
ext 492

Contact

Contacfa Phone

Basic Information

System Information
Provide informacion for each user in the workgroup. Include the users' names .as
they will appear in the file server, the types of computers on which they .are working, the network connection, telephone numbers to contact them if problems
arise, and where they are located within the building.
User Nnmcs and lnforma11on
ConnC'clmn
Name

Roben Blleberry
V emi:a

O!ta rwater

Computer

Type

E J:l('fl!..ron

local ron

P CI Open Tran1;>0rt

Ethernet

173

Room 200
Room 200

P Oll orma SerlH

Elhlrnet

73•

Cynltia S...,Ohl

Duo

Ethernet

876

Room 200

Jade A rmbuller

Ouadra Sef'les

E thernet

222

Room 202

Louis Lol Sr.

P ower Mac Series

Ethernet

152

Room 204

John P. PuiSibd< ulm

P ower Mac Series

E thernet

111

Room 204

System Information
In our electronic form, we have provided choices for the Computer type and the
Connection type. As you are filling out the form, these lists pop up onto the
screen as necessary.
Ethtrntt

Loca1TII<

Computer and Network Type Assistant Windows
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Joe'slolder(lndent 8 spaces lorsuHub-tolder)
Read Mo (lndenl4 spaces to showsub-tolder)

Page 2 of the Planner

Folder Hierarchy and Access Privileges
Once you know which users you want assigned to the workgroup, have the person
requesting this information give you a few hints about folder setup. If this is the
first time this person has ever asked for a workgroup setup, walk the person
through the steps to filling out this part of the form. This part really is what we
call a mechanical "thinker," or something to start a person thinking the right way
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about network management practices. If they feel they had a hand in the design
of the folder, they will go that extra mile in keeping the folder organized.
This section is as close as we can get to providing folder setup and security information in a form format. The left column provides an area where you can enter
the folders' names and what should be stored in them, if necessary. When filling
out this area, space four times for each subfolder indention. Doing this will show
the hierarchical relationship between the folders in the server.
Assign folder access privileges and ownership among the members of the group.
If you are filling this out electronically, all you need to do is double-dick each of
the privilege fields to enter a check mark.

Design

-Finished Art

-In Progress Art
-CiipArt

--EPS
--TIFF
-To Editing

Assigning Privileges
We've filled out the form above as an example for you to follow. Notice that the
network administrator owns the Acme Design folder itself. Ensure that the network administrator owns all the root-level folders on the servers. All other folders
are owned by Ali Beckman, the group's leader, or in the cases of the individual
users' folders, the users themselves are the owners. Notice also that most of the
folders in this list do not give change access to the users of the folder. Only the
owner has that ability. This ensures that the users don't add folders where they
shouldn't or put files in places where those files don't belong.
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BUILDING A SERVER PLAN FOR AN INHERITED NETWORK

If you are like most of us, you were probably assigned the job as network or server
administrator well after the first decisions to computerize were made. You probably inherited a server with a great many Users & Groups and tons of folders and
files that neither you nor anyone else understand.
Before you begin reorganizing what you have, spend some time discerning who
has what capabilities on your server. We highly recommend that you acquire a
package published by Santorini Design and Consulting in San Francisco called
Server Tools. This package is a group of small utilities that will make you wonder
what you ever did without them.

User Account Review
Review what accounts have privileges on which volumes, and what those privileges are. Another of Santorini's cools is called ViewPoint, and it does just that.
ViewPoint lets you look at each of the folders on a particular hard drive and gives
you privileges for each folder.
-
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-ds.Jrs&.f'VIIrliv(h-I?'O(>dhls !:

e-~
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I
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[
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i

I[

Print

•
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ViewPoint Software Showing Privileges
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You can also view privileges from a user's perspective, showing for which folders
the user has privileges, and what those privileges are.

m

UlewPolnt

~

(J Tom Doll

[I]

c:>CS..MAC
C)

Aemo "4>911o•tlonJ
H1.rNn Rtsourcn

o
c:>Tom

(JT_H_. .s tor

c:>CS..MAC
Ol<mts.lts &Moo1oK ..
o 1t.m1n RtsOCKotJ

(JToniY--chl

c:> CS..MAC
o 1VNn RtsCKr«l
0["9-"'9

e - c_,.,..,_frlrill'p
~
e - Mltrbfrcll:lnUfrV(twu;rl~tirM>Imt}. ~
,_frlrill'p
ee-(1 Ow-#rcltir-.
c_,.~~os

eee-

eee-

c..,.,~~os
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MltrbfrciSMIJ&~tl#-l~tir

ill'
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,_frlrill'p

~

c..,.,~~os

Mltrbfrcl~tl#-l~tir-.

(

EHport

)(

Pr1nt

)

ViewPoint Showing User Privileges
Look for folders that have allprivileges enabled for Guest access. Also note which
groups have privileges to sensitive folders.

Storage Evaluation
You should soon become interested in how much information each user and
group is taking up on your file servers. T here's an old saying that goes, "There's
never enough storage." I think it was originally about cupboards and closets in a
house, bur it applies equally well to disk space and file servers. To gain this information, we use Santorini's Disk Accountant. This utility application lets us view
the disk storage usage in three ways: Users, Groups, and Applications.
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() Tom Don
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Users Seen by Disk Accountant (Groups look the some) and Applications Seen by Disk Accountant
You are looking for any one user or group who owns a disproportionate amount
of storage space. You can probably bet chat chis user or group is also using the
server's processing time more than anyone else. Once you find that person or
group, have a meeting to find out what they are doing and how it affects the rest
of the users on the network.
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PLANNING FOR
BACKUP MANAGEMENT

The first book I ever wrote was The Complete Guide to Mac Backup Management,
and it is now in its second edition. When I wanted to publish it, nobody but Doc
McGraw at APS believed it would sell-not even my own staff. Nobody thought
there was a market for a backup book. One of my friends at Dantz asked me "Why
on earth would anyone want to read a book about backup?" My answer was plain
and simple: Most people do it wrong, and most people suffer at their jobs because
of it. Retrospect, the software from Dantz Development, and ARCserve, the software from Cheyenne, back up both PCs and Macs from either a Macintosh
backup platform or a PC backup platform. It is our firm belief at Network Frontiers that you should back up each and every one of your computing devices. On
a small network, that is pretty easy. Purchase an AppleShare server and it comes
with Retrospect. Install the 0 Remote control panels and away you go. Set your
backup to start after people go home for the day; it will run during the night, and
in the morning everything is backed up and hunky dory.
What if you have portable computers with nomad users like myself? I'm writing
this portion on a plane to Idaho while the backup is running in my office. What
if you have so much data to back up that the backup spills over into your working
hours? Sometimes it takes more time to back up than your network has downtime
at night. Obviously, you have to do some further planning. You can't have your
backups running during the day when your users are trying to work. Thus, you
have three choices:
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•

Don't back up everything every night.

•

Buy another computer and run it as the backup platform, dividing the backups into two and thus buying yourself 50% more time.

•

Run Retrospect 3.x in the Backup Server mode so that it runs constantly and
picks up machines as it can.

Obviously the first choice isn't one we recommend. If you want to know why, stop
in during one of my classes on backups and watch me do what one student has
called "the crazy chicken dance" while I scream at the top of my lungs about the
importance of backups. This, then, leaves you with the second or third choice. We
have covered the implementation and reasoning behind the second choice very
thoroughly in our book The Complete Guide to Mac Backup Management, Second
Edition, published by AP PROFESSIONAL. What does that leave us with for this
section? Yup, door number three. I'll explain how to implement a Retrospect
Backup Server and the planning you have to do for it. For actual script writing or
anything else, you'll have to refer to our backup book.
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PLANNING FOR AND IMPLEMENTING RETROSPECT BACKUP SERVER

All planning for backups should begin with a backup capacity and throughput
analysis. When planning for your backups, your goals should be simple. You want
to be able to:
•

Finish a full or new backup within 48 hours.

•

Finish daily normal or incremental backups within 10 hours.

•

Fit all backups onto a maximum of six tapes, since the best DAT changers,
like the MicroNet 48-6, hold up to six tapes.

If, for some reason, any one of these goals cannot be met using one backup station
with conventional backup scripts, you need to use two backup stations to allow
for more time, add another DAT changer, or add another drive to your backup
computer. Another option, and the one that we discuss here, is to use Retrospect
3.x's ability to create a Backup Server script. This script runs continuously during
the time periods that you set for it. A combination of full backup scripts and a
Backup Server script work very well to back up your computers within the time
limits you set daily.

Creating a Backup Planner
In our book The Complete Guide to Mac Backup Management, Second Edition,
'Chapter 2: Defining Critical Systems," pages 37-43, we discuss in detail how to
fill out the backup planner form. Because of page constraints in this book, I can't
go as in-depth here. However, here is the first page of the backup planner filled
out for our network. Because of the number of systems that we have, our network
spills into the second page of the planner as well. On this page, the critical information is shown for the computers, especially concerning how much the backups
should be storing on a daily basis.
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Page I of the Backup Planning Chart
Remember when planning for your backups that you can plan for the amount of
storage space you are using today, or you can plan for the total storage space you
have available today. We plan for the total amount of storage space. This way, we
guarantee that our plans are good for about a year. Ifyou plan for the total capacity
you are using today, your plan will be outdated as soon as somebody creates a new
file, downloads something from the Internet, or God forbid, installs some
M icrosoft product at a bizillion megabytes.
The last page of our backup planner shows that it will take approximately 85
hours for a full backup, around nine hours for daily backups, and a total of seven
tapes to capture the information on our network if the drives are fully utilized.
Again, since we are planning for full utilization-which gives us about a year's
worth of realistic usage before we outgrow the plan-we have surpassed our
design guidelines for fu ll backups and requisite numbers of tapes. Something
needs to be done about this. We decided to create a Backup Server that will run
continuously on our network.
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Backup Planner, Last Page

Setting up the Backup Server
Your Backup Server doesn't have to be the fastest machine on your network, or the
biggest, but it shouldn't be one of the slowest. Since our network comprises 660
AVs, 61 OOs, 8 100s, 500 series Power Books, and two Uci's, we decided to make our
lone Q uadra 6 10 the Backup Server. N obody wanted to use it for anything else,
and as it has 16MB of RAM, we decided it would be the perfect machine. It is
highly recommended that your Backup Server have at least 8 MB of RAM dedicated to the Retrospect application.
Since we knew immediately that we were going to overrun a single DDS-2 backup
tape, our options were to use a bunch of O AT drives stacked on top of each other,
or to use a 6-DAT changer. We decided that the best thing for us would be to use
a OAT changer. T he OAT d rive in our main server is used fo r a different type of
backup. We decided that not only do we want to have backups for everything, we
also want to have RAIDS storage for the server, mirrored systems for the e-mail
and DB server, nearline backups fo r our Projects folder containing information
we need restored within four hours, and an ongoing archive of information about
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everything we do so that users can retrieve files they might delete accidentally. This
will require some of the following setup.

RAID 0 and 5
These are set up according to pages 7 4-97 of one of our other books, Managing
AppleShare and Workgroup Servers, using a secondary standard drive for the mirroring, and the MicroNet RAIDbank for the RAID5 system. & they don't have
much to do with the network's design, we won't cover them here.

Backup Server
The first thing to script is your full backups. Make sure that you include all your
remotes, your groups, and your Local Desktop. If you need to know what those
are and their significance when creating a backup script, see our backup book,
pages 255-278. The following screen shot shows a completed rotational backup
script for three weekly tapes-StorageSets A, B, and C. They are set to run on Fridays at 4:00 P.M. Setting the script for 4:00 P.M. gives you a chance to see Retrospect winking and blinking at you when you forget to put the correct tape in the
tape drive. There is nothing worse than coming in on Monday and finding out
that the backup didn't work because you forgot to put in a tape.
Backup: Backup Script
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That's all you need to script for normal backup tapes. Script this separately from
the Backup Server script because the Backup Server handles tapes differently.
When creating your Backup Server script, make sure that you set your schedule
like the one in the following picture, which backs up Monday through Thursday,
and not Friday through Sunday. Friday through Sunday is when your full backups
are running. You don't want the Backup Server running at the same time as your
scripted backups. If the two overlap, Retrospect will try to resolve the conflict by
rescheduling one or the other. Don't make life any harder than it needs to be.
The only other point I should mention for your Backup Server script is to put all
your StorageSets (which represent the tapes you are using) into it. This allows Retrospect to choose the set into which to place files. It searches your drive chain and
backs up to whichever sets it finds. If it finds multiples-as in having both A and
C in the tape drive-it backs up to whichever has the earliest backup dates. When
finished, your Backup Server script should have all the remote desktops as well as
your Local Desktop as sources; it should have however many tapes you are using
in its Destinations field; and it should have a set schedule for when you want the
backups to start and stop, along with any wrap-up times you need. In the following pictures, our script is shown on the left and the Schedule window is open on
the right showing when the backups should and should not run. Our script shows
that it should run from 6 P.M. until 9 A.M. Monday through Thursday, with a
wrap-up time of one hour. Remember that the wrap-up time is based upon volumes, and the final "stop" time will halt whatever it is doing.
Backup Server. Backup Server
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This nicely coincides with our regular full backup scripts, erasing the tapes when
necessary so that the catalogs don't become too large. That isn't good. Right, Steve?
Now you are ready to set up your archive and duplicate scripts. Run them from
one of your file servers with a DAT drive built into it. Since you don't want to confuse departmental backup scripts with departmental archives (remember-backups are for restoration and archives are for file retrieval), you may want to run
them from separate computers as well.

Setting up Duplicate Scripts
The duplicate script won't need any special tapes to run and, theoretically, could
be run from the same computer from which you are running your backup scripts.
First, single out a volume on one of your servers for duplication. In our case, we
singled out the active Projects folder of the main server. We set it up so that users
can label folders they think are important and need to be duplicated. Each of the
folders labeled Essential is duplicated twice a day: at 10:00 A.M. and at 4:00P.M.
Any changes made to the files in these folders are replicated twice daily onto a
reserved drive on another server. If a user trashes or corrupts a file, we have a duplicate that has been saved twice daily. RAID systems don't prevent stupid user
errors, but this does.
Iii

· Dupllc:ote: oupllc:ete Script
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Setting up Ar,hive s,ripts
Now we are ready for setting up the archive script. As we explained in the backup
book, you aren't really creating an archive since you aren't taking files or folders off
the server. For creating real archives, see our backup book, pages 397-438.
Give your users the lazy man's guide to file management-this is what I believe
you are providing, but hey, who asked me?-by setting up two scripts. Script one
is a Backup Server script that runs daily and script two is essentially a "no files"
backup script designed to create a monthly change in file catalogs and tapes that
the Backup Server script requests. You must change your catalogs once a month
because they become really, really large. Once they are about 4 MB in size, equal
to hundreds of thousands of entries, they become unwieldy. One of my students
once asked, "What do you do with a catalog that's 32 MB in size?" All I could say
was to change the catalog. Wow, what insanity! Anyway, here is the low-down on
the scripts for implementing an archive server, assuming that you have a OAT
drive for your tapes.
Set the Backup Server script to run from 12:00-1 :00 P.M. daily, with a 15-minute
wrap-up time. This backs up computers every lunch and then cycles through your
available computers on a catch-as-catch-can basis. Don't worry about whether it
can finish all the computers each day. If it doesn't get to one of them today, it will
get to it tomorrow or the next day. Don't worry; the files will be in there.
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To change your catalogs, run another backup script with no sources that only activates itself to change the catalog and ask for a new tape. We set ours to do its thing
once a month. This way, we have January, February, and each consecutive month
as an archive. It makes searching for lost files easier and keeps the catalogs to a
manageable size.
Backup: Tape Changer
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Consecutive Month Archives
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CHAPTER 17:
SCHEDULING USERS
WITH NOW UP-TO-DATE AND
Now CONTACT

A useful addition to most AppleTalk networks is a workgroup calendar/scheduler.
Here users record appointments and other events that can be seen by other users
on the network, permitting everyone to know at a glance who is and is not available at any given time. The best of these applications also provide a scheduler.
Users can tell the application the names of those they wish to see at a given meeting. The scheduler reviews the calendars and selects a time when all other users are
available to attend. With that meeting time established, users can direct the scheduler to record the meeting and inform co-workers of the plan, or to look for the
next possible time.
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Now Up-to-Dote's Calendar Window
Two of the nicest applications made for workgroup scheduling are in the Up-toDate and Contact bundle from Now Software, Inc. Up-to-Date provides both calendaring and scheduling and can be cross-linked to a Contact database to bring
up a wealth of information about individuals or companies mentioned in calendar
event fields.
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SETIING UP THE UP-TO-DATE AND CONTACT SERVERS

Now makes an easy-to-use installer for Up-to-Date and Contact. You may install
their respective server software, client software, or both by choosing the selfexplanatory menu items.

lnst•ll•tion OptioftS:
Nov Contact 3.5
Nov Cont.act Ttmpl<ltts
QulokCont.aot
-" Public Conhct Strvtr
Now QuickP.ad
M~ioi¢$1\ C'ra;~

1nd Dr¢p filts

~

I
1·•·.

,..

Now Up-to-Datt 3.5
Quiokl><~\1

-" Public Evtnt Strvtr

•·

·.
··•····.

.
·.

to

An <~ppllc<~tlon th<lt ~mows 11ou to shart publto tvtnts 'With
othtr Now Up-to-D.att ustrs.
You don't han to inst.all ttlls ~ppllc.atlon unltss ljOU 'WOUld
llkt 11 our M4ointosh to act as .a Strvtr.

•

RAM Rtquirtrntnts: :500 K
Disk Sp<~¢t Rtquirtd: 400 K
sutus: 3.~.1 wm !:It inst.alltd.

!!.~~ Sljs~~~.:...~~-~-·-~~-~~..:..~.~..----Dtst!Mtlon Yolllmt:

(

C.antltl

)(

I

TROtti ... 1 1728 K
C'~ir,rtilll

lll

·I
Instill

~

Now Installer Screen

General Considerations
Before you use the installer, however, consider which Macintosh will be home to
the Public Event Server. Up-to-Date is designed to run on both 68K and PowerPCbased Macintoshes with a minimum 450K of free RAM, 2 MB of free hard drive
space, and System 7.0.1 (with System 7 Tuner) or later. Busy servers use approximately 1 MB of hard drive space as a work area.
Next, decide whether or not you wish to use Contact along with Up-to-Date and,
if so, where the Public Contact Server should be located. We recommend that you
install Contact to extend the features of Up-to-Date. For example, let's say that
you see in your calendar file that you and some colleagues have been scheduled for
classes at Network Frontiers, Inc. "What is a Network Frontiers?," a subordinate
asks. A mouse click links you to a Contact file and you know what it is, where it
is, and why you are going there!
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We use Contact the most in the consulting end of our business. It is great for PowerBooks and Newtons, as it remembers the records you can access on the network,
regardless of whether or not you are on the network. That means your business
address data can move around with you as easily as your personal addresses. You
can even make changes to the data off-line. When you reconnect to the network,
Contact's server component will synchronize your address book and keep updating both with the newest entries.
Contact has similar hardware requirements, needing at least 1 MB of free RAM
and 3 MB of free hard drive space for 68K installations or 4 MB of free hard drive
space for Power Macintosh use. It also requires System 7.0.1 (with System 7
Tuner) or later.
You do not have to install the client portion of the application on the machine on
which the server elements reside, unless you plan to do all configurations locally.
Now suggests that you use these guidelines for the destination Macintosh:

If you have up to •••

Generating up to •••

Use at least a •••

50 users

1,000 events or contorts

Performo 200

250 users

10,000 events or contacts

Quodro 630

500 users

10,000 or more events or contorts

Power Macintosh 71 00

Don't take those numbers as gospel, however. I cannot imagine trying to give 500
people a shared calendar that fits on a 14-inch screen! For more than 10,000
events or contacts, remember that when a workstation is off the network, or the
server is-perish the thought-down, server-based data must be saved locally at
least in part. If you have a really big Contact database, that could eat up an inordinate amount of workstation hard drive space. We tried one with 64,000 contacts. I do not know how that would have turned out because I became tired of
listening to my PowerBook trying to synchronize after about a day! In my opinion, databases of that size belong in FileMaker Pro or Butler. Which brings us to
the most important thing in deploying this service: These are truly workgroup
applications. Apply them to small groups of, say, 25 users or less. You can do this
by department, by project, or by whatever mechanism impels the users to work
together. Also keep the Contact databases you wish to link with Up-to-Date to a
maximum of, say, 1,000 records.
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You might decide to have one or many networked calendar/contact combinations.
We will discuss servicing multiple workgroups from one combination server. You
could also give each workgroup their own server on separate machines. You could
even run multiple separate server applications on a single machine, giving each
workgroup their own calendar/contact database in that way, if this makes more
sense to you administratively.
Next, we set up one Up-to-Date server and an associated Contact server for the
Information Services department of our fictitious company. You can expand upon
this in deploying it throughout your own organization.

Initial Configurations
When the installer has finished, you are prompted to restart the Macintosh. When
it comes back up, you can begin your server configuration.

I

Strvtr " - : NJmt MIS Caltndw

._••----------1

Admin.lo9in Password:!
New Rtsourot Password:

Ntw Catf901'\l Password:

._1••-••-••-------'
._1••-••_••-------'

Otlttt past mtttfn9 not lots af\tr
( a.clcup FU....

rz=J c~&vs.

J Backup .db
Quit

1u

()t(

n

Pubkc Event Server Configuration Screen
In the Server Name field, enter a name indicative of the company or department
the calendar is to serve. We have chosen ''Acme MIS Calendar." In the Admin.
Login Password field, enter a code that will prevent others from messing around
with the Public Event Server. In the New Resource Password field, enter a code
that must be entered for anyone to add users, conference rooms, or resources to
the group scheduling system. In the New Category Password field, enter a code
that must be presented before anyone is allowed to create, delete, or move public
event categories. Finally, click the Backup File .•• button. You are asked to specify
a place and name for a backup of the Public Event Server's database. If you change
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the name from the default of"backup.db," be sure to include the ".db" extension
in the new file name.
The backup feature is important. The Public Event Server database being backed
up contains all the calendar categories, events, users, and resources. This is not
data that you want to have to recreate from memory every so often. All information added to the Public Event Server database is saved every five minutes. The
backup feature makes sure that, in addition, the entire database file is duplicated
at midnight, assuming that you always have it running. Otherwise, it backs up the
next time you turn on the server. This redundancy protects you should the main
database become damaged or corrupted. Your daily network backups should provide even further protection.
Click OK when you are finished here. What remains is the unobtrusive Status
window from which you will configure and maintain some features of your network calendar.

Public Event Server Status Window
Repeat these steps in the Public Contact Server configuration screen.

Configuring the Public Event Server
You are ready to add the people, places, and things for Up-to-Date to track.

Installing Users, Rooms, and Resources
The first step in setting up the Public Event Server is to add the names of the people who will be using it. You could enter the name and account information of
each individual remotely from the Up-to-Date client application. If you have
many users, however, a more efficient way is to export the information from an
AppleShare or e-mail server and then import that database file into the Public
Event Server.
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First, edit the list of users you have gathered from an application such as AppleShare. Delete all the information that does not pertain to users, and then delete
all those users who will not be a part of the network calendar. Be sure to count the
number of remaining user names to make sure that you have enough legal copies
of Up-to-Date to support them.

A 1i Beckmemlft fffiiDesign,A 11 Stoff ,NF Stoff
Bert Hernondezlft fffiiDesi gn,A 11
Stoff ,Consult i ng,Fox,Guests,NF Stoff ,PUDDLEBUSTERS
Brondo Rogers Itt ft filA 11
Stoff ,Consult i ng,Admi nistrot ion, I nternol ,NF Stoff
Corrie Berkowi tzlftfffiiSol es & Market i ng,Sol es,A 11
Stoff
Cess Kovel lft ft fiiAdmi ni strot i on,Consul t i ng,Fo x,A11
Stoff, I nternol ,NF Stoff,PUDDLEBUSTERS
Cell olft ft fiiConsul t i ng,Devel opers
Curt Hi 1tonlft ft fii Engi neering,A 11 Stoff ,NF Stoff
Dove Messerlft ft filA 11
Staff ,Consult i ng,Admi ni strol ion ,Art
Stoff ,Clients ,Desi gn,Deve 1opers ,DOS ,Engi neeri ng,F ox,Fro
nt Offi ce,Gues t s,Humon ~sources, l nternol,Morketing,NF

Text List of Users Generated by AppleShore
In our example, we are making a calendar that will serve only a small IS department, so we have whittled the list down quite a bit.
;;Iilli

··- Main 8150 EHport.TEHT -

·--

Sofi en Duron t ift ft filM IS,Engi neeri ng,A 11 Stoff ,NF Stoff
Tom De11lftftfiiMIS,Consulting,A11 Stoff,lnternol,NF
Stoff,Art Stoff
Scooter NewtonlftftfiiMIS,A11 Stoff,NF Stoff
Shirley Wonglf t ftfiiMI S,Engi neeri ng,A 11 Stoff ,NF Stoff
Simon WoynelftftfiiMIS,Front Off ice,All Stoff,NF Stoff

I

I

lSi~

r1£

~
2i

EditedList of Network Users
The next step is to reformat the list. Delete everything but the user's name and the
group designation that is the one you wish to use in the calendar. In our example,
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all the users are in the AppleShare "MIS" group, but that's still not specific enough
for the calendar. Thus, we have deleted the group designation as well.
The reformatting process works like this: Type some data, press tab, type some
more data, press tab, and when you reach the last piece of data to enter, press
return. Everything before a tab is a data field. Everything before a return is a data
record When you are finished, you have a tab-delimited text file.
Here is the data you need to enter in each field:
1. Type: In this case, it is user.
2. Name: You have the user's name from the list of users we just discussed.
3. Password: This could be a new password, or the password used for AppleShare or e-mail accounts. If you don't care about passwords, just press tab.
4. Description: This could be the group designation, as in "MIS," or it could
be something more descriptive, like a job tide, such as "Network Manager."
5. Capacity: Press tab here. We'll talk about it later.
6. Extension: Put in the users' telephone numbers or extensions.
7. Department: Again, this could correspond to an AppleShare group designation or it could be something more descriptive, like a physical location, as in
"fourth floor."

"""

user
user
user
user
user

mw#!.ffi Main 8150 EHport.TEHT ~ ·

mwm hiffill

Sof ien Duren\ ecme Network Engineer 143 MIS fourth floor
Tom Dell ocme Consultent 4 156962939 MIS on call
Scooter Newton acme Network Administrator 144 MIS fourth fl oor
Shirl ey Wong ecme Technical Support Technician 103 MIS first floor
Simon Wayne acme Network Tr ainer 145 MIS fourth floor

Formatted list of Network Users
Then: may be a few more things you want to do before you import this file into
the Public Event Server. In addition to users, Up-to-Date can also keep track of
the availability of rooms and resources. Enter this data as follows:
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1. Type: Instead of user, make it room or resource.

2.

Name: T his is the name of the room, as in "Training Room," or the resource,
as in "Cable Scanner."

3. Password: T his could be a new password, or just press tab to leave it blank.
4.

D escription: This could be, for example, that the room has "12 desks, 10
workstations," or that the resource is a "MicroTest PentaScanner."

5. Capacity: Enter the number of people that Up-to-D ate could schedule to use
this room at the same time. Leave it blank for a resource by pressing tab.
6. Extension: Enter the room's telephone number or extension. Leave it blank
for a resource by pressing tab.
7.

Location: Enter the physical location of the room or resource. For instance,
for a room you could enter something like "first floor north" and for a
resource you could enter something like "closet in MIS, fourth floor."
i!t:il

MDIn 81 SO EHport.TEHT

user Sofien Durant ocme Network Engineer 143 MIS fourth floor
~
user Tom Dell acme Consultant 4158962939 MIS on cell
user Scooter Newlon acme Network Administrator 144 MIS fourth floor
user Shirl ey Wong acme Technicel Support Techniclen 103 MIS firs t fl oor
user Simon Wayne acme Network Trelner 145 MIS f ourth floor
room Traini ng Room acme 12 desks, 10 workstations 12 106 fi rst floor nor th
resource Coble Scanner ecme MlcroTest PenteScenner
Closet in MIS fourth floor
{).

!B

Formatted list of Network Users, Rooms, and Resources
You are ready to import this file into the Public Event Server. If it is not there
already, copy the file to the server machine's desktop. Next, gain access to the Public Event Server's database by clicking the Log In button in the Status window.
You will be prompted for the password you set up earlier.
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Server Administrator Login

Password:

!~....•_••_•_••_•_ _ _ _ _ _ ____,

Cancel

)

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiOKiiiiiiiiiiii~J)

1\lii(

Logging in to the Public Event Server
Once you are in, the Log In button changes to Log Out. Select Import Users
from the Server menu, or click the spigot button and enter the name of your tabdelimited text file in the dialog box that is generated.
If you made a mistake in the file's creation, Up-to-Date will tell you about it:
Acme MIS Calendar

...

Lt
id

c

0

Import Error on line 6: II 106 First
floor north II: uneHpected end of
record.

((

OK

l)

You screwed up. Try again.
Go back into the file and fix the error. The error message will tell you which
records are wrong.
Note: Avoid all mistakes because the Public Event Server does not overwrite data
added during the interrupted import process. Suppose you make ten mistakes,
with the first mistake interrupting the process at line six. When you are finished,
you will have ten listings of the accounts in lines one through five! You can delete
these superfluous accounts, but you can only select one account at a time and you
will be asked for the user's password each time! If you find yourself in this situation, I suggest you shut down the Public Event Server, trash both the "Public
Event Server.db" and "Backup.db" files, and restart. You will need to reenter the
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name for the Public Event Server, but after that you can perform a dean install of
your user list.
Once you have made any necessary corrections and have imported the data into
the Public Event Server, verify the work by launching the Up-to-Date application.
First, tell the client which calendar server it should reference by selecting Server
Connections from the Define menu. In the windows that are generated, select
the Public Event Server you just set up.
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Showing Up-to-Date the Location of the Server
Now select Administration from the Meeting menu.
s.rvtr:
Tvpt:

I Aomt MIS ~ltnd •I
I Ustrs

•I

TomDtll
Sofltn Dlr~nt
SQoottr Ntwton

"'"'···

Slmon'tt'-,M
Slltrltt,l'tt'0119

'------------'~""""' n

OK

n

Reviewing the List of Imported Users
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In this window, you can examine your database of users, rooms, and resources.
They can be modified or removed with the Edit••• and Delete ••• buttons.

!:'.!!.!:.!'.~---·-··--··--··---···-··--··-·····-··-----·--···-··---·--··--------·---···-·--- ~
Pusword

----··--··-·...·-···..··--·-····..··-·..··-··..

~.,;.114.;..;4_ _ _ _ _ _ __,

Exttnsion:

Lo¢'1:

L..l•_••_•_ _ __..

I

O.puti'Mnt : HIS fourth floor
DHerlption:

Nttwork Administritor

C.anc.l

J

~~(;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;OK;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;#JI

Moclift.ci:Main8150Export.TEXT,12/15/95,11 :17 AM

Editing User Information
Finally, designate those hours when users are available for Up-to-Date to schedule
meetings, and the people who will act on behalf of individual users when they are
not available. This can be accomplished with the Meeting Avail••• and Set Proxies••• buttons available in the Edit dialog box.
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I
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I

,,1 100..,

I
1
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~ blocks of:

I
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...

C~1

I

n

Sm

II

&tablishing aUser's Availability
You can't set availability for rooms and resources. These are always available except
when they are scheduled to be used in a meeting. You can set proxies for both,
however. This is a good way to make someone responsible for a room or resource
to ensure they are always ready for use, as in placing manuals in the training room
or charging the batteries in the cable scanner.
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~~~--Jral
1Q

fj Tom 0.11
~ Sofltn Dunnt

., () Scoottr Ntwton
E) Stmon'rt'avrw
(J Shirlfl.l 'rt'ong

Establishing aRoom's Proxy

Installing Public Categories
In Up-to-Date, events are in either the personal or public category. Users can
employ the personal category to keep track of events they do not need to share
with the rest of the world, such as when their mortgage payments are due. Public
categories are used to advertise events that affect entire workgroups, such as when
a project deadline falls. You could let your users set up these public categories, but
for the sake of consistency we suggest that you set them up. You are required by
the software to set up at least one public category. To do this, first select Administration from the Meeting menu in the Up-to-Date application. In the window
that appears, pick the name of your Public Event Server in the pop-up menu at
the top and Categories in the pop-up menu beneath it. Click New to enter the
first category.
. -----------··-·----····--··-·--·--·----(11
Pusworcls
PlrpoH:

To impron emp~" computtr skills

~~~~

Dwrwr:
Edit:

Rtad:

;::::::::====~
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~======~

'L....------'
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Moclified: Tom o.n, 12/1:51~. 12~ PM

n

OK

'

Sening up a Public Category
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As a general rule, name and describe the category in such a way that users can easily determine whether they should be interested in the events associated with it.
You can create many categories. Users have the option of subscribing only to the
categories that are relevant to them and ignoring the rest.
Like the Public Event Server database itself, you can assign password protection
to public categories. The Owner password must be produced by anyone who
wishes to archive, delete, move, rename, or otherwise alter a category. It is a good
idea to set this. The Edit password is needed by those wanting to move, edit, or
delete a category's events. You want to allow most users to do this so they can make
corrections to calendar data. The Read password is needed simply to view the
events associated with a category and is not necessary in most cases. In fact, you
should not set this password if you wish to have meetings automatically scheduled
under this category; it will hamper Up-to-Date's group scheduling abilities.

Configuring the Public Contact Server
Now you are ready to add the Contact data that will relate

to

the calendar.

Installing Public Categories
Contact is capable of handling private and public categories of address information. As the names imply, private categories are used for information that does not
need to be shared with the rest of the company, such as the addresses of a user's
family and friends. Public categories contain information that should be shared
with the rest of the company or the workgroup. In our example, we create an
interoffice list of employees and office-related service personnel, with emphasis on
what a network administrator would need in such a database.
When you install the Public Contact Server, one public category is created automatically. Its name contains whatever you called your Public Contact Server with
something like "Shared Contacts" tacked on. For instance, our example was created as ''Acme Contacts Server Shared." Users also receive three automatically created personal categories: Business, General, and Personal.
The public category can be accessed from network workstations using the Contact
application, as long as it has established a connection with the Public Contact
Server. There is no need to set up a users database as you did with Up-to-Date.
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For our example, we are going add the public category "Personnel." To do this,
launch the Contact application, and then select New from the File menu to create
a new address book. Next, choose Server Connections from the Define menu.

__m
Chtck ~ttp"iH to
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unchtck to remon from Cont.ct FO.
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S.rvtr...
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Define Server Connedions Wine/ow
You see an empty Define Server Connections window. Here, dick Add Server•••.
In the Add Server window, select the zone on the left in which the Public Contact
Server is located, and then on the right, select the name of that server.
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Seleding the Public Contod Server
Click OK when you are finished. You are returned to the Define Server Connections window. Click Done.
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Now that you are logged in to the server, you are ready to create a category that
can be accessed by all the connected users. Choose Categories from the Define
menu, and switch from local to networked categories in the pop-up menu at the
upper left of the Define Categories window.
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Choosing Shared Categories
Click the New ••• button to create a category. Enter the password you established
for the Public Contact Server to continue.
Name the category, describing it so that your users will know whether it's a category they want to use, and add passwords, if you wish.
Cate90111 Info
Namt:

lPtrsCMtl

::::===============~

O.scrfption: Narnts, locations, dtpartmtnts, IIICI homt
e«~tact information of a11tiT4)101,1Ms in tht
IM1clin9, as wtn as StrVIot staff.

Passwords

-------

Modffltd: Tom 0.11
Owntr: Tom0.11

Last rtcOIIOiltd: nntr

tanc.l

1 ''

OK

n

Establishing aShared Category
The Read field allows you to hide these contacts from all users except those privy
to the password. The Write field allows users to read the contacts but not to make
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changes to them unless they have the password. The Owner password prevents
users from deleting the category unless they are authorized to do so.
For our example, we named the category "Personnel" and provided a fairly good
description of its contents. We have chosen to put employees' home contact information in here as well, which is never something you want to do until you have
talked with Human Resources about company policy on the matter. They may
have you add something like "not to be disseminated to non-employees" to your
description.
Finally, we do not feel a need to password protect anything here. We would rather
encourage employees to alter their own employee information whenever something changes. Assigning a password for Owner is probably a good idea, however,
to ensure that the category is not deleted by accident.
By the way, all categories can be colored-coded. If you want to make the contacts
in this category stand out from other categories when users view their address
books as a whole, you can set the text color by selecting Category Styles from the
Define menu.
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Co/or-Coding aCategory
How you actually enter data into a database is well covered in Now's manual and
is simple enough that the loss of the manual wouldn't hurt you much. To put it
simply: Create a new contact record, choose the public category in the pop-up
menu, and type in the contact information.
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Adding a Contact to the Public Category
What most database programmers identify as a record, Now calls a contact, adding
further that it can contain data for an individual or an entity. Whatever you call
it, each record contains the data you would expect to find-name, telephone, and
address-as well as a few fields that can be customized.
In our example, we have been creating a personnel address book, so we will use
this cusromization feature. Since your company's employees are also network
users, add some information to the database that can help you reconcile the information from backup, configuration management, AppleShare, and e-mail logs.
These logs can tell you what your users are doing or are not able to do. Contacts
can tell you where in the building they are located.
We talk more about the importance of being able to associate network resources
with users in our book Managing AppleTalk Networks. This is essential in troubleshooting and accounting management.
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Creating Custom Relds
To use this feature, select Custom Fields from the Define menu. What is entered
in the custom fields depends on how you have organized your network. Some of
the basic fields you may wish to create are:

•

Network jack: The numbers of the wall jacks in the users' offices, which can
be handy if you have a nice big blueprint on your wall showing where all the
wall jacks are and how they are labeled.

•

Asset code: This could be the number that appears on the asset tags you have
attached to each user's computer.

•

Physical location: This could be something like an office number or a description, as in "4th Boor, Nw."

•

Responder number: This could be the number you gave to the responder of
a network management tool, such as SaberLAN. The trouble is that you can
rely on the users to enter information for the previous categories, but you
probably can't here.

•

Telephone extension: This is applicable in most companies.

•

Some other thing: You get the idea. The point of adding these fields is to give
you a quick way to access the people associated with what you see happening
on the network's wires. How exactly you do this is not as important as the fact
that you do do it.
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SETTING UP THE UP-TO-DATE AND CONTACT CLIENTS

Here are a few things you can do to get your users up and running.

Installing Clients
An easy way to distribute the Up-to-Date and Contact applications to your users
is from an AppleShare server volume. Create a folder with the appropriate privileges and name it Calendar/Contact Install. Then drag the files from the master
diskette into the folder. Your users can install the client by double-clicking the
installer on the mounted server disk. Be sure to tell your users not to install the
Public Event Server or Public Contact Server. They do not need it and probably
should not have it. You might even want to delete it from the server install volume.

Creating Standardized Up-to-Date and Contact Files
Although not strictly necessary, it is a good idea to start your users off on the right
foot by distributing a preconfigured and standardized calendar, making use of the
categories you created in setting up the Public Event Server. There are a great
many things you can configure when doing this, such as category sets, formats,
and layouts, but the explanation of these is better left to the Up-to-Date manual.
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Some of the Many Options Available to Customize Up-to-Date's Look and Feel
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We will go over the basics, again using the IS department as an example.
Create a fresh calendar using New from the File menu. Next, tell Up-to-Date
which Public Event Server{s) to monitor using the Server Connections command, as we discussed earlier (p. 417).
Select Set from the Define menu to create a set comprised of a group of categories.
You can designate office-wide categories that you do not want any of your users
to be without-office holidays, vacations, production deadlines, and the like.
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Selecting Cotegories to lndude in aStandard Set
In our IS department example, we are concerned about three categories in particular. The first, "Huddles," contains events that involve the department getting
together as a group for planning purposes. The "Maintenance" category contains
chores that network administrators must perform on a recurring basis. The
"Training" category contains event information for both the IS department's
ongoing education of employees and the training of the IS personnel through
seminars and conventions.
Users who are subsequently given this calendar file will be aware of these events,
regardless of which employee scheduled them. For example, the network trainer
might announce an afternoon training session in the window generated by selecting New Meeting from the Event menu.
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Example of aMeeting
All the users who have "Training" as one of the categories in their event set will be
reminded that there is a QuickMail training session at 2:00 P.M. on Friday. They
will have the entry displayed on their desktop calendars and will receive an alert
generated by the Reminder control panel at 10:00 A.M. These users could find
themselves automatically scheduled for this event even though nobody "said" anything about ir. When entering the new meeting notice, the trainer selected everyone he wanted to attend and the resources he wanted to use.
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Choosing Meeting Attendees and Resources
Up-to-Date can then look over the designated users' schedules and choose a time
when all can attend, or tell the trainer whether his choice will work. A user who
knows something Up-to-Date does not know and cannot attend the meeting can
simply decline it, at which time Up-to-Date can try again to find an acceptable
time slot.
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Finally, users of this calendar can be reminded of their recurring maintenance
duties throughout the year even though the administrator only scheduled the
event once. This is accomplished with the Repeat option in the Event Info dialog
box. For example, by entering a New To-Do item from the Events menu, the network administrator might establish a notification to remind himself and others on
a quarterly basis that the server's hard drive must be defragmented. In this way,
users cannot claim that they didn't know the server would be down on that particular night, because it has been on the calendar for months!
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Establishing aRecurring Maintenance Reminder
You no doubt get the idea. For more specifics on how to use Up-to-Date, see the
manual. For more specifics on what should go into a calendar used by network
administrators, see our book Managing AppleTalk Networks.
To distribute this standardized file to your users, simply save it under some appropriate name and send it to them, along with the "Now Up-to-Date Preferences"
file from the Preferences folder of the System Folder.
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Acme MIS Calendar

Files Needed for Distributing the Up-to-Dote Calendar
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Tell your users to drag the "Now Up-to-Date Preferences" file into the Preferences
folder of their System Folders, replacing the files already there, and then to double-click on the calendar file. When they are asked whether they wish to make it
their primary calendar file, tell them to answer Yes and to select the Don't ask me
again checkbox. Now they will log into the standard calendar every time they
launch Up-to-Date and will be informed immediately of the events you have
decided are most important to them.
If you have created a Contact file with customized fields and layout options, as we
did in our example, make sure that this also is distributed to your network users.
In this way, everyone has the same information and works with it and records it
in the same way. To do this, create a new folder and place in it the Contact file you
have created and its related preferences files, which are stored in the Now ContactTM Prefs folder in the Preferences folder of the System Folder.
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(ontad Files to Distribute to Users
Call the newly created folder something like "Company Contacts" and place it on
the server volume with the Contact installer folder, or e-mail it to your users. Create a "read me" file with SimpleText explaining how to install these files.
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SERVICE PERFORMANCE

This chapter was wrinen by EL. Heiberger with Tom Hessel
I have been teaching the Designing AppleTalk Networks course for over a year and
I would be rich if I had a nickel for every time a student asked me, "What kind of
a server should I buy if I want to run AppleShare?" The easy answer is that there
is no easy answer. The better, longer answer is what this chapter is all about.
Before we dig in, let me tell you about the method to our madness. We began by
selecting some of the most common services:

•

E-mail servers

•

File sharing

•

Printing

•

Databases

•

Web servers

•

Backup servers

Next, we ran a battery of tests pertaining to each service. For example, how much
traffic does one person vs. many people generate for a particular service, how does
the performance of these services compare to alternative types of services, and so
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on. The results were analyzed using multiple tools: NetMinder Ethernet by Neon
Software, Skyline Satellite and ErherPeek by AG Group, and LANTest by
HELlOS Software. NetMinder was used during each test to capture the packets
and their contents. This helps us determine how many byres were transmitted
over the network and how long each transaction took. We chose Skyline Satellite
to examine network utilization and to determine overall packet sizes and bytes per
second. We used LANTest to push sustained amounts of data to a m achine in an
attempt to retard irs performance. Lastly, ErherPeek v.3 was used to create a tono-network traffic.
We ran our tests on a variety of machines. The server was always a PowerWave
604/150 by PowerComputing, and the controlled-client was a PowerComputing
PowerWave 604/ 120. The PowerWave 604/150 is a boom-ch aka-laka fast
machine. Both machines are a good representation of what the market has to offer
today for both clients and servers. An assortment of older machines were used to
generate traffic during our testing.
We tried to keep our rest parameters as constant as possible. For small files, the
Plain Memo form from Q uickMail was used. Larger files were represented by the
Photocopy Request form, also from QuickMail and a 1.3-MB stuffed file was used .
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QuickMail Forms Used in Our Test
Our results are presented using a combination of tabular format tables and more
derailed discussions. We show the original size of the document in bytes before it
was transmitted across the network, and then the total bytes it took to transmit
the original document across a LAN and a 56K Frame Relay WAN. Both of these
transactions are measured for speed and assessed by their role in overall network
utilization. Finally, we show the amount of information overhead for each transaction and what percentage of that transaction was actual payload versus overhead
information created by network transactions. Sometimes the results were exactly
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what we were expecting. At other times, we could not believe our eyes. Remember,
the service is only as good as the programmer who created it. An inefficient service
on a fast machine with tons of RAM and a speedy hard drive is still an inefficient
service. An efficient service running on a butt-slow computer and operating system is still an efficient service. Throughout this chapter, we will be giving you tips
and techniques so that your network clients can better utilize their networks and
network services.
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E-MAIL
E-mail services were not found to be high consumers of network bandwidth. Electronic mail is more well known for its potential to consume the processes of a
server. QuickMail is designed in such a way as to allow no more than 32 users to
simultaneously use its services. More important, we found that it never used more
than 10% of the available Ethernet bandwidth for any one server, no matter what
we did to the service.

Signing In
In a nutshell, when you start up the QuickMail client application a MailCenter
must be selected. It is important to select your server and then get the heck out of
there. As long as you have the Select MailCenter window open, NBP-LKup
{lookup) packets will be transmitted onto your networks indefinitely, and all the
available servers will answer back with NBPReps {replies) indefinitely.
Select Zone:

..
IAiclme·M~e·rt·eltlniglllllllllllllllf
Acme R &. D
·
Acme Seles
Acme Senior Steff
Acme Trelnlng
Select MaiiCenter:

H

OK

]I [

Cancel

QuickMail's Mai/Cenler Browser Window
The NBP activity stops 30 seconds after a MailCenter server has been selected and
the Select window has been closed. No matter what you do after you select a MailCenter, those NBP packets will still be generated for an additional30 seconds. So,
no fence-sitting folks-pick that server ASAP.
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If an e-mail server has already been selected in the login window, the operation is
just like using an alias to log into an AppleShare server. The client remembers the
AppleTalk address and sends a packet out to see if the server is still there. If the
server is found, that's the end of the lookup traffic.

J

( MIIIICenter XM

INT£RNALMAIL

Zone: Acme Public
[ N11me XN

1 Tom Hessel

Pllssword:
At Stertup:

® Connect Automatically
0 Connect L11ter
0 Connect MllnUIIIIy
[ Cencel

1

io(!!!!!co!!!!!n!!!!!n!!!!!ec""t"')

Signing into QuickMoil
If the server is not found, you must start the process all over again by searching
for a Mai!Center.

Log Bog
A well-known author and a good friend (who will go unnamed) and I have a pun
routine we do together. Tag, you're it.
Usually, e-mail administrators ask their users to clean out their e-mail logs so that
hard drive space on the e-mail server is cleared out for new e-mail. There is
another good reason to clear out your log: to reduce the amount of network traffic. For every e-mail message in your log, additional bytes of information are sent
across the network from the server to the client every time you log into your mail
server. Here is what we found:
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No messages waiting

5,687

NA

6,085

NA

One message waiting

5,926

239

6,623

538

18 messages waiting

9,133

191

11,005

4,920

Sign-in Comparison
The amount of data depends on the nature of the e-mail. We used the Plain
Memo form with no tide at all. This gave us a generic baseline form for testing.
According to our test data, at least 200 bytes were sent for every additional e-mail
message in the user's log. If you go over the WAN, that amount of data nearly doubles. So, our hot tip is to clear your logs on a regular basis.

General Performance
The biggest news flash was the maximum amount of network bandwidth that
QuickMail took up: 1Oo/o. No matter how many users, how big the e-mail messages were, or what kind of processor we were using, only 1Oo/o of the available
Ethernet bandwidth was ever occupied by the traffic of our e-mail server. It was
sometimes less, but never more.

As with any network service, there is no such thing as 1OOo/o efficiency, meaning
that if you are sending e-mail that is 102 bytes total for the message and the form,
the actual information transferred over the network is never 102 bytes. There are
always some overhead packets involved. How many overhead packets is part of
what determines network efficiency.
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Plain Memo

102

1,806

6%

0:00:03

Plain Memo with Text

1,930

3,450

56%

0:00:02

Plain Memo with Endosure

18,483

22,455

82%

0:00:03

Photocopy Request

5,604

8,142

69%

0:00:02

Photocopy Request with Text

7,432

9,691

77%

0:00:02

Photocopy Request with
Endosure

23,985

28,960

83%

0:00:03

Effldency of QuickMoil over oLAN
There were several notable occurrences in our testing of QuickMail:
•

The bigger the file, the more bytes are transmitted over the network. Regardless of form size, however, the overhead packets remain the same.

•

Sending an enclosure is less efficient then sending the same information within the context of the e-mail message. Ironically, e-mail etiquette suggests that
if your e-mail is large you should make it an enclosure. One reason for this is
that most e-mail packages don't make good text editors or browsers. However,
good network practice dictates the opposite. The nature of most Internet mail
servers and gateways is that if incoming mail is quite large, it is made into an
enclosure automatically by the gateway or server. Either way, if you compress
your large documents, this creates less traffic overall. Thus, as a suggestion, if
your e-mail text grows to be over 20K, make it an enclosure. If what you are
enclosing is extremely large, compress it first.

•

Overall, QuickMail can achieve up to 90o/o efficiency when transmitting data
across the network. Sending smaller e-mail messages is less efficient than
sending larger e-mail, as the overhead tends to overcome the actual data in
smaller e-mail. There will always a base number of overhead packets, but this
is something to be expected with any network service, as we will see in the
next analysis.
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WAN Performance
When sending files that were under 1OK, there was no substantial performance
difference between sending over an Ethernet network or over a 56K Frame Relay
WAN link.

& the files became larger, the transmission time more than doubled. But considering that we were sending files over 1 MB in size, e-mail provides good service
over the WAN as long as the files are not too large. Since bigger files take longer,
files that would normally take 20 minutes to transmit on your LAN can take two
and three times that on your WAN. It better be a pretty important e-mail message
to tie up your WAN connection for an hour. While QuickMail can use only 10o/o
ofyour Ethernet pipe, it can use up almost the entire pipe available on your WAN.

Plain Memo

102

1,806

6%

0:00:03

Plain Memo with Text

1,930

3,725

52%

0:00:03

Plain Memo with Endosure

18,483

22,341

83%

0:00:03

Photocopy Request

5,604

8,053

70%

0:00:03

Photocopy Request with Text

7,432

9,690

77%

0:00:03

Photocopy Request with
Endosure

23,985

29,073

82%

0:00:02

Efficiency of QuickMail over a WAN

Fighting for the Bandwidth
QuickMail can be set for 4, 8, 16, or 32 concurrent users. If you set it for 4 users,
no more than 4 users can be sending e-mail through the server at one time, and
so on for 8, 16 and 32 users. When you install QuickMail Server, the default setting is 8 users. You should change this accordingly.
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As shown above, QuickMail's maximum setting for concurrent usage is 32 users.
If you have less than 32 people within your organization using QuickMail's services, it does nothing for you to set this to less than 32 even though you'll never
have 32 people requesting service at the same time. Remember, 32 is the maximum setting.
Finally, if there is 40o/o utilization on the wire, a user would have no problem sending e-mail as long as the QuickMail server is not tied up. So, in short, if you have
a robust server, the service itself is most often the bottleneck. In every instance, as
soon as we hit 1Oo/o utilization for QuickMail, the service stopped serving. It
would not take on another process until some of that 1Oo/o available bandwidth
could be used for new processes.

1 User

1,508,396

0.00113426

90%

2 Users

1,507,959

0.00111111

90%

9 Users (8 Sessions Selected)

1,568,823

0.00223379

90%

9 Users (32 Sessions Selected)

1,512,879

0.00155093

90%

1 User (40o/o Net Utdization)

1,501,219

0.00112269

90%

Sharing the Ethenet Bandwidth
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FILE SHARING

We have dedicated an entire book to file sharing, Managing AppleShare and W"Vrkgroup Servers, but aw gee, let's do it one more time just for fun. There are two types
of file sharing in the land of the Macintosh: System Ts Personal File Sharing and
AppleShare file serving. Is there a difference? You betcha!

The Chooser
The Chooser is an application or network search engine that allows us to search
for and sign into existing services, such as services for printing, faxing, and file
sharing. The Chooser, not the icons we select, is the application that controls the
nature of the network traffic we generate when searching for and logging into
these services.
........ · · · Chooser
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AppleTalk Zones:
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The Chooser
When you open the Chooser and select a service, NBP broadcast packets are sent
on to the network, seeking out those computers publishing the selected service.
For every computer or printer that is running the requested service, a response is
returned back to the user's Chooser. This goes on nonstop for 35 seconds and then
begins to die off. The Chooser begins to pace its NBP broadcasts by increments
of 6 X 2z where z = 0, 1, 2, and so on. However, the client never stops asking. If
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you don't already know this, every computer has to listen to an AppleTalk broadcast and process the request. The process could be a response if the computer is
running the service being sought, or just the process of disregarding the packet
because the device is not running that service. The process time involved in this
type of operation is said to degrade the performance of any shared service on a network. Well, I am here to tell you that we put 7% of the traffic on our network of
type NBP without even a hiccup. With six computers opening their Choosers and
producing NBP-LKups, we created a whopping O.Oo/o network traffic.
Our hot tip here is not to allow your network administrator, or anyone else for
that matter, to use an application like AG Group's EtherPeek to create 7o/o NBP
traffic on your networks.

AppleShare vs. Personal File Sharing
This is where it gets hot and heavy. There are several major differences between
AppleShare and Personal File Sharing. All of these differences contribute to the
efficiency of AppleShare or the lack of efficiency of Personal File Sharing. "What?"
you say, "Personal File Sharing is not as efficient?" Well, bought any Personal File
Sharing file servers lately?

Packin' the Packets
AppleShare and Personal File Sharing use two different algorithms. Personal File
Sharing was designed to be a one-to-one or peer-to-peer file transfer system. The
assumption is that users are sharing files among themselves and that no one person
is acting as the file server.
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Plain Memo (form, no users)

102

5,231

2%

2%

Photocopy Request (form, no users)

4,914

10,818

2%

45%

1.3-MB File (no users)

1,357,596

1,569,854

20%

86%

1.3-MB File (1 user LANTest)

1,357,596

1,569,071

25%

87%

1.3-MB File (2 users LANTest)

1,357,596

1,569,476

30%

86%

Performance of Personal Rle Sharing
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Personal File Sharing is very efficient when one user is transferring a file to
another. As a matter of fact, it is just about as efficient as AppleShare when it
comes to overhead packets. According to our tests, both types of file sharing were
able to deliver the same payload percentages.

Plain Memo (form, no users)

102

5,231

2%

2%

Photocopy Request (form, no users)

4,914

11,068

2%

44%

1.3-MB File (no users)

1,357,596

1,568,761

18%

87%

1.3-MB Rle (I user LANTest)

1,357,596

1,569,256

20%

87%

1.3-MB File (2 users LANTest)

1,357,596

1,568,540
"''

25%

87%

I

'of.

.

Transmission Time
This is where we begin to see the differences in efficiency between the two types
of file sharing. AppleShare is able to deliver data more quickly to the client than
Personal File Sharing. Personal File Sharing becomes inefficient when multiple
users are transferring files at the same time.
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Plain Memo (form, no users)

102

5,231

0:00:01

Photocopy Request (form, no users)

4,914

10,818

0:00:01

1.3-MB FHe (no users)

1,357,596

1,569,854

0:00:05

1.3-MB File (I user LANTest)

1,357,596

1,569,071

0:00:08

1.3-MB File (2 users LANTest)

1,357,596

1,569,476

0:00:10

Transmission Times lor Personol Rle Sharing
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Plain Memo (form, no users)

102

5,231

0:00:00

Photocopy Request (form, no users)

4,914

11,068

0:00:00

1.3-MB File (no users)

1,357,596

1,568,761

0:00:04

1.3-MB File (1 user LANTest)

1,357,596

1,569,256

0:00:05

1.3-MB File (2 users LANTest)

1,357,596

1,568,540

0:00:07

Transmission Times lor AppleShare
Although the actual network overhead is no different, the rate at which AppleShare can deliver data to users on the network is faster than that of Personal File
Sharing. That's just the way Personal File Sharing was built; it was never meant to
be able to serve multiple clients quickly and efficiently.

The Benefits of Caching
AppleShare 4 and later allows for you to set aside an amount of the computer's
total RAM for temporarily storing frequently accessed items such as files, folders,
and icons. It does this by using a technology called read-ahead and write-behind
caching. If you would like additional information on how this type of caching is
used, please see our book Managing AppleShare and Workgroup Servers. If you are
already a wiz at this caching stuff, let me give you just a couple of additional hints
to think about when trying to configure your cache settings within AppleShare
4.0.1-4.1. AppleShare 4.2 and 4.2.1 use dynamic caching algorithms that automatically adjust cache settings for the types of files being used on a per microsecond basis.
•

Allow one buffer or one file for each active user on your servers. Try to allocate
RAM for the file cache based on this formula:
Active clients X buffer size - 640K = additional RAM needed

•

Allocate your folder cache based on this formula:
Shared files and folders X 0.2K = folder cache
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•

Decrease your folder cache size by a percentage of the total active users on
your file servers at any given time. If SOo/o of your users are very active, then
try this formula:
Shared files and folders X 0.2K X usage percentage = folder cache

•

When trying to determine the amount of cache to set aside for icons not recognized by the system software, try setting the icon cache to 25% of the folder
cache size. Try this formula:
Your folder cache size X 0.25 = icon cache

The best rule I can give you to follow is that the more you can afford to cache, the
better you will be, especially when using the dynamic caching capabilities within
AppleShare 4.2.1.

File Sharing over the WAN
The good news is that very little overhead packets were added when transmitting
files over the WAN. This is true for both types of file sharing. The bad news is
what we already knew-going over the WAN is much, much slower. If you are
going over a 56K WAN link like we were in our tests, transmission times are 50
times slower. I will explain the support of a 56K WAN link later on in this chapter.

l,~~-,~-:\·i~~;~5fallfai: ;:Qripa~B~ . _~JI~sov~r:YI~·· WAH P~cl.. ··,WAN Times:
Plain Memo (form, no users)

102

5,964

2%

0:00:01

Photocopy Request (form, no users)

4,914

10,389

47%

0:00:01

1.3-MB FUe (no users)

1,357,596

1,573,793

86%

0:00:05

WAN Transmission Speeds with Personal File Sharing
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Plain Memo (form, no users)

102

7,894

1%

0:00:02

Photocopy Request (form, no users)

4,914

12,762

39%

0:00:03

1.3-MB File (no users)

1,357,596

1,574,323

86%

0:00:04

WAN Transmission Speeds with AppleShare
Here's a riddle: What is faster over a 56K WAN link-sending a 1.5-MB file as a
QuickMail enclosure or reading the similar size file from an AppleShare file server?

1 User

1,508,396

0:01:38

90%

1,507,767

0:03:23

90%

2 Users

1,507,959

0:01:36

90%

1,507,447

0:03:22

90%

WAN Performance of QuickMail
There's your answer: File sharing is at least 35% more efficient.
Our hot tip here is to grab your files with file sharing if you can and avoid sending
large enclosed files through QuickMail.
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PRINTING
We spend a lot of time talking about printing in all our books. In case you missed
it the first, second, and third time, the newer LaserWriter drivers are more efficient
than the older drivers. The old drivers generate more overhead packets.
In our tests, we used a PDF file and the LaserWriter Driver 8.3.3. A PDF file is
like a PostScript file in that all the information about that file-like fonts and formatting-is contained within the file. The document is not dependent on any
outside sources, such as the preferences set in the application, for its performance.
The speed and efficiency of the print job is based solely upon the print driver and
your selected printer.
The Hewlett-Packard 5si proved to be a much faster printer than the Apple LaserWriter Pro 630. It also took up more of our network's overall utilization to do the
same print job as the LaserWriter Pro 630. Of course it takes more bandwidth. It
must. If the same amount of information arrives somewhere in less than a third of
the time, then more information is on the wire during transmission.

:
:

\•

.

·.Printer

Original··
Bytes·•.•.•

,,
Laser Writer Pro 630

1,210,816

1,780,037

0:14:49

0.16%

68%

HewleH Packard Ssi MX

1,210,816

1,720,248

0:03:53

0.62%

70%

'

Printer Throughput Times (Printing Speed}
We would expect the HP printer to be faster since it costs more, right? There's one
thing to remember here, bean-counters, the HP printer costs about $3,000 for the
base model, while an Apple LaserWriter 16/600 costs approximately $2,300. So,
if you are doing a lot of printing and the users' time is worth money, your goal
should be to buy a faster printer.
Here's another riddle: How many users could print a 1.2-MB document using the
Hewlett Packard printer at the same time? Give up? Just one. Only one person can
send a print job at a time. This holds true when printing to any printer, unless the
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printer has a built-in spooler or you're printing to a virtual print queue. The print
job just is processed faster than if users were printing to a slower Laser printer.
Here's another: How much network traffic would 100 users printing to the Apple
LaserWriter Pro 630 create? Give up? The answer is about 0.16%. The reasoning
is the same as before-the printer controls any and all print jobs. Since the printer
can only accept one job at a time and one user produces 0.16% network traffic,
we would see a sustained rate of 0.16o/o until alii 00 jobs were printed. Of course,
there may be slightly more traffic since the printer has to keep sending occasional
packets back to those users waiting to print, but this overhead is minimal.
Just like all the other services we have seen, there are a certain number of overhead
packets in any network transaction. The payload efficiency maxes out at about
80o/o for printing. There is little change to payload efficiency for printing over a
LAN versus a WAN, but the time it takes to print over the WAN versus the LAN
is monumental.

:',,n;::-:·,,······ · •· · ···=::~w~r·~f~;,: ;;=,· ;~~~i!!IIJI~~jl
Laser Writer Pro 630

1,210,816

1,780,037

68%

0:14:49

1,789,613

68%

0:15:30

WAN Throughput Times (Printing Speed)
Our really big, hot tip here is that even though the traffic may be minimal when
printing to a printer on a LAN, depending on your WAN link you may decrease
the efficiency of your WAN when printing. Try not to print over a WAN.
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WEB SERVERS

A Web server is a static means of distributing information, whether it is locally
across a LAN or remotely across a WAN or the Internet. That information can be
browsed, downloaded, or designed for dynamic user interaction. We are going to
examine the three types of traffic and utilization that stem from Internet activity:
from your local users who are looking at their organization's Web services internally, from local users going out to surf the Net, and from users coming into your
page to browse around. The applications selected for testing were Netscape v2.0.1
on the client and WebSTAR vl.2.4 on our server running on a PowerMac 6150/
66 with 40 MB of RAM.

Hitting Our Home Page Locally
We started our testing by letting one user who has been our controlled client, the
PPC 604/120 by PowerComputing, hit our Web page for the first time, with
nothing cached. Next, we tried the same test with eight simultaneous users.

Local Hits to WWW Page

LAN Bytes

LAN Time

% LAN Trilffit:

1 User

46,923

0:00:06

0.02%

8 Users

376,872

0:00:28

0.90%

.

LAN Throughput

It took six seconds for one person to log into the server locally. The network utilization was only 0.2°/o overall for the time of this transaction. It peaked to a whole
3o/o for a split second then dropped back off again. Web servers are built to take
multiple hits simultaneously, as most servers are designed. The only bottleneck is
the speed at which our Web server can push data to the users requesting its services. This is because we are accessing this server over our LAN.
It took 28 seconds for eight people to log into the server. The network utilization
was 0.89°/o. The total number of bytes went from 46,923 to 376,872 or around
eight times as much. But the utilization was only four times as much with eight
times as many users. As with most servers, when a server is dedicating its time to
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just one user, it has the ability to send or receive data at x rate producing x% network utilization. When multiple people request data from a server, network utilization is never that number of users times x% network utilization. Because the
Macintosh platform is a single-processing, multi-threading platform, when multiple people request data from a server, the server no longer dedicates its time to
just one user. It has to split its time and give equal time to everyone needing its
services. When giving equal time, you decrease the per-person performance by the
total number of users requesting services at that time. When working on a LAN,
the amount of network utilization used by this is solely determined by the type of
hardware being used and the efficiency of the software in processing multiple
requests. Let's add another variable here: logging in from the outside.

Coming in over the WAN
Can people from the outside world ever slow down your network by hitting your
Web server? This is not a trick question. The answer is absolutely not, unless of
course you have a T3 WAN link and the rest of your users are on LocalTalk. Hell,
if it's a T3 service, your net could be Ethernet for that matter and you might have
problems. But that would never happen ... please tell me that would never happen .... What is more likely to happen is that users from the outside world could
decrease the performance of the machine they are accessing. Our bottleneck for
this testing is our 56K WAN link. It has the ability to transmit data at 56 kilobytes
per second, and with that ability users can only produce x% network traffic no
matter what they are doing over the WAN link. Wait a second, let's take a moment
and determine just what our WAN link can support. A 56K line is 56 kilobits per
second, with each character consisting of8 data bits and no start/stop bits, because
56K links are almost always synchronous (meaning just 8 data bits, no start/stop
bits, OK?). Also, to the telephone company, 56K means 56,000 bits/sec. If we did
the math, this would give you 7000 bytes/sec maximum throughput. Adding in
all of the overhead packets, approximately 40 bytes ofTCP/IP headers and around
5 bytes for framing headers, I guess it is safe to say that a 56K link will handle a
maximum of approximately 5.6K characters per second. With this as your bottleneck, it is almost impossible to create enough network traffic on your LANs to
become at all concerned.
What happens when our eight people begin to surf? The chart below shows eight
people hitting Apple's home page (www.apple.com).
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Going out to the lnt~rnet .
.. ,···

.:> •..•:.....

. .Totcil Bytes
.

..

WAN Time

%WAN TrCiffic
:

1 User

89,389

0:00:23

0.35%

8 Users

661,176

0:01:47

0.60%

WAN Throughput
While eight times as many users moved approximately eight times as much data,
it took them a little less than eight times the number of seconds and only drove
up the network's utilization from 0.65°/0 to 1%. No surprises here: Our WAN link
was the bottleneck that could only produce a certain amount of network traffic.
It just took longer for all eight users to get their data. If we were rich, famous, and
had Tl service, we would have been able to pull down the same amount of data
in far less time, but our network utilization would have gone up. Also, if we had
a Tl and, for discussion's sake, Apple had only a 56K link, guess what the
throughput would be, as well as our overall network utilization? You got it-about
what you're seeing above.

A Bonnet Full of Bees
I stole this phrase from Second City, but it sure sums up the nature ofWeb page
activity. It is next to impossible to nail down exactly what may be slowing down
the data transfer of your Web page. Here is a list of just a few potential problems
and the impacts that they have on data transfer rates or, better put, the efficiency
of your Web server:
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•

While CGis are great and make the transition of your static WWW pages to
dynamic user-interactive pages, their overall use has a substantial impact on
the performance of your servers. The reason for this is that most CGis are not
built to handle the request for data either by lots of users at the same time or
in an asynchronous fashion. Web pages may freeze on users who were timed
out of the CGI's processes, and the result becomes a reload of the page.

•

This one is simple-the bigger the graphic, the longer it will take to transmit
that image from server to client. Try to keep your images small, simple, and
72 dpi. Remember that you are viewing images that are on the screen, not in
print. Your screens support 72 dpi and images still look great.

Chapter 18: Service Performance
•

Also, please remember this: More RAM doesn't mean that computers will operate faster! More RAM means a computer can run more applications simultaneously. However, doing this may decrease the performance of the key
services that machine is providing. If you need to offioad additional services
on different machines, please do so.

For additional helpful hints on the development of your Web pages or setup of
your Web servers, visit our chapter earlier in this book entitled "Serving the World
Wide Web with WebSTAR," starting on page 303.
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DATABASES

As we discussed in our chapter called "Database Servers and CGis" (page 185),
there are two different types of databases: flat file and relational file. Within this
realm there are two types of database serving methods: peer-to-peer hosting and
true client/server. We will discuss the performance of FileMaker Pro when using
its peer-to-peer hosting technology. FileMaker Pro Server 3 was unavailable at the
time of this testing.

Signing In
As with most other services on your network, the first step is always signing in to
those services. We discussed earlier the effect NBP has on your network when
signing in to different types of services. Claris seems to have taken the correct path
here in the development of their software with respect to the effects of NBP
broadcast packets. When opening a database file across the network using the
AppleTalk protocol, a user must select Open from the File menu, and then click
on the Hosts button. From there a browser-type window is displayed.
Hosts

II rg RCSE Database Seruer

Rcme
Rcme
Heme
Heme

Public
H& 0
Sales
Senior Staff

RleMaker's Host Browsing Kfndow
The FileMaker browser when using AppleTalk sends just five NBP lookup packets
onto the network and then displays the results. There is no indefinite lookup or
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additional lookups occurring after the browser is closed-just five. It gets even
better: If you are hosting your databases using the TCP/IP protocol, this browser
sends just two, count them two, IP broadcast packets looking for database hosts.
If none are found, the user has the ability to type in a direct IP address, if it's
known. The test we performed here was the difference in signing in to a hosted
database file using AppleTalk versus IP. Here's what we found:

Flat File

220,160

45,218

0:00:07

39,620

0:00:05

Relational Fde

319,488

54,854

0:00:08

47,709

0:00:06

Tests on Databases
When opening the file using IP, we see that it took slightly less time than it did
with AppleTalk. It also took less byres over the network to open the data file using
IP. The reason it took less time and less traffic for IP over AppleTalk is due to the
difference in packet sizes and robustness of the protocol. IP has a packet size that
is almost three times that of AppleTalk with less handshaking at the beginning.
This allows us to get more data, quicker.

The Big Mistake
Another test we performed was to show the extra overhead involved when a user
makes the mistake of opening a FileMaker database file that has been shared across
the network via AppleShare rather then opening the file using the Host command. This type of mistake is explained in more depth starting on page 191 in the
aforementioned chapter, "Database Servers and CGis."

. ,(:~-~:'•· .••. ~
Opening Flat Fde

OrtptaJByt~ _·• · s~.~,~~~!·~~~- ~:~~~:li.fti;:,~~~~j
220,160

92,324

45,218

Trafflc from Hosting aDatabase Rle
This extremely costly mistake has produced 47,106 additional bytes on our network. The AppleShare file server has to send the data across the network using the
AFP protocol to the users who double-clicked the data file. This is much slower
and holds smaller packet sizes than the ADSP protocol, which is what you are
using when the data file is opened correctly through the Host command.
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As is true for most database-type servers, we were unable to create a ton of network
traffic with FileMaker Pro's hosting technology. Upon the client's request, databases send data to remote users one page at a time, much like a WWW server, or
in database terminology, one record at time. When users add data to a database
remotely, the data is sent to the server every time a user clicks a single field within
that record. You can say that data is sent to the server in short, bursty spurts. Even
a pasted image of 1OOK would take a split second to send to the server. Your concern here should be whether the software you have or the processor on which the
software is running will efficiently handle incoming and outgoing requests to
multiple users. The network traffic generated by this type of use is very minimal.
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BACKUP SERVERS

A few things you should know about the efficiency of backup services:
•

Backup applications are very efficient.

•

Retrospect is a foreground application that needs all the attention of the
CPU. It was designed to monopolize the processor and to run at night when
nothing else is happening. Thus, it is a bad idea to have any other service running on your backup server that someone may be using at night, such as ARA
or fax serving.

•

Retrospect can reach up to 65o/o Ethernet utilization. This is why you don't
want to run your backups over LocalTalk or during normal production hours.

There are several factors that determine the efficiency of your backup server:
•

The hard drive speed, bus speed, and processor speed of the remote as well as
the file size and the file fragmentation.

•

The bus speed and processor speed of the backup server.

•

The type of the media you are using-OAT, CD, hard disk, floppy, or other
removable media.

If you want to know more about backup, there is a whole book, The Complete
Guide to Mac Backup Management. Guess who wrote it? We did.
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ALL TOGETHER NOW

There is a prevalent theme in all this discussion regarding performance of services:
the beauty of Ethernet. Ethernet is velvet when it comes to handling all the traffic
running across the wire. Unless you drive your network utilization up over 80%,
Ethernet just keeps chugging along, with little and sometimes no error. At this
level of utilization, collisions barely occur. This type of result was determined
using Neon Software's NetMinder Ethernet software to capture packets and look
at overall percent network utilization. If collisions begin occurring, Ethernet's
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) access control
scheme begins to back the senders off, and we would see up and down traffic patterns. This is the nature of Ethernet. As collisions begin to occur, everyone backs
off until it is safe to send more data. As long as the utilization remains below 86o/o,
anything and anyone is treated equally for access on the wire. Fortunately, the
nature of Ethernet makes understanding service utilization a little bit easier.
Service bandwidth utilization is additive. If the QuickMail Server is using up 1Oo/o
of the bandwidth (the maximum bandwidth QuickMail can take) and the AppleShare File Server is using up 40o/o of the available bandwidth, your users are using
up 50o/o of the overall capabilities of Ethernet. This means that if your services are
eating up to 80o/o of your overall network traffic, it's definitely time to look into
devices such as switches and routers. It's that simple. For additional information
about designing networks with switches and routers, please see the companion
book to this one, Designing Apple Talk Network Architectures.

Eenie, Meenie, Chili, Beenie
Being a bean-counter type, I always wonder what would be the cheapest server I
could afford and still get the job done. In all the testing that we did, we were never
able to bury an Ethernet network with any single service. It always took a combination of services with a multitude of people using those services. In the end, the
bottleneck was always the server, the service itself, or our WAN link. So the question is, how do you match up your servers with your services?
First, if your network utilization has flattened off, either the service or the server
has maxed out. If you can run an additional service over the network from the
same machine without any trouble, the service being evaluated is the bottleneck,
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not the server. Therefore, a new machine isn't going to do you any good. You may
need an upgrade or there is a configuration problem with the service itsel£ In
either case, Fast Ethernet is not going to do you any good. Read this paragraph
five times.
By running these tests, you can logically decide if it is time to buy a machine with
a faster processor, better bus speed, or faster internal hard drive ... but hey wait,
I've never seen a hard drive rating. That's because there isn't such a thing. Life's not
fair, folks. All you can do is test the machines yourself and make sure you are not
wasting resources. Experience and asking the right questions become the keys to
planning for the placement of your services. As you grow your network and
become more familiar with your users, you will decide how to best allocate your
services.

AFinal Note
Pretty scary, huh?
Did we cover every service you ever wanted to know about? If not, you can set up
your own Ziff-Davis labs in the comfort of your very own office. The first step is
to choose five or more machines that are representative of your network. The
drives on each computer will need to be reformatted and a clean version of the
system software should be installed. As we have stated time and time again, fragmented hard drives, running applications that have extensions and control panels
that use network services, and even more subde vices such as having Calculate
folder sizes turned on contribute to retarded performance both locally and when
accessing remote volumes.
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Thus, you need to use clean machines. This may even be a good idea for your real
servers ... hint, hint.
Now, it's time to designate your machines. The best of the litter should be your
test server. Otherwise, all you will achieve is slowing down your users. If your tests
are for the performance of a slower machine, then have at it. Remember when
using an accelerated service on a slower machine that the service is no longer the
bottleneck. The processor or the SCSI bus will be the bottleneck. Run the analysis
software on the two next-best machines. If you use a dumpy machine to collect
data, you are apt to collect and gather improper data. The final step is to install
the server software and the client software for the software you are testing on the
appropriate machines. Voila!
While these tests are not for the fainthearted, you and the kids can have some real
family fun. Who knows? Maybe some publication will even pay you for your data.
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*(wildcard character), 163
<> HTML characters, 305

A
Access menu (ButlerTools)
New Group command, 220
New User command, 220
Show Access command, 219
access privileges (Butler SQL), 216-222
adding users for, 220
changing, 221
group, 222
group creation, 220
privileges enabled for, 221
See also Buder SQL
Access Privileges window (Buder SQL)
illustrated, 220
opening, 219
.
Account Information window (Apple Internet Ma~l
Server), 159-161
Add button, 160
Forwarding pop-up menu, 161-162
illustrated, 161
options, 162
illustrated, 160, 161
Master Privileges checkbox, 161
Password field, 160
Require APOP field, 160-161, 165
Size limit field, 161
See also Apple Internet Mail Server
ACGis
AppleSearch, 276-279
CGis vs., 205-207
at database level, 207
defined,201
FileMaker.acgi, 206

NetPresenz, 206
See also CGis
Acrobat Catalog, 335
Acrobat Distiller, 333-335
defined,334
launching, 347
PostScript file processing, 348
uses, 334-335, 347
using, 347-348, 350
See also Adobe Acrobat
Acrobat Exchange, 334
Acrobat PDF Writer, 334
defined,334
using, 349
See also Adobe Acrobat
Acrobat Reader, 333, 359
configuring, 359
finding
Internet Explorer, 357
NCSA Mosaic, 354
Netscape Navigator, 359
installer, 333
navigation controls, 333
versions, 333
See also Adobe Acrobat
Acrobat Search, 335
Actions window (WebSTAR), 322
Address (A) record, 291-292
creating, 298
Domain Name, 292
Host Address, 292
See also resource records
address books, 39
Addressing dialog box (QuickMail), 39-42
Address Books list, 39
BCC section, 39
CC section, 39
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Delay button, 42
Find button, 40-41
From List button, 41-42
recipient list, 39
Send button, 42
Special button, 40
TO section, 39
See also QuickMail
Addressing preferences (Mail*Link Remote),

119-120
Alias Creation options, 119-120
illustrated, 119
Incoming Mail options, 120
Outgoing Mail options, 120
See also Mail*Link gateways
Add Server window (Contact), 421
Administration service (ListSTAR), 93
Administration window (FileMaker Pro Server),

198-199
Administrator Address List window (ListSTAR), 95
Adobe Acrobat, 331-359
Acrobat Catalog, 335
Acrobat Distiller, 334-335
Acrobat Exchange, 334
Acrobat Reader, 333
Acrobat Search, 335
annotations, 343
components, 333-335
documents
annotations, 343-344
with bookmarks, 345
browser configuration, 353
comments, adding, 349
linking, 345
printing as, 341
publishing external, 346-350
publishing internal, 340-346
save location, 342
from unconfigured documents, 352
on WWW, 351-359
PDFWriter, 341
plug-ins, 335
Remark plug-in, 335
uses, 340
WebLink plug-in, 359
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WWW browser cooperation, 352-359
Internet Explorer, 356-357
NCSA Mosaic, 353-356
Netscape Navigator, 358-359
Adobe Web site, 351
AFP file server
AppleShare client creation on, 51
selecting volume, 53
AFP File Server window, 52-53
aliases
changing, 133
creating, 120
defined, 119
requesting, 134
using, 120
See also Mail*Link gateways
Allow and Deny window (WebSTAR), 325-326
configuring, 326
illustrated, 325
America Online, 3, 4

APOP, 160-161
defined, 160-161
enabling, 165
Apple Data Streaming Protocol (ADSP) tool, 222
Apple Filing Protocol (AFP), 192
Apple Installer Script, 262
Apple Internet Mail Server, 110, 155-165
account information, 159-161
Debug window, 156-157
defined, 155
with Eudora, 155
installing, 156-164
with Mail*Link, 155
mail host configuration, 157-164
with Netscape Navigator, 155
with NotifyMail, 155
requirements for using, 155
user setup, 165
AppleLink, 4
AppleMail, 146
defined, 141
format, 148
launching, 149
Apple Modem Tool, 71
Apple Network Server 500/700, 380

Index
Apple Open Collaborative Environment (AOCE),
10
AppleScripts, selecting, 102
AppleSearch, 259-283
to access local/remote information sources, 261
access privileges and, 262
Apple Installer Script, 262
with AppleTalk, 271-275
client window, 271
defined,259
filters, 281
firewalls and, 282
functions, 259-260
indexes, 264
automatically created files, 264
days/times for updating, 266
destination designation for, 264
manual, 265
quality of, 265
updating,266
Indexes folder, 264
information sources, 259, 262-270, 272
Information Sources window, 263-265
launching, 263
local information sources designation, 262-267
locating, 261
MacLink Plus filters, 281-282
memory for, 267
multiple servers, 261
preferences, 266
pre-indexed CD-ROMs, 280
Program Linking, 271
for remote information sources, 261
remote information sources designation, 267270
reporters, 259, 260
requirements for using, 261
search requests
entering, 273
reading, 274
returned, 273
saving, 274
scheduling, 275
server setup, 261-270
things to know about, 280-283

WAIS
gateway, 268
queries, 268
searching, 267-270
unpublished sites, 282-283
with Web, 276-279
AppleSearch ACGI, 276-279
browser interface support, 276
defined,276
forms interface, 279
functioning of, 276
installing, 276
launching, 276-277
local information sources, 277
returned data, 278
search results, 278
See also AppleSearch
AppleSearch Administrator's Guide, 283
AppleSearch Status window, 263, 270
AppleSearch User's Guide, 275
AppleShare
Admin, 313
algorithm, 441
AppleShare 3, 376
AppleShare 4, 376
caching, 443-444
client creation, 51
with FileMaker Pro Server, 199
File Server, 313
file servers, 195
performance, 442
Personal File Sharing vs., 441-444
privileges, 263
transmission time, 443
WAN transmission speeds with, 445
AppleTalk, 144
AppleSearch via, 271-275
file servers, 3 72
hosting data files using, 192
printer drivers, 369
Remote Access, 7 4
software drivers, 49
AppleTalk Data Streaming Protocol {ADSP), 192
Apple Thread Manager, 308
Apple Workgroup Server 7250, 377-378
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expansion and storage, 378
form-factor, 377
illustrated, 377
networking, 378
power, speed, memory, 377
See also Apple Workgroup Servers
Apple Workgroup Server 8550, 378-379
expansion and storage, 379
illustrated, 378
networking, 379
power, speed, memory, 379
software bundle options, 379
See also Apple Workgroup Servers
Apple Workgroup Servers, 259, 377-380
user access planning, 386-388
users & groups planning, 389-392
archive scripts, 405-406
ARCserve, 397
Asynchronous Common Gateway Interfaces. See
ACGis
asynchronous 110 commands, 200
Authenticated Post Office Protocol. See APOP
AutoResponder (ListSTAR), 99

B
backup management, 397-406
choices, 398
Retrospect, 397, 399-406
software, 397
backup planning, 399-401
creating, 399-401
illustrated, 400, 401
backup scripts, 402-404
archive, 405-406
duplicate, 404
backup servers, 399-406
archive scripts, 405-406
duplicate script, 404
efficiency of, 455
performance, 455
planner creation, 399-401
RAID 0 and 5, 402
RAM and,401
script, 402-404
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setting up, 401-404
See also backup management
bandwidth
e-mail performance and, 436-438
Ethernet, sharing, 439
binary format, 83
BinHex format, 83, 85, 121, 122
BITNET addresses, 163
bridge MailCenters, 20
bridges (QuickMail), 20-21
Printer Bridge, 20, 53-58
QM-Direct Bridge, 20, 58-61
QM-QM Bridge, 21, 61-69
See also QuickMail
browsers, Acrobat and, 352-359
Internet Explorer, 356-357
NCSA Mosaic, 353-356
Netscape Navigator, 358-359
See also Adobe Acrobat
building servers, 384-385
CPU, 384
hard drive, 384
network backup/archiving system, 385
UPS, 385
ButlerClient, 233-235
Connection window, 234
defined,216
launching, 233
using, 233-235
See also Buder SQL
ButlerHosts
Data window, 231
defined,216
launching, 230
using, 230-231
See also Buder SQL
Buder Preferences window
Access privileges checkbox, 219
Allow program checkbox, 219
Allow remote clients checkbox, 219
illustrated, 219
opening, 219
Transaction processing checkbox, 219
BuderSQL,213-237
accessing from MacOS, 229

Index
access privileges, 216-222
adding users for, 220
changing, 221
group, 222
group creation, 220
privileges enabled for, 221
BuderClient, 216, 233-235
BuderHosts, 216, 230-231
Buder SQL Server, 215,218,229-237
BuderTools, 215, 219, 225-228
client connections, 229-233
control panel/extensions needed, 229-230
DAL/DAM connections, 230-231
ODBC connections, 231-233
port types, 229
preferences stored, 230
used for client configuration, 229
client/server interaction used by, 214
components, 215-216
DAM and, 214
database creation, 225-228
database extensions, 216
databases, 215
ODBC and, 214
port setup, 222-224
Programming Linking, 216-217
requirements, 215
Tango,216,235-237
Test Drive, 228
user packages, 215
WebSTAR integration with, 235
working with, 215-224
Buder SQL Server, 215
interfacing with, 229-237
launching, 218
windows, 218
See also Buder SQL
BuderTools, 215
launching, 219
using, 225-228
See also Buder SQL

c
Canonical Name (CNAME) record, 293-294

Canonical Name, 294
creating, 299
defined,293
Domain Name, 294
See also resource records
Canvas, 346-347
cataloging (Cumulus), 173-175
Catalog menu (PowerTalk)
illustrated, 142
New User command, 143
Catalog preferences (Cumulus), 172
catalogs, 141-146
defined, 141
desktop, 142
live, 141
opening, 147
personal, 142-143
See also PowerTalk
Catalog window (PowerTalk), 148
categories
adding contact to, 424
color-coded, 423
defining, 422
naming, 422
passwords, 423
personal, 419
private, 420
public,419-425
selecting, 427
sets of, 427
shared, 422
See also Contact; Up-to-Date
CGis, 187-188, 201-212
ACGis vs., 205-207
application languages, 203
application uses, 20 1
defined,201
example, 209-212
hidden variables and, 205
HTML commands calling, 204-205
Java applets vs., 212
main job, 204
as mediators, 202
multiple on one machine, 211
performance and, 211-212
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to perform separate functions, 209
Round Robin, 329
script access, 202-203
security and, 211
using, 211-212
Web server performance and, 450
writing applications, 203
www, 188
See also ACGis
Chooser
defined,440
illustrated, 440
performance and, 440-441
color printers, 364-365
continuous tone, 365
inkjet, 364
toner, 364
wax, 364
See also printers
Common Gateway Interfaces. See CGis
CompuServe, 3, 4, 144

The Complete Guide to Macintosh Backup Management, 257,383,385,397,399,455
Configure File Type window (Internet Explorer),
357
Configure MailCenter window (QuickMail), 25
Configure menu {WebSTAR)
Actions command, 321
Add Password command, 324, 325
Allow/Deny command, 325
Misc. Settings command, 309, 318
Realms command, 323
Suffix Mapping command, 322
Configure Online MailCenter window (QuickMail), 28-29
checkboxes, 28-29
Days until removal of public messages, 29
Mail priorities, 29
Maximum entries in user's mail list, 29
Maximum entries in user's mail log, 29
Connection Statistics window (Apple Internet Mail
Server), 164
Connect Times window (Mail*Link), 115-116
Connect window (BuderClient), 234
consumables, 368-369
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cost, 369
defined,368
See also printers
Contact, 407-430
Add Server window, 421
client installation, 426
client setup, 426-430
contacts
adding, 424
defined,424
fields, 425
stand-out, 423
databases, 408, 41 0
Define Categories window, 422
Define Server Connections window, 421
destination Macintosh guidelines, 410
distributing, 426
distribution files, 430
file creation, 426-430
initial configuration, 411-412
installing, 409
launching, 421
private category, 420
public category, 420-425
Public Contact Server, 409, 412
requirements for using, 410
server location, 409
setting up, 409-425
uses, 410
See also Up-to-Date
continuous tone printing, 365
CPU
choice for databases, 191-196
file server, 384
usage for open applications, 206
Create a Special Address dialog box (QuickMail), 40
Create Phone Book Entry window {QuickMail),
62-63
If no messages are sent option, 63
illustrated, 62
When sending to this site... option, 63
Create Special Address window (Mail*Link), 133,
134
CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection), 456

Index
Cumulus*Client, 168
artwork sort methods, 177
copying pictures, 179
defined, 168
previewing, 178-179
RAM and, 181
text display view, 177
thumbnail display view, 177
view choices, 179
working with, 176-179
Cumulus, 167-184
access speed, 181-182
cataloging, 173-175
client/server art database catalog system, 168
copying files in, 172
databases
ability of, 169
access to, 173
adding to from client, 173
dividing, 180-181
file creation, 170-171
multiple across multiple servers, 180
one vs. multiple decision, 180-181
records, 175
saving changes immediately, 171
sharing, 176
defined, 167
file formats, 183
filters, 183
graphics database machine and, 169
hard drive speed and, 182
heavy users, 181
high-resolution format, 183
implementation considerations, 180-184
importing to, 174
installing, 170
keywords, 173
logging activity, 171
low-resolution format, 183
memory usage, 182
on-line resolution, 184
password, 176-177
planning issues, 169
preferences, 171-173
Program Linking, 176

RAM and, 181
records, 175
registration, 170
screen resolution, 183-184
server, working with, 169-175
system planning, 180-184
usefulness of, 167-168
See also Cumulus*Ciient
custodians, 25
coordination of, 26
QM-QM Bridge, 68-69
QM-Script Gateway, 73
QuickMail, 26

D
Data Access Manager (DAM)
connections, 230-231
defined,214
Data Backup Policy document, 340-346
Database Access Language (DAL)
connections, 230-231
defined,214
database creation (Buder SQL), 225-228
complete database window, 228
complete table window, 228
initial column, 227
initial database window, 226
initial table window, 226
normalized, 225
tables, 226
using ButlerTools, 225-228
See also Butler SQL
Database menu (Cumulus)
Allow Sharing command, 171
Database Setup command, 171
databases (Contact), 408
large, 410
Up-to-Date linked, 410
See also Contact
databases (Cumulus)
access to, 173
adding to, from client, 178
dividing, 180-181
multiple across multiple servers, 180
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one vs. multiple decision, 180-181
records, 175
saving changes immediately, 171
sharing, 176
See also Cumulus
databases, xi-xii, 185-200
CPU choice for, 191-196
creation considerations, 189
current developments of, 187
defined, 185
FileMaker Pro, 188, 195
flat file, 18 5-186
layouts for, 190
multi-user, 190, 191
performance, 452--454
the big mistake and, 453--454
signing in and, 452--453
tests on, 453
See also service performance
planning, 189-200
RAM and, 191
relational, 186-187
tracking, 255
data files, 189
ghosting hosting, 193
hosting using AppleTalk protocol, 192
layouts and, 190
planning, 189
See also databases
DataViz Inc., 281
DAT drives, 40 1, 404
Date & Time control panel, 157
Debug window (Apple Internet Mail Server),
156-157
dedicated file sharing, 375-380
Apple servers, 377-380
benefits, 375
defined,372
Macintosh-based servers, 375-376
model, 375
types of, 375
See also file sharing
dedicated Macintosh-based servers, 375-376
AppleShare 3, 376
AppleShare 4, 376
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default service (ListSTAR), 89-93
configuring, 89-90
defined, 89
Miscellaneous pane, 91
Preferences Account pane, 90
Preferences Rules pane, 90
Reply pane, 91
Rules Comment pane, 92
See also ListSTAR
Define Categories window (Contact), 422
Define menu (Contact)
Categories command, 422
Category Styles command, 423
Custom Fields command, 425
Server Connections command, 421
Set command, 427
Define menu (Up-to-Date)
Connections command, 417
Set command, 427
Define Server Connections window (Contact), 421
Designing AppleTalk Network Architectures, xi, 456
Designing AppleTalk Networks course, 431
Destination preferences (smtp.daemon), 130
digital documents, 332
digital publications, 336-339
examples of, 336-339
FAQs, 338
how to connect from home or the road, 337
how to connect the file server, 336
how to connect to the Web server, 337
how to dial out using the network modem, 337
how to obtain your e-mail, 337
how to print across the network, 336-337
how to search your network databases, 337
how to use the Internet feed, 338
network event bulletins, 338
policy manuals, 338
user training example, 339
who to call for technical support, 336
Disk Accountant, 394-395
DNS, 156, 285-301
authoritative domains, 288
database navigation, 287-289
defined, 156,285
domain name resolvers, 287

Index
domain name servers, 287, 289
domain name space, 287
dos and don'ts, 301
function of, 285
hierarchy, 287
host naming, 301
ISPs and, 286
queries, 288
recursive name service, 289
resource records, 290-295
reverse domain mapping, 294, 300
root domain, 287
servers, 130
See also QuickDNS Pro
Document Information dialog box (Acrobat), 342
documents {Acrobat)
annotations, 343-344
with bookmarks, 345
browser configuration, 353
comments, adding, 349
linking, 345
printing as, 341
publishing external, 346-350
publishing internal, 340-346
save location, 342
from unconfigured browsers, 352
See also Adobe Acrobat
Domain Information window {QuickDNS Pro),
296-297
Domain menu (QuickDNS Pro)
Create Record command, 297
Get Info command, 296
domain name resolvers, 287
domain name servers, 287
local, 289
primary, 289
secondary, 289

SeealsoDNS
domain name space, 287
Domain Naming System. See DNS
DOS client (QuickMail), 32-33
CE.INI, 32
CONFIG.EXE, 33
connection screen, 33
QC.EXE,32

QCONF.EXE, 32
QMAILATP.EXE, 32
QMATP, 32
See also QuickMail
duplicate scripts, 404

E
Easy Open, 331
Edit menu (Butler SQL)
Create Host command, 230
Preferences command, 219
Edit menu {Cumulus)
Copy command, 179
Zoom In/Zoom Out command, 179
Edit menu (PowerTalk), 248, 249, 252
Edit menu (smtp.daemon), 126
Electronic bulletin board systems, 5-6
chat areas, 5
costs, 6
defined,5
illustrated, 5
network design, 6
security, 6
Sysop, 5
threads, 5
electronic documents. See forms

Electronic Invasion: Brave New World ofBusiness
Communications, 16
e-mail, xi
adjective stage, 16
defined, 1-2, 16-17
electronic bulletin board systems, 5-6
enterprise LAN/WAN e-mail systems, 12-15
Internet, 109-137
logs, 435-436
mainframe messaging centers, 3-4
messaging, 1-76
Network Frontiers, 14
noun stage, 17
peer-to-peer e-mail systems, 10-11
performance, 434-439
bandwidth and, 438-439
general, 436-437
logs and, 43 5-436
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signing in and, 434-435
WAN,438
See also service performance
publishing with ListSTAR, 77-108
sending
methods, 2
PowerTalk, 146-149
QuickMail, 37-42
usage scope, 1
verb stage, 17
E-Mail-on-Demand demo (ListSTAR), 96-107
Error Handling rule, 105-106
Mailer-Daemon Mail rule, 98-99
Send Desired Files rule, 10 1-102
Send File Index rule, 99
timer, 106-107
Track All Visitors rule, 103-105
Update Classes List rule, 106-107
Welcome/Help rule, 103
See also ListSTAR
Enclosure preferences (Mail*Link Remote},
120-122
Binary enclosures, 121-122
illustrated, 121
Limit total enclosure size to, 122
TEXT enclosures, 121
See also Mail*Link
Enclosures preferences (ListSTAR), 83-85
illustrated, 84
Outgoing Body Translation, 85
Outgoing Enclosure Translations, 84-85
See also Preferences window {ListSTAR)
EPSF files, 55
Ethernet, 362
CSMA/CD, 456
performance and, 456
Eudora, 155, 165
Apple Internet Mail Server with, 155
enabling APOP with, 165
See also e-mail
Event menu (Up-to-Date)
Event command, 427
New To-Do command, 429
Exchange Files function, 312
exporting, phone book lists, 66
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F
Fetch, 317
file-based MailCenters, 20, 49-53
password, 52
from QM Administrator, 50
as seen by QMNET, 51
server volume, 51
setting up, 51-53
Ste also MailCenters
FileMaker Pro, 187
access privileges, 190
databases, 188, 195
ghosting hosting, 193
multi-user databases, 191
nondedicated hosting, 192
password security, 190
peer-to-peer hosting, 191
RAM allocation, 195-196
FileMaker Pro Server, 187
administrators, 198
AppleShare running with, 199
bigger, faster, stronger and, 199
capacity, 196
database file size, 196
default preferences, 197-198
defined, 196-197
with different protocol clients, 197
Ethernet and, 200
LocalTalk and, 200
recommendations, 199-200
support, 196
when to use, 196-200
See also FileMaker Pro
File menu (Apple Internet Mail Server), 159
File menu (AppleSearch)
Export Reporter command, 275
Import Reporter command, 275
File menu (Butler SQL)
Install Port command, 224
New Database command, 225
New Port command, 223
File menu (Contact), 421
File menu (Cumulus)
New command, 170

Index
Share Catalog command, 176
File menu (FileMaker Pro)
Administrator command, 198
Open command, 193
File menu (Finder), 381
File menu (Informed), 250
File menu (QuickDNS Pro)
New command, 296
Save command, 297
File menu (QuickMail)
Configure command, 28
New MailCenter command, 24, 53, 59, 61, 70,
113
Newsflash command, 30
file servers, 371-395
AFP, 51, 53
Apple family, 377-380
Apple Network Server 500 and 700, 380
AppleTalk, 372
Apple Workgroup Server 7250, 377-378
Apple Workgroup Server 8550, 378-379
building, 384-385
confidential information on, 383
CPU, 384
critical information on, 382-383
elements of, 372
file size, 381-382
hard drive, 384
inherited network plan, 393-395
Macintosh-based, 375-376
needs analysis, 381-383
network backup/archiving system, 385
personal information on, 382
software, 372
types of, 372
UPS, 385
user's needs, 381
file sharing, 371-395
Apple software, 372
dedicated, 372, 375-380
functioning of, 372
non-dedicated, 372, 373-374
performance, 440-445
AppleShare vs. Personal File Sharing, 441444

Chooser and, 440-441
overW~s,444-445

See also service performance
See also file servers
File Transfer Protocol. See FTP
File Type Picker dialog box (Mosaic), 355
FinePrint printing, 363
firewalls
AppleSearch and, 282
WebSTAR and, 323
flat file database structure, 18 5-186
defined, 185
disadvantage of, 186
illustrated, 186
planning, 189-190
See also databases
fonts, 366-367
TrueType,366,367
Type 1, 366, 367
See also printers
forms, 37-38, 239-257
approving, 252
defined, 37
designing, 257
electronic, 240
errors/omissions on, 245
fields, nonuseful, 256
functions needing, 256
Informed, 241
Memo, 38,57
migration to, 256
officious, 257
paper, 257
planning for, 256-257
pre-addressed, 251
sending, 251-252
signature, 248-250
tracking, 251,254, 255
"Unnecessary but Mandatory Recriminations
Cycle" and, 254
verification, 248
See also Informed
Frontiers in Networking. 346
FTP, 303, 313-317
FTPd, 313-317
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defined, 313
menu bar
FTP Setup button, 315
FTP Users button, 315
Gopher Setup button, 316
illustrated, 315
Security button, 316
Summary button, 316
Setup application, 314-315
See also WebSTAR
FTP Users window (FTPd), 316

G
gateways (QuickMail), 20-21
QM-AOL Gateway, 21
QM-Link Gateway, 21
QM-Script Gateway, 13, 21,69-74
General Info window (Acrobat Exchange), 349
General preferences (Cumulus), 171
General preferences (ListSTAR), 82-83
illustrated, 82
Logging Level, 83
Outgoing Mail Queuing, 83
Threads, 83
See also Preferences window (ListSTAR)
General preferences (Mail*Link Remote), 116-117
Display button, 136
illustrated, 116
Logging Level, 116-117
Outgoing Mail Queuing, 116
QuickMail Connect Times, 117
See also Mail*Link gateways
General preferences (smtp.daemon), 127
General Preferences window (Netscape Navigator),
358
Get Info window (Mail*Link), 136
ghosting hosting, 193
GIF format, 184
Gopher Setup window (FTPd), 316
graphic letterhead, 55
groups
Apple Workgroup Server planning, 389-392
defined,372
guest access, 303, 311
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H
headers, 120
Helper Configuration window (Mosaic), 354
hidden variables, 205
Host Configuration window (ButlerHosts), 230
Host Info (HINFO) record, 293
hosting, 191-193
database files to multiple users, 196
ghosting, 193
nondedicated, 192
peer-to-peer, 191
Hosts dialog box (FileMaker Pro), 194
HTML
<>characters, 305
commands calling CGis, 105
data definition, 210
document publishing in, 340
for fast typists, 304-307
moving data to, 340
preformatted layouts, 210-211
HTML editors, 304
HTML form, 204
hidden variable definition, 208
predefining variables, 208
record entry area, 207
HTML links, 304
HTML tags, 305-306
HTTP, 303
HyperText Markup Language. See HTML
HyperText Transfer Protocol. See HTTP

Import File window (QuickMail), 67-68, 135
column title, 68
Confirm entries before importing checkbox, 68
illustrated, 67
See also QuickMail
importing
artwork to Cumulus, 174
Internet address lists, 13 5
into Public Event Server, 415-416
phone book lists, 67
indexes, 264

Index
automatically created files, 264
days/times for updating, 266
destination designation for, 264
manual, 265
pre-indexed CO-ROMs, 280
quality of. 265
updating, 266
See also AppleSearch
information sources, 259
automatic indexing of, 264
folder selection for, 263
local, designating, 262-267
manually indexing, 265
memory for, 267
remote, designating, 267-270
selecting, 272
status of, 265
See also AppleSearch
Information Sources window (AppleSearch),
263-265
Add button, 263, 264
Get Info button, 269
illustrated, 263, 265
Index button, 264
Informed, 239-257
choice list, 246
Database extensions, 242, 245
Designer, 241
e-mail extensions, 242
error/omission checking, 245
forms, 241
approving, 252
sending, 251-252
tracking, 251, 254
Foundation,247
Manager, 241
multiple signatures, 249
Number Server, 242
omission warning, 246
Program Linking, 244
system components, 241-242
Tracker, 242
Tracker Admin, 255
using, 243-255
See also forms; signatures

Informed Designer
defined,241
See also Informed
Informed Foundation, 247
Informed Manager
database query, 253
defined,241
Scripts menu, 243
using, 244-250
View menu, 253
See also Informed
Informed Number Server
defined,242
illustrated, 244
See also Informed
Informed Tracker
data and time entry, 253
defined, 242
See also Informed
Informed Tracker Admin, 255
inherited network server plan, 393-395
storage evaluation, 394-395
user account review, 393-394
inkjet printers, 365
installation
Apple Internet Mail Server, 156-164
AppleSearch ACGI, 276
Contact, 409
Contact clients, 426
Cumulus, 170
ListSTAR for SMTP, 79-88
PowerTalk, 141
public categories, 419-425
Up-to-Date, 409
Up-to-Date clients, 426
WebSTAR, 308
Install PowerTalk folder, 145-146
Internet
address lists, importing, 135
hosts, 289

Standardfor the Format ofARPA Internet Text
Messages, 160
Internet e-mail, 109-137
PowerTalk, 151-154
See also Mail*Link gateways
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Internet Explorer, 356-357
Configure File Type window, 357
Options window, 356
See also documents (Acrobat); PDF
Internet Service Providers (ISPs), 155
DNS and, 286
e-mail hosts, 110
IP addresses, 294
iteration, 288

J
Java applets, CGis vs., 212
JPEG format, 184

K
Key Chain (PowerTalk), 151
Keywords menu (Cumulus)
New Keyword command, 173
Show Keywords command, 173

L
Label menu (System 7), 312
LAN client/server e-mail systems, 7-9
administration, 8
costs, 8
defined, 7
illustrated, 7
network design, 8
security, 9
See also QuickMail
LANs
printing throughput times, 446
QuickMail efficiency over, 437
Web server throughput, 448
See also WANs
LANTest, 432
LAN/WAN e-mail systems, 12-15
administration, 15
connect to everything/anything, 13-15
LAN-to-host, 12
LAN-to-LAN, 12-13
legal issues, 15
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network design, 15
Network Frontiers, 14
security, 15
See also e-mail
letterhead
correctly placed, 57
incorrectly placed, 56
selecting, 54
list servers
defined, 77
testing, 108
ListSTAR, 77-108
AutoResponder, 99
correct time, 87-88
defined, 77-78
direct mailing lists, 78
E-Mail-on-Demand demo, 96-107
Error Handling rule, 105-106
Mailer-Daemon Mail rule, 98-99
Send Desired Files rule, 101-102
Send File Index rule, 99-1 0 1
timer, 106-107
Track All Visitors rule, 103-105
Update Classes List rule, 106-1 07
Welcome/Help rule, 103
functions of, 77
host name, 80
installing for SMTP, 79-88
launching, 80-81
mailing lists, 78
for POP, 77,79-80
preferences
About ListSTAR, 88
Enclosures, 83-85
General, 82-83
Naming Hosts, 81-82
SMTP/TCP, 80,86-87
Status Window, 85-86
reserved addresses, 98-99
rules, 91
serial number, 81
servers used with, 77
services, 89-95
Administration, 93
default, 89-93

Index
demo, 96-97
e-mail-on-demand setup, 96-107
Postmaster, 93-95
for SMTP, 77, 79-88
folder, 80
installing, 79-88
for StarNine Mail, 77, 79
technical support numbers, 88
testing and, 108
Welcome Reply, adding, 103
windows, 81
ListSTARAdministrator's Guide, 83, 101, 108
ListSTAR Services window
Duplicate button, 96
illustrated, 97
Renamebutton,99, 101
local information sources, 262-267
LocalTalk, 362
Login Script window (Mail*Link), 124
logs, 435-436

M
MacHTIP, 308
Macintosh client (QuickMail), 33-42
connection screen, 34
Desk Accessory, 33
function buttons, 36
mailbox, 36
mail log, 36
Main window, 35-36
New button, 37
newsflash area, 37
personal folders, 37
public section, 36-37
QuickConference, 33
sending mail with, 37-42
See also QuickMail
MacLink Plus, 331
MacLink Plus XTND translators, 260, 281-282
default, 282
potential problems, 281-282
protocol, 282
See also AppleSearch
MacPPP, 152

MacSLIP, 152
MacTCP, 296
Mail*Link gateways, 109-137
Apple Internet Mail Server with, 155
defined, 109
domain, 110
information gathering and, 110
location of, 111
login procedures, 110
MailCenter configuration, 113-130
message path, 111
passwords, 110
queued messages, 136-137
Remote, 109, 110
Remote preferences, 116-126
Addressing, 119-120
Enclosures, 120-122
General, 116-117
Naming Hosts, 117-118
Remote Receiving, 125-126
Remote Systems, 122-125
Users, 118-119
setting up, 112-130
SMTP, 15, 109, 110
preferences, 115-116
smtp.daemon, 126-130
TCP/IP configuration, 113
smtp.daemon preferences, 111, 126-130
Destination, 130
General, 127
Naming Hosts, 127-128
SMTP/TCP, 129-130
Status Window, 128-129
user accounts, establishing, 131-135
See also e-mail
Mail*Link Monitor, 153, 154
Mailbox (PowerTalk), 141
checking, 149-150
open, 150
See also PowerTalk
MailCenters, 20-21
bridge, 20
configuration, changing, 28-29
custodian, 25
defined,20
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file-based, 20, 49-53
gateway, 20
Mail*Link gateway configuration, 113-130
Mail*Link users list, 134-135
maintaining, 26
names, 35
online,20
passwords, 24, 48
QM-AOL Gateway, 21
QM-Direct Bridge, 20, 58-61
QM-Link Gateway, 14,21
QM-Printer Bridge, 20, 53-58
QM-Script Gateway, 13, 21,69-74
Store & Forward, 21, 46, 47
user creation, 27
user list, 28
See also QuickMail
MailCenter Selection dialog box (QuickMail), 35
MailCenter window (QuickMail), 24
Mailers {PowerTalk), 147
Mailer services (ListSTAR), 89
Mail Exchange (MX) record, 292-293
creating, 298
Domain Name, 292
Mail Exchange, 293
Preference, 293
See also resource records
mail host configuration, 15 7-164
backing up drive and, 164
connection statistics, 164
data and time, 15 7
preferences, 157-159
sending via other hosts, 163-164
user accounts, 159-162
See also Apple Internet Mail Server
mailing lists, 78
creating, 104
direct, 78
See also ListSTAR
Mail menu (PowerTalk), Send command, 148
Mail Options window (Informed), 251
mail servers
configuring TCP/IP, 113
setting time zone, 112
mainframe messaging centers, 3-4
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costs, 4
defined,3
illustrated, 3
legal issues, 4
network design, 3
See also e-mail

Managing AppleShare & Workgroup Servers, 170,
200,262,372,443

ManagingAppleTalk Networks, 199,283, 330
many-to-one relationship, 186
Map control panel, 87-88, 112, 157
MapServe, 320,322
margins, 54-55
default, 56
incorrect setting of, 55
setting, 54
See also Printer Bridge
Meeting menu (Up-to-Date), Administration command, 417,419
messages {Mail*Link)
headers, 120
path steps, Ill
queued, 136-137
See also Maii*Link gateways
messages (PowerTalk), 149-150
messages (QuickMail)
creating "on the fly" user, 40
date/time sending of, 42
finding user for, 40-41
header information, 71
paths, 43-47
on different mail server, 45-47
QuickMail for Windows, 49-51
in same MailCenter, 44-45
wrong idea of, 43-44
sending, 42
See also Macintosh client (QuickMail); QuickMail
Miscellaneous Settings window {WebSTAR),
309-310
Buffer Size field, 320
illustrated, 318
Max Listens field, 319
Max Users field, 319
Port field, 328

Index
Timeout field, 319, 320

N
Name Server (NS) record, 292
creating, 297
See also resource records
NameServer control panel, 19
database, 19
illustrated, 19
See also QuickMail
Naming Hosts preferences (ListSTAR), 81-82
illustrated, 82
See also Preferences window (ListSTAR)
Naming Hosts preferences (Mail*Link Remote),
117-118
Default Mail Host, 118
illustrated, 117
My Hostname, 117
Outgoing Hostnames, 118
See also Mail*Link gateways
Naming Hosts preferences (smtp.daemon),
127-128
illustrated, 127
My Hostname field, 128
Send all mail to default host checkbox, 128
See also Mail*Link gateways
NBP broadcast packets, 440
NBP~LKups, 434, 441
NBPReps, 434
NCSA Mosaic, 353-356
FileType Picker dialog box, 35 5
Helper Configuration window, 354
Preferences window, 353
proper PDF document configuration, 356
See also documents (Acrobat); PDF
NetMinder Ethernet, 432
Netscape Navigator, 155, 305-306
General Preferences window, 358
New MIME Type window, 358
See also documents {Acrobat); PDF
network designs
electronic bulletin board systems, 6
LAN cliendserver e~mail systems, 8
LAN/WAN e~mail systems, 15

mainframe message centers, 3
peer~to~peer e~mail systems, 10-11
Network Frontiers, xiii-xiv
e~mail addresses, xiii
e~mail system, 13-15
Web site, xiv
network traffic. See service performance
Network Visible Entities (NVEs), 199
New Form dialog box (QuickMail), 37
New MIME Type window (Netscape Navigator),
358
New Reports window (AppleSearch), 272
newsflash, 29-30
defined,29
sending, 29-30
See also QuickMail
Newsflash window (QuickMail), 30
non~dedicated file sharing, 373-374
benefits of, 373
defined, 3 72
illustrated, 373
performance degradation, 373-374
See also file sharing
nondedicated hosting, 192
NotifyMail, 15 5
Now. See Contact; Up~to~Date

0
ODBC
connecrions,231-233
control panel, 131
data source connection configuration, 233
Data Sources window, 232
defined,214
drivers, 214, 232
Tango and, 235
See also Buder SQL
online MailCenters, 20
Open Database Connectivity. SeeODBC
Open dialog box (FileMaker Pro), 193, 194
Open File dialog box, 66-67, 135
Open Transport, 296,372
Options menu (WebSTAR), Verbose Messages com~
mand, 308
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Options window (Internet Explorer), 356

p
paper
sizes, 365
special, 366
weights, 366
See also printers
passwords
category, 423
Cumulus, 176-177
FileMaker Pro security, 190
Mail*Link gateway, 110
MailCenter, 24, 48, 52
PowerTalk signer, 249
QM-Direct Bridge, 59
QM-QM Bridge, 62, 64
QM-Script Gateway, 70
QuickMail, 35
realm, 324
1imbuktu Pro, 313
Up-to-Date, 420
PDF
defined,332
documents
annotated, 344
with bookmarks, 345
conversion into, 340-350
Internet Explorer configuration, 356-357
Mosaic configuration, 353-356
Netscape Navigator configuration, 358359
file annotation, 343
file creation in background, 334
file linking, 345
publishing examples, 351
read-only replica document in, 342
See also Adobe Acrobat
PDFWriter, 341
peer-to-peer e-mail systems, 10-11
administration, 11
defined, 10
illustrated, 10
network design, 10-11
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security, 11
See also e-mail
peer-to-peer hosting, 191
performance, 431-458
AppleShare, 442
backup servers, 455
databases, 452-454
efficient, 433
e-mail, 434-439
file sharing, 440-445
Personal File Sharing, 441
printers, 367-368
printing,446-447
results analysis, 432
test machines, 432
test parameters, 432
tests, 431-432
Web servers, 448-451
Permissions preferences (Cumulus), 173
personal catalog, 142-143
new, 142
opening, 143
See also catalogs
Personal File Sharing, 217, 314
access privileges through, 262
algorithm, 441
AppleShare vs., 441-444
performance, 441
transmission time, 442
WAN transmission speeds with, 444
phone book (QuickMail), 66
entries, 62-63
exporting, 66
importing, 67
using, 66
See also QM-QM Bridge
Photograde printing, 363
Pointer (PTR) record, 294-295
defined,294
Domain Name, 295
Pointer Name, 295
See also resource records
Portable Document Format. See PDF
portable documents, 332
ports (Buder SQL), 222-224

Index
choosing, 223
communications toolbox, 222
program linking, 222
TCP/IP, 223-224
See also Butler SQL
Postmaster service (ListSTAR), 93-95
Account pane, 94
defined,93
Error Handling Reply pane, 94
See also ListSTAR
PostScript, 368
PowerFax gateway, 144
PowerShare server, 10, 144
PowerTalk, 139-154
addressing window, 251
catalogs, 141-146
defined, 141
desktop, 142
live, 141
opening, 147
personal, 142-143
client/server methodology, 10
defined, 141
desktop additions, 141
digital signature ability, 248
electronic addresses, 144-145
enclosures, 149
included in System 7.5, 140
information cards, 145
installation folder, 145-146
installing, 141
Internet mail, 151-154
forwarding, 153
in In Tray, 153
Key Chain and, 151
sending, 154
~ailbox, 141, 149-150
~ailer, 147
mail format, 148-149
on the desktop, 140-150
Personal Internet Gateway, 144, 151
planning for, 10
with Qui~ail, 11
sending e-mail, 146-149
signature icon, 250

signers, 248-249
to the world, 151-154
Pre-Address PowerTalk window, 251
preferences (Cumulus), 171-173
Catalog, 172
General, 171
Permissions, 173
See also Cumulus
preferences (~ail*Link), 115-130
Remote, 116-126
Addressing, 119-120
Enclosures, 120-122
General, 116-117
Naming Hosts, 117-118
Remote Receiving, 125-126
Remote Systems, 122-125
Users, 118-119
S~TP, 115-116
smtp.daemon, 126-130
Destination, 130
General, 127
Naming Hosts, 127-128
SMTP/TCP, 129-130
Status Window, 128-129
See also Mail*Link gateways
Preferences window (Apple Internet Mail Server),
157-159
illustrated, 158
Outgoing SMTP connections field, 159
Password Server pane, 158-159
POP3 Server pane, 158-159
Server names field, 158
S~TP Server pane, 158-159
Preferences window (FileMaker Pro Server), 197198
Preferences window (ListSTAR)
About ListSTAR, 88
Enclosures, 83-85
General, 82-83
Naming Hosts, 81-82
S~TP/TCP, 86-87
Status Window, 85-86
Preferences window (Mosaic), 353
pre-indexed CD-ROMs, 280
Print dialog box (Acrobat), 341-342
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Printer Bridge, 20, 53-58
Address button, 58
configuring, 54
defined, 20
Extra Pages button, 56
number per server, 53
Select letterhead window side, 54
sending out of house and, 58
Set margins window side, 54
user accounts, 58
user accounts address information, 58
See also QuickMail
printers, 361-370
AppleTalk printer drivers and, 369
checklist for selecting, 370
color, 364-365
consumables and, 368-369
font technology, 366-367
network access of, 362
paper sizes, 365
PC users and, 367
performance, 367-368
RAM and, 368
resolution of, 362-363
saturated pages and, 365-366
specialized, 351
special papers and, 366
support, 368
throughput times, 446
toner-printing drum, 369
user access to, 362
VPT, 367
printing performance, 446-447
LAN throughput times, 446
WAN throughput times, 447
See also service performance
Program Linking
AppleSearch, 271
Butler SQL and, 216-217
capability, 169
Cumulus, 176
enabling, 170,216-217
in guest account, 217-218
in user account, 217
Informed, 244
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server selection via, 271
WebSTJUR,310-311
Pub folder, 313-314,317, 327
Public Contact Server
Configuration screen, 412
defined,409
public category installation, 420-425
See also Contact
Public Event Server
Configuration screen, 411
configuring, 412-420
defined,409
importing file in to, 415-416
logging into, 416
mistakes and, 416
name for, 417
public category installation, 419-420
rooms, resources, 414-415
Status window, 412
users, 412-414
users list, reformatting, 413-414
See also Up-to-Date

Q
Q M Administrator, 20
Administrator option, 22
Connection option, 22
Dead Mail option, 23
defined, 20
Disk Space option, 23
file-based MailCenter from, 50
File-Based Server option, 23
MailCenter display, 23, 28
Memory option, 23
NameServer option, 23
Next Connection display, 22
QM Server option, 23
Status display, 24
Status option, 22
Time option, 23
Type display, 23
Urgent display, 24
using, 22-30
Waiting display, 24

Index
window illustration, 22
See also QuickMail
QM Administrator Configuration window (QuickMail), 48-49
QM-AOL Gateway, 21
QM-Direct Bridge, 20, 58-61
agreements before using, 59
configuring, 60
Custodian, 68-69
defined,20,58
maximum number per server, 59
password, 59
security, 61
setting up, 59-60
star configuration, 60
user accounts, 60
See also Bridges (QuickMail); Mail Centers
QM-Link Gateway, 21
QM-QM Bridge, 21,61-69
Create button, 62
defined, 21, 61
modem information, 65
outgoing mail password, 64
password, 62
phonebook,62-63,66
Preferences window, 64
setting up, 61-62
Setup window, 65-66
user list, 66
window, 62
See also bridges (QuickMail); QuickMail
QM-QM menu (QuickMail)
Export Phone Book command, 66
Import Phone Book command, 67
Preferences command, 64
Setup command, 65
QM Remote, 74-76
defined, 74
mail status checking, 76
Main window, 75
receiving mail with, 75
using, 75-76
QM-Script Gateway, 13, 21, 69-74
configuring, 70
Custodian, 73

defined,21,69
Display connection checkbox, 71
Include QuickMail headers option, 71
maximum MailCenters per server, 70
Multiple Enclosure Uploading option, 70
newly created account, 72
password, 70
Script option, 71
security, 74
setting up, 70
Strip 8th (high) bit option, 71-72
user account names in, 73
user list, 72
window, 70
See also gateways (QuickMail); MailCenters;
QuickMail
QM Server control panel, 18
illustrated, 18
in message path, 45, 46-47, 50
setting up, 439
See also QuickMail
Quarterdeck Mail, I 09
query builder documents, 237
Queued Messages window (Mail*Link), 136
Delete button, 137
Finished button, 137
Get Info button, 136
illustrated, 136
Return button, 137
QuickDNS Pro, 296-300
activity display, 300
Admin application, 296
A resource record creation, 298
CNAME resource record creation, 299
completed resource records, 299
defined,285
folder, 297
MX resource record creation, 298
NS resource record creation, 297
requirements for using, 296
resource record creation, 297
reverse domain mappings, 300
Server, 300
SOA values in, 296
See also DNS
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QuickDraw, 368, 369
QuickMail, 1-76
administrators, 25-26
costs, 8
custodians, 25, 26
efficiency, 436-437
over LA.Ns, 437
over WANs, 438
forms, 37
functioning of, 43-48
MailCenters, 20-21
Memo form, 38, 57
messages. See messages (QuickMail)
NameServer, 19
network bandwidth, 436
network design, 8
Notifier, 51
over ARA, 74
passwords, 25
Personal Gateway, 11
PowerTalk with, 11
Printer Bridge, 53-58
QM Administrator, 20
QM-AOL Gateway MailCenter, 21
QM-Direct Bridge MailCenter, 20, 58-61
QM-Link Gateway MailCenter, 14, 21
QM-Printer Bridge MailCenter, 20
QM-QM Bridge MailCenter, 21, 61-69
QM Remote, 74-76
QM-Script Gateway MailCenter, 13, 21,
69-74
QM Server, 18, 45~7, 50,439
remote connections, 74-76
sending mail with, 37~2
server
advanced setup, 48-76
dial-in, 76
setup, 18-22
signing into, 43~35
testing, 437
WAN performance of, 445
See also LAN client/server e-mail systems
QuickMailAdministrator Manual 52, 125
QuickMail client, 31 ~2
DOS, 32-33
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Macintosh, 33-42
Windows, 31-32
QuickMail for DOS, 49
QuickMail for OS/2, 49
QuickMail for Windows, 49-51

R
RAIC (Redundant Array of Independent Computers), 329
RAIDS storage, 401, 402
RAIDbank, 402

RAM
backup servers and, 401
Cumulus*Client and, 181
Cumulus and, 181
database setup and, 191
FileMaker Pro allocation, 195-196
printer, 368
Web server performance and, 451
readers, 332
realms, 323-325
defined, 323
grouping by name, 324
passwords, 324
user names, 324
See also WebSTAR
Realms window (WebSTAR), 324
Receiving Configuration window (Mail*Link), 126
Record menu (Cumulus), Catalog command, 174,
178
recursion, 288
recursive name service, 289
recursive queries, 288
Registered Users window (Mail*Link), 131-132
Delete button, 132
Edit button, 132
Export button, 132
illustrated, 131
Import button, 131
New button, 131
Purge button, 131
Sort by pop-up menu, 132
relational databases, 186-187
advantages of, 187

Index
data files and, 189
defined, 186
development time, 186
illustrated, 187
many-to-one relationship, 186
planning, 189-190
See also databases
Remark, 335
remote connections (QuickMail), 74-76
overARA, 74
receiving mail with, 75
See also QM Remote
remote information sources, 267-270
Remote Receiving preferences (Mail*Link Remote),
125-126
illustrated, 125
New button, 125
when to use, 125
See also Mail*Link gateways
Remote Systems preferences (Mail*Link Remote),
122-125
illustrated, 123
New button, 123
Open button, 123
See also Mail*Link gateways
reporters
defined,259
server and client, 260
See also AppleSearch
reserved addresses, 98-99
resolution, 362-363
explained, 363
helpers, 363
RAM and, 363
See also printers
resource records, 290-295
A record, 291-292
CNAME record, 293-294
completed, 299
creating, 297
HINFO record, 293
MX record, 292-293
NS record, 292
PTR record, 294-295
SOA record, 290-291

TXT record, 294
See also DNS
Retrospect, 397
archive scripts, 405--406
backup planner, creating, 399--401
backup scripts, 402--404
Backup Server, setting up, 40 1--404
duplicate scripts, 404
See also backup management
reverse domain mappings
defined,294
illustrated, 300
Round Robin CGI, 329
rules
defined, 91
See also ListSTAR

s
saturation printing, 365-366
Schema menu (Butler SQL)
New Column command, 226
New Table command, 226
Script Editor, 102
Scripts menu (Informed Manager), 253
SCSI Manager 4.3, 200
search requests
entering, 273
reading, 274
returned, 273
saving, 274
scheduling, 275
See also AppleSearch
security
CGis and, 211
electronic bulletin board system, 6
LAN client/server e-mail system, 9
LAN/WAN e-mail system, 15
peer-to-peer e-mail system, 11
QM-Direct Bridge, 61
QM-Script Gateway, 74
signature, 250
WebSTAR,309,325-327
Security Toolkit, 308
Select MailCenter window {QuickMail), 434
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Index
Sending Setup window (Apple Internet Mail
Server), 163
Server Manager, 199, 310
Server menu (Apple Internet Mail Server)
Account Information command, 159
Connection Statistics command, 164
Preferences command, 157
Sending Setup command, 163
Server menu (AppleSearch)
Information Sources command, 269
Preferences command, 265,270
Sources command, 263
Server Preferences window (AppleSearch), 266, 270
servers. See backup servers; building servers;
file servers; list servers; Web servers
Server Tools, 393
service performance, xii, 431-458
backup servers, 455
databases, 452-454
efficient, 433
e-mail, 434-439
Ethernet and, 456
file sharing, 440-44 5
printing, 446-447
results analysis, 432
test machines, 432
test parameters, 432
tests, 431-432
Web servers, 448--451
services (ListSTAR), 89-95
account establishment, 97-98
Administration, 93
default, 89-93
demo, 96-97
Mailer, 89
Postmaster, 93-95
Timer, 89
See also ListSTAR
Setup window (FTPd), 31
shared server folders, 261
shared volumes, 372
Sharing Setup control panel, 216-217, 271
signatures, 248-250
electronic, 248
icon variations, 250
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multiple, 249
reasons for, 248
security and, 250
signers, 248-249
valid, 252
verification of, 248, 250, 252
See also forms; PowerTalk
sign-in, 434--435
comparison, 436
performance and, 434-435
Skyline Satellite, 432
smtp.daemon preferences, 126-130
Destination, 130
General, 127
Naming Hosts, 127-128
SMTP/TCP, 129-130
Status Window, 128-129
See also Mail*Link gateways
SMTP Status window (Mail*Link), 128
SMTP/TCP preferences (ListSTAR), 86-87
# of Incoming Connections option, 86
illustrated, 86
NameResolver pop-up menu, 87
Ping before opening connection option, 80, 87
TCP Command Timeout pop-up menu, 86
See also Preferences window (ListSTAR)
SMTP/TCP preferences (smtp.daemon), 129-130
# of Incoming Connections pop-up menu, 129
illustrated, 129
NameResolver pop-up menu, 130
Ping before opening connection checkbox, 130
TCP Command Timeout pop-up menu, 129
See also Mail*Link gateways
Source, 4
SQL
defined,213
sample program, 234
See also Butler SQL
StarNine Resolver, 130
Start of Authority (SOA) record, 290-291
Domain Name, 290
Expire, 291
Minimum Time to Live, 291
MName, 290
QuickDNS Pro values, 296

Index
Refresh, 291
Retry, 291
RName, 290
Serial, 290-291
See also resource records
Status Window preferences (ListSTAR), 85-86
Display ADMIN Status Window checkbox, 86
illustrated, 85
Limit mail count to a max of option, 86
See also Preferences window (ListSTAR)
Status Window preferences (smtp.daemon),
128-129
Display SMTP Status Window, 128
illustrated, 128
Limit mail count to max of field, 129
See also Mail*Link gateways
storage evaluation, 394-395
Store & Forward MailCenter, 21, 46,47
D file, 47
In Mail folder, 47
Structured Query Language. See SQL
Stuffit Expander, 84
suffix mappings, 320
Suffix MapP.ing window (WebSTAR), 322
Summary window (FTPd), 317
Sysop, 5
System-to-Call Configuration window (Mail*Link),
123-125
Call this system every... pane, 124
Connection button, 125
Enable outgoing calls checkbox, 124
illustrated, 123
Login field, 124
Login script button, 124
System Name field, 123-124

T
Tango,214,216,235-237
ACGI, 236
configuring, 23 5
defined,235
Editor, 236, 237
folder, 236
ODBC support, 235

query builder documents, 237
Test Drive, 237
using, 235-237
See also Butler SQL
TCP/IP control panel, 113
Technical Information Library, 269
technical support numbers (ListSTAR), 88
tests, 431-432
database performance, 453
list servers, 108
machines, 432
parameters, 432
self, 457-458
See also service performance
Text (TXT) record, 294
TEXT files, 135
threads, 5
concurrent, 129
main, 129
Timbuktu Pro, 310
AppleTalk and, 312
Control function, 312
exchanging files with, 311
passwords, 312
TCP/IP and, 312, 313
Timer services (ListSTAR), 89
tracking, 251, 254, 255
TurboGopher, 317

u
Universal Resource Locators. See URLs
UNIX mail systems, 119
"Unnecessary but Mandatory Recriminations
Cycle," 254
UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply), 385
Up-to-Date, 407-430
calendar distribution files, 429
Calendar window, 408
client installation, 426
client setup, 426-430
customizing, 426
defined,408
distributing, 426
distribution files, 429
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file creation, 426-430
group scheduling abilities, 420
initial configuration, 411--412
installing, 409
launching, 417
password protection, 420
personal category, 419
preferences file, 429--430
public category, 419--420
Public Event Server, 409, 411--420
recurring maintenance reminder, 429
requirements for using, 409
server location, 409
setting up, 409--425
using, 429
See also Contact
URLs, 303, 326
user account planning form, 386
group information, 388
illustrated, 386
name, action, authorization, 387
network information, 387-388
removal, 387
training, 387
user accounts (Mail*Link), 131-135
automatic setup, 132-134
MailCenter users list, 134-135
manual setup, 131-132
See also Mail*Link gateways
User dialog box (QuickMail), 27
user list, 28
adding accounts to, 49
deleting, 48
Mail*Link, 134-135
QM-QM Bridge, 66
QM-Script Gateway, 72
See also MailCenters
User menu (QuickMail)
Create command, 27, 58, 65, 72, 134
Import command, 135
Users & Groups, 217
access privileges, 391-392
basic information, 389-390
folder hierarchy, 391-392
planning, 389-392
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system information, 390-391
See also Apple Workgroup Server
users
account review, 393-394
Apple Workgroup Server access planning, 386388
availability of, 418
defined, 372
deleting, 413
edited list of, 413
editing information, 418
imported, 417
list reformatting, 413--414
locating (QuickMail), 40--41
scheduling, 407--430
text list generated AppleShare, 413
Users preferences (Mail*Link Remote), 118-119
Administrator's Address, 118
Database button, 119, 131
illustrated, 118
Registered Users Database, 119
Send "Host Down" Messages, 119
See also Mail*Link gateways
Users window (Butler SQL Server), 218
Utilities menu (QuickMail), Configure File-based
command, 52
UUencode format, 84, 85, 121, 122

v
viewers, 332
View menu (Informed Manager), Tracking Status
command, 253
ViewPoint, 393-394
defined,393
privileges, 393
user privileges, 394
Views control panel, 458
Virtual Printer Technology (VPT) printers, 367

w
WAIS, 267-270
AppleSearch gateway, 268
choosing sources, 269

Index
custom database file, 283
database representation, 270
defined,267
directory, 268
queries, 268
servers, 268
site scanning times, 270
sources, 268
unpublished sites, 282-283
WANs
AppleShare transmission speeds, 445
file sharing over, 444-445
logs and, 436
performance, 438
Personal File Sharing transmission speeds, 444
printer throughput times, 447
QuickMail efficiency over, 438
QuickMail performance, 445
Web server throughput, 450

See also LANs
WebLink, 359
WebLink Preferences window (Acrobat), 359
Web~ap,321,322

Webmaster Macintosh, 330
Web server performance, 448-4 51
CGis and, 450
data transfer slowdown problems, 450-451
LAN throughput, 448
RAM and, 451
WAN throughput, 450
See also service performance
Web servers, 303
WebST~. 77,203,303-330
add-on products, 308
Admin application, 309, 329
main window, 318
running remotely, 311
Timeout counter, 319
aliases, 326
allow and deny, 325-326
basics, 308-317
browser interaction with, 236
Buder SQL integration, 235

defined,303
file access with, 309
firewalls and, 323
folders, 304, 309
alias, 309
setting up, 309
structure, 309
free memory, 319
index file, 309
installing, 308
internal functions, 318
multiple copies of, 327-328
names and, 323
port numbers, 328
Program Linking, 310-311
realms, 323-325
remote management, 310-313
security, 309, 325-327
Security Toolkit, 308
serial numbers, 328
server logon, 308
Status window, 319, 329
suffix mappings and, 320
throughput rules and, 328
Wide Area Information Servers. See WAIS
wildcard character (*), 163
Windows client (QuickMail), 31-32
CE.INI, 31
CONFIG.EXE, 31
connection screen, 32
QMAILWIN.EXE, 31
Q~NOTE.EXE, 31

See also Quic~ail
Windows menu (ListST~), General Preference
command, 81
World Wide Web (WWW)
Adobe Acrobat on, 351-359
AppleSearch via, 276-279
CGis, 188
RAIC, 329
See also Web server performance; Web servers
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AppleTalk
etwork Service
by Dorian J. Couglas, Tom Dell,
E.L Heiberger
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This Is the fourth book In the Network Frontiers Field Manual Series. This series,
written by the developers of the Apple CertHied Server Engineer Propam, Is
Intended for the Macintosh networking professional and each book Is designed
to help you do the business of networking. No hype. No product marketing. Just
the plain and simple way to build and manage real-world networks.
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AppleTalk Network Services covers the most commonly requested services rurtnlng on AppleTalk and TCP/ IP networks. AppleShare, AppleSearch, WebSTAR,
UstSTAR, PowerTalk, MaiiUnk, QulckMall, Acrobat, Informed, and QulckDNS are
just a few of the services covered. In conclusion, the effects that each service
has on your network utilization are analyzed In order to maximize your network
efficiency.

About the Authors:
Dorian J. Cougias Is the founder of Network Frontiers, Inc., a leader In Macintosh
connectivity. They develop course material and Implement training propams for
all network support staff. They also offer the AppleTalk Network Design,
Mana~&ement, and Troubleshootln~& Series to dealers, network administrators,
VARs, and trainers at various Apple Market Centers across the country, as well
as ort-slte at their larger clients.

i[.111 i•rnills a journalist and consultant who has been Involved In the use of print
production networks for more than 10 years. He was Senior Editor for the
Macintosh programmln~& and training firm of Bear River Associates, and at
Network Frontiers has applied his experience to the needs of such clients as
Apple Computer, Inc., Regis McKenna Public Relations, and Ketchum Advertl sl n~&.
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a propammer for both the Macintosh and the
PC, was project manqer at Bear River Associates for the net ·
work technolo~&Y division, where she laid the poundwork f or
the national training propam. Today she continues to combine
her knowled~&e of marketln~&, business mana~&ement, and technolo~&Y at Network Frontiers as Mana~&ln~& Partner. She coordinates all facets of Network Frontiers' tralnln~& program and
oversees the AppleTalk Certified Server En~&lneer Program. As
a me mber of BICSI, she teaches desl~&n of cabling
schemes for CATS networks and consults extensively
for clients In need of cable design specifications.
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